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“I trod interstellar space, exalted by the knowledge that I was bound on
vast adventure, where, at the end, I would find all the cosmic formulae
and have made clear to me the ultimate secret of the universe. In my
hand I carried a long glass wand. It was borne in upon me that with the
tip of this wand I must touch each star in passing.”
~ Jack London, Star Rover, 1915

We all live in prisons of our own devices.
~ Hotel California, (?) 1977

“Only a schmuck studies his own life.”
~ Erving Goffman
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Rides of Passage

Figure 1.1. “All bow down . . ..”

This is a book-length experiment in a controversial postmodern research and writing genre called
“autoethnography.” Like the word suggests, autoethnography is 1) a form of self-reflection and
writing that explores the researcher's personal experience and 2) connects this autobiographical
story to wider cultural, historical, political, and social meanings and understandings.
Autoethnography seems to offer me at an opportune time in my career an offbeat if not entirely
casual way to explore and examine the roots of my own worldview in cultural contexts that have
prevailed during my lifetime. Autoethnography’s “anything goes” literary genre is liberating for
an academic author and a cultural geographer like myself in the prime of my life who is still
searching for “the meaning of it all” from root to crown. It is the one door along the postmodern
path I have chosen to satisfy my great and as yet unquenched curiosity about the material and
spiritual dimensions my own life being lived while still unfolding.
Autoethnography has also offered me a “green light” to expound in public upon my past and
present applications of some pseudo-scientific and occult practices I have indulged in over the
years. Heretofore I have mainly concealed my paranormal methods for living my life beyond and
in defiance of the norm. Now the opportune time has come to recommend these methods to
others. They are self-hypnosis and astral projection. Between them they have dramatically
increased the exploratory powers of my “inward bound” and “outward bound” geographical
explorations. Self-hypnosis involves introspection and astral projection for lack of a better term
involves “extrospection.” Both have enriched my life experience and I continue to indulge in
them to this day.
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My autoethnography explores and celebrates automobile culture, by focusing on one of its many
sub-cultures. While there are diverse automobile sub-cultures (racers, collectors, exhibitors,
designers, mechanics, union and non-union workers, retailers, wholesalers, salvagers, and
thieves), my focus is organized around just one sub-culture comprised of named 1950’s-era high
school fraternal car clubs. My own club was the Saracens of Birmingham High School in the San
Fernando Valley, CA, circa 1956-1960.
The key cultural artifacts representing individual high school car clubs circa 1957 (and
continuing to this day) are their automobile-mounted metallic identity plaques (as exemplified in
Figure 1.1 ). These plaques were originally designed by club founders. Many car club plaques
back in the day were sand-casted in molten aluminum as student projects in high school metal
shops. These metal shops were often located appropriately adjacent to high school auto-shops.
Historic examples of 50’s-era high school car clubs abound as is demonstrated by an online
archive compiled by Mr. Bill Junge, of Lake Havasu, AZ. Bill’s Internet website where these can
be viewed is here: http://carclubplaques.pairsite.com/
Mr. Junge has written me a personal note that reveals how his own life was shaped early on by
high school car club culture:
“When I was about 13, my mom and dad made a trip to Las Vegas. While they were in a downtown
casino, my sister and I were standing outside when a chopped 49-51 Mercury turned the corner and
cruised by, and I was hooked on custom cars from that day on. I would spend my 25 cent weekly
allowance on "little page" car magazines. On my first day of high school, a custom 50 Chevy convertible
with a 302 GMC engine passed by and I hoped I could have a car like that someday. The following year,
a cool looking guy with a ducktail haircut transferred to my school. He wore a jacket with "Vampires"
and a bat stitched on the back. Some of my friends became friends with him and soon we were all
dressing like him. When I turned 16 and was driving a 41 Chevy coupe, I joined the Vampires and
proudly added the plaque I got to the gravel pan on my car.” ~ Bill Junge

Figure 1.2 Bill Junge’s “Vampire” high school car club plaque.
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Bill’s anecdote captures the essence of autoethnographic writing featuring car club culture, and I
will offer more of the same – lots more -- in the following pages.

My autoethnography elaborates how my own adult life took shape as it emerged from the
nurturing cultural cocoon of my teenage “Saracens” car club experience. My book evolves from
my Saracen origins, beginning with this introductory chapter, into a crazy-quilt book-length
“back-to-the-future” anecdotal photo essay that selectively captures some of my key, selected
life experience to date.
My story unfolds through the windshields and rear-view mirrors of all the automobiles and
motorcycles I have ever owned outright or jointly owned in cooperation with a few close friends.
These vehicles numbered twenty-seven to be exact, beginning with a 1956 Vespa motor scooter.
I now own a 2011 Jeep Wrangler. In between there was, in chronological order: a 1941 Pontiac
Torpedo; a 1930 Ford Model A with a rumble seat; A 1951 BSA Silver Star motorcycle; a 1931
Ford Victoria; a 1948 Willy’s C.J. Jeep; a 1941 Cadillac coupe; a 1958 Corvette; a 1955
Chevrolet Cameo pickup truck; a 1937 Pontiac business coupe; a 1950 Ford coupe; a 1957
Triumph TR3 roadster; a 1951 GMC pickup truck; a 1956 Triumph TR3 roadster; a 1961
Plymouth sedan; a 1964 Plymouth coupe; a 1966 Buick coupe; a 1970 Chrysler sedan; a 1985
Plymouth Reliant K coupe; a 1995 Jeep Wrangler; a 1998 Jeep Wrangler; a 1999 HarleyDavidson Sportster S motorcycle; and a 2000 Ford Ranger pickup.
In sum: Auto-ethnography has a more ambitious agenda than autobiography. Rides of Passage is
not just about the historical me, but also chronicles my transgressive, subjective life experience
and, while doing so, occasionally enters the realm of magical realism wherein my memory
begins to play tricks on me. My book is comprised of selected anecdotal interludes in a chain of
unique personal/cultural experiences linked by a lifetime of automobile ownership.

There were fourteen members of my high school car club “crew” (or “gang,” “club,” “cohort” or
call-it-what-you-will- “culture”). We were all part of a larger generation of young men whose
fraternal bonding and networking in high schools centered on their automobiles, which we called
“rides” back in the day.
The origins and heyday of the Saracens of Birmingham are historical facts. However, my
recollection of these events as a trip down memory lane is a pastiche of the past that is strewn
with pot holes, gaps and non sequiturs. Speaking of pot holes, my memory has some of those and
I try to bridge them as best I can without allowing my imagination and tendency to exaggerate
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for effect to run too free. I’m not much of a historian and have been told I am a hell of a
storyteller.
~
It seems incredibly absurd in retrospect that a group of mostly privileged middle-class white
boys (plus one Native American) could one day in 1956 coalesce and choose to share a fraternal
bond of fictive kinship that harkened back to a North African tribe of Islamic zealots known to
history as “Saracens.” Their heyday was nearly a thousand years ago and they butchered their
enemies --thousands of Christian Crusaders – without remorse!

Figure 1.3 In historical context: the likely swarthy visage and battlefield dress of a princely Saracen
warrior, circa 13th century.
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And yet, absurd as it may seem, here below joined in a fictive kinship are my own band of
Saracens as photographed in 1957:

Figure 1.4 The Saracens of Birmingham High School 1956-1960.
(fr: Walt Ross, Ken Morse, Garth Nelson, Frank Eckert);
(cr: Frank Morse, Jud Morris, Jim Nemeth, Rick Blackburn);
(br: Gary Schmidt, Ken Fredricks, Brown Smith, Phil Nutzhorn, Jim Van Noy, Gary Lorenz).

Before I introduce each one let me interpret the alchemy that brought and bound our Saracen
family together. We were a romantic “cult-of-the-automobile” and embraced the opportunity for
camaraderie made possible by it. Perforce, as a rite of passage, we memorized all of the various
automobile makes and models, favoring those rolling off Detroit and other American assembly
lines over those manufactured abroad. We debated and exuberated over their competing claims
and mythologies, and compared their “specs” from radiators to tail pipes. For example, in 1957
we Saracens divided our ideal-car-fantasy loyalties between Chevrolet Corvettes and Ford
Thunderbirds. To outsiders --to our parents, to our teachers, and even to our prospective
girlfriends -- we were child-like and (from an outsider perspective) may as well have been
debating the relative powers of Batman versus Superman.

To explain why we Saracens, as well as the members of all high school car clubs back in the day,
all spoke the same language and fetishized our rides in similar ways I will identify here what I
perceive to be the tap root of our commonality as it is embedded in space and time. Assuming
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there has been an inexplicable historical and demographic oversight about the uniqueness and
genius locus of my generation, I will correct that now by introducing us as “The Detroit
Generation.”

Figure 1.5 Distinctive 20th-century “generational cohorts,” featuring “The Detroit Generation” 19411945 (my cohort).

We of the “Detroit Generation” were born during the Second World War, smack between “The
Silent Generation” of our parents and the “Baby Boomer” generation of our younger siblings.
We were born between 1941 and 1945 and entered high school during a time when the American
automobile industry held firmly in its grasp millions of testosterone-driven teenagers who
“wrenched” (repaired -- with wrenches -- or wrapped with bailing wire or duct tape) their own
rides, and who enjoyed deluding themselves during the mid-to-late 1950s that they were a sort of
highfalutin royalty, self-proclaiming themselves as “Kings” “Barons,” “Knights” -- and myriad
other fictive self-ascribed kinships -- of the American roads and highways. In short, our car clubs
had high-opinions of ourselves assumed identities.
In contrast, most normal folks saw our car clubs not as any positive manifestation of
“Americana” but instead as “those crazy kids”: delinquent rogues and bona fide threats to public
health and safety. Only biker gangs sprouting in Fontana led by Korean War vets (see Hollister
riot of July 1947) had a worse reputation at the time. In sum, “those squares” (as we called our
critics) derided us as out-of-control “hot rod gangs” and attempted in vain to steer clear of our
car club convoys, which were everywhere and on the silver screen by the late ‘50s:
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Figure 1.6 Hot Rod Gang (1958).

The mass confirmation of the “coming of age” of the members of the Detroit Generation was
officially conferred on them by state government agencies, on their reaching the age of 16 on
average, as a license to drive. This mass empowerment of the Detroit Generation coincided with
the ascendency of the Eisenhower Presidency (1953-1961). Although brief, the robust coming of
age of the Detroit Generation also emerged in American history coincident to the time that
Standard Oil, General Motors, Firestone Tires and the powerful highway lobby in D.C. made
sure that five thousand additional new miles of highway per year would be built. It was a perfect
storm.
The National Highways Act of 1956 dramatically added to the existing rivers of asphalt that had
come to connect and carpet both town and country from coast to coast and border to border for
the single purpose of serving the needs of automobiles and trucks. Our Detroit Generation,
viewed from a more cynical perspective, was the bastard child of a secret conspiracy of
economic growth ideology fathered by General Motors resulting in unprecedented peace and
prosperity. If so, we were nevertheless oblivious to the fact and enjoyed the rise of the
Eisenhower Era and celebrating the camaraderie of embracing our own rides within it.
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In sum, the advent of the National Highways Act of 1956 scripted the romantic epitome of
America’s “Love Affair with the Automobile.” The members of my generation, and their galpals, aspired to be – or to appear to be -- a rebellious espirit de corps whose lives and lifestyles
became featured in their very own Hollywood fantasies and popular culture manifestations of the
time.

Figure 1.7 Hot Rod Girl (1956) and Hot Rod Rumble (1957).

A sign of the times, when the booming national economy exploited every aspect of the
automobile, drive-in movie lots became high school car club hangouts. The Reseda Drive-in
became the “hot date mecca” for Birmingham High School car clubs. It opened in 1949:

Figure 1.8 Reseda Drive In Theater 1949-1985.
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Of course the owner-operators of the Reseda and other drive-in theaters throughout Southern
California were careful to market them as family fare, and not as the car club lover’s lanes they
in fact quickly became. “Smoke if you wish!” claimed the ads – and smoke we Saracens did!
Every car had an ash tray or two in those days – and a battery-powered cigarette lighter.

Figure 1.9 Original General Motors dashboard cigarette/cigar lighter, circa 1941.

Saracen members smoked their first cigars at the Reseda Drive In. My 1941 Pontiac’s pure-white
Tijuana tuck-an-role upholstery turned tan from cigar smoke in only one summer! But I am
digressing into my anecdotes prematurely. Yet this is the way – through transcribing my
anecdotal flashbacks – that I can most clearly communicate to my readers the Saracen place in
automotive culture history. It is in spirit that I write of our club culture here in the introduction to
my autoethnography as a love story of epic proportions starring a cast of many thousands of
members of high school car clubs – “The Detroit Generation.”

Automobile ownership (having one’s own “ride”) was a landmark adventure in the lives the
members of the Detroit Generation. Each ride to its owner, in retrospect, recalls storied scenes
that played out, through flat tires, blind dates, dashboard radios, drive-in movies, street drags and
– alas -- inevitable accidents and even fatalities of friends, acquaintances, and even total
strangers, were the stuff of which Detroit Generation “rides of passage” are made. For example,
our Saracen pantheon of heroes included on its highest pedestal the great and iconic James Dean.
By dying as he did behind the wheel of his ride in 1955, he became an instant martyr to those
members of the Detroit Generation committed to the cause of “pushing the experiential
envelope” by living the automobile experience to the fullest; ideally full-throttle and peddle to
the metal. The storied event as legend usually omits that Dean was driving a Germanmanufactured Porsche at the time of the accident.
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Figure 1.10 James Dean (1931-1955).

I have driven between Fort Wayne, Indiana and Indianapolis several times and deliberately
pulled off the highway at Fairmount. The continued existence of this tiny burg into the 21stcentury largely depends on the tourist trade that gravitates into town solely to visit the gravesite
of James Dean located there in the middle of nowhere. Also, at one time in Fairmount, there
were two James Dean museums competing with each other for the public hearts, minds and
almighty dollars. One was public and one was private. I visited them both on a Saturday
afternoon and at the time was the only paying customer.
However, the gravesite itself was memorably surreal. His gravesite at the time I visited was
festooned with door keys left by women and Marlboro cigarettes left by men -- and the
tombstone was covered with lipstick impressions. That particular tombstone and numerous
replacements since I first visited there have been the frequent targets of vandals and thieves over
the years, and down to the present.
Speaking for myself and for much of the Detroit Generation I think Dean should be reinterred at
the Griffith Park Observatory in Los Angeles, where one of the most memorable scenes of Rebel
Without a Cause was filmed. In that scene the leader of a high school car club pack whose name
was “Buzz” slashes Dean’s tire with a switchblade -- and then challenges him to a “chicken
race”! This is more a dance with the Devil than a “race”: The two drivers in stolen cars drive at
high speed toward the edge of a seaside cliff and the first one to bail out before his purloined ride
becomes airborne is “the chicken.” In the movie, Buzz dies behind the wheel. A Dean tomb
located at the observatory would never be vandalized or stolen. Attached to a museum, the
attraction would make millions. James Dean belongs to posterity, and near Hollywood.
Unfortunately, Fairmount, Indiana, would become a ghost town if the James Dean memorial ever
moved West.
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The first high school car club was founded in 1934. Its founding members called themselves the
“Knight Riders” of Fullerton High school. Fullerton is a municipality located in the heart of
southeastern Los Angeles. Those pioneering high school car clubbers belonged to the “Silent
Generation” (sometimes called the “Greatest Generation”) of young men born in the aftermath of
the First World War. These young men acquired for themselves the specialized skills of the
nation’s Interwar commercial auto mechanics. Reaching high school at the onset of The Great
Depression they did not have the luxury to hire professional mechanics to wrench, repair and
maintain their rides. Of necessity, pioneer car clubbers beginning with the Knight Riders learned
and shared these skills among themselves.
It was within that desperate, hardscrabble, self-wrenching, dirty-fingernailed macho milieu that
hot rods and street roads and American public high school auto shops and car club culture were
first born and nurtured, then thrived as an enriching life experience for the members of my own
generation. It was thirty-two years after the Knight Riders of Fullerton first launched the
Southern California high school car club scene that the Birmingham High School Saracens car
club commenced to roll on their own rides in the west central San Fernando Valley.
~
Let me here introduce the fourteen Saracens introduced in the group photo above, (Figure 1.2)
which was snapped in 1958. Here, in alphabetical order are:

Rick Blackburn

I still think of him as Rick “Lothario” Blackburn. Tall, strong and handsome, Rick was rumored
to enjoy carnal knowledge with many of our campus Schlampen (“painted ladies”). Rick and his
loyal, perfumed pack of female friends and admirers were born and raised together in the
urbanized “east side” of the Birmingham High School campus, in contrast to the rural “west
side” of the campus.
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Rick used to drive his gal pals up and down Van Nuys Boulevard in a black Mercury sedan
throughout his junior and senior years at Birmingham. Word was that Rick had been their “main
man” since childhood. I imagined that they all merrily played “doctor and nurses” in the same
kindergarten sandbox. If I let my imagination run wild I could write a steamy screenplay about
Rick’s subsequent adventures with his gal pals at Birmingham – and I would title it Rick and his
Harem Go to High School.
~
We Saracens played a lot of weekend poker, and Rick – who I imagined had better things to do
(wink, wink) on weekends-- occasionally joined us and drank our beer took our money. I
thought it amazing that he never once bragged about his sexual exploits and conquests. He
seemed a very “cool” guy by successfully hoarding and hiding the details of his exploits from
me and the rest of his Saracen buddies. If you were
like Rick in high school in the 1950’s,
you were (in jazz slang) “one cool cat.”
Meanwhile, the rest of us Saracens sitting around the card table, were not all that
, having no
private harems of our own to brag about. We gathered around the card table in Rick’s presence
with our bad hands while Rick won our dimes and quarters with his good hands. I meanwhile
imagined-up outrageous salacious speculations about Rick’s private life. I had invented Rick
“Lothario” Blackburn and was jealous of my creation.
I wish I could claim here that Rick graduated high school, had an epiphany, entered a seminary,
took a vow of celibacy, tirelessly served the poor and sick, earned a Nobel Peace Prize for SelfSacrifice and lived to be a hundred.
~
Every graduating class at Birmingham chose for themselves a dorky Greek-sounding name that
had no meaning. Back in the day, members of high school graduation classes everywhere
saddled with these pretensions, fictive identities, year after year. We Saracens had our
historically-accurate macho car club identity subsumed under the wacko, made-up graduating
class identity “Praesidians.” Sounds important? Means nothing.
We blamed this indignity on the young Birmingham women, also in our cohort, who were
obsessed from the tenth grade forward with arranging everything related to our high school class
graduation. Our class colors turned out to be mint green and white. Unbelievably gay! We were
required to buy and wear expensive mint-green class sweaters. Unbearable!
Mr. Rameriz and Miss Calhoun were our Praesidian class advisors throughout all the buildup to
our class graduation in 1960. These two had to step in again and again to resolve the sorts of
trivial issues that could bring college-prep high school girls either to tears or bouts of hairpulling. Such was the typical sturm und drang of 1959 and 1960 class preparations for
graduation day. I bring it up as background for elaborating a bit more on Rick’s exploits during
those two years.
We Praesidian not only had our class colors, motto, and song and so on, but because our
Birmingham campus had such a spacious campus we students even had our own bucolic official
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lawn on campus during our Junior and Senior years. This was a pseudo-sacred territory where
lowly Freshmen and Sophomore students were forbidden by school tradition to tread. Younger
students on their paths to graduation would have their own class lawns when their own end times
drew near.
Our Junior/Senior lawn was gifted to us Praesidians by the Birmingham Administration,
supposedly in thanks for our “demonstrated good behavior” and “high performance standards” as
a class cohort. What a crock! That was all wishful thinking on their part and the gift was nothing
we actually earned as a class. The truth of it was, the Saracens and some of the other car clubs,
plus several packs of unaffiliated thugs, were unofficial and unregulated and by definition unruly
and thus frequently the source of black marks on the advertised-as-unblemished Praesidian class
record. Thus, our being given exclusive access to our own private lawn for lunchtime enjoyment
was not just a privilege unearned, but a privilege abused. From my POV Rick Blackburn, a
Saracen and a Praesidian, was a prime example of an adolescent, testosterone-driven campus car
club member taking advantage of every ripe opportunity for the purposes of licentious selfindulgence.
~
Picture this: Birmingham High School, previously a vast Army Hospital complex, was
decommissioned after WW2 and was sold as “surplus property” to the Los Angeles School
District for one dollar. A few years later it reopened as a combined secondary school (grades 712):

Figure 1.11 Thanks to its previous incarnation as a wartime national hospital, Birmingham High School
inherited a spacious campus layout.

The large Junior/Senior lawn was square in shape and had these strange exotic shade trees here
and there that bore strange fruit hidden inside giant brown, brittle, pea pods. The pods were
about half-a-foot long on average and when cracked open they revealed rows of hairy seeds
about the size of peas. When these fuzz balls came in contact with the human skin, their effect
was an itch fit. No human was immune.
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If you, as a student, were to drop a handful of these hairy, itchy seeds down the shirt or blouse of
your classmates, all hell might break loose; mainly foot chases: girls chasing boys; boys chasing
girls. These were mostly courtship rituals, but some cases the sneaky-itch attack was a mean
prank performed by low-lifers and bullies. Unsuspecting victims of itchy-pea attacks sometimes
thought them unfunny, and outcomes could get ugly. Crying and fistfights occasionally erupted.
Teachers were therefore assigned on rotation to patrol the Junior/Senior lawn to maintain order
and a modicum of noontime tranquility. Mr. Rameriz and Miss Calhoun drew up and maintained
a rotation calendar for the supervising teachers. Truth be told, these “lawn supervisors” were
easily deceived and distracted from preventing student “abuses” of their lawn privileges.
~
The noontime antics of Rick “Lothario” Blackburn is a great example of how students could
outwit the Junior/Senior lawn teacher-supervisors. The lawn was hemmed in to the east by the
huge basketball gym, and in the west by the merging of the metal and automobile shops. The
north was open to the vast Birmingham High School campus building complex. To the south –
and this is where Rick enters into my story – there was a large, rustic, toolshed leading into the
fenced campus agricultural gardens where I and many other students on the “vocational”
curriculum track learned to grow mainly radishes, beets, turnips, carrots and strawberries.
To make a long story short: Every day at noon Rick’s harem – the Schlampen -- would gather
like a noisy flock of gulls on a few picnic blankets under a small grove of itchy trees adjacent to
the gym. Meanwhile, on the west side of the lawn, at about ten after twelve, like clockwork, Rick
would nonchalantly enter the grassy area by negotiating the shadows between shop buildings. He
would pause occasionally to “case the joint” in search of the adult lawn monitors. When
conditions permitted, Rick would begin to mosey along the periphery of the lawn towards the
tool shed door, and then pause in front of it. If the coast was clear he would do an abrupt aboutface, and with his back to the lawn, open the padlock on the door with his very own key, and then
slip inside unnoticed, taking the padlock with him.
Then three of his ladies would vacate their blankets under the shade of their itchy trees and
wander over to the tool shed door and stand in front of it, faking meaningful conversation.
Suddenly there would be only two outside the door; the third having slipped inside. Five or six
minutes later, if you glanced over at the door, one of the outside girls would have become an
inside girl. Five or six minutes after that the last of the three would take her turn to slip inside.
About that time the school bell would ring and everyone on the lawn would migrate to their first
post-recess afternoon class.
~
I think it was in the spring of my junior year that I had a Spanish class taught by a taskmaster
named Mr. Melden . Rick was also in this same class (although Rick, myself and every other
student in the class would have preferred to have been assigned to Ms. Velazques’ no-stress
Spanish class). Spring days in SoCal in the heart of the SFV are quite warm. Our classrooms
were not air conditioned and the screened windows would always be open. Rick had a chair in
the back row, in the corner, by an open window. He was always nodding off. Mr. Melden grew
concerned. “Am I that bad a teacher?” he was probably asking himself, “that a big healthy kid
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like Mr. Blackburn would so often nod off during my class?” Perhaps Rick had a medical
problem?
“Poor Rick” had obviously worn himself out inside the tool shed. He was often sent to the school
nurse by the concerned teachers of his afternoon classes like Mr. Melden. The school nurse
eventually diagnosed that Rick suffered from iron deficiency anemia and she put on a special
iron-man diet. Today he would probably be diagnosed instead with ADD and medicated. But we
Saracens all knew what Rick really “suffered” from – sexual exhaustion!
And so it went on the Junior/Senior lawn for Rick, for two years, day after day, every day school
was in session --unless it rained (but like the song goes: “It never rains in southern California .”

Frank Eckert

“They're big and round,
They're all around.
They're big and round,
They're all around.”
~ Boobs A Lot (The Fugs, “First Album”)
He looks harmless enough with his flat top and all, but … . Frank Eckert was a bit of a devil
back in the day. Frank’s key virtue was his sardonic sense of humor. He would be the first to
admit – sardonically – that his chief vice was that he was obsessed with boobs – a lot.
Our chief sweater girls on campus back in the day were IMHO Diane Pistone and Tamara Tank.
Unfortunately Frank could only enjoy wet dreams over those two: The one was a Sicilian with
about ten older brothers; the other was the girl friend of The Jeb Scott, campus tough guy and cofounder of Birmingham High Schools underground fight club. Few romeos and hoodlems on
campus were fool enough to mess with Tamara. Maybe only the “silent giant” Larry
Stonebreaker.
No Saracen was too surprised to learn after graduation that Frank’s first wife possessed “a pair to
die for” A story goes that Frank would dress her in a sexy maid’s apron but otherwise naked and
he would chase her around the kitchen while wearing a jock-strap till she fell exhausted upon the
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linoleum, and then they would play “Me Tarzen, you Jane.” That was probably just a rumor, but
it fit his well-earned reputation as the most-kinky Saracen.
Frank’s dad owned and operated a full-service gas station in Canoga Park where Frank worked
part-time throughout high school, until he graduated. By coincidence I was also working parttime across near home at Walt and Don’s Standard Oil station (then renamed Don Smith
Chevron). So Frank and I both sat in at Saracen poker parties with hard-to-remove automobile
grease and grime deposits under our fingernails while hoping that Rick Blackburn would quit
quaffing our beer and winning our money and hoping against hope that he might reveal-at-last in
fine detail what went on in the toolshed adjacent to our senior lawn.
In contrast to Frank and I, and looking around the poker table back in the day, only Jud Morris
(now Judd Morris) possessed the immaculate hands of a surgeon. The condition of the hands of
most of the other Saracens was unremarkable. Phil’s hands and mine were calloused up from
spending too much time at Reseda Park in the swinging rings sand pit.
Hardly a decade after the final Saracen poker game in the Spring of 1960, Frank was already a
millionare and had remarried. Did his second wife also have big hooters? Is the Pope Catholic?
Frank now lives in luxurious retirement in a desert villa near Lake Havasu with his wife and his
luxurious boy toys. He and I occassionally exchange e-mails. Mine mostly complain about the
weather. His do not arrive to my email account without some sort of predictable red-hot
babelicious attachment:

Figure 1.12 The “fish camp cook” according to one of Frank’s recent emails.
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Kenny Fredricks

I have no high school photo of Kenny Fredericks. Circa 1957. Kenny was a pal – perhaps a
neighbor -- of Jim Van Noy, who at the time the Saracen car club was formed was already a pal
of Phil Nutzhorn. Ken was not a Birmingham High student, and I don’t even know what high
school he attended.
He also may have even been a few years older than the rest of us. But Ken drove this fantastic
baby blue Ford F100 truck:

Figure 1.13 Kenny Fredericks’ famous ride.

When Ken put the peddle to the metal it roared and leaped forward like a hound unleashed. So it
was determined that when we founded the Saracens everyone wanted Kenny in our club -- and he
obliged and joined our motley crew.
~
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Gary Lorenz

I met Gary when I joined the swim team in high school. Jud, Phil, Gary and me were team mates
(though Phil and I were divers, and a breed apart from the swimmers). As Saracens, Gary was
always a reliable “yes” when it came to a road trip. He was one of the most adventurous of the
Saracens. One night our crew went to the New Follies Burlesque Theater on Main Street in
downtown Los Angeles for a show and Gary got mugged.
~
I remember the time when we spent a Saturday night in Tijuana and I got alcohol poisoning.
Gary and two or three other Saracens on that trip wanted to spend Sunday at Zuma Beach and so
drove off after dumping me stark naked in the bathtub at his parent’s hous with about four
pounds of table grapes. His parents were out of town for the weekend. But they came home early
and found me there covered in grapes and vomit smelling of tequila.
Another night that we Saracens caroused in Tijuana none of us was sober enough to drive back
to Los Angeles, so we pulled off the highway into National City, just across the interenational
border on the American side. We all fell immediately asleep. Suddenly, near dawn, we were all
awakened by the blinding light and blaring horn of a freight train. Our car shook with the
quaking created by the 10,000 ton behemouth on steel wheels bearing down on us. Those wheels
were instantily only an arms length out the window and throwing sparks, and their noise was
deafening. It seemed like time stood still and we all thought we were doomed. But the train
eventually passed and our panic receded with the fading click-clacks of the wheels rolling down
the tracks. It became clear that, while dead tired and drunk, we had parked the car almost fatally
adjacent to the Southern Pacific railroad tracks without knowing it. Now wide awake, we quickly
drove to the nearest truck stop for breakfast and coffee. That was one of about five near-death
experiences I was to survive during my high-school days.
~
Gary married his high school sweetheart, Linda. He served in the air force in Vietnam. Then he
became a civilian passanger pilor or navigator for American Air Lines. He retired from that
career and moved to the Seattle area and bought a cabin cruiser. I visited him and Bonnie a few
years ago in Seattle when I was in town for an academic conference and they met me at a
popular downtown beer hall. Phil Nutzhorn and his brother Doug joined us there. We had a fine
chat and ate a lot of chili dogs as I recall -- washed down with plenty of beer. Last I heard Gary
and Linda are still living the Good Life in and around Puget Sound. We still exchange Christmas
cards.
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Judd (Jud) Morris

Judson Whitney Morris, then known as “Jud” and now known as “Judd” was Frank Eckert’s next
door neighbor all through high school. I met Jud in the 5th grade at Lemay Street Elementary
School. We were in the same Cub Scout pack, along with Bob Wood:

Figure 1.14 Boy Scout “Bobcat Patrol” circa 1955: Jud, me, Bob and (perhaps) John Adamo and Tim
Sherman.

Jud’s house was located two blocks north of the Piggly Wiggly market. Shortly after I started
hanging around with Jud, I met Frank Eckert. Jud, Bob Wood and I later all joined the Boy
Scouts and formed the “Bobcat Patrol.” I don’t recall that Frank was into Scouting, but Jud and
Bob were gung-ho and moved up through the ranks. One or both of them reached the Eagle
Scout rank. I never got past the “First Class” rank (which sounds impressive, but was pretty
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mediocre). All I really wanted to do as a scou was camp out and eat pounds of bacon stuffed
between slices of Wonder Bread.
~
In addition to Jud, other memorable kids I met at Lemay Street School there were Frank Novak,
Wilfred Nowa, and Ruth Sharon Reese, all of whom I wanted to get to know better but never did:
Frank Novak was a very likable guy; Wilfred Nowa actually beat up the school principal and got
expelled when he was a sixth grader, which caused quite a stir; and Ruth Sharon? She was tall,
slim, buxom, worldly and a tease even in grade school. I think she may have given rise to my
first chubby. I doubt that she will ever read this book but -- in case she does -- “Thanks Ruth!”
~
Jud’s Dad was a technical writer who also wrote and published some pulp fiction on the side.
Jud’s Dad was also our scout leader for a good while. Jud’s Mom was named Maggie and she
often drove us boys to a beach near the mouth of Topanga Canyon Drive. The beach was coarse
and covered with many pebbles instead of sand, and the waves were often choppy. But we threw
the football about and Maggie would serve us the best damn tuna-fish-on-rye-bread sandwiches
that I have ever tasted.
Frank, Jud and I all entered 7th grade simulatneously at Birmingham Junior High School campus
and three years later we matriculated together to Birmingham Senior High School, conveniently
located on the same campus, so the transition was seamless. Jud was early-on sucked into the
high school marching band cult. The marching band may have been his primary group allegiance
throughout high school; that and the swim team. His girl friend played the trombone and Jud
worked his way up to drum major to become “Boss of the Band.”
Jud graduated to eventually became a famous judge serving in both Pasadena and Los Angeles,
and he also joined the screen actor’s guild. That is how he became “Judd.” It was his “stage
name” and he made it permanent. Jud once played an M&M peanut in a television commercial.
He also occasionally played a judge on daytime television soap operas: Judd the Judge!
When Jud successfully won election to the bench in Pasadena in 1986, Frank Morse (our Saracen
brother, who had become a Stanford – then a Harvard -- lawyer) was his campaign manager.
Judd still sits on the bench occasionally as a retiree where he adjudicates traffic cases on a parttime basis. Newspaper stories filed over the decades about Judd’s career agree on one thing – he
has a great sense of humor and is much beloved.
A Jungian coincidence involving Judge Judd and me emerged in 1988: Jud presided over the
notorious Pasadena trial of “The Twenty” Polish Gypsy thieves. These Gypsies were deliberately
disruptive and disrespectful in court. Jud, in California, was hell-bent on throwing them all into
the slammer for deliberately disrupting the sanctity of his courtroom (indeed, Gypsy relatives of
those being tried had alledgedly pooped on the courtroom’s benches and floors in protest of the
proceedings during their trial).
Meanwhile – and this is where the coincidence comes in -- I happened to be a professor at
Central Michigan University Geography and was teaching a cultural geography class that
featured the topic of ethnic Polish Gypsy immigration to the USA. This popular lecture has since
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became key part of my “Geography of Gypsies (Romanies) and Travelers” course after 1989,
when I joined the Geography and Planning faculty at the University of Toledo in Ohio.
Around the time Jud retired from the bench to retire into more acting and more playing golf is
about the time he adopted the moniker “Judd.” But he will have to do better than change the
spelling of his name if he aims to throw the vengeful Polish Gypsies and their curses off his trail.
I know well -- and Judd has probably learned the hard way through his famous courtroom
experience -- that there is easy no escape from Gypsies or their curses.
~

Ken Morse

Ken Morse was bound for greatness. We all knew that in high school. It would have been no
surprise to any of us if he went to Yale and became a lawyer. Anyway, that was the rumor. Talk
about a disappearing act! Ken simply vanished off my radar after high school. Ken (and his
brother Frank) didn’t have rides of their own during high school that I can recall. For that matter,
neither did Jud Morris. Yet they were all stalwart Saracens through and through, and brothers to
us all.
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Frank Morse in 1957 and in 1961.

Frank Morse was probably one of the handsomest, strongest, mysterious (at least in my mind)
and charismatic young men to ever walk the labyrinthian halls and lawns of Birmingham High
School. A bit of a Burt Lancaster, he marched to his own drummer, came and went as he pleased,
and for the longest time and until recently I didn’t even know for sure that he even graduated -and yet was quite certain that he would became the very best at whatever it is was that he
decided he wanted to be and do after high school.
Frank and Kenny’s father was deceased when the Saracens car club was founded, but his Mother
I recall from the titles of the books laying around their house was an intellect, politically savvy,
and had a solid moral and ethical compass. Frank was Kenny’s younger brother and the youngest
Saracen in our club, but early-on in high school he already exhibited in spades his Mother’s
mature savvy and apparently strong commitment to social justice.
Although an eccentric maverick and restless in high school Frank went on to accomplish
remarkable goals. I know for certain that he did graduated from Stanford University and then
earned his law degree at Harvard. Early on in his distinguished career he was already famous as a
legal eagle in California who never lost a case. This extraordinary success attracted the attention
of the legendary Howard Hughes, who sought out Frank’s services for his personal use. From
then on it was a meteoric rise as a corporate lawyer accompanied by even more fame and
prosperity.
According to the “Frank P. Morse” page in the Wikipedia, Frank still manages the estate of
Howard Hughes. The Wiki article begins with Frank already at Stanford, but I recall him in his
rowdier days as captured in Figure 1.4, and as a member of our Birmingham High School
Saracen car club.
All Frank’s unusual high school activities were pretty much dedicated to hard-core social
activism and physical and mental self-improvement, and peripheral to normal high school and
social life. He opted out of the more trivial and mindless Saracen get-togethers: the poker games;
the jaunts to Tijuana, Las Vegas and the New Follies Theater burlesque shows in downtown Los
Angeles. Instead, in the aftermath of the implementation of the Civil Rights Act of 1957, Frank
with his Mother’s and brother’s blessingsand encouragements traveled alone to Washington D.C.
to participate in civil right’s rallies. Frank even took leaves from school to organize and march
for the cause of Black voter registration drives in the Deep South.
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According to an October, 1964, Stanford Daily News report, Frank was brutally beaten down in
Marks, Mississippi while volunteering for the Civil Rights Movement:
“Morse was looking for a mail box when four white men in a white pick-up truck forced him off the road.
They said they wanted to "talk civil righls" with him. THE WHITES entered Morse's car and forced him
to drive out to a deserted country road. The four then dragged Morse out of the car and told him ‘if you
want some fighting we're here to give it to you.’ [T]he attackers told Morse, 'We don't want any trouble;
we're just here to help you.' And then one of the cats hit him. Morse fell to the ground and assumed the
protective crouch that all Project workers are taught to use. Two of the boys stood over him and began to
‘stomp on him.’ [T]hen, after being kicked in the head and groin for awhile, Frank tried to get up. Then
they hit him and knocked him down again. Then two of the guys sat on him while the others urinated on
him.”

~
Frank, Kenny and their Mom lived across the street from the original, big-box White Front store.
The Morse house was big with many rooms, but there was almost no furniture or rugs or curtains
as I recall. And it was dust-free. Perhaps someone had allergies. It was like they just moved in, or
were on the verge of moving out. They did have a lot of bookshelves make of bricks and planks
of wood. The bookshelves were full. Books were also stacked against the walls and strewn
across the floors next to beanbags. They were bohemians, I concluded.
Many of our formal Saracen meetings were held in their home. However, we never were invited
there to play poker. Across the street, White Front had a huge selection of retail records. I once
bought two Elvis Presley “Blue Hawaii” record albums there. One was a birthday gift for Phil
Nutzhorn. White Front had a big parking lot with access only to the front entrance. I could see
Kenny’s house easily from that parking lot, where I always parked in the same spot.
The Mother of the Morse brothers had told us Saracens to feel free to park in the White Front lot
whenever we visited their house for our meetings. And whenever I shopped at White Front and
parked in that lot, I would invariably pause after closing my car door and contemplate Kenny’s
house across the street and wonder what was going inside.
One day somebody took all the loose change from the dashboard ash tray of my classic Pontiac
Torpedo while it was parked in the White Front lot. I was angry and felt violated. A month or so
after the theft I walked out of the White Front store to discover three young Black men with a
flat tire parked near my Pontiac, which I had locked to prevent subsequent thefts. As a naïve,
middle-class, priviliged white boy living in a white, middle-class (and frankly “racist”)
neighborhood, my knee-jerk reaction to these strange Black men gathered near my Pontiac was
to immediately jump to wrong conclusions.
I felt threatened and should have not but immediately did assume they were the perps that had
earlier stolen my loose change and that had come back to vandalize my car again or to cause me
more trouble. Potential racists grow up thinking such dark thoughts. However: the fact of the
matter was that these men were in need of a favor. They explained to me that they had no
automobile jack with hem and needed to borrow mine so that they could switch their flat tire for
their spare tire stored away in the trunk of their car. To make the situation even more awkward
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and absurd, I ended up changing their tire for them, and they laughed about that while I worked.
I supposed that this is what Frank Morse might have done and would approve of.
~
On campus Frank was not one to “assume the protective crouch” when a fist fight was on the
near horizon. Frank was a notorious innovator of unusual student activities, and this included
illegal boxing matches. For example, he teamed up with the school’s toughest character and
legend-in-his-own-time, a student named Jeb Scott. Together they organized secret “boxing”
matches that anticipated Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club by four decades. These ritual slugfests
were scheduled secretly and on short notice, on railroad property located along the fringes of a
hobo jungle just off-campus to the south. When it rained these matches would take place in littleutilized, abandoned, buildings adjacent to the school that were off-limits to students and the
public and surrounded by high chain-link fences.
Frank and Jebtook on all comers, and as far as I know both graduated from high school with only
one memorable defeat. The rumor was that Frank and Jeb were actually in the secret employ of
Mr. Rameriz, a prominent and respected teacher and advisor on campus. His idea, according to
this rumor, was to compromise the nefarious ambitions and plans of any student troublemakers
and bullies on campus before they were put into action.
The novel Ramirez plan assumed that once Frank or Jeb had challenged any budding thugs to a
match, and then beat the tar out of them in front of other students, it would quickly become
known to all in the campus community that Jeb and Frank had “owned them” and that the public
shaming would encourage them to change their ways.
Of course, Mr. Rameriz “owned” Jeb and Frank. Thus if the rumor is true a sort of “Pax
Ramirez” prevailed across the campus, orchestrated behind the scenes by the clever Mr. Rameriz
and enforced by Frank and Jeb. Anyway, this was the scuttlebutt. If true, it seemed a brilliant
strategy to help control disorderly students on campus. Rumor or reality, the Rameriz Peace as it
turned out was a win-win for everybody. Even the defeated parties in their pain and
embarassment had an individual opportunity for redemption and could turn over a new leaf in
their lives. Thank you Mr. Ramirez.
Perhaps the most memorable of these illegal boxing contests in my mind pitted Frank against a
muscular -- albiet passive -- student with an ugly facial scar. He had taken so much taunting
(“scarface” this and “scarface” that) from groups of student bullies throughout his earliest years
on campus that one day, as a senior, he finally decided to do battle with Jeb or Frank or both of
them at the same time in order to end his long ordeal with a slim chance of a victory -- or endure
a public beating in the attempt. This was not the sort of fight that Frank and Jeb or Mr. Rameriz
had bargained for when they founded their fight club. Frank, anyway, had always fought for the
underdogs and the oppressed instead of against them. So went the scuttlebutt.
And so it was Frank that boxed the kid known as “scarface” next to the railroad tracks with about
a hundred students looking on. He beat Frank, which surprised everyone. After that the kid was
self-liberated from his victimization. Students no longer went out of their way to bully or
disrespect him. Immediately he began to come out of his shell and made friends hand-over-fist
on campus till he graduated. I don’t know what became of him, but I liked the way events turned
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out for him and I always regret not having taken his side myself during the early days – years
actually – of his on-campus abuse.
~
I never boxed Frank, but during a Saracen meeting at his Mother’s house one day he suddenly
challenged me to an arm-wrestling match with the others looking on. Frank was by that time well
into his fight club phase of maturation and was transforming from “Kenny’s little brother” to
becoming a legend in his own time – and assuming a bit of a hard edge and no tolerance for fools
(as revealed, I think, in his photo from 1961, above).
Anyway, Frank’s challenge might have come in response to his having noticed that I was
growing muscular by leaps and bounds in 1960 and becoming an ass about it. I was bulking up
quickly because of my summer job at the Green Thumb nursury. Phil Nutzhorn worked there
too, and was becoming himself quite the “beefcake.” Phil and I both toted heavy loads of cattle
manure and crushed stone, and so we both grew dramatically stronger within a short period of
time. In fact Max, the owner of the nursury, began to invite us along on his trips to the bank at
the end of the day. He thought our strength and size might discourage any gangsters from
stealing his daily bags of cash earnings before he could deposit them in the bank (Max was too
big a cheapskate to hire an armored car service). That said -- and I’m sad to have to say -- it
turned out that I was no match for Frank Morse in arm-wrestling in 1961. I fought hard but lost
that match. Frank defeated me soundly in front of all the Saracens and his Mother. He put me in
my place and served me up a bit of some well-deserved “humble pie.”
~
I think I may have ruined my high school diving career by becoming musclebound. Whereas I
previously weighed about 130 lbs and “cut the water like a knife” when I dove (according to the
constant praise of my Coach DeLeon) I found myself getting musclebound and ungraceful at 180
lbs. My patented “knife-like” dives turned more and more into clumsy “cannonballs.” Coach
DeLeon was disappointed in me, but as a high-school senior I preferred being buff and
intimidating to winning any more Los Angeles City League high school diving medals.
~

Garth Nelson
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What a cool name – “Garth.” Every gang has its “smooth operator” par excellence and ours was
Garth Nelson: suave to the core. Dapper -- yet laconic- -- Garth was a ladies man but I didn’t
know him all that well and in no way do I remember him as being in any way a bold
Schlampenmonger like Rick Blackburn. Instead, I only recall Garth to have had but one girl
friend in high school -- and as I recall he married her just prior to graduation. Thereafter, just like
every member of our Saracens crew, he went his separate way. I recall that Garth was early-on
out of high school the ticket manager for the famous Hollywood Bowl.
The Saracens had a reunion in 2011 which I did not attend, but Garth was there, among many
others. So I guess that proves that you can go back again. Here is the line-up from that reunion,
left to right in the photo:

Figure 1.15 Saracen Reunion of 2011. Walt Ross, Frank Eckert, Brown Smith, Ken Fredericks, Gary
Lorenz, Bob Wood, Gary Schmidt, Garth Nelson, Jim Van Noy, Jud(d) Morris all showed up. Kenny and
Frank Morse, Phil Nutzhorn and Yours Truly were no-shows.
~
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Jim Nemeth and Philip Nutzhorn

Phil Nutzhorn and I were not only fellow Saracens, but inseparable buddies throughout high
school. Even our 1960 Birmingham High School Tomahawk yearbook photos were attached (see
above). This may be the only time up to that photo shoot that Phil or I ever wore suit coats and
ties. At all other times it was Levis 501s.
As the juxtaposition of our photos imply, we were sidekicks. Transitioning from kids to young
men, automobile fever kept us together. Both Phil and I belonged to a loosly-organized “Haynes
Street Gang.” If you liked snakes and lizards, male or female, you were in the gang.

Figure 1.16 The “Haynes Street Gang” neighborhood in 1957. The shaded square across from the PigglyWiggly market is the site of Lemay Street Elementary School.
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Here is our neighborhood map: 1) my house, 2) Bob Wood’s house, 3) Phil Nutzhorn’s house, 4)
celebrity George Liberace’s house, 5) Pastor Sword’s church. The darker box on the map is the
Lemay Street Elementary School (across the Vanowen Street from the Piggly-Wiggly Market).
This is where I Jud Morris and me – future Saracens – met in the fifth grade. Phil had not yet
moved into the neighborhood.
Three members of the Saracens (me, Phil and Bob) grew up together within in this “Haynes
Street Gang” neighborhood, which formed a perfect square centering approximately on Phil’s
house. Across the street and a bit to the west was the home of Dennis Junker and his younger
sister Eileen. Dennis knew more about lizards than anyone else in the gang, so he was became
our de facto leader.
~
Some of the names of horizontal streets in the neighborhood memorialize American wartime
victories along with assorted war heroes. My Dad’s house was in fact on “Victory” Boulevard.
The neighborhood had one church, Christ the King Lutheran Church, led by Pastor Sword. The
neighborhood also had one reclusive celebrity resident: George, famous brother of Liberace.

Figure 1.17 George Liberace, circa 1957.

The Liberace Show on television was a smash hit during the 1950, and George was a big part of
the show. Sometimes George would not be part of the weekly program, and Liberace would
always address the camera wistfully and say “I wish George was here …” America loved that
line. Rumors spread that Liberace was gay and insinuations were that Geoge was too. This
became mean gossip at homophobic Birmingham High School toward the end of the 50’s ,when
Liberace’s star as a pop culture icon was already on the decline, and probably speeded up its
descent.
Anyway, George’s house was off-limits by parental decree to local Halloween trick-or-treaters,
who craved free candy yet feared or were forbidden to venture there. George probably liked it
that way and anyway, before long, he moved to Palm Springs.
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Haynes Street gang members were harmless but in the eyes of neighborhood’s taxpaying senior
citizens we were undisciplined and labeled “delinquents,” “guttersnipes,” “roughhousers,” and
worse. It was bad enough from the oldtimers’perspectives when we rode bicycles recklessly and
their lawns, and kicked footballs and threw baseballs in the proximity of their big bay windows
facing the street. Needless to say, it got much worse for them when we became eligible to drive
automobiles and simultaneously flexed our muscular teenage sexuality in the embrace of nubile
Haynes Street girls on hot summer evenings.
~
Unknown to most everyone in the neighborhood, Phil was 100% Native American. I only
discovered this myself when Phil’s family invited me on a two-week summer vacation up to
Tacoma in the State of Washington, and we arrived onto the Puyallup Indian Reservation, our
final destination. At the time, Phil was one of several Saracens who competed on the champion
Birmingham swim team coached by the legendary Ralph DeLeon. Phil and I were springboard
divers on his swim team from 1956 through 1960:

Figure 1.18 Phil and I captured in mid-flight as Birmingham High School swim team divers.

Phil and I were also enrolled in Mrs. Phillip’s English class and in Mrs. Huber’s art class.
Saracen Jim Van Noy was also in Ms. Huber’s class. Phil was one of Miss Huber’s favorite
students -- and for good reason. He (and Jim Van Noy) had talent! Phil would eventually earn a
degree in photography from the exclusive Brook’s Institute of Photography in Santa Barbara. Jim
would become a commercial artist.
~
About that visit to the Puyallup (Muckleshoot?) Indian Reservation with the Nutzhorns: It was
on that occasion that I suffered one of my five near-death experiences. Phil and I spent a lot of
time exploring up and down a railroad track and collecting wild berries and Phil’s relatives on
the Reservation made delicious pies on a daily basis during our week-long visit.
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There was also a small, deep lake located deep in the woods on the Reservation and it was offlimits to outsiders. It was accessible only by a little-used dirt road that was for the most part
overgrown with weeds. The Puyallup (Muckelshoot?) Tribal Council had built a high wooden,
floating tower that was anchored in the middle of the lake. Since Phil and I were high school
competition divers we walked through woods to reach that lake to lay on top of the platform and
occasionally dive off. The summer weather there was hot and muggy and it rained off and on
throughout the day and night. Surprisingly, nobody else was at the lake during those days that
Phil and I visited.
The second or third time we went to the lake, after taking a long mid-day snooze atop the
platform, I took a dive into the lake. The tower was about twenty-five feet high. I cut the water
like a knife and as I rose toward the surface I was feeling pretty good about myself. My eyes
must have been closed because about the time I expected to draw my next deep breath, I banged
my head hard against some solid object. Was it the base of the diving tower? How could that be?
In an instant of panic, pain and confusion, I sucked some lake water into my lungs and thought
for sure I was drowning! Both of my palms were pushing upwards against the barrier beneath
which I struggled! It was slimy and hard and immovable! I swam to the right and then to the left
and finally located an edge to the object and was then free to rise to the surface, choking, but
able to breathe again. Phil was shouting down from the tower “Are you o.k.?”
And I was! I had nearly drowned, but survived! Phil was about to dive into the lake to help me
out because I was still gasping and choking near the base of the tower. “No!” I shouted towards
him. “Don’t dive!” Meanwhile I had one hand on the object that had almost killed me. It was a
three-quarter-inch 8 by 10 square-foot sheet of plywood, thoroughly waterlogged, and freefloating about six inches under the surface of the lake. I had almost drowned under it … but what
if I had dived into it from the thirty-foot tower? Instant death!
Phil and I slowly pushed it to the shore and onto the beach there. It weighed several hundred
pounds out of the water, we estimated. What a hazard it was in the water and floating about
undetectable! And that was one – make that two of -- my near-death experiences as a reckless
youth. Would I rather have been crushed or drowned?
I still lose sleep over these two ugly options as I think back on my eventful, near-tragic trip north
with the Nutzhorns. Had I kicked the bucket on the Puyallup (Muckleshoot?) Reservation the
Nutzhorns would have felt bad -- but my parents would have felt worse.
~
I liked to draw dinosaurs as a kid -- and especially the T-Rex! My drawings never gained much
praise so I never took drawing and painting too seriously. On one occasion in 1969 however I
earned $1000 cash by painting a giant T-Rex on a large sheet of plywood for a new retail pet
store that specialized in lizards and snakes. That was a memorable experience and a convoluted
story, which I will get around to telling in this book eventually.
Meanwhile, my second most memorable artistic experience came my way as a disturbing
concept, in elementary school. At the time I was recovering from a near-death case of the
dreaded scarlet fever. It had nearly fried my brain and in retreating had left in its wake this
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dreadful concept that I felt compelled to draw once I was back in school. Supposedly recovered,
I gathered my crayons again and meticulously created the image of a dark, narrow, forest canyon
with a small creek flowing through it. My drawing was centered on a long piece of deadfall -- a
tree; perhaps lightning-struck -- conveniently bridging both banks of the canyon bottom and the
creek bed.
When our art class shifted from crayons to watercolors I persisted to paint the same dark scene.
Later on I began to sketch it in mediums of pencil and charcoal. My teacher began to sense I
might be disturbed. She told my Mom so at a parent-teacher conference. This dark news made
my Mom very angry. She told my Dad and Pastor Sword. My Dad said “He’ll get over it.” Pastor
Sword said the Devil made me do it and that when I became a confirmed Lutheran in his church
the urge to draw that bleak landscape would disappear.

Fast forward to 1999: I am living in Toledo, Ohio, City of Metroparks, built on the margins of
The Great Black Swamp. One afternoon in the Fall I am hiking through the Wildwood Preserve
Metropark off Central Avenue shortly after a thunderstorm. The park grounds are nearly
deserted. I cross a footbridge over the Ottawa Creek and glance to my right to find a dark,
wooded canyon with storm-water still rushing through it. And there is a newly fallen tree
connecting both banks above the surging waters. Déjà vu! This was the very same scene that I
obsessively drew as a child! I suddenly felt faint and sat down on a wet bench and marveled at
the coincidence for a while, and then drove to the nearest Starbucks for a cup of coffee.
~
Phil is recently retired and he and his wife own “his” and “her” Porsche automobiles. They live
in a comfortable home on an isolated road located a stone’s throw from the awesome, pounding
Pacific surf of the southern Oregon coast. I hope to see him again before I die-- but most likely I
will not.
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Walt Ross and his Green Man

Walt Ross is one of the friendliest guys you would ever want to meet. I never saw him angry or
negative back in the day, and we still occasionally correspond by mail. With Walt, it is always a
good word and a smile. He was a pal of Frank Eckert and Jud Morris when we formed the
Saracen car club.
His Saracen ride was a 1951 Mercury, much like the one James Dean drove in Rebel Without a
Cause (1955). Now in retirement he deals a bit in real estate and carves marvelous sculptures –
both large and small -- in wood. His mystical little “green man” carving that he sent me as a gift
hangs prominently on my bookcase in my campus office.

Gary Schmidt

Gary Schmidt was and remains among the most independent and adventurous of our Saracen
crew. Whether it was to the New Follies to Tijuana, to San Francisco, or to Las Vegas, Gary was
ready to roll on a dime. He attended the Merchant Marine Academy soon after high school and
enjoyed a long career as a seasonal freighter ship captain and passed the time during the offseason (winter) at his ski lodge in Sun Valley. He is now retired and the last time we
corresponded he had just returned from a solitary motorcycle adventure from California to
Alaska on his BMW. At that time he told me he was next headed for Hawai’i, where I am sure
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his trans-Pacific freighters paused long enough for him share a lifetime of captain’s tales inside
his favorite portside watering holes.
Gary Schmidt and Gary Lorenz were tight in high school, and on graduating they cooked up a
grand scheme of buying a small travel trailer and taking a leisurely cross-country tour. Which
they did: The trailer was a small teardrop model. They towed it from California to Florida and
up into Canada where they worked at a fish camp and hunting lodge. When in Florida, they got
socked by a major hurricane (Donna or Carla; I forget which) and blown across a swimming
pool. Luckily they were both members of the Birmingham swim team!

Brown Smith

Brown Smith. There’s a first name you don’t hear too often coupled to a last name you hear far
too often. “Brown” is certainly more unusual than “Garth”! Brown Smith’s first and last names
seem interchangable, but probably not intended to to do so. In contrast, ethnic Gypsies
deliberately use interchangeable first and last names to confuse non-Gypsy bureaucrats; for
example “Miller John,” “Nicholas Thomas,” “ George Adam” and so on.
But Brown Smith was no Gypsy. He was the most rational, mature and one of the smartest
Saracens of our lot; right up there with the Morse brothers. Brown drove a 1956 Chevy Bel Air
in high school. It was a two-tone four door (baby blue and white) -- and he kept it very clean.
Despite the nice car, Brown never dated much in high school that I recall and this was perhaps
because he was very serious about his studies. Brown became a banker after graduating high
school, or a lawyer; I forget which. I’m unsure because lost touch with him after our Praesidian
graduation of May,1960, and haven’t attended any Saracen reunions since to chat or reminisce.
Anyway, Brown was already on a fast track to the corporate world when last I saw him. As
seniors Brown and I -- and maybe Jud -- were in the same “International Relations” college prep
class, taught by a Mr. Cluff, a humble and erudite man of great dignity and poise. In that class
Brown and I competed right and left for Mr. Cluff’s approval. Since Mr. Cluff’s “IR” class was
college prep, it was academic and more rigorous than other classes I had been exposed to at
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Birmingham. I discovered that intellectual endeavors could be pleasantly challenging instead of
painfully boring. This was a novel experience for me. I aced the class, but it would be quite a
while before I would acquire the maturity to succeed in college and then map out my lifetime
career as a university professor.

Jim Van Noy

Jim Van Noy was one of three remarkably talented artists in our club; the other two being Phil
(who designed our Saracen plaque) and Walt Ross, an award-winning wood carver.

Figure 1.19 Jim Van Noy and Phil Nutzhorn in 1959.
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Jim and Phil were close friends in high school and took just about every art class that Miss
Huber, the ranking art teacher at Birmingham, had to offer. Jim’s Saracen ride, for example, was
a work of art: a clean, sweet, robin’s-egg blue 1940 Chevy 5-window coupe. We had an oncampus street rod show in 1959 and Jim won a first place in the “vintage car” category:

Figure 1.20 Jim Van Noy’s cherry, stock, prize-winning ride. Note his Saracen plaque installed in the
rear window.

Meanwhile, my own ride “Mr Completely” copped only an “honorable mention” in that same
competition:

Figure 1.21 Me and “Mr Completely” circa 1958.
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A police officer on the panel of judges and awards committee confided in me after the show that
my ride was “a bit too low-rider” (meaning pachuco-style radically lowered to the groud, and
typical of East Los Angeles car club rides) to cop a medal. However, “Mr Completely” was
hardly a “low-rider” Here, for example, is an example of an authentic pachuco-style low-rider
treatment of a GMC “torpedo” coupe similar to “Mr Completely.” How low can you go?

Figure 1.22 A 1946 Chevrolet two-door Fleetline Areosedan “low rider.”

Jim married early on right out of high school, and the Saracens and a few other friends and
family members threw him a bachelor’s party at an upscale Encino restaurant, where we were
required to wear suits and ties. Conspicuously, Jud smoked a cigarette at the event (but has more
recently as Judd turned into a serious health nut):
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Jim at the time of his marriage was employed by an ad agency, and eventually owned his own
highly successful advertising business. He retired early and wealthy and I believe he now owns
and resides within the gates of his private vinyard estate in south-central coastal California.
Sweet!
~

Figure 1.23 “Still water runs deep.” The young Bob Wood, in his element.
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I was blessed twice over in high school: If Phil Nutzorn was my constant companion throughout
those Saracen days, I was also assured that my other “best buddy” Bob Wood also had my back
through thick and thin.
Bob was and remains now more than ever, one of the last authentic “Men of the West.” He was
an outdoorsman through and through before, during and after our high school days. Bob even
rode angry one ton bramha bulls in college rodeos for a while.
During that time we were both students at Los Angeles Pierce Agricultural College. He grew
bored with that schtick around 1964 and up and vanished into the Sierra Nevada Mountains to
run a string of mules for a hunting lodge. He then became a ski patrolman for many years at
Mammoth Mountain Ski resort -- which he helped build. He started out at the bottom as a liftoperator. Before long he was skiing verticles downhill and launching mortars against snowpacks
at high elevations to minimize death-dealing avalanch disasters. His solid reputation made him
many friends among influential outdoorsmen, developers and government agents.
Highly recommended, he joined the U.S. Forest Service as a part-time employee maintaining a
long leg of the Pacific Crest Trail above Yosemite Park. His reputation as a rugged, clearheaded, can-do outdoorsman sent him on a swift career trajectory to become finally a full-time
U.S. Government Forest Ranger, which kept him active and agile right up to his retirement.
Somewhere along the way Bof both earned a college degree and lost his right thumb.
~
Bob was a heavy reader of novels celebrating the historic American West. He was reading them
in grade school. You’ve perhaps heard the expression “You are what you eat.” Bob became what
he read. He was also a deep thinker -- but not an abstract philosopher. He instead was a close
observer of Nature on its own terms. You’ve perhaps heard the expression “Still water runs
deep.” That was Bob. He took his Being-in-the-world most seriously. I’ve seem him smile many
times for good reason but I never heard him guffaw over nothing like fools often do.
Bob in fact did not suffer fools. I was perhaps the only fool he suffered at length. For example:
We once hiked deep into the Sierras to camp for several days. Bob took along a new Western
novel to read in his tent after dark. Night fell about 8 p.m. at that time. On the third night at about
11 p.m. I heard him curse loudly. He stormed straightaway over to my tent perhaps intent on
killing me. But he did not. I had been foolish enough several days previous to tear out the final
pages of his book when he wasn’t looking -- just for the fun of it. I quickly handed over the
missing pages when he poked his head into my pup tent with eyes ablazing like one of those
Brahman bulls he used to rodeo. I apologized like crazy. He did not kill me, but he assured me
that he would the next time I messed with his head. And I have not done so since.
Bob had no Birmingham High School Tomahawk senior class yearbook photo for me to display
along with the other Saracen photos in my journal. This is because his family moved to another
school district in 1959 and he did not graduate from Birmingham High School with most of the
rest of the Saracens in 1960. Luckily I found a photo of Bob camping out in the High Sierras,
and this photo says a lot more about the class and character of Bob Wood than any monkey-in-asuit yearbook photo possibly could.
~
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Goethe writes in Faust, Part 1“All theory is gray, my friend. But forever green is the tree of life.”
I totally agree. But one theory I find entertaining is called the “theory of nominal determinism;”
that people tend to gravitate towards areas of work that reflect their names. I only bring it up here
because Bob Wood exemplifies the theory: He gravitated towards the career of a Forest Ranger.
~
Ranger Wood, now retired, was and remains a real “Man of the Mountain West” -- and he may
be the last authentic example. When he finally hangs up his spurs and relinquishes his revolver to
Saint Peter at the Pearly Gates there will be none left of his breed to take his place.
Since retiring Bob has published a spell-binding, action-packed Western novel celebrating the
adventurous life of a fictional historic character; a half-breed lawman named “Sage”:

Figure 1.24 Cover of Sage, by Bob Wood. The first installment in a long series (I hope).

I know Bob probably as well as any man does. I can say with fair certainty that to the extent he
was a Nature-lover Sage is a spirited and perhaps even “spiritual” saga, but minus any overt
religiosity. Sage is an adventure yarn and mystically autobiographical – as if Bob had lived the
actual life of Sage in a previous incarnation.
Bob was clever and thoughtful to incorporate several of his Saracen brothers as named characters
in this book. It was an especially warm and gratifying reading experience when during my first
reading Sage I turned a page and discovered myself and some of our mutual friends from high
school days given key roles on the printed page! For example:
“Nemeth and Nutzhorn nodded in agreement.
Pilgreen stared at the floor and didn’t say a word.” (p. 289).

Frank Eckert was also a character in Sage, and so was Dick Weeks who – like Bob – grew up
along the fringes of the Haynes Street Gang. Bob’s adventurous and highly authentic western
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novel is available for sale on Amazon it has earned some rave reviews. One reviewer compared
Sage favorably classic tales in the canon of the famed Louis L’Amour.
~
Bob these days lives outside of Denver, Colorado, and still travels widely. If I have anything to
say about it he may soon publish a sequel to Sage. I should add that Bob has also written a more
personal autobiography for his family and a few friends and published it in digital format. It is a
fascinating story! He is a private person, so my guess is that few readers of this book will ever
have the opportunity to read that one; an inspirational documentary of an adventurous life lived
well.

The Birmingham High School Saracen car club was unique. Its fourteen founding members are
all part of a “Detroit Generation” age cohort of teenagers born between 1941 and 1945 that
shared a special bond of camaraderie related to their coming of age during the dramatic
empowerment of the automobile under the Eisenhower Administration. Their shared experience
of founding and belonging to named and branded American high school car clubs, with all the
attendant iconic 1950’s popular culture and geographic references, will never converge again in
human history.
IMHO the fourteen Birmingham Saracens introduced above belonged to the best high school car
club in the entire universe of high school car clubs. That universe was huge and remnants of it
ramain active to this day. For example, just the galaxy of clubs that constituted the San
Fernando Valley contingent located northwest of Los Angeles, when all their identity plaques are
juxtaposed to one another, results in a varied and colorful display:
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Figure 1.25 The “galaxy” of car clubs within the San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles. Can you find the
Birmingham High School Saracens identity plaque?

Figure 1.25 reveals that the Birmingham Saracens were not the only club in this SFV galaxy to
adopt a “Saracen” identity! In fact, the planetary system of Southern California car clubs
adopting a “Saracen” identity is surprisingly populated:

Figure 1.26 Various “Saracen” car club logos that have been sand-casted into aluminum display plaques.
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Again IMHO, our Birmingham High School car club logo, designed by Phil Nutzhorn, is vastly
superior in concept and execution to all the others.
In contrast, this club plaque deserves special recognition for being incredibly lame:

Figure 1.27 A “Saracen” logo on a car club plaque that is both misspelled and outrageously politicallyincorrect.

~
“Let them all have their dreams.” This is a suggestion proposed in response to a heated argument
taking place on a recent thread appearing on an automotive-related blogsite. The thread had
initially raised this simple question “What is the oldest active high school car club in America?”
Unexpectedly, all hell broke loose as comments in response to the question began pouring into
the blogsite.
Like me. All commenters believed in their heart-of-hearts that their own club had been the best
ever, if not the oldest. Retirees in their dotage making such truth claims were fighting it out in
the international public forum of social media.
It was obvious from their comments that the comments were written by Detroit Generation
members of high school car clubs demonstrating loyalty-unto-death to their club their identities.
From my perspective as a member of their high school car club sub-culture their battle was
beautiful and sad at the same time: back and forth they went about which of their clubs back in
the day were “best” or the “oldest” or the “toughest” – or which had the biggest-busted gal pal
auxiliary members.
I say “Let them all have their memories” because most of their dreams are now behind them. If
these Detroit Generation geezers on the Internet suffer from a dementia of nostalgia, then I own
up also to sharing their disease. And a fine madness it is!
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Chapter 2
1956 Vespa

Figure 2.1 “Vespa” means “wasp” in Italian

In 1957, motorized wheeled vehicles in the USA came in many flavors and colors. I was all of
fifteen years of age and, as a member of the Detroit Generation, I was born to roll. Ironically my
first vehicle – a Vespa motor scooter -- was foreign-made (Italy).
After an excruciating 15-year waiting period, the California Department of Motor Vehicles
officially agreed that I was of legal age to hit the highways. Only my parents, stick-in-the-muds
of the Greatest Generation, needed some convincing. Lucky for me, a childhood buddy of mine
named Micheal Patrick Pilgreen was older-by-a-month than me and his parents on the occasion
of his fifteenth birthday had purchased for him a Vespa motor scooter. So I confronted my
parents with “Mike’s parents said he could have one! Why can’t I?”
Then I invited Mike over to show off his ride. When he drove up he was wearing a black
“Brando” cap and a Hawaiian shirt.
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Figure 2.2 Mike on his Vespa wore a Marlon Brando cap, inspired by his 1953 breakthrough movie
“The Wild One.”

Mike’s Vespa was equipped with a windshield so he could ride it without having his cap blow
off, or exposing his chiseled Hollywood face to disfiguring threats of flying insects (like
bumblebees) and airborne pebbles kicked up by automobiles and trucks. You have not
experienced motorbike riding until you have tasted your first digger wasp or worse – caught one
in the eye! Ironically, “Vespa” means “wasp” in Italian. You have only to look at a Vespa to see
the obvious resemblance.
Anyway Mike,a punk kid like me, cut quite a manly pose atop his Vespa -- and so I had to have
one too. I presented my case to my parents. My mother – both a cautious “late adapter” of new
trends and an all-around worrywart -- was predictably against my plan. My father however
reminded her how important it was for them to “keep up with ‘the Joneses’,” (or in this case the
Pilgreens). I week later Mike and I both had look-alike white Vespas. In the ensuing months we
rode side by side down many sunny suburban streets deluding ourselves into believing we were
tough bikers atop Harley choppers.

Figure 2.3 “I'm a rollin' stone! Man-child!I'm a hoochie-coochie man !”
(Mannish Boy by Muddy Waters, 1955).
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I thought Mike’s windshield looked corny and didn’t want one – even after my having been
nailed by a wayward blackbird and nearly knocked off my scooter. And upon losing a schoolboy
“drag race” to a laughing bully on a Cushman Eagle, I quickly soured on my Vespa and
thenceforth began looking forward to the day I might be riding my first Harley-Davidson.
~
Mike and I lived about a mile apart. His house was northwest of the Piggly-Wiggly and I lived
due south. Neither of us ventured far from home on our Vespas, and frequented a local Dairy
Queen on Sherman Way. We also ventured east of Reseda Boulevard to what was one of the first
of the first McDonald hamburger drive-in restaurants in the world. It was 1956 and I remember
they built a sign on top of the building that announced how many hamburgers the young
McDonalds chain had sold as their business branched out boomed.
When that sign reached “One Million Sold!” it was a very big event in Reseda. Everyone in town
was obsessed with mystique of such an unprecedented achievement in the local fast food
industry. Anticipation had been building for weeks. Locals bought hamburgers they didn’t even
hunger after just to make the “magic number” arrive sooner. Vegetarians and those who didn’t
like hamburgers nevertheless would drove out of their way and from afar just to see the sign
change. The media buzz was phenomenal. It was inevitable that meganumerophobia (fear of
large numbers) would raise its ugly head.
We kids in the Haynes Street Gang agree that the phénom was cosmic, and over at Christ The
King Lutheran Church Pastor Sword gave a sermon that sternly cautioned against diabolical
origins and impacts of a dangerous wave of millionth-hamburger hysteria suddenly sweeping
over both the community at large and the members of his own congregation. He claimed, for
example, that liquor sales were surging as zero-hour approached. Was this the harbinger of
Judgement Day?
~
McDonalds International finally quit advertising the number of hamburgers sold in 1994. There
were too many zeros to fit on the signs anymore, and too many updates were required. As I write
(2016) the number of McDonald’s hamburgers sold worldwide is estimated to now exceed 300
billion.
~
My Vespa had a top speed of about forty-five miles per hour, whereupon it began to vibrate
violently. Mike’s Vespa was faster and did not vibrate even at 55 m.p.h. My Dad may have
purchased a lemon. But it was my lemon and partially paid for with my money saved from
mowing lawns, cleaning swimming pools, selling Christmas cards door to door, and servicing
several newspaper routes -- plus cash gifts accumulated over the years from my generous Aunt
Barb.
Anyway, my Vespa shook so much at top speed that the wall of protective fairing that shielded
my knees from occasional rain and debris-bearing headwinds had begun to crack. As that crack
grew longer, it issue a shrill whistle beginning at about 30 m.p.h. This ear-piercing shriek
stopped sidewalk pedestrians in their tracks, as they stared at me passing them by on the
pavement. A foot of duct tape from the hardware store eventually silenced the whistle, but the
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wide, white fairing thenceforth looked tacky with the long stretch of black tape. When I tried to
paint the tape white to match the fairing, the paint failed to adhere to the tape. My enthusiasm for
being seen atop my Vespa declined. Mike suggested that I should fix these flaws if I wanted to
ride next to him in public.
Still, I every time I kicked over my Vespa’s whiney, smoky, little engine that smelled of oil and
twisted its rubberized hand throttle to full forward my pride of ownership in my first motor
vehicle and the notion that I was a Muddy Waters’ kind of “manly man” returned. That Vespa
was the first and therefore the most significant ride-of-passage experience of my young lifetime.
I was no longer a virgin so-to-speak, having broken through the initial barrier along the Detroit
Generation Road of Life by acquiring a license to drive an internal combustion engine on wheels.
It was a big deal: my Vespa launched me dramatically from the two-legged tyranny of the
sidewalk to the two and four-wheeled freedom of the road.
~
It was not totally my imagination that when Mike and I drove up and down the streets of Reseda
on our Vespas we were the targets of a lot of jealous stares. Vespas were “all the rage” back in
1956 due to their featured role in a wildly popular Hollywood romantic drama titled Roman
Holiday (1953), with Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck in starring roles. Mike and I had caught
the tail end of the “Italian scooter” popular culture fad in the USA.

Figure 2.4 Vespa motor scooters were all the rage in the mid-‘50s due to this hit movie.

I was young, skinny, and always had a silly shit-eating grin on my face during my Vespa days. I
was a far cry from a Gregory Peck and must have looked damned ridiculous behind the
handlebars. In contrast, Mike Pilgreen had the “right stuff” to cut a perfect picture atop his
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Vespa. Mike looked as if he had been shot from the loins of Zeus somewhere between the
creation of Adonis and Apollo. That being the case, he always had an “Audrey Hepburn” lookalike holding him tight around the waist.
I had only my little sisters to bus around in those days:

Figure 2.5 Me atop my Vespa in 1956, posing with a full load of my younger female siblings dressed in
Halloween costumes: Marcia, Kathy, and Patricia.
~

My Dad and I purchased the Vespa while my Mom pouted during the week preceding Halloween
in 1956. The scooter was in near-new condition at the local Sears Roebuck and Company outlet.
Sears was then licensed to distribute Italian Vespas in the USA under their successful Allstate
brand of vehicles, which included Cushman Eagle motor scooters and Henry J. automobiles.
In retrospect I should have lobbied my parents for the Cushman Eagle instead of the Vespa. I
was unaware that the Cushman Eagle in 1956 was a helluvalot faster than a Vespa. I learned this
the hard way.
It so happened that a schoolyard bully in junior high school at Birmingham had a Cushman. He
must have seen me putt-putting around the neighborhood on my Vespa, and so, one day in the
school cafeteria, in front of ten or twelve of our schoolmates, he challenged me in dramatic
fashion to . . . a . . . race!
In case you, my readers, might be thinking “Big deal; win or lose or draw the stakes are so
small,” such was not the case for an insecure, immature male teenage in 1956. I had a lot of face
to lose. My picking up a gauntlet throw at my feet, in public, by a classmate I disliked, was a
freighted matter. From my perspective a race between our scooters it amounted to a no-win
scenario.
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The bullyboy knew, and I sensed from his swagger, that my curvaceous Vespa was no match for
his boxy Cushman Eagle. If I refused his dramatic challenge I perceived I would be branded
across campus as a “yellow coward” and a “pussy,” not to mention a “loser.” I would probably
then never have a steady girl friend or even an occasional date. These were my thoughts at the
time, and perceptions seemed to be everything back then no matter how childish those
perceptions now appear through the rear-view mirror of my present-day reality.
On the morning of the agreed-upon day (a Sunday), at the appointed time (eight o’clock in the
morning) we two met for the purpose of raceing down the length of White Oak Boulevard, from
Kittridge Street to Hamlin Street, which was one block shy of Victory Boulevard. White Oak
dead ended at that time, which is why we would both have to throttle down at Hamlin or risk
overshooting the end of the White Oak pavement and barreling into a barley field. Wild barley
grew thick and tall there in the rich floodplain of the Los Angeles River.
The long shadows of a bright sun rising over residential roofs were still cast across the length
and width of the White Oak Boulevard’s pavement. It was shortly after dawn when our two
scooters rendezvoused there and faced south. I was shaking with excitement in anticipation of
the race. We revved up our engines.
I had expected a crowd of our classmates to show up at curbside on both sides of the street. Rebel
Without a Cause (1955) had obviously shaped my expectations for the day. How self-deluded
was I at the time of the race? Let’s just say I had awakened early and proceeded quietly to steal a
new pack of Lucky Strikes from the kitchen cabinet so I could roll it up in the sleeve of my white
T-shirt and “assume the greaser look” of the then-current film versions of high-school bad-asses:

Figure 2.6 So tough. The “greaser” look was big circa 1956.

My desperate plan was to “psych-out” the bully with an unexpected tough-guy act and perhaps to
thereby gain some sort of competitive advantage over him. But on arriving at the starting line I
observed that he also wore a white T-shirt with a pack cigarettes rolled up in one of his shoulder
sleeves.
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I also observed with surprise and a tinge of disappointment that he and I were the only two there
to witness the race. No students had cared enough to come out and cheer us on. I imaging there
might have been some early risers among the household residents along White Oak Boulevard
who were holding hot cups of coffee and staring out their kitchen windows, squinting into the
morning sun, wondering what the two idiots on their noisy motor scooters up to out there on an
otherwise quiet Saturday morning.
So we raced, and I lost. There was no small talk between us before or after the big race. No
handshake. I didn’t even know the kid and he had inconvenienced and embarrassed me for no
apparent reason.
Come Monday, at school, nobody was even the slightest bit curious about the outcome of the
race. Nobody at school asked me about it ever. It was as if my big race with the bully – lost or
won -- had never occurred at all. I must have been a very confused and delusional kid to think at
the time that anyone but me really cared about the event. The bully, who had won the race and
was probably eager to assert his bragging rights, must have been even more disappointed than
me.
~
As for my Vespa: I tired of it in the aftermath of that silly race. I was by then already thinking of
four wheels and a steering wheel. When I came into possession of my first automobile, I didn’t
know what to do with the Vespa except to consign it to cruel neglect gathering dust in a dark
corner inside my Dad’s garage. But then fate stepped in.
My Dad had a homestead property out in Twentynine Palms in the high inland Mojave Desert,
and had a local contractor built a bare-bones cabin there. He had also purchased a recreational
vehicle to drive there and back on weekends. Gas was cheap at the time and the lengthy drive,
once you broke through the smog after clearing the San Gorgonio gap, was beautiful. One day,
just on the verge of one of these weekend trips Dad put the Vespa inside the RV and took it to
the cabin and never brought it back to the house on Victory.
My younger sisters and brother loved these desert cabin trips. They could all drive the Vespa
there across the desert pavement and up and down the arroyos and bajadas without bothering
with licenses. The Vespa served the entire Nemeth family well out there, in the middle of
nowhere, and it ran for another ten years before the cabin was seriously vandalized and the
Vespa stolen.
Then, a year or so after that, the cabin was burned to the ground. We suspected that the agency
my Dad paid for several years to “guard” the cabin had perpetrated the crime; an act of
vengeance after my Dad decided to no longer renew their contract.
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By that time my Dad and the family had tired of the desert and more interested in camping along
Southern California’s Pacific coast, and especially at the remote and picturesque Faria Beach at
Pita Point, located between Ventura and Santa Barbara. It was a little-known surfers’ paradise at
the time.
Dad’s desert cabin was more or less forgotten by everyone except my sister Kathy, a romantic
who never let’s go of the past -- and who still owns the deed to the property as far as I know. I
had many adventures there myself before I began dating and thereafter had less time for
weekends at the cabin. Even so, in graduate school at UCLA I went back as a college student to
conduct a physical geography field project focused on a remarkable sand dune I discovered near
the cabin. I still retain some fond memories of that desert cabin in its pristine environment during
the 1950s.

Figure 2.7 Reptile hunting with some Boy Scout pals, including Saracens-to-be Jud Morris and Bob
Wood near my Dad’s desert cabin, circa 1955.

~
One memory features and adventure I had with the Vespa out in the desert. Dad’s cabin
overlooked the 29 Palms Marine Base at a distance of about five miles. Some nights the marines
would be conducting night combat maneuvers on the reservation, and it would be a real
fireworks show: tanks, planes, artillery, all blazing away underneath the stars. In perfect weather,
which was nearly always, we would sit about on lawn chairs or on top of the RV watching the
action play out on the military reservation. If a bomb exploded during these night games we
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would see the flash first and after a few seconds hear the sound of the blast. The base was of
course off-limits to the public.
One weekend at the desert cabin I was in a reckless mood and feeling adventurous I decided to
sneak onto the Marine Base and have myself a closer look around. I mounted the Vespa early in
the morning and headed downslope from the cabin toward the distant margins of the Base. My
cross country jaunt was unmapped and guided by intuition. The desert sands grew softer and
deeper as I slowly progressed on my downslope trajectory. My guess was that the federal
government in those days did not anticipate any civilians sneaking onto this, one of its more
remote, government-owned properties outside of Alaska.
The Vespa had a small tool box area inside of one rear fender. Inside carried a few bottles of RC
Cola and an aluminum-cast fake 45 caliber pistol with me. I don’t know why I took along the
fake pistol. It was still downhill all the way, and the sand was getting even softer and deeper.
Gravity carried us downhill. I began to realize with some slight panic that returning uphill by
retracing my tire tracks would be neigh impossible, and that I might have to eventually abandon
the Vespa amidst the sand dunes.
Gravity was also my enemy. The small tires on the Vespa were increasingly becoming mired in
the sand as I negotiated that seemingly endless field of dunes. War machine debris, both small
and large, was strewn about these dunes, mostly half-buried or completely covered with sand. I
encountered blown-up tanks there and other large smashed-up vehicles. I could not determine
how long these vehicles had been mired there in the sand. There was not a speck of rust on any
of them.
~
Probably the oldest abandoned vehicle in the dune field dated from early 1950s, when
government-owned lands there with a civilian airfield were transferred over to the management
of the Marines, who established a live-fire air-ground combat training base in the vast remote
desert mountains and playas. That’s when old tanks and military vehicles began to be blown up
for target practice.
Previously, during WW2 the airport facilities were managed by the Army. Pilot training was
conducted there and both airfield and hangers were purposed mainly for training glider pilots. At
the time it was named “Condor Field.” Before that there may have been a civilian airfield there
constructed sometime during the Great Depression. No one is sure.

Figure 2.8 “Condor Field” patch from WW2.
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~
It was a very hot day and the air-cooled engine was heating up to the point I thought it might,
ironically, “freeze up” and stall. I began to worry about myself dropping dead from the heat. My
panic was intense. I drank the last bottle of cola and began pushing the Vespa through the soft
sand because it could no longer plow ahead under its own steam Suddenly I rounded a dune and
encountered a perfectly wide, empty highway in the middle of nowhere.
I had no sooner rolled the Vespa onto that highway when a camouflaged Jeep with two military
policemen speedily appeared out of nowhere and pulled up alongside my Vespa. They had their
pistols drawn and they told me to “stand clear” of the two vehicles. They disembarked their jeep
and searched me and my vehicle. They quickly found my fake pistol and reported it to
headquarters on their walkie-talkie. After they received orders they stowed my replica pistol in
their Jeep.
They told me they had been observing me for several hours and had been making bets on
whether or not I would make it through the dunes and the mine field. That got me to thinking
about how bored they must be, assigned to the middle of nowhere and reduced to scaring kids
about fake mine fields. I must have made their day.
Then they ordered me to “mount my vehicle” and follow them “back to headquarters.” I had a
notion to get cheeky because the situation seemed so absurd: A jerk kid on a Vespa had
wandered through the dunes onto their military training grounds, which was unfenced and
unmarked. What were they going to do? Shoot me?
On the other hand, the Vietnam War was underway and these marines probably were rightfully
intolerant of cheeky little bastards driving Italian scooters onto their secret base. So, at
headquarters I was interrogated in a small room by some sort of officer, who threatened me
several times with prosecution for the crimes I had committed, which he had written down on a
clipboard that then read to me.
I must have been more trouble than I was worth and maybe an embarrassment they did not want
to report to higher authorities, because after a while, and with the sun descending on the horizon
to the west, they simply let me go. As the interrogating office walked me out to a fenced
compound where they had secured my Vespa, I asked him to please return my pistol. He replied
that I was to “get the hell off of” his Marine Base and to be glad I was not headed for a federal
prison.
When I arrived back at the cabin my family it was nearly dark and they were concerned. I was
too embarrassed to tell them the convoluted story of where my stupidity had taken me that day,
and just apologized for driving off, having a swell time, and losing track of the time.
~
Before the federal government had the bright idea to sell off its perceived-as-worthless Mohave
Desert lands to the general public under the 1938 “baby” Homestead Act (of 5-acre parcels) few
people apart from prospectors and geography students from Berkeley and UCLA ventured into
these remote Southern California deserts. Once the post-WW2 military establishment no longer
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needed or used for training/testing grounds its vast lands in the western deserts the feds
consolidated some of them and sold off the rest.
I was a junior in high school when my Dad “homesteaded” the land where he built our desert
cabin. I remember clearly that he paid $100 for it, along with the promise he would build a
“homestead” on it. Since a five-acre parcel of sagebrush, lizards, snakes, spiders, scorpions and
desert turtles seemed a huge responsibility to my Dad, he sold half of it off to our neighbors,
Roger and Bobbi Bonz. They never built their own cabin, but my Dad invited them to share ours
whenever they felt the urge to drive into the wilderness.
I remember the first time my Dad drove out to the property accompanied by Roger, Shirley (his
daughter) and me to inspect the desert property. Right about where he wanted to build his cabin
there was a huge unexploded rocket embedded deep in the sand from its impact; only its tail fins
visible above the surface of the sand. Being in the middle of nowhere, its location was
undiscovered by anyone before we found it.
When we returned home, I immediately wrote a letter to the Congressman of our district that
revealed the topographic coordinates of the location of the rocket and also asked for advice on
what to do next. My congressman did not respond (do they ever?). However the next time we
visited the desert property there were deep tire tracks indicating that some large vehicles had
converged at the location of our rocket, whereupon it had been removed.
I complained to my Dad because it was our rocket located on our property. That was my first
experience with the concept of “eminent domain” and I didn’t like it. The trauma of the
unfairness of it all cut me deep. I took the time to write a detailed letter to my elected
representative and paid for a stamp to mail it -- and for what? Obviously I had much to learn
about government, and the rocket experience may have inspired me to subsequently delve into
political science as my academic specialty and undergraduate major in college.
A Jungian coincidence related to my Dad’s rocket is that when I arrived at the University of
Toledo, “home of The Rockets football team” I was surprised see its doppelganger on a pedestal
parked next to the football stadium:

Figure 2.9 An early Cold War era Nike Ajax SAM (surface to air) missile (or rocket). Apparently, also
the mascot of the University of Toledo in Ohio.

~
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To recap: Unknown parties broke into Dad’s desert cabin and stole the Vespa along with a nice
cast-iron wood-burning stove, and a vintage Red Ryder BB rifle; a gift to me from my Uncle
Pete. Adding insult to injury, the same or different criminals burned down the entire cabin.
Then, when my parents died soon after the turn of the century, my sister Kathy inherited the
desert property.
Unfortunately she lived far from the property and could visit what was left of it only rarely, and
in the end she finally sold it for peanuts. All the glorious memories of that portion of her
childhood spent in the great, dry and pristine out of doors had through decades of neglect finally
reverted into a cement slab serving as a landing pad for bot flies from an illegal foul-smelling
chicken farm that a family of Mexican squatters had built about fifty yards upwind.
So much, then, for the Nemeth Camelot, now lost in time and forgotten, and mostly buried
beneath shifting, whispering sands overlooking a military desert warfare training reservation and
a few miles northwest of Twentynine Palms, California.
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Chapter 3
1941 Pontiac Streamliner “Torpedo” Six Sedan Coupe
(a.k.a. “Mr Completely”)

Figure 3.1 “Mr Completely,” my 1941 jet-black Pontiac Torpedo coupe.

A man I never met face-to-face, whose last name was Kayser, gave my father this classic 1941
Pontiac back in 1957. He knew my Dad would give it to me and that it would be my first
automobile -- my first “ride.” I treasured this old Pontiac and I kept it throughout my high school
years and perhaps two years beyond. Mr. Kayser’s wife was a polio victim named Kay, and she
was a favorite patient of my Dad’s, who was at that time a licensed physical therapist with his
own practice.
Dad was also a newly certified hypnotist at that time. Most members of my generation were
influenced by their fathers but I was the son of a hypnotist and so to a remarkable extent was
literally under the influence of my father for most of the early 50’s. I was his hypnotist’s
apprentice qua experimental rat. My Dad’s “power of suggestion” as it was delivered in his deep
sonorous voice during our practice sessions over those years, remains deeply implanted in my
sub-consciousness right down to today. If you can believe it, he still “speaks” to me in my
subconscious mind. Never underestimate the power of hypnosis.
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In a nutshell: My Dad, Mom and I moved from a rented apartment in Santa Monica to our new
house in the San Fernando Valley in 1950. At first my father was vocationally a licensed
professional self-employed physical therapist there, and yet avocationally he was by 1953 fast
becoming an avid amateur hypnotist. And I was his primary practice dummy throughout all my
coming of age.
There was nothing “spooky” about our collaboration. Dad emphatically introduced hypnosis to
me as a “science” and – not knowing exactly the meaning of this term -- I just took his word for
it that it was. Nevertheless, I had a sneaking suspicion -- even at the age of twelve -- that we
were drifting -- father and son, hand in hand -- from a middle-class suburban normalcy into the
unknown realm of occult practices. Now that I teach philosophy of science and its applications at
my university it is clear to me that the boundary between science and the occult as experience is
a zone, and that zone can be as wide as you want it to be.
So my Dad assured me that hypnosis is a science so we could proceed with his experiments at a
rapid pace and without doubt or hesitation. And I kept reassuring myself that I was not at risk,
meanwhile inspired by his confidence, throughout my teenage years.
There have been many famous practitioners of the science of hypnosis: Freud was a hypnotist;
Pavlov was a hypnotist. My own father, though not yet famous when I crossed the threshold into
my high school days, was a serious student and practitioner of the science of hypnosis and was,
in my mind, also bound for greatness. I was sure of that. From what I could tell, once my Dad
introduced a handful of his patients to the power of hypnosis as a supplement to their physical
therapy treatments, beginning in about 1955, they were most grateful.
Cautious at first, my Dad would practice his “science of hypnosis” on me long before he would
begin to introduce “the science of hypnosis” as a professional service to his physical therapy
patients. Like Freud and Jung, my Dad was a pioneer healer pushing the envelope of his
licensed therapy practice into an adventurous frontier. He had crossed the boundary between
applied medical science and the occult arts without anyone’s permission, but with the
encouragement only of his hypnosis teacher (a man named LeCron) and his loyal, trusting
patients -- all of whom wanted to get better, faster.
After Dad built up his own confidence in the healing powers of applied hypnosis, his
experiments on me and on his physical therapy clients became bolder, more exploratory and
even more adventurous.
~
Dad’s hypnosis teacher was no quack. Instead, he was the renowned Leslie M. LeCron of
Beverly Hills; an expert in not only hypnosis, but a clinical psychologist -- and author of some
leading books on parapsychology. I recall how Dad, once he had embarked on his carefully
considered path to becoming a healer-hypnotist, would happily drive from our home in the heart
of San Fernando Valley through the tortuous Sepulveda Pass on consecutive Saturdays for nearly
two years in order to attend hypnosis classes and workshops with LeCron. His hypnosis class
convened in LeCron’s private “institute” based near UCLA. Dad never took me there.
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During my father’s tutelage LeCron taught him how to discover and explore the fantastic powers
of the subconscious mind. LeCron believed with certainty that those powers could be
systematically deployed to influence nearly every aspect of human behavior. LeCron taught my
father his own secret and “scientifically proven” methods by which an adept might discover and
explore their inner selves, in search of their own measureable self-improvement.
For example, LeCron taught Dad Freudian insights into human nature. He taught Dad how to use
mesmerizing pendulum techniques to induce the deep hypnotic trances necessary to succeed in
the healing of others. He then taught Dad deep and a select few other students self-hypnosis and
how to discover and use secret skill sets of auto-suggestion necessary for him and they to locate
and apprehend any hidden, repressed and unresolved issues in order that these issues might be
successful engaged, subdued, corrected and transcended.
What seemed most important to my Dad was that LeCron taught him in credible ways that mind
could overcome matter in a positive way, hasten the repair of damaged psyches and bodies, and
strengthen self-confidence and resolve. He taught how Dad how humans could help other
humans systematically empower themselves through hypnosis and succeed to overcome
adversity and improve the human condition.
When my Dad finally graduated with his signed and dated certification he was firmly convinced
that LeCron’s theories and methods empowered him with the highly specialized psychic powers
and skills to help serve humankind. He believed he could access that higher realm of knowledge
derided by many as “occult” and “paranormal” in order to achieve a higher purpose in life than
could most run-of the-mill physical therapists. This all added up to a lofty sense of achievement
and source of pride for my Dad at that time.
On the face of it, and after two years and a bundle of tuition money spent, LeCron’s signed
certification on lambskin parchment modestly claimed that Dad had “completed a course of
training in the use of hypnotic techniques.”

Figure 3.2 My Dad’s hypnosis school Certificate of Completion, signed by the famous hypnotist LeCron.
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~
Sylvester Stallone was trained in self-hypnosis by one of Dad’s classmates. Sly was looking for
enhanced stamina and confidence at the time, which, in retrospect, he not only achieved, but
radiated from the silver screen to his Rocky fandom. Hypnotism works.
~
My Dad was an avid reader of pulp fiction – Westerns mainly -- before seeking out the guidance
and expertise of LeCron. At the age of twelve I remember he and my mother and the Bonz’s next
door (Roger and “Bobbie”) sitting around their living room chatting about up news reports out of
Denver that were eventually published in 1956 as The Bridey Murphy Story. These provocative
reports and this book, which triggered a popular culture wave as intense as the “hula hoop” of
that same era, featured the paranormal to the extent it delved into both hypnosis and
reincarnation. The fad also included hypnosis acts on stage. My Dad said these were not
“scientific” -- but they were entertaining. Anyway, My Dad, Mom, Roger and Bobbie used to
attend the “stage hypnosis” acts when they came to Reseda.
Pat Collins “The Hip Hypnotist” was my Dad’s favorite stage hypnotist and she performed in
Reseda on several occasions:

Figure 3.3. “You are getting very sleepy.”

She was glamorous --and sans makeup would have looked a lot like my sister Patricia at a
similar age. Collins occasionally brought her show to a stage adjacent to a local Reseda bowling
alley. This was before she became so famous and popular among the Hollywood crowds that she
could afford to open her own venue on the Sunset Strip named “The Pat Collins Celebrity Club.”
Pat Collins was even on the “Lucy Show” in the mid-60’s. But when my Dad, Mom, Roger and
Bobbie saw her live on stage in the mid-1950s her career was just getting rolling. My Dad was
by then already hooked on the healing powers of hypnosis. In fact, he and my Mom quit smoking
cigarettes as one of his experiments. He hypnotized himself to quit smoking. My Mom never let
my Dad hypnotize her, but when he quit she quit. All’s well that ends well.
Sadly, Roger Bonz did not quit and the last time I saw him he had a hole in his throat attached by
a tube to an oxygen tank -- and he was still smoking Chesterfields.
~
And so I have to thank my Dad and gladly for my early, intensive introduction to hypnosis which
enabled me to succeed to make the natural stepwise progression from hypnosis to self-hypnosis
and eventually to astral projection.
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People ask me nowadays why I no longer travel, and I just have to chuckle to myself and remain
silent. I am not all that modest in fact but, frankly, if you want to be marginalized by mainstream
society and then risk being medicalized and/or incarcerated, just let it be known that you are a
practitioner of astral projection.
Among the many practical reasons that astral projection that rewards an adept like myself is the
tremendous amount of money saved by my not having to physically move from A to B, or to and
from C, D, and F, if one so desires. I can astral project to all those places, and to infinity and
beyond, if I take up the notion.
~
My next book may elaborate more on astral projection than this one, as there are myriad aspects
of it, and which can all be learned over time and if one does not die first or become detached and
drift away while traveling. Believe me, if you succeed to learn astral travel well, you will
actually be able to taste of immortality. Anyway, this present book can only introduce
tangentially the promise of astral projection, and allude in passing and through example to its
underlying premise and vast promise.
So: “Thanks Dad!” for giving me the early start along my lifetime through your expert hypnosis
training, leading to my own discovery of astral projection and its ultimate Ride of Passage. It is
the means by which I will achieve escape to unprecedented adventure along the Road to Poona

My 1941 Pontiac Streamliner “Torpedo” Six Sedan Coupe (a.k.a. “Mr Completely”) was the first
automobile I owned and cherished – though hardly my last ride. It was a five-year love affair,
enduring all through my high school days and a bit afterwards.
Within a month after Mr. Kayser handed my Dad the keys and he tossed them to me I drove into
Reseda to purchase a paint job: "I'm Earl Scheib, and I'll paint any car, any color for $19.95 – no
ups, no extras.” This paint job was the color of anthracite black. Not a Saturday went by after
that without my washing and waxing my coal-black ride.
I suppose every high school car club lad of my Detroit Generation did the same thing. And
afterwards we would all parade up and down the main strips of our local towns and cities “flying
our colors” (displaying our car club plaques) and showing-off our “chariots” before approving
crowds gathered at the drive-in movie theaters and in the drive-in restaurants.
~
The first time laid eyes on “Mr Completely” it was sixteen years after it had had rolled out of the
Michigan factory where it was assembled. I am told that the windows were manufactured in
Toledo, Ohio, “The Glass City,” where I now reside. My Pontiac and I were approximately the
same age (born 1942). The Streamliner Torpedo model was the “basic” model for the Pontiac
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brand in 1941, which meant the purchase price was only $923 new -- but that was without the
optional white-wall tires!
It was love at first sight! After I had my Pontiac painted black I bought four fake white walls at
Pep Boys to clamp under its stock 16-inch steel rims. It was after I installed them that I actually
christened my ride “Mr Completely” and wrote this name affectionately upon the rear fenders for
the world to see. My ride (see Figure 1.19) looked pretty much like the 1941 Pontiac Streamliner
“Torpedo” Six Sedan Coupe in the above photo (Figure 3.1) -- excepting that I had the local
muffler shop install a pair of six-foot “lake pipes” under each door to give Mr Completely his
requisite “low-rider” look of the day -- and the capability to “roar” into the night by simply
removing the steel caps at the ends of the lake pipes.

Figure 3.4 “And she purrs like a kitten till the lake pipes roar” (Little Deuce Coupe ~ Beach Boys).

Before our first anniversary as a team I had driven “Mr Completely” down to Tijuana to have its
drab stock interior upholstery replaced with a gloss white vinyl tuck and roll “job” highlighted
with fire-engine red trim. The Mexican upholsterers also replaced the seat covers, the headliner,
and the side panels. It was an unceremonious “Adios!” to the dowdy (but durable) factoryinstalled stock brown mohair velvet!
Arriving back to my Dad’s Victory Boulevard house on my return from Tijuana, his evervigilant neighbor to the west, Roger Bonz, walked out to the curb to greet me and inspect the
radical interior conversions. Cold can of beer in one hand and a glowing Chesterfield in the
other, Roger stuck his head in the open window on the driver’s side, looked right and looked left,
looked up and looked down, paused to withdraw his head, and passed judgment: “Jimmy, it
looks like a Mexican pimpmobile!” Roger called me “Jimmy” because he had known me since
we first became neighborly way back in 1950, when I was eight and he and everybody under the
sun called me “Jimmy.”
Roger’s good-looking daughter Shirley was about a year younger than me. We were tight till she
hit puberty, then and thereafter Roger began to get paranoid; fearful that I might take liberties
with his daughter since our homes were adjacent.
Fast forward to 1962: My buddy Bob Wood, who was low on cash at the time and between jobs,
sold Roger a big, black Ruger Western-style .357 magnum pistol with walnut grips. I had fired
that pistol once in the direction of an old porcelain toilet inside a dump in Sylmar once. I missed
but the kickback from that pistol nearly broke my wrist. Then Bob fired it and blew the toilet to
smithereens. Roger learned that Bob had that pistol and was hard up for cash, so he offered to
buy it and Bob said “Ok.”
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Figure 3.5 Bob Wood’s big caliber Western-style pistol that Roger Bonz almost killed me with.

I was present when Bob and Roger sealed the deal and money was exchanged, giving Roger
ownership of this small cannon. I remember Roger staring me in the eye at the very moment he
took possession of the pistol in his palm. Roger, to my dismay, was still obsessed with protecting
the virtue of his daughter, who was still living at home at the time. In his parental paranoia he
obviously perceived me as a most proximate and probable predator. “Do you have any bullets to
go with this?” Roger asked Bob, while still staring at me. “Just a box of hollow points for target
practice at the dump” Bob responded.
~
About a month or two later, in the middle of the night, Roger is up drinking beer, smoking and
watching the Johnny Carson Show. Shirley is asleep in Roger’s house trailer which he parks in
the driveway between the back door to his house and the garage. The sultry summer weather has
brought me down to my Dad’s house from an apartment I share with Bob Wood near San
Fernando Valley State College. My Dad has built a nice swimming pool in the back yard and so I
decide to drive there in the middle of the night for a swim. Since everyone around except Roger
seems to asleep I quietly slip into the swimming pool naked. What can go wrong? Everything
seems copasetic.
Suddenly Shirley slams the trailer door behind her and comes through the back gate of my Dad’s
house to looking to see what is going on in the swimming pool next door. But then she hears her
Dad, who was just seconds before sitting, drinking beer and smoking in front of his television
set, loudly cursing my name; so she runs back into the trailer and again slams the door behind
her.
Curious about the noise, I wrap a towel around my waist and go through the back yard gate and
into Roger’s driveway. A bit bewildered, I am standing near the trailer when Roger Bonz bursts
out the back door of his house still cursing loudly. And he is waving Bob Wood’s pistol in the
air.
In the face of this clear and present danger I run up his driveway toward the street wearing only
the towel. Roger is also barefoot and he is wearing a Japanese silk robe. He is shouting my name
and threatening to shoot me. He claims the pistol is loaded and he chases me up the driveway.
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By then all the lights in my Dad’s house are flipped on and Bobbie Bonz and Shirley are
standing in the driveway yelling after Roger at the top of their lungs for him to cease and desist
and that the cops are on the way. Meanwhile, I have reached the sidewalk and am headed east
but tripping over my towel. I expect at any second to feel the heavy blow of a .357 magnum
hollow-point bullet against my spine, and then to experience nothingness for the rest of eternity.
But Roger never pulls the trigger (and that is my next near-death experience as a young man).
~
Instead, things settled down quickly. The police never showed up (do they ever?). For years after
that night Roger and I were estranged and we were civil to each other but hardly spoke. The
strange events of that night were quickly and conveniently hushed up by all the principal parties
as if they had never occurred.

Figure 3.6 A corny1941 newspaper ad for my Pontiac “Torpedo” highlighting some of its virtues.
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~
The big attraction for both sailors and high school boys in the late 1950’s was the notorious Blue
Fox night club in Tijuana, Mexico. So when decided to I drive “Mr Completely” south into
Mexico with some fellow Saracens that weekend when I had the interior of the Pontiac entirely
reupholstered, we lads handed over the keys to the shop owner and straightaway and headed up
Revolution Avenue to that fabled “house of blue lights,” there to enjoy its non-stop anythinggoes stage show, washed down with countless bottles of “Mexico’s Best!” Tecate beer:
“Lace up your boots and we'll broom on down
To a knocked out shack on the edge of town
There's an eight beat combo that just won't quit
Keep walkin' 'til you see a blue light lit
Fall in there and we'll see some sights
At the house, the house, the house of blue lights”

~ “House of Blue Lights,” Chuck Miller, 1955

Figure 3.7 The notorious Blue Fox in Tijuana’s Zona Norte district: “Walk in a boy; strut out a man!”

Tijuana was nearly a trip too far for Mr Completely, who was nearly 20-years of age we
Saracens took that little adventure back and forth to the Blue Fox. Although the above advert for
a new 1941 Pontiac claims “freedom from need for repairs,” when you think about it such a
claim is a stretch ever a Detroit product is new, much less growing long in the tooth.
Fortunately for both Mr Completely and the Birmingham Saracens, about midway between
Fullerton High School (where youth car clubs all started) and Birmingham High School was The
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New Follies Burlesque Theater, located at 337 South Main, near to the foot of Bunker Hill in
downtown Los Angeles.
This relict vaudevillian showplace of famous buxom of now-fallen angels, like “Tempest
Storm,” “Lili St. Cyr,” “Virginia ‘Ding-Dong’ Bell” still had its live five-piece band pit built into
the stage when we lads frequented the joint.

Figure 3.8 The New Follies Burlesque Theater in downtown Los Angeles: “Tempest,” “Lili” and other
exotic “fallen angels” were all live onstage, circa 1957.

This was during the decade just before the onset of silicone breast enhancements (invented in
1961) -- but by then it was already too late to save burlesque. Anyway, what we saw “back in the
day” at the New Follies while Mr Completely waited in the parking lot were enormous boobs in
motion -- “the real things.” While we never got to touch them, they were the sweetest eye candy
and we young bucks and many other like us sat there for hours and drooled at the sight of them.
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Figure 3.9 Inside 337 South Main on a typical Friday Night: Why are all these high school boys
clutching their throats? My apologies to the reader: I attempted to “reverse” this photo with my Photoshop
appliance -- but it merely reversed the stage from the left the right-- instead of turning these famously
well-endowed ladies around to face the camera.

The city tore the New Follies theater down in 1974 and “put up a parking lot,” but fifteen years
previous on any given Friday night, you might encounter Saracens, Knight Riders and high
school car crews from all the compass points in the Los Angeles Basin converging on the New
Follies theater looking for a good show. The beat of the five-piece band in the orchestra pit still
echoes in my mind: “Boom boom, ka Boom boom, ka Boom boom …”.
Virginia “Ding Dong” Bell was our favorite gal, and an occasional performer when she
happened to strutting her stuff “out West”in the Golden State. Burlesque was in rapid decline at
that time, but still entertaining. We Saracens usually arrive in advance of the show in order to
claim seats front-row and center where the only thing that separated us from Miss Bell on stage
one a narrow aisle where the soles of our shoes would stick to the floor on a summer night.
And so it happened, one Saturday night a drunk got so hot and bothered by Ms Bell’s
incomparable on-stage bumps and grinds at the New Follies that he ran down the aisle from the
back of the joint and jumped atop the stage right in front of us Saracens -- and grabbed her tit.
Thinking back upon it now, this abandoned erotic act may have been the single traumatic event
that sent Frank Eckert over the edge and into his boob obsession, because right on the heels of
the crazed drunk was the New Follies theatre’s humongous, hired, tattooed bouncer, a gangstertype, who proceeded with one swing to flat-sap the drunk into bloody unconsciousness, leaving
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Ms Bell screaming and us Saracens wide-eyed -- and Frank Eckert, from that night forward,
apparently disturbed. “What is a flat-sap?” you might be wondering:

Figure 3.10 Blackjacks (and flat-saps) were illegal in the 1950’s for good reason. The New Follies
bouncer carried a brutal flat-sap and showed us wide-eyed Saracens seated in the front row that he knew
how to use it. I can only imagine what mayhem his iron claw might have wreaked had he used it instead.

There was both bad luck and good luck associated with the violence that night. We Saracens in
our front-row-center seats emerged from the brief episode blood-splattered. My sports jacket,
shirt and tie were specked with sprayed crimson from the blunt-force impact of the sap to the
head of the drunk. That same force caused one of Ms Bell’s pasties to fly from her nipple into
my lap. She had screamed than swooned during the dustup, when the whole damned place had
erupted into pandemonium for a good thirty seconds. Nobody noticed my good luck in landing
her pastie on the fly, so I slipped it into my pocket. It was warm, damp, sequined, shaped like a
star-fish and waxed up to stick to her flesh under normal circumstances.
The rest of the show was cancelled and we did not get any refunds. When we got back to the San
Fernando Valley I attached Miss Bell’s wayward pastie to a thin chain I found in my Mom’s
costume jewelry box, then I hung it from the Pontiac’s insider rear-view mirror. Talk about a
conversation piece!
The assault was reported in the LA Times. The story was that the world-famous Miss Bell was
hospitalized with shock by the bloody attack and that she would miss a week of performances.
Also she reported that she had lost parts of her costume, and right away word got around at my
high school that some Saracens were in the audience and were witness to it. all one Saracen, a
diver on the swim team, had retrieved “Ding Dong’s” nipple cover during the commotion and
kept it. For weeks thereafter various car club guys at the Big Boy Hamburger drive-in would
stroll over to my window and ask to sniff the little starfish that hung from a chain from Mr
Completely’s rear view mirror.
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Anyway, that was my fifteen minutes of fame back in high school.

Figure 3.11 A burlesque stripper’s star-shaped nipple cover (“pastie”).
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Chapter 4
1930 Ford Model A 5-window coupe w rumble seat

Figure 4.1 My 1930 Ford Model A “with a rumble seat.”

I sold my beloved Pontiac in 1962. You would think that a young man’s second ride would be a
model year newer than his first ride, but my second ride was a Model A Ford a decade older than
the Pontiac. Were the two all that different? Remarkably so; for example, unlike my 1941
Pontiac, my 1930 Model A Ford sports coupe had a running board -- and a rumble seat. It also
had mechanical instead of hydraulic brakes. The engine ran well, but I had trouble bringing the
chassis to a safe and reliable stop sometimes.
~
This photo was taken on or for a holiday, and so we Nemeth kids were all dressed up for the
occasion. I look like a ninja minus the mask. I have always liked the color black. Many of my
classic automobiles were also black. Of course all Model A Fords came out of the factory
painted black.
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I’m guessing this photo was taken in 1962 and, if so, it was one of the last time we five siblings
were all gathered together compactly into one small space. I’m thinking it might have been the
very last of the Nemeth Family’s seasonal group photos; those ritually snapped between
Thanksgiving and Christmas, sequentially, all throughout the 1950s and into the early 1960’s.
I remember those shoes I am wearing in the photo: they were very uncomfortable but had nasty
metal biker-like boot buckle appendages that appealed to me when the shoes were new and
unsold and gathering dust on the shoe shop shelf. I might have worn them twice; three times at
most.

Lo and behold in this photo the dumbest dog in the world, staring mindlessly off into the
distance. She is straining perhaps to look intelligent but, tragically, she was already inbred to
maximize beauty at the cost of her having no brains. And this, her pedigree, came at great cost to
my Dad. All she had to do was sit, and she needed no command to do that. My sister Patricia
took thousands of photos of this dog sitting.
Patricia also took this dog to obedience school – once. It traumatized the dog so much my Dad
had to take her to the vet. He gave her a fifty-dollar injection and told my sister that her dog was
very “high strung.” Well, the dog was a purebred Irish setter, so it was no mystery why she sat
around a lot. Too bad that she was genetically-destined to remain totally clueless day after day
about every object in the world, both far and near, large and small, mobile and stationary. She
would chase neither an automobile nor a rabbit, but she would sit in the same place for hours
while watching a caterpillar cross a sidewalk. The “zen dog” I named her. Patricia would slam
the door whenever I said that.
This dog’s name I cannot now even remember. She had about eight names, actually -“McLeary,” “Wells-of-Shannon,” “Sheilagalway” … all referencing things Ireland and separated
by hyphens. And they were all these names written down on her birth certificate as proof that
she was worth the arm-and-a-leg that my Dad paid for her. I figured that each name cost my Dad
about a hundred dollars. Her veterinary bills were of course extra -- and they were constant. This
dog had issues.
Sheilawhatever was neither an indoors nor an outdoors dog. My Dad and Roger Bonz took an
entire weekend to install a big dog door in an otherwise perfectly good door designed for
humans, and the dog refused to enter or exit the house through it.
She once stole a freshly-cooked family dinner pork roast off the kitchen counter next to the stove
where it was cooling down. When confronted with her crime she just sat there and stared off in
the distance and showed no awareness or remorse. I distinctly remember that theft because I was
damned hungry that evening and we didn’t have all that many pork roasts back in the day. What
we had a lot of was hamburger/Velveeta cheese pizzas. My sisters and brother loved those
pizzas. That night of the stolen roast Mom cooked up one of these pizzas as a quick substitute.
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Nobody complained. The dog sat there on the kitchen floor and watched us eat it, like we were
caterpillars.
More: You had to keep the bathroom door closed all the time so that this dumb pooch would not
drink out of the toilet. That was an inside-the-house issue; one of many.
Outside-the-house issues were worse: I once temporarily tied the Irish numbskull on her ten-foot
red leather leash to an empty aluminum trash can left curbside by a departing trash truck so that I
could bend down and tie my shoe lace. The dog moved and in that instance the empty trash can
fell to the sidewalk with a terrific clatter. The dog immediately panicked and ran mindlessly up
the street with the trash can crashing along in hot pursuit behind her.
Wham! Bam! Alakazam! It was an ugly path of destruction as the trash can leashed to the
terrified dog traveling at high speed smashed up against parked cars right and left. Some of their
owners ran out of their houses and attempted to take up the chase, perhaps with intent to kill.
Pursued by shouts, screams and the tumbling trash can, the dog ran on, constantly glancing
behind her with pop eyes, and at top speed. She could not escape the can. She ran until she was
far out of sight. I jumped in the Model A and took chase.
When I caught up with her about a half an hour late where she had collapsed exhausted on the
pavement, soaking wet, next to dump truck that was stopped at an intersection. It was a four-way
stop. Apparently the truck had just rolled to a stop when the dog, approaching from the right at a
high rate of speed, ran the stop sign had dived under the immobile truck, emerging on the other
side and still on the run. However, the trash can had become wedged under the truck, bringing
the running dog to a sudden stop at the end of her leash. Otherwise she probably would have
eventually continued to run until she dropped dead.
A crowd was gathering near the dump truck and encircling the pathetic pooch where lay
collapsed and shivering with fear and exhaustion. I got out of the Model A and claimed
ownership. Instead of dispersing, the curious crowd turned into an angry mob and began heaping
insults and threats on me for animal abuse. I quickly untied the long leash from the bashed and
battered can and picked up the dog and dropped her into the rumble seat, and secured her leash to
the seat handle. I left the bashed, battered and now worthless aluminum trash can on the side of
the road at the intersection. As I drove away I could see fists raised in anger in my rear-view
mirror.
I drove back toward my Dad’s house with the dog. My entire nuclear family and four of the
Bonz clan, led by Roger, were waiting on the front lawn when I pulled the Model A into the
driveway and turned off the engine. Patricia ran to the dog where it sat still secured and shivering
in the rumble seat with her red fur caked in sweat.
Patricia was crying and carrying on about what I had done to her dog, and also badgering our
Dad to drive both her and the dog to the vet. Dad said “Ok; fine” but that first off he “had better”
call our insurance company right away.
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Indeed, there were total strangers now walking up the sidewalk toward my Dad to discuss
damages done by the trash can hammering their automobiles while parked along curbside when
the dog ran by them. When Dad made that ominous announcement, he was glaring at me. Roger,
meanwhile, was standing there with a cold beer in one hand and a lit Chesterfield in the other,
shaking his head in mock disbelief, while grinning like a possum eating a sweet potato. And my
Mom? She was all stressed out and speaking in tongues.

I’ll say this about owning a Model A with a rumble seat. The exotic prospect of enjoying a roll
down the highway while riding in a rumble seat with the wind blowing through your hair is but a
dream. If you own a Model A Ford so equipped, odds are you will rarely if ever get to ride in
your rumble seat. Somebody else would have to be driving you around for that to happen.
This ride cost me three hundred dollars and I sold it for five hundred dollars about two years
later. It was a fun car and associated with some fond memories. But the old Ford had its original
mechanical brakes instead of hydraulic brake replacements and so shook four ways to Friday
every time I pressed down on the brake pedal. I attached a back-up light on a whim, but
otherwise made no modifications to the Model A whatsoever.
The primitive no-frills engine ran like gangbusters and was easily wrenched and tuned. With this
car, I inherited its original own funky cast iron basic tool kit wrapped in a canvas sack with a
Ford log. When I sold the Ford I decided to keep its universal jack and jack-handle for future use
because it proved so damned easy and efficient for safely lifting any sort of four-wheeled vehicle
with a flat tire or in need of an oil change high off the pavement.
Why did I like to buy automobiles manufactured before the Eisenhower years? Mainly because I
could wrench them myself. They did not have mysterious electronic doo-dads strewn from
bumper to bumper that defied home repair. Also, back in the day, just about any internal
combustion engine owner-operator could easily learn to successfully repair his or her own
vehicles following simple step-by-stem instructions from a bevy of inexpensive and clearly
written repair manuals for sale at the local Pep Boys.
~
I had the additional advantage of having worked in a full service gas station for several years
early on during my high school years at Birmingham (1955-1960). My part-time gas station job
was at Walt and Don’s Standard Oil Station on the northwest corner of Vanowen Street and
Louise Avenue. It was there working part-time (mainly weekends) during the mid-1950’ that I
learned basic automotive repairs and temporary fixes.
Sad to say, mistakes were made (usually on other people’s vehicles), but I never was fired for my
occasional bouts of stupidity, which included: 1) pumping gas into a customer’s radiator (damn
foreign cars!); 2) sending a new car up on the hydraulic lift inside the garage to crash through the
ceiling lights (because I neglected to lower its hood); 3) replacing transmission fluid with engine
oil (I might have claimed ADD but it was not yet invented); and more!
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My bosses and co-workers were very forgiving. I don’t remember much about Walt, but Don
Smith was part-owner the main on-site manager of the station for most of the time I worked
there. Emmet Weaver and Art Phalen were his two full-time employees. Art had a habit of
calling everyone he considered fool or a dingus, a “stupidhead.” I appreciate that Art never
called me “stupidhead” (to my face) even though I was at times most deserving. I enjoyed being
a gas station employee and even after I graduated high school I would occasionally work
weekends for Don.

I guess the most memorable moment at the station was the Saturday I was pumping gas for a
customer right after a cloudburst. Louise Avenue has suddenly turned into a turbulent river of
water madly heading south, and the entire intersection was flooded. I was watching cars on
Vanowen Street heading east and west attempting to creep through the deep water there.
All of a sudden my beloved, classis 1941 Pontiac appears out of nowhere heading west on
Vanowen Street and races into the flooded intersection. It plows into the deep water there at high
speed, creating two parallel walls of waves about ten feet high – and just keeps on going. It was a
remarkably impressive – thought sad -- sight to behold. Art and Don both come running out of
the station office together whooping “Wow! Did you see that?” and to me “Hey Jimmy! Wasn’t
that your old Pontiac?” I affirmed that it was, and stood there frozen on the spot by mixed
feelings of awe, outrage, pride and nostalgia.
I especially felt “betrayed” because the middle-aged Mexican who had bought my Pontiac six
months previous had promised me that if I gave him a “good deal” he would take “good care” of
Mr Completely. But in those few seconds that it took him to plow headlong into and across the
flooded intersection and disappear into the West I realized with disappointment that he had not
kept his word. Also, I noticed that he had removed the words “Mr Completely” from the right
rear fender.
Our contract was that he would pay me ten dollars cash every other week for twenty weeks,
which he did. That was a pretty good deal from his point of view, and reasonably fair -- given his
promise -- from my own. But now I had serious regrets. Hell is other people.
~
Birmingham high school also had an excellent auto shop facility and classroom for teaching and
hands-on laboratory purposes. Citizens would donate domestic and foreign vehicles representing
all makes and models for training purposes. If I had been on the college preparatory “track” in
high school, I might have never taken auto shop, or any of the other vocational “track” courses
offered at Birmingham High. These included print shop, wood shop, metal shop, electric shop,
and agriculture.
Anyway, the academic advisors at my high school had given me a battery of aptitude tests and
were convinced from the results that I was not “college material” and more suited to the
vocational track. This is how it came to be that I took several semesters of auto shop at
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Birmingham High School. In shop, we learned the appropriate manual skills to launch successful
amateur and pre-professional auto repair jobs on graduation. We learned how to manage the bays
and operate the lifts, and how to identify and safely using mechanics’ tools, and all about the
fluids and lubricants. We took manually disassembled then rebuilt carburetors and brake
cylinders and steering gears and transmissions and differentials, and more.
These days few automobile owners have the knowledge and equipment to wrench their own
motor vehicles. I and many other members of my Detroit Generation learned that there was a
“manufacturers’ conspiracy” in the USA against domestic consumers of its automobiles. We
called it “planned obsolescence.” It persisted till the Japanese began to penetrate the American
market with vehicles that were “made to last.” After that, Detroit products lasted longer by
design.
In general, the advent of electronics age in automobile manufacturing has forced owners of all
newer automobiles to seek service and repairs for their rides mainly in dealership garages. Few
owners know how to wrench their own automobiles these days. One result is that young men do
not have much in the way of grease and grime under their fingernails any more. As a result, they
probable get more hot dates than we did back in the day.
High school girls no longer must endure the smell of automotive parts cleaner and brake fluid, or
suffer the loving touch of callous mannish hands. Back in the day, we mechanics had only our
chemical degreasers and Lava soap (pumice-in-pig-fat) to prepare us for date night. No wonder
some of us Saracens who wrenched our own rides had trouble finding dates had so many nights
free (“stag nights”) to play poker and drive downtown to the New Follies.

Figure 4.2 Lava soap. Pumice in pig fat. The automobile mechanics’ mantra: “Whatever works.”
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Chapter 5
1951 BSA Silver Star (500cc)

Figure 5.1 My 1951 BSA “Thumper.”

This is my 1951 BSA Silver Star, also known widely as a 500cc "thumper.” I bought this bike
from a high school classmate named Larry Stonebreaker, who looked just like his name. Larry
was the Arnold Schwarzenegger of Birmingham High School circa 1959.
We used to call this sort of big-bore British bike (old BSAs, Nortons, Ariels, Vincents and such)
a “thumper” back in high school because they all had one huge piston and when their engines
idled at a red light the sound coming out of a short tailpipe was a “thump, thump, thump, … .“
This was the heartbeat of the poor man’s Harley.

My BSA years overlapped with the last of the annual visits of my Dad’s sister, Barb, and her
husband Pete to our house on Victory Boulevard. They were inveterate gamblers and drove from
Youngstown, Ohio, where my Dad was born and raised, to Van Nuys in the San Fernando Valley
of California. This is where my Dad had bought his first house, brand new, on the GI Bill. The
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GI Bill had also paid for my Dad’s higher education expenses, including on-campus married
student housing, and for a loan after he graduated to start up his own business.
Pete meanwhile had a high-paying job as a plant engineer at Youngstown Sheet and Tube. He
had worked his way up to the top through his steelworker union’s apprenticeship system. Pete
and Barb’s only child, Beverly, was married and Pete was close to retirement. So he and Barb
had money to blow -- and they did. They blew some of it on me, their “golden nephew,” and the
bulk of it was devoured by slots and bingo on their two stops passing through Vegas every year.
When visiting my parents, Uncle Pete and Aunt Barb used to spoil me rotten with gifts. They
would also take me with them on Saturdays to Santa Anita Park in Arcadia, northeast of Los
Angeles, which was a world famous horse race venue at that time. I saw the great Bill
Shoemaker race and win there several times. Years later I discovered he had dropped out of high
school in El Monte, just up the street from where my friend Tom the Gypsy once rented a house
with his wife and young family, and where I came to spend a lot of time during the late 1960s
and early 1970’. Santa Anita race track was a bit to the north of Tom’s house but in the same
neck of the woods.
Pete and Barb would place their bets all day and I would amuse myself by collecting used plastic
beer cups in a burlap sack. This is when the mass production of plastic was fairly new to the
American consumer, at the dawn of America earning notoriety around the world as a
“throwaway society.” These plastic beer cups were hefty, and looked as if they were made of
glass. But they were not. They were sturdy: if you dropped ten of these plastic beer cups on the
pavement, they would bounce high, but might well suffer cracks from the impact. If you hit them
with an aluminum baseball bat, they would shatter. If you put them behind the tires of the
automobiles parked in the Piggly-Wiggly food market parking lot as a prank, they would go
“crrrrrrrunch!”
Some days I would bring home a hundred or so of these cups from Santa Anita, all defiled by the
lips of strangers and still stinking of cheap beer. My Mom wouldn't let me into the house with
them. If I didn’t wash them all out within a day of bringing them home, she would wait until I
fell asleep then dump the entire burlap sack full of them into the big aluminum trash can outside
our back door. Sometimes the clatter would wake me up. I would peer out the window adjacent
to my bed and see Roger Bonz across the driveway running from his living room couch to peer
out his kitchen window to see what was up.
My motivation for scavenging plastic cups at the races was mercenary and borderline ethical. I
earned a small amount of money but was underage and did not pay taxes. Uncle Pete would give
me a nickel per cup. Before I began to accompany him to the race track he would give me a tendollar bill once in a while just because I was the golden child and his favorite nephew. After we
began our trips out to Santa Anita, I was earning roughly this same allowance. Pete would give
me the actual nickels rather than their dollar equivalents. He kept these nickels in a faux Native
American leather pouch which he called “Jimmy’s wampum bag." He had purchased it off
Interstate 80 at Wall Drug in Wall, South Dakota. It looked a lot like this one:
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Figure 5.2 The shape and style of Jimmy’s wampum bag -- sort of.

On most Saturday evenings after the races I would be dead tired, sunburned and just dump the
cups out of my burlap sack onto a canvas tarp spread out on the driveway near the back door of
the house -- right about where my BSA is parked in the above photo. They sure made a racket
while tumbling out of the sack pell-mell onto the hard surface. Some would crack outright, but
they still were worth a nickel a piece to my Uncle Pete. This was a ritual and not crass
commerce. As tired as I was, most times I would perform the ritual as the sun sank into the West.
Pete would be sitting in a lounge chair at the edge of the tarp. "Ok, Jimmy, line 'em up so I can
count ‘em" he would command. “Yessir!” I would fire back, and proceed to dump the bag full of
cups onto the tarp in a big translucent pile. Then I would line them up like tin soldiers in rows of
twenty.
Then Pete would shout out "Barb!" and my Aunt Barb (who worshipped him) would come out of
the kitchen through the screen door carrying Jimmy’s wampum bag. She would stand smiling on
the cement porch looking over the neat display and – all the while nodding her approval -- she
would take her sweet time praising me and my work ethic. The pain of waiting for her to finish
so I could get my nickels was excruciating.
While she spoke the wampum bag full on nickels swung heavily from her wrist. I could see my
Mom's silhouette behind Barb through the screen door, where she silently observed from the
inside the Jimmy-gets-paid-ritual going on outside.
When Aunt Barb had her say she handed over the wampum bag to Pete. During the transfer my
eyes never left the bag in motion. Pete would then sit in silence there with the wampum bag now
swinging heavily from his wrist. More time passed.
Finally, he would say "Ok, Jimmy" and then slowly lean forward and open the pouch and dump
the nickels onto the tarp in front of the plastic cups. The bright pile in the sunlight seemed like
the end of the rainbow to me. I was "into the nickel zone" then and there: if Uncle Pete continued
sitting, stood and departed inside, or performed hand springs, was beyond the scope of my
knowing or caring.
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Oblivious to everything but the nickel pile, I smoothed it with my palms into a plain of nickels
spread edge to edge. Crawling on my knees across the tarp, I searched among them for valuable
buffalo nickels. There was always a few – as well as a few worthless slugs. After separating
these out from the remaining nickels, I completed the rite by counting my earnings: one, two,
three …. My heart beat with excitement: …. one hundred …. two hundred ….
Thump, thump, thump.
~
I saved a good portion of Uncle Pete’s nickels for a rainy day. The rest I gambled away during
idle hours spent “lagging nickels” with the members of the Haynes Street Gang. The lagging
game was easy. All one needed to play was a wall and some pennies or nickels. Each kid would
stand behind a mark and take turns tossing their nickels at the base of the wall. At the end of
each round, the kid whose nickel was closest to the base of the wall won all the other nickels.
And so on.
We, like all the kids in our neighborhood, had all learned this gambling game in elementary
school. As fifth graders we competed with pennies and used the dodgeball wall at the edge of the
playground as our “spot.” It was far from the principal’s office and the teachers’ lounge and we
invented clever ways lag pennies during recesses and at lunchtime without getting caught.
Our underage gambling used to drive the principal crazy, and he would rail against “penny
pitching” on the school grounds over the classroom intercoms at least once a week, and threaten
students caught in the act with suspension. So when our Lemay Street School principal caught
Wilfred Nowa in the act of penny pitching during lunchtime and was in the process of
suspending him for a day, Wilfred beat him up and was expelled.
By the time we reached junior high school we were pitching dimes, and as Saracens we
discovered poker.

I used Pete-and-Barb-nickels mixed with small change earned from teenage jobs to buy my first
78 rpm vinyl record. That record was titled “Stranded in the Jungle.” I first heard it on “KFWB,
Channel 98” on the AM radio dial in my 1941 Pontiac:
“I crashed in the jungle while tryin' to keep a date
With my little girl who was back in the States.
I was stranded in the jungle, afraid and alone
Tryin' to figure a way to get a message back home.” ~ The Cadets, 1956

IMHO this was a “novelty rap” song, but probably no expert in the history of rap on vinyl would
agree with me; most would claim it is R&B. Anyway I liked it; the lyrics were clever. The day I
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bought it I cranked it up on my cheap one-speed record player inside my bedroom and played it
over and over like a lunatic. Roger Bonz complained to my parents, and so that was the end of
that.
~
Thanks to my Dad’s tireless efforts to instill his own work ethic in me, I could have compiled a
long that included an impressive work history by the age of fifteen. Just about every cash-earning
job I had once I hit puberty was “beginning entrepreneurial” (babysitting; bicycle paper routes;
swimming pool sweeping) and/or menial labor (lawn mowing), or in-school employment either
in exchange for free lunches (cafeteria worker). I also had a few unpaid internships (library
assistant). My Dad, Roger Bonz and Pastor Sword heartily agreed that my learning the value of
earning an honest dollar by the sweat of my brow at an early age would keep me off welfare for a
lifetime. Who might have guessed that I would instead be learning quite an opposite Philosophy
of Life from ethnic Gypsies who I began hanging around with just fifteen years into the future?
My first “official” employment involving legal paperwork and a paycheck was as a part-time
soda jerk and dishwasher for a sandwich counter located inside a Jewish-owned pharmacy next
door to the Piggly-Wiggly market.

My buddy Bob Wood delivered prescriptions for the pharmacy, and he recommended that I
apply for a machine-assisted dishwasher job opening there. The soda fountain was leased and
managed by a big Jewish galoot with a square chin and perpetual scowl. His name was Big Lew,
which led to some crude name-calling behind his back.
This was my first experience as paid labor working for a boss. I learned fast that I didn’t like
being bossed around by Man or Machine. I discovered I was independent and averse to authority
just like my Dad who was self-employed throughout most of his professional career. I found out
the hard way that that sort of independent attitude could get an employee fired. Especially if that
employee was low-paid and hired mainly to tend an obdurate, temperamental and dangerous
machine. Such employees in my experience are invariably roundly abused and considered
expendable by managers (and their machines).
Big Lew was disturbingly quiet, a no-nonsense guy, and unexpectedly impatient with me. I was
too inexperienced to know whether this was his problem or mine. Meanwhile, my other “boss”
was the big, noisy – and equally unforgiving -- mechanical dishwasher I was hired to tend. Both
this human and this machine were merciless taskmasters and intolerant of my (many) mistakes.
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The dishwashing machine I operated was located in a windowless back room accessible through
a swinging door behind the restaurant counter. The long counter out front had sixteen stools
facing a food and drink preparation corridor that featured a refrigerated ice-cream bin, a vintage
dispenser of flavored soda waters, and a thousand-pound state of the art commercial stovetop
range and grill. Behind the counter stools and a broad public aisle that accessed six rectangular
tables. Each table constituted a “booth,” having two padded bench seats facing each other across
its secluded table top.
Each table had a coin-operated music box where a customer could select songs from a list by
pushing buttons. There were four more boxes, equally spaced, atop the long counter facing the
stools. All these were attached to a single juke box at the end of the long counter facing the front
door of the pharmacy. Max on the pharmacy side of the store would not let Big Lew on the
sandwich and soda side turn up the volume to the juke box despite many requests from nearby
Birmingham and Reseda high school kids who hung out there in the late afternoon. A few
customers – but never the high school kids -- left tips on the tabletops and counter top, and Big
Lew kept them all for himself.
My boss occupied one of those booths exclusively – the one nearest the cash register -- and he
had some steady customers who ordered only coffee and sat with him there. They all read
newspapers and chewed the fat day after day -- unless adult paying customers in need of a table
came along. On those rare occasions he would relinquish his table to the newcomers and tell his
cheapskate friends to scram for a while.
If the joint got really busy he would become cook, waiter and cash register operator. Big Lew,
who was about as swarthy and menacing as Blackbeard the Pirate, wore a white apron and a
chef’s hat behind the counter to appease the health inspectors. He might as well have worn a
tutu. He looked ridiculous.
Big Lew, when desperate, would even call on me to help him out behind the counter. I had to
shut down the dishwasher, don an apron and a cap that hung on a hook on the wall next to the
door leading to the customer service area, and come out running to join him out front providing
customer service under his close supervision. Big Lew seemed to enjoy badgering me around
while rolling his eyes in front of the public. It was a sad slapstick: I couldn’t even serve a piece
of pie without him hanging over my shoulder and snarling “Hurry up!” It made me nervous when
he did that. It got worse when I fumbled the pie and it fell to the floor.
~
The back room with the dishwasher operating was hot and steamy. A dense fog prevailed in my
cramped workplace. Soap bubbles floated on puddles that collected on every horizontal surface.
Everything I handled was greasy and slippery, and so I dropped a lot of silverware and broke a
lot of crockery. I was supposed to wear safety goggles when the machine was operating, but I
couldn’t see through them when I wore them because the lenses fogged up so badly. When I
complained to Big Lew and asked for advice, he said “Wear the goggles! It’s a rule; figure it
out!” So I removed the lenses from the goggles and wore the goggles when the machine was
operating.
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Lucky for me, there was a back door to my sweat shop that Big Lew let me prop open while I
worked. The flies, moths and stray dogs couldn’t enter because of a screen door on hinges there.
A large eye-hook device attached to the screen door allowed me to lock myself in and keep the
hoi-polloi outside from wandering in (even though on the outside of the screen door was a big
sign with the words “No Entrance”).
“Keep this screen door locked, always!” Big Lew instructed me. I did, permitted nothing to enter
from outside deliveries and the always-welcome breeze.
Beyond the locked screen door was a wide, sheltered sidewalk and, beyond that, the hustle and
bustle of the Piggly-Wiggly parking lot. People walking on the sidewalk behind the pharmacy
could look through the screen door and see me working at the dishwasher. Since it was my first
opportunity for me to earn a paycheck from an employer my Dad and Mom and siblings were
quite proud of me. When I was new on the job they would often stop by the screen door to shout
in their encouragement – “Go Jimmy!” and “Way to go, Jimmy!” Meanwhile I would be
nervously juggling crockery, knives, forks and spoons and dodging scalding water and steam.
Sometimes Roger Bonz would sneak up to the screen door while I was at work and my back was
turned and shout loudly “Hey!” or “Gotcha!” or “Slacker!”, hoping to startle me into dropping a
dish or a glass. What a kidder!
~
The entire neighborhood centering on the Piggly-Wiggly would shop there for groceries. Next
door to the market was a large five and dime store with bare wooden floors. I bought my first yoyo there. Next to that was a hardware store that also sold bicycles, wagons and baby carriages.
Nuts, nails and screws of all sizes were in large wooden bins. The hardware store also sold
magnets of all sizes. I would sometimes go to the aisle with the magnets and take a few from the
shelf. Then I would walk around to the wooden bins of small nails and such and put the magnets
to work on them. I owner once caught me doing that and kicked me out.
The Piggly-Wiggly parking lot seemed vast when I was young, but as I got older it seemed to get
smaller. By the time I had my own driver’s license and was learning to drive, the lot seemed
dangerously small. I got into my first fender-bender behind the Piggly-Wiggly while attempting
to park my big Pontiac.

Mike Pilgreen was not a Saracen, and some of the Saracens did not like him, but he was my
friend throughout high school. I met him first as a Boy Scout, and then he, Phil and I all became
springboard divers on the Birmingham High School swim team. Mike and I shared some wild
and crazy times together deep into the 60’s.
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Swim team try-outs in 1956 proved to be an exciting experience for Bob, Phil, Mike and I, but
what happened after the tryouts offers a bit of insight into Mike’s peculiar character and why he
was not everybody’s buddy back in the day -- in spite of his charm and many talents.
The try-outs were at a large swimming pool on the campus of a private school up in the Santa
Monica Mountains, along winding Laurel Canyon Boulevard. None of us had our driver’s
licenses at the time so Bob’s Mom (who seemed to me at the time to be a dead ringer for the
actress Lauren Bacall) dropped us all off at the swimming pool and promised to pick us up in
three hours out in front of the place. “Good Luck!” she shouted and drove off, back down into
the Valley.
We all three made the team and were quite giddy. We decided to sit along the roadside opposite
the pool parking lot. The canyon walls were steep and grassy there, and for a while we climbed
through the dense vines and trees to a distant ridge far above. We played around on the
mountainside for a while before returning to the road below.
Mike had brought with him to the try-outs a thick beach towel rolled into a cylinder and wrapped
tight with three large, heavy-duty rubber bands. He had removed two of those and we were
shooting them at each other. Then Mike suggested we shoot the automobiles speeding by us on
their way up the canyon road.
“No way!” said Bob. Phil agreed that this was a bad idea. As a person who throughout life could
never say “no,” I just sat there in silence. I guess Mike was encouraged by that because before
anyone could vigorously object, Mike was yelling “Watch this!” and launching one of the rubber
bands onto the roadway toward an oncoming car.
~
Ten minutes later Phil, Mike and I were back in the Valley, in North Hollywood, being held in
temporary captivity in a total stranger’s car. We were being driven to the police station. The
stranger was incredibly angry and had an ugly welt on his right cheek where Mike’s rubber band
had hit him. His well-trained German shepherd was seated next to, in the passenger seat, alert,
awaiting more instructions. Phil, Mike and I were in the back seat, and Bob was still back at the
swimming pool waiting for his Mom.
Ten minutes earlier Mike’s giant rubber band was already launched and heading for trouble.
Helplessly, Bob, Phil and I watched it soar into an open window on the passenger’s side of a
large imported vehicle, a new, white Jaguar four-door sedan, heading at a fast clip uphill through
the canyon, just missing the big, wet, black nose of a large dog that was seated there next to the
unsuspecting driver. The dog’s head was hanging out the window, snout into the wind, like dogs
are prone do when their owners take them for a drive. The dog saw us sitting in the grass on the
slope near the roadside and had time to bark once before Mike launched his projectile.
Mike’s incoming rubber band in that instant had just missed the dog’s nose and instead had
delivered its powerful, painful slap to the driver’s right cheek. We watched the terrified driver in
his shirt and tie flashing by us and we grimaced as he temporarily lost control of his vehicle and
swerved across the double yellow line painted down the middle of Laurel Canyon Boulevard,
nearly losing his dog out the window, and barely avoiding a head-on collision with an oncoming
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car, whose horn began to blare. Pilgreen shouted out “Wow!” and we all leaped to our feet as the
drivers of both cars then hit their brakes hard at the same time and all their eight tires screamed
bloody murder while two vehicles screeched to a long halt. The downhill car, now under control,
accelerated, and still honking its horn disappeared down the road.
The uphill car – the Jag -- pulled hard onto the shoulder beneath us and its injured driver leaped
out of his vehicle, his big dog right behind him.
We boys turned tail and fled up the steep hill like scared rabbits. Both the man and his big dog –
clearly a German shepherd – were in hot pursuit behind us. “Go! Go!” the man commanded to
the dog, who was barking and snapping at our heels. The steep hill was overgrown with thick,
tall, vegetation. Mike was climbing a small tree. Bob and Phil struggled to escape to my right
and to my left. Meanwhile I fell, exhausted, and the snarling dog immediately grabbed me by a
tennis shoe and began to drag me downhill in the direction of its master.
Standing there, confronting me, with his snarling dog at his side, he began to yell uphill at the
others: “Here comes the dog!” “Outta the tree!” “Let’s go boys!” and so on until Mike, Bob,
Phil and I were huddled together on the grass in front of him. He didn’t ask us any questions.
Instead, he commanded: “Ok! Now all in the car! And no tricks!” followed by “This dog is
trained to kill!”
Everybody but Bob piled into the back seat of the Jag. The German Shepard was grinning at us
from his perch on the front seat. Only he wasn’t grinning. He was showing us his teeth. The
driver took his place behind the wheel, announced “We’re going straight to the police station!”
then made a quick U-turn on Laurel Canyon Boulevard. The tires squealed. He was still very
angry.
We hadn’t driven one minute when Mike asked “Are these real leather seats?” The driver
hollered “Shut your pie hole!” and his dog barked loudly. Then Mike said “Mister, you’re going
way over the speed limit.” -- which he was.
“Shut up!” the driver yelled again. But Mike would not.
Mike: “Does this cigarette lighter work?”
Angry Driver: “Don’t touch anything?”
His Dog: “Bark! Bark!
For several minutes later, as we drove deeper into bowels of North Hollywood, Mike began
threatening the stranger. “You know what? This is kidnapping” Mike asserted the obvious; this,
followed by a blunt “You could go to jail for this!”
“Shut the Hell up, Elvis!”
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Phil and I too wished Mike would shut up; but we sat there silently. Every time the driver raised
his voice at Mike, the dog barked and flashed his teeth. We were in indeed in double trouble.
Mike doubled the ante: “The cops are going to impound your car and then take your vicious dog
away.”
Finally: “You know,” sez Mike; “it’s mainly your word against ours -- and there are three of us.”
With that, Mike began to rub his shoulder vigorously and grimaced as if in pain, saying: “You
shouldn’t have grabbed my arm!” Phil and I looked wide-eyed at each other because the driver
had not once touched Mike.
“Shit!” scowled the driver, and he suddenly slammed on the brakes and pulled the Jaguar to the
curb. “Get out and DAMN you all!” he shouted and hopped out of his Jag and yanked open the
rear door on the driver’s side. Tears of frustration were streaming down his cheeks. Phil, me and
then Mike piled out, followed by the dog -- who was obviously enjoying the entire experience.
“Not you! Back in the car!” the driver yelled at the dog. The dog leaped back into the car. He
slammed the door behind it. Then he paused and stared at us boys. “Get Lost!” he yelled, baring
his own teeth. Then he jumped behind the wheel and drove off rapidly. The dog’s head grew
smaller and smaller in the back window of the receding Jag, then entirely disappeared up the
boulevard.
Mike then turned to Phil and me and remarked confidently: “Kidnapping! You know, he could
have gone to jail!”

A week later Mike showed me the fancy cigarette lighter he had stolen out of the Jaguar’s rear
seat passenger console. That was Mike -- bold and brash. The rubber band saga no doubt reveals
why some Saracens disliked and avoided Mike. Word gets around.
But not me. Time spent with Mike was always an adventure. On the day of the swim team
tryouts I unexpectedly got a free ride from a perfect stranger in a new Jaguar. Likewise, and for
no good reason, I would let Mike driver me at high speed in dense coastal fogs on more than one
occasion. He was charismatic. He captivated me. Being with Mike was like experiencing the
Stockholm syndrome.
~
Mike transferred from Birmingham High School to Reseda High School in 1958. He joined their
diving team and honed his skills to the point that several years after graduating, after having
served a tour with the Army in Germany, Brigham Young University awarded him a fat
scholarship. He began to date a wealthy Mormon girl there and before you know it he himself
had become a Mormon. Soon he married her, moved to Phoenix, AZ, where her parents lived
and worked -- and then Mike totally disappeared from my radar. That was around 1966.
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Bobbi Bonz told me a few years later that Mike had stopped by my Dad’s house one day looking
for me, and that he was driving a new, baby blue Cadillac convertible. She said that he had tried
to sell her some life insurance. I wondered if that is why he asked her how to find me, his old
friend -- in order to pressure me also into also buying a life insurance policy. That probability
made me angry. But how could it not but have crossed my mind?
Over the long haul Mike had proved to me more often than not that he was “my friend indeed.”
Everyone is flawed to some extent, and I myself was no great shakes in the “trustworthy
column” back in the day.
I forget what Mike drove because he so often drove his girl friends’ cars, but I do remember well
how much he enjoyed driving fast in the fog. He would often without warning appear on my
doorstep out of nowhere with an exotic car and just say, “Let’s go!” He would as often as not be
driving a convertible. Mike liked to be seen, and had the extreme good looks to explain why
women liked to be seen with him, and why they loaned him their cars -- and why these cars were
often convertibles.
Anyway, Mike expected me to drop whatever I was doing and accompany him on his deathdefying drives into the coastal Southern California fogs. I always accepted his invitations. Why?
Because – and allow me to repeat myself here: Mike was an irresistibly charismatic guy and the
definition of “charismatic” is a person who can take another person, or even a crowd, where they
don’t want to go.” It is hard to say “no” to charisma, and Mike dripped charisma.
So Mike would then drive us out of the crisp, clear, safe San Fernando Valley through the old
Sepulveda Pass to Santa Monica at land’s end, and onto the Palos Verdes Peninsula, where the
thick Pacific Ocean fogs often encroached first on their way into the Los Angeles Basin.
Sometimes the visibility there was near zero. Los Angeles International Airport would have
ceased operations on such nights and the disc jockeys on the radio always reported as much on
the AM radio stations: KRLA, KFWB and such. That’s when and how Mike would hear the
weather newscasters on the radio and figure it was a great night for a drive along the coast and
drop whatever he was doing and come looking for me. Why did he need me along for the ride? I
figure he didn’t want to die alone and nobody else was fool enough to accompany him.
~
Reseda High School opened in 1955, triggering a high-school student redistricting that resulted
in a mass exodus of students from Birmingham H.S. to Reseda H.S., including Mike (in 1956).
He was not at Reseda High School very long before he was elected School Mascot. They called
themselves the “Regents” at Reseda High, and Mike was the picture of Rock-and-Roll royalty.
He had that rockabilly looks and resembled Elvis Presley, who had already been crowned the
“King of Rock and Roll” at that time.
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Figure 5.3 “The King of Rock and Roll” circa 1956.

Figure 5.4 Mike the Reseda High School “Reagents” mascot, the caricature and the reality, in cape and
crown.

Mike wore a red robe and crown at sporting events and was carried on a litter by the female
cheerleaders (who all worshipped him). Yes; “being seen” was Mike’s bread and butter. He
wanted for nothing in life (in a secular sense); big thanks to his being a handsome devil – and
what a devil he was!
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I ran across a notice recently on the Internet that announced Mike was deceased. I was stunned! I
thought him immortal. And the notice was almost three decades old, published in a Reseda High
School alumni blog. I never found his obituary published anywhere, and have yet to learn the
circumstances of his death. Knowing Mike, he may not actually be dead: I prefer to imagine that
he concocted one pyramid scheme too many in midlife, and then faked his death to finesse a
vanishing act; what a guy! I imagine Mike now lives in polygamous retirement in French
Polynesia, beyond the reach of his creditors, the IRS, and the long arm of the law.
But if he is indeed dead, my best guess is either one of his many lovers killed him, or that he ran
off a coastal cliff on the Palos Verdes Peninsula while driving at high speed at night and
recklessly in a dense fog.

Figure 5.5 Mike (center) resembled two famous heartthrobs of the late ‘50s: Ricky Nelson and Elvis
“The King” Presley.

~
I do remember Mike’s Dad’s car. It was a classic1957 Studebaker Golden Hawk. The United
States Postal Service even made a stamp with its image, make and model.

Figure 5.6 Mike’s Dad’s ride.

Too bad that Mike and his younger brother, Patrick, were never allowed to drive it.
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The Kingston Trio was “big” (meaning famous) throughout my high school days. My favorite
tune from an album they released in 1959 was a calypso number named “I Bawled.” Phil and I
played it over and over as we practiced on our bongo drums.

Figure 5.7 Cheapo 1950’s era bongo drums of the sort mass produced and sold in Tijuana back in the
day. Rarely played, but always on display.

Calypso and bongo drums were part of the popular culture ensemble in the late ‘50s and for Phil
(an amateur drummer) and me a good pair of the bongos were essential accessories in our
automobiles at the time. We would perch our bongos for display on the narrow shelf behind the
rear passenger seat and below their rear windows (where alas! the heat and sun made quick work
of them). Since we were usually headed to the beach, we always had the bongos with us on our
beach blankets. We believed them to be chick magnets (though that hardly ever proved to be
true.)
On Saturday evening we were driving down Sherman Way in my Pontiac when a convertible
with three girls pulled up next to us at a stop light. “Nice ride!” one of them yelled. They were all
attractive and jubilant and – much to our surprise – they invited Phil and I to join them at a “big
party” at their house that very night. They said the party would start at 8 o’clock sharp and that
we could park on the lawn if there was no space to park curbside. Then they tossed a folded
mimeographed invitation featuring some festive cartoons and a crude map with an address into
the back window of my Pontiac. The red light changed to green and they sped off waving
goodbye.
“Let’s get my bongos!” Phil eagerly suggested, because mine were not in my Pontiac that night.
My sister Patricia had borrowed them. So we drove quickly to Phil’s house and switched a pair
of bongos from his car to mine. We figured out from the crude map on the flyer how to get to site
of the party.
It was almost eight we drove up on the lawn to the house with the advertised address. We
thought we were too early because the front porch light was off. It didn’t look like the big party
had even started. We waited in the car there, parked on the well-manicured lawn, for about five
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minutes. “Are you sure this is the right house?” I finally asked Phil, who was sitting in the
navigator’s seat.
Before he could answer, a woman in a bathrobe making bug eyes at us ran out the front door and
sprinted over to her neighbor’s house. She looked scared. She pounded on the door and a
shirtless man came out of the house. The woman in the bathrobe pointed at Phil and I sitting in
my Pontiac parked in the middle of her front lawn. The man reached behind the door and pulled
out what looked like an aluminum baseball bat.
“Let’s get out of here!” Phil yelled. So we did, and so fast that the Pontiac’s tires tore up a good
deal of the lady’s green turf before we were back on the street. Clearly we had been set up as a
prank by those girls in the convertible. Later, over hamburgers at the Big Boy restaurant, we
thanked our lucky stars that we had not been attacked by the man with the baseball bat, or
arrested for menacing and vandalism -- or shot even.

My Mom forbade me to own or drive a motorcycle. For this reason, I didn’t tell her when I
bought my BSA. Instead, I parked it secretly behind Phil’s house on Haynes Street.
Nothing good can come from lying to your Mom. So it was a sad encounter for both of us when
not long after I bought the BSA that I was slowly driving it through the neighborhood and my
Mom, riding passenger in a car heading in the opposite direction, caught me in the act of my Big
Lie.
She was on the way to the Piggly-Wiggly grocery market in a car driven by my sister Patricia.
No doubt they both saw my motorcycle approaching from a distance. Like my Dad, my Mom,
Pastor Sword, Roger Bonz and most everybody else in our neighborhood hated motorcycles for
just about every reason that I liked them: for example, they were loud, fast and ridden by rebels.
Imagine her shock and disappointment to see one of them driving around in her neighborhood,
with me, her son, behind the handlebars. My BSA was not only noisy, but it was painted black
and tricked out like evil incarnate with ape-hanger handlebars. And I must have looked like a
rebellious youth in my leather jacket and a red bandana tied around my forehead. I remember
clearly the instant of our mutual recognition: As our vehicles passed each other my Mom and I
locked eyeballs. I can still see her jaw drop open and hear her silent scream.
She got a good look at me: her own son, Jimmy, gone bad. Pastor Sword had warned her that this
was possible in the best of neighborhoods, and that Birmingham High School was just another
“blackboard jungle” filled with minions of the Devil:
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Figure 5.8 Blackboard Jungle, 1955.

Pastor Sword once suggested her sending me to a “God-fearing” Lutheran High School in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. My Dad would have none of it.
Anyway, Mom confronted me about the motorcycle the first chance she got. Rather than
compound my lie and deny that it was me driving the motorcycle, I confessed and apologized.
Hearing my confession -- and it being the Lutheran thing to do -- she caved in to the inevitable
and invited me to bring my BSA home. Phil’s Dad was happy to see it go. Lassie comes home.
When Roger Bonz saw me drive my BSA into my Dad’s driveway, he was standing on his front
porch with a can of cold beer in his right hand and an unfiltered Chesterfield held tweezer-like
between the fingers of his right. I revved my engine while pulling up the driveway and caught a
glimpse of him shaking his head and turning on his heel to return to his living-room t.v.
Roger had the biggest television screens available at any given time, at any price, in our
neighborhood. These were always positioned so that passers-by on the street or sidewalk could
marvel at their size from outside. He never turned them off.

My Mom forbade me to do many things. If she had her way, I would have followed Pastor
Sword’s urging and become a Lutheran pastor. He had only one child, a girl, and she played the
organ in church like her mother. During the 1960s she attended a strict Lutheran college and then
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married a pastor herself. So the plan cooked up by Pastor Sword and my Mom about the time I
hit puberty was for me to prepare to become a pastor and stay out of trouble to ensure that I
would sit on the right hand side of God in Heaven when I died.
I gave it my best for a few years. I got confirmed and I remained celibate and so on according to
“God’s Plan.” Yet in the end I didn’t think I was cut out for the life of a pastor and by the time I
became a teenager Pastor Sword was beginning to get on my nerves.
Finally showed my Mom a photo I had discovered tucked away in a hidden leaf within one of
our family photo albums. I needed to remind her that if 1) it was indeed true that I was adopting
some rough edges and rebellious ways in high school, and if 2) I had developed a stubborn
proclivity to occasionally “moon the world” and all those good Christian folks that walked its
surface, that it was she herself who had encouraged me to do so from an early age:

Figure 5.9 My Mom circa 1944 teaching me how to “moon the world” without remorse.

What sort of Christian Mom encourages her infant son to moon the world? It is any surprise I
turned out to be a postmodernist geographer instead of a Lutheran pastor?

It was in the Piggly-Wiggly market rear parking lot that I had my first automobile accident a few
years later; a minor fender bender. I was backing my big ’41 Pontiac Torpedo out of a small
parking space and ran into the automobile parked behind me. I was driving with a temporary
driver’s permit at the time, and my Dad was seated next to me.
My Dad, who rarely cursed, cursed aloud, then ran around to the driver’s side and took over the
steering wheel while I slid over to the passenger side. Then, instead of sticking around to settle
up with the owner of the other car, he drove off and away from the scene. You would have
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thought that we robbed a bank. When we got home I was dismayed to discover that my left rear
fender was partially caved in.
A few weeks later two strangers came to the door of my Dad’s house and told me that if and I
paid them ten dollars they would remove the dent from my fender and make it look “like new.”
Moreover, they would fix it right where it was parked next to the curb. I didn’t know at the time
that these were ethnic Gypsies (Romanies). I only figured that out when, about ten years later
(around 1966) when I entered graduate school at a local university and began to take up the
academic study of Gypsies and Travelers.
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Chapter 6
1931 Ford Victoria

Figure 6.1 Our cherry old “Vicki.”

The Piggly-Wiggly parking lot seemed vast at the time I worked for Big Lew, but in retrospect it
was not all that large. Beyond that parking lot and to the north were residential properties built
all in a row and each had a garage out back that opened up onto shared alleyways. Linking these
garages all along the alleyways were high wooden fences, each one belonging to a different
homeowner.
It was about five houses up the alleyway directly behind the Piggly-Wiggly market that my
buddy Phil, standing in the open doorway of my Pontiac while I drove along slowly, so he could
peer over all those back-yard fences, yelled “Stop!” to me.
We were in disbelief! Phil had spied a 1931 Ford Victoria sedan parked on some woman’s back
lawn. Car buffs endearingly call them “Vickies” and they were as rare as hen’s teeth back then
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and nearly impossible to find in stock condition at present. To our surprise, the woman sold us
the Vickie for $100.00. Why? She had issues. Her story is sad.
~
After I stopped the truck, got out, and looked over the fence I had to pinch myself. We began
thanking our lucky stars out loud and giving each other high fives and such. Then, with a sense
of urgency over the risk of losing such a splendid opportunity, Phil and I jumped back into my
Pontiac and sped up the alley and around the block to what we estimated was the residence with
the “Vicky” in its back yard. We rushed to the front door and knocked hard and rang the
doorbell.
I could hear daytime t.v. blaring away loudly behind the closed door. After what seemed like a
lifetime the door opened and immediately two cats ran out. An unkempt woman stood there in
her bathrobe. She smelled of whiskey and cigarettes. “Is that old car in your back yard for sale?”
Phil asked her.
She paused to collect her thoughts and clear the cobwebs from her brain, and didn’t answer
Phil’s question right away. “Go up the driveway and out back,” she instructed us, “and I’ll meet
you there.”
So we did that, and soon we were removing the dirty tarp that covered the roof of the Vicky. We
then stood there next to it as she told us that “this old jalopy” belonged to her only child, her son.
He had bought the car from a citrus farmer in the Santa Paula Valley, but then he suddenly lost
his job and got depressed and someone recommended that he speak with a Marine recruiter. But
she didn’t know that and by the time she found out, he was signed up and looking forward to
boot camp in Southern California, at a place called Camp Pendleton near the Mexican Border.
Then they fought, the mother and her son, and so he moved out of her house at that point and
stayed with a friend until it was time for him to fly out to San Diego and boot camp.
When we arrived on her doorstep her son was already long gone and serving in Vietnam. “He
never writes!” she complained. She went on that she was a divorcee, and explained and she had
no other children but her “soldier-boy.” She was shaking as she shared this story with us. Phil
and I listened patiently as she rambled on about her son “the ingrate.”
Phil and I both knew that 1965 was no time for a young man to be in ‘Nam. The kettle was
already boiling over there, and U.S. casualties were beginning to soar. We felt sorry for her
because due to the train of events she described leading to their current estrangement, she might
never see her son again -- alive.
But she also let it slip that if she sold her son’s car it would certainly "teach him a lesson he’ll
not soon forget!”
Her story depressed me. I wanted no part of their dispute. But I sure wanted that Vickie. She said
to Phil: “You can take it off my hands for a hundred dollars -- and good riddance!”
“Does it run?” I asked.
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“How the hell should I know?” She replied.
So we yanked the dead battery out from beneath the cowl of the Vicky and put it in the trunk of
the Pontiac. Then we dropped the battery off at Walt and Don’s Chevron station for a free quick
charge. Meanwhile we went to Phil’s house to borrow a hundred dollars from his Mom. Without
saying “I,” “yes,” or “no,” she gave us the cash we needed to buy the Vicky: Norma was a
peach! She treated me like one of her own sons. It was the Way of the Muckleshoot WarriorMoms.
We then we retrieved the hot battery from the gas station and sped back to seal the deal. Before
we handed over the cash, we hooked up the battery in Vicky, pulled the choke, and cranked over
her engine. The engine fired up on all four pistons, and sat there and -- with the choke rod
assembly adjusted -- idling like a champ. Two tires were flat, but I had a foot pump in my
Pontiac trunk and figured that we might be able to drive the Vickie to Phil’s house – about a
half-mile away – before they deflated again.
Ready to roll, the soldier’s Mom emerged from the house through the back door to exchange the
pink slip for the cash. “Good riddance!” and “I need a drink!” were the last words we heard out
of her. Later Phil said “If we didn’t buy it, somebody else would have.” I could not but agree.
~
I lost some sleep asking myself that night and the next whether or not we should have bought the
Vicky? No doubt that young soldier in his foxhole 8000 miles away was also losing sleep. As
the war escalated on he probably lay awake at night surrounded by sandbags listening to the
rolling thunder of many 1000-pound bombs turning hardwood jungles into toothpicks in the
distance. He probably kept himself from going crazy by repeating this one optimistic mantra
over and over: "After we beat these dinks I'm going back home and restore that Vicky part by
part and then take her to the fairgrounds and win first prize! And I'll take Mom along as well …
'cause she was right, y’know . . ..”

When Phil and I were not in school or prowling alleyways in search of “barn finds,” we were
either at the beach or working part time for couple of brothers named Max and Bob who owned
the Green Arrow Nursery in Van Nuys. Not knowing the difference between poinsettias and
petunias, we were hired initially as “loaders” and carried bags of cement, fertilizer and whatever
from the back lot to the parking lot, where we would “load” them into vehicles. This was
fortuitous as we both gained some solid muscle over the ensuing months, to the extent that we
became Max’s bodyguards on Friday afternoons when he transferred the weekly earnings from
the office safe on the premises to the local bank. He would treat us to milk shakes on the drive
back to the nursery from the bank.
Between minimum wages and tips from customers, Phil and I could afford gas for our
automobiles, leaving us with a bit left over for hamburgers at our local Saracen drive-in
hangouts; mainly the Big Boy restaurant at the northeast corner of Balboa Boulevard and
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Sherman Way. This is also where most of the Birmingham High School car club crowd, athletes
and cheerleaders gathered on Hollywood nights and weekends.
Some days when excellent weather prevailed Phil and I would not go to work at all. We would
instead just drive out to the coast through Malibu Canyon, and then head north ten or so miles to
arrive at one or the other of our favorite beaches; these would be either long, wide and sandy
Zuma, or, to the adjacent treacherous toes of wave-scoured cliffs below Point Dume.
Both destinations were in the far enough away from the madding crowds of Los Angeles and its
suburbs that few city folks would bother to make the drive up the coast that far, even though
Point Dume and Zuma were lovely, romantic places.
Many famous Hollywood films featured their locations and Phil and I often encountered their
production crews at work:

Figure 6.2 Marlon Brando, One Eyed Jacks (1961) shot between Point Dume and Zuma Beach, CA.

After a “shoot” the crews would often leave behind damaged or unwanted fake rocks and
boulders made of Styrofoam and painted gray. Phil and I would toss them around and at each
other and at passing high school nymphs in bikinis as if we were immortals. We would do that,
or go out body surfing upon sometimes towering Pacific Ocean swells that crested and fell
roaring to their deaths gloriously, one after the other, upon the waiting beach at Zuma.
We would stay and play until the sun set, then reluctantly leave those magic sands and adjacent
towering cliffs – and the real and the fake boulders, behind us – as we drove back to the San
Fernando Valley and its mundane realities. Were those times exotic? For sure! Phil and I can and
who knows how many ‘50s high school beach bums will attest to it, when asked.
And after Phil and I are long dead and gone, posterity will still have the romantic scene above,
captured on film in One-eyed Jack, to say it all. Hundreds of other Hollywood movies were
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filmed at what is now called “The Point Dume Natural Preserve” and at the hidden beach a few
hundred yards behind Brando called “Pirates Cove.”
~
I had assumed for the longest time that the “chicken race” scene from James Dean’s Rebel
Without a Cause (1955) was also filmed on top of Point Dume, and directly above its big toe at
Pirate’s Cove. But I recently discovered that my guess was way off base about that.

Figure 6.3 The legendary “chicken race” in the classic film Rebel without a Cause (1955).

If you recall that “chicken race” scene, the actor James Dean (“Jim” in the movie) is driving a
stolen ‘46 Ford and his antagonist, a mean bully named “Buzz,” is piloting a stolen ‘41 Chevy.
These are not “hot rods” but just vehicle-thefts-of-convenience fated to be “suicide chariots” for
the iconic climactic scene portraying a fabled 1950s test of manhood featuring two doomed
automobiles racing to their destruction.
The film captures them racing to the cliff’s edge - a crumbling precipice hanging hundreds of
feet above the rhythmic, pounding crash of the Pacific surf, which is heard on the sound track yet
entirely invisible in the darkness below. In the ritual, the last driver to jump to safety from his
doomed vehicle before flying over the precipice is the “chicken.” Buzz has his comb clenched
between his teeth, looking very cool and dramatic. Suddenly, at the last possible moment before
he can leap free of his purloined ride, feckless Buzz snags the sleeve of his leather jacket on the
inside door handle. He is unable to leap free of his ride, and so he flies off the rim of the cliff and
plunges along with his machine to a certain death.
Seconds pass before Buzz’s summersaulting Chevy explodes into a ball of flame upon impact
upon the pitiless army of boulders strewn at the base of the cliff. These boulders are not made of
Styrofoam. The impact is a most spectacular, memorable, Hollywood moment. The scuttlebutt is
that when the film was still in its brainstorming stages Marlon Brando was initially pegged to
play the choice role of James Dean’s “Jim Stark” in the movie.
My buddy Phil and I encountered a few rusted, twisted hulks of cars strewn here and there
betwixt and between the wave-washed rubble at the base of Point Dune. So imagine my surprise
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to eventually learn that the entire scene of the famed ‘chicken race” was filmed – not upon the
heights of Point Dume – but on a faked-out movie lot in heart of Burbank!

The hypnotist wears many hats. One of them is Master of Deceit. My Dad, for example, using
hypnosis successfully deceived me into believing that ordinary tap water tastes like ice-cold
Coca Cold. Had he also been an adept in astral projection I would have had someone to share
that learning experience with while growing up. We might have had a conversation. But to my
knowledge he never progressed from being a hypnotist to becoming a star rover. I did.

The girl that sat in front of me in Mrs. Phillip’s appreciation of literature class was very mature
for our grade level. Someone said she had been “held back” during elementary school and that is
why her breasts were so large for an eighth grader. Her name was Becky.
She was an attractive redhead and usually wore plaid button-up shirts and jeans to class.
Someone said she was from Texas, but I don’t recall that she had any sort of southern accent. I
do recall that the top two buttons of Becky’s plaid shirts were often distressed by the underlying
tensions building up there.
~
Here is a more inclusive image of the unique and spacious Birmingham High School campus.
Why was it so spacious? Back in 1943 when it was constructed at great cost by the Army Corps
of Engineers as “Birmingham Veterans Administration Hospital” its facilities covered 112 acres
of Petit Ranch farmland in the middle of the San Fernando Valley. Its site was selected in the
rural municipal fringes of Van Nuys, California. It was deliberately sited, situated and designed
during wartime without a center. This was there were no easy targets for possible Japanese or
German bombardiers. All the buildings throughout the hospital premises were ambiguous as to
purpose, low in profile, and widely spaced:
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Figure 6.4 “Birmingham General Hospital” before its conversion to Birmingham Junior/High School.
Note ROK’s Encino Ranch movie lot in the background, in the center.

During its brief heyday, this hospital treated many thousands of injured GIs. These were brought
in from military deactivation centers for wounded soldiers around the country, most of whom
had been medevacked from the bloody European or Pacific battlefronts.
When the hospital was shut down in 1950, there was a housing boom in the SFV. In the above
photo, some of the space portrayed in green surrounding the campus had been by 1960 converted
to residential but most of the Los Angeles River floodplain was too hazardous to build on. Today
it is a vast recreational area named Lake Balboa Park.
Many Army veterans were using their GI benefits in 1950 to settle into brand new ranch-style
residences being rapidly constructed on converted orchards and farmlands to the west of
Birmingham High School. My Dad was one of these veterans, and he purchased a new house on
Victory Boulevard about a half-mile beyond the right-hand margin of the bucolic panorama in
this photo.
The same year that Birmingham General was decommissioned (1950) the United Artists Studio
filmed a Stanley Kramer-produced melodrama titled The Men on the hospital grounds. This film
portrayed the dramatic rehabilitation issues of wounded WW2 veterans. The Men was Marlon
Brando’s feature film debut and his first starring role.
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Three years passed from the time Birmingham General Hospital was entirely decommissioned
and vacated by the Army and then repurposed, renovated and reopened in 1953 as a combined
junior/senior (grades 7-12) high school. At that time, I was living with my Mom and Dad in their
new house just up the street to the west, and attending Lemay Street Elementary school located
north of our house at a distance of about six residential blocks (see Figure 1.14). Rumors
prevailed among us grade school kids who would soon be matriculating to Birmingham that the
place was haunted. On arriving to Birmingham we newbies students were quickly informed by
upperclassmen which of our classrooms used to be the hospital morgue. Unfunny.
In the post-card photo of Birmingham General Hospital, we note that every blade of grass
between the hospital grounds and a distant cluster of buildings visible in the background
comprised part of the Los Angeles River floodplain and basin. The river is hardly visible in the
photo, but during a flash flood (for example, like in the historic flood of 1938) it could rage and
overflow, inundating any low terrain between these two distinct clusters of buildings.
The rectangle of buildings clustered beyond both Birmingham and the entrenched LA River in
this photo was the RKO-owned “Encino Ranch” movie lot. Between 1931 and 1954 hundreds of
movies were filmed there all or in part: among them: the original “King Kong;” the beloved
classic “It’s a Wonderful Life;” and Lon Chaney’s iconic “Hunchback of Notre Dame.”

Figure 6.5 The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1939), filmed in part on ROK’s Encino Ranch movie lot
located due south of Birmingham High School and across the Los Angeles River.

The last film shot on ROK’s Encino Ranch lot may have been Francis Joins the WACs (1954)
starring the talented Donald O’Connor, and grizzled old Chill Wills (who not only showed his
ugly face in this movie but provided the obnoxious voice-over in the movie for Francis “the
talking mule”). Howard Hughes, owner of RKO at that time, sold the Encino Ranch and the
buyers immediately plowed it under and replaced it with a residential tract.
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I unexpectedly ran into buxom Becky off campus one day.
It was on a breezy weekend morning. I was hiking between the rails of the Santa Fe tracks that
crossed the LA River atop a long trestle located roughly across the street from my house at a
distance of about a half-mile. After crossing the river high atop the trestle, and trending north the
tracks skirt a vast, dense riverine hobo jungle, and then curve east to run parallel to a long
eucalyptus windbreak, passing close alongside Birmingham High School. In the shade of these
trees is a grassy, well-concealed spot. This is where my fellow Saracen Frank Morse and his
buddy Jeb Scott used to convene their semi-secret “fight club” tournaments.
I had just crossed the trestle and was performing a balancing act to amuse myself atop a single
rail. The hobo jungle was to my left, and I scanned the tall grass searching for the familiar sign
of smoke rising from a camp site. But there was no human activity visible within that sea of
green; just flocks of blackbirds skimming the surface. I stepped off the rail and stared up the
tracks in the direction of the high school.
Up ahead I perceived that a girl, alone, was walking deliberately towards me between the rails
and upon the ties and clinkers. I recognized her as she drew nearer, rapidly closing the distance
between us. This blazing redhead wearing an oversized man’s long-sleeved blue flannel shirt and
cut-off Levi’s was Becky from my English class.
A slight breeze was blowing and as her shirt flapped open and shut there before me at close
quarters. I spied her navel appearing, disappearing and reappearing in the fickle breeze. Today
was a one-button day for Becky, and that single stalwart button strained mightily to hold her blue
shirt together and contain her bouncing breasts from making a public statement. She was not
wearing a bra -- and she didn’t seem to care.
She had stopped walking and now faced me from about five feet. She was chewing gum and
smiling. Her skin was pale and freckled. There we stood there between the rails. Becky had the
bluest eyes and they bore down on me like lasers. I felt naked and passive and I thought I heard
the voice of Pastor Sword calling out to me from distance “Run, Jimmy, run!” I was
hallucinating: This Becky out- of-class was no schoolgirl, but a grown woman; I began to grow a
chubby on the spot.
Did she notice????? The breeze was warm, but not all that hot. Nevertheless, I was beginning to
sweat and my heart beat fast. What was she thinking? Her red hair was wild, loose and tossing in
the wind. I was thinking that she must have had a lot of Irish in her. She looked right and left as
she stood there, still smiling. It seemed like an eternity. And then she said. “Have you seen
anyone this morning, David?”
Holy cow! She called me David! Right now, looking back over the years, I sometimes wonder if
– depending on my response at that moment -- my chance encounter that morning with Becky on
those high tracks near the railroad trestle, on the threshold of the dense hobo jungle, might have
taken a sudden, steamy turn to become a never-to-be-forgotten landmark event in my life.
But no: It turned out that she was there to keep a rendezvous with her lover, who was waiting for
her under the railroad trestle and soon made his appearance.
~
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I am a hopeless romantic. When Becky moved past me and into the arms of another, I
experienced a profound sense of rejection, irritation, frustration, and loss.
I have a favorite poem for this sort of occasion written by a Persian poet named Muhammed
Iqbal. He penned the perfect poem IMHO to lament my pitiful missed opportunity with buxom
Becky, now long ago:
Two Planets
Two planets meeting face to face,
One to the other cried, ‘How sweet
If endlessly we might embrace,
And here forever stay! How sweet
If Heaven a little might relent,
And leave our light in one light blent!’
But through that longing to dissolve
In one, the parting summons sounded.
Immutably the stars revolve,
By changeless orbits each is bounded;
Eternal union is a dream,
And severance the world’s law supreme.
~
The train trestle near Birmingham High School was a popular trysting spot for campus lovers.
Trysters usually arrived together, hand in hand, skipping from tie to tie between the rails. When
they reached the high trestle, climbed down into the shadows of the underbelly of its complex
steel and cement skeleton, and come to a brief rest upon an elevated platform where a footing of
the bridge span anchored into the riverbank. There were two of these platforms; one on each end
of the long trestle spanning over the river.
These platforms were fairly broad and partially concealed shelves. Platforms on each end of the
trestle were connected by a long, wooden catwalk that comprised a thin pathway through the
dense steel girders and grids that supported the heavy freight trains rolling over the rails above.
Both the train track and the catwalk traversed the lazy LA River in tandem, one above the other.
Sharing sex with Becky on a concrete ledge ten feet below the thundering wheels of a moving
freight train is an experience I regret to having missed, although I relived variations on likely
scenarios of our failed encounter as wet dreams for a decade after the epic fail.
~
The Santa Fe Railroad Company owned those tracks over that trestle at that time. It was thrilling
to risk crossing the narrow catwalk under the tracks when a team of powerful Santa Fe diesel
engines pulling boxcars rumbled over the trestle above, blowing their whistles. Sometimes the
engines would be pulling upwards of one hundred boxcars. The trestle shook and its girders
groaned under the weight, and if you were “riding the catwalk” there it was a thrilling ten
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minutes on the cusp of an exotic self-destruction. You might say that the high trestle catwalk for
us kids who were not particularly risk-averse back in the day was an attractive nuisance.
Even more thrilling than “riding the catwalk” was running between the rails while atop the trestle
as the huge black engines pulling boxcars approached. It was a deadly game. We would run race
ahead of oncoming engines from one end of the trestle to the other, all the while skipping over
the wooden railroad ties. This was a most dangerous ballet because were one or more of us to
trip and fall atop of the trestle in the path of the train there were be very few options to escape
serious injury -- and worse. In short, this game was suicidal.

As we ran, the engine whistles would shriek behind us, or sometimes in front of us, and the
engineers riding high in their cabs behind their engines would most likely be cursing away at us.
They were not averse to running us down as trespassers on railroad property, as if we were
common hobos instead of middle-class kids at play. Railroads then and now run by their own
draconian rules and all decisions were governed by a heartless timetable.
But we were young, and swift, and daring.
~
The train trestle had fifty gallon drums atop, and each was filled with sand. I never learned their
purpose, but assumed they were there for emergencies, perhaps fire control. A drum was
stationed about every twenty yards atop the trestle. There were six of these drums total: three on
each side of the rails: right, left, right, left, right, left. Each barrel sat on its own short bench that
protruded at ninety degree angles to the tracks and these hung over the riverbed far below.
Anyone racing an oncoming train or fleeing as pursuing train and in danger of being overtaken
while on the trestle could either seek safety by dancing off the tracks to cling to a barrel of sand
on its tiny platform – or, by jumping and flailing away toward some serious injury -- perhaps
fatal -- from impacting on the usually rain-starved riverbed far below.
One hot summer day out of sheer boredom Phil and I built a straw dummy of an adult-sized
human. We took it to the rails near the river and climbed atop the trestle. There we performed a
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noisy mugging atop the tracks before for a terrified audience of five or six boys half our age
wading in the sluggish river flow below.
They fled screaming when we flung the dummy from the trestle to fall into one of the small
island of rushes in the alluvium below. Then we yelled and hollered and shook our arms and
aggressively climbed down from the trestle to the riverbed, so the kids would think we were
coming after them. They screamed and they stumbled and they got up and run faster, all the
while glancing over their shoulders, totally terrorized. Those kids on the run reminded me of
Patricia’s Irish setter all bug-eyed while trying to outrun that aluminum trash can. Anyway, it
was all great fun!
~
The vicinity of the trestle in the halcyon days of the mid-1950s may have looked bucolic and
peaceful, but that impression was deceptive. In truth it was a rough, dangerous place for kids to
play, or lovers to tryst.
As mentioned, a dense plain of tall grass spread for several square acres adjacent to the trestle. It
was a true hobo jungle. Some of us kids from the neighborhood habitually penetrated the tall
rushes to find those multiple camps, where the hobos cooked and slept while waiting for their
next free ride thanks to the Santa Fe Railroad Company. Would you like to be a hobo? You had
to be athletic and ready to flee or fight, there in the thick, tall reeds, or running alongside open
boxcar doors preparing to clamber inside their empty coffins. I saw a lot of hobos in and around
their jungle, but I never saw a fat one.
My Mom and Dad and other adults in the neighborhood never to my knowledge had themselves
explored the environs of the hobo jungle and train trestle rising above it. Nor had they climbed
down the steep cliffs upstream from the trestle and slogged through the soggy, shadowy
underbrush looking for crawdads and other critters to play with and examine. Birds were
everywhere and riverine mammals, mostly nocturnal, were also part of that rich ecosystem all
doomed within the decade by the implementation of the Big Plans the Army Corps of Engineers
cooked up to “tame the Los Angeles River.”
There were even some medium-size mammals lurking in the riverine swamplands between the
cliffs containing the meandering riverbed. Bobcats for sure. And I thought I saw a bear down
there once. Not so exotic were the packs of wild dogs who were always bold, mean and hungry.
~
Sometimes the hobos, tramps, and bums would come to the front door of my Dad’s house and
my mother would always have the front and back doors to the house locked because she was
afraid of them.
The hobos would always claim that they would “work for food,” and so they thought that they
were a better class than the tramps and bums who would simply beg from door to door and never
work at all. And to save their energies while going door to door, all these vagrants would leave
simple codes written in chalk upon the front curbs in front of residences to inform others of their
ilk about the prospects of success if they made the effort to go to the door and knock.
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For example, my Mom would peek out our dining room window, which overlooked our front
porch, to discover who was knocking. If it was a vagrant she wouldn’t answer. Then the vagrant
might walk out to the curb and take out his piece of chalk and write some secret code there
where it could be seen from street or sidewalk. My Mom would never give to a vagrant, so the
secret code would be just a big zero:

0
But next door, Bobbie Bonz was sometime generous to vagrants – especially if they were white
and said something that sounded like they were raised in the Deep South like she was. For
example, she would give these “Rebel” hobos some yard work to do in exchange for some of her
southern cooking. This is what a well-fed happy hobo might scribble on the curb in front of the
Bonz residence:

8

I

meaning “I ate big.”
Anyway, the parents of us kids who played in and near the L.A. riverbed, in the hobo jungle, or
upon the train tracks and high trestle, had themselves no personal experience in these places.
They had moved onto Victory Boulevard for its splendid, peaceful view shed and as a
recreational experience.
That being the case, how could they grasp the variety and extent of potential dangers that lurked
there for their kids? They could not. Thus, my pals and I were never forbidden to “play across
the street.”
We kids who grew up recreating ourselves in the Los Angeles River floodplain near Birmingham
High School forsook the high weeks, river-carved cliffs, train tracks and trestle once we became
old enough to drive wheeled vehicles. Beginning with bicycles, we young “river rats” – for
example Phil Nutzhorn, Bob Wood and myself – gravitated to the sidewalks and streets of our
neighborhood to become “the Haynes Street Gang.
Still, the riverbed and railroad trestle remained an enchanting diversion and an attractive
nuisance all through my Birmingham Saracen high school days, and so I returned there often.
~
Anyway, the lovers who met under the trestle made themselves at home there on those two high
cement platforms located under both ends of the train trestle, out of the rain. They found some
privacy there, surrounded by thick cement walls covered with pornographic drawings and the
initials of those many who had frequented the place over many decades and continued to do so.
They could tryst and shout at the top of their lungs, confident that none but the hobos camped out
in their jungle hideouts were close enough to hear them.
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When my Dad finally transferred his hypnosis sessions entirely into the realm of his enthusiastic
patients, he didn’t need me anymore as a practice dummy. My long apprenticeship was over. I
had adopted his enthusiasm and learned a lot. Having no need or motivation to hypnotize others,
I leaped right into self-hypnosis and from there to search for the knowledge and power to astral
project.
I learned to nurture and discipline my skills of concentration by choosing a single year in history
and rigorously channeling a monumental volume of miscellaneously events in my mental vault
in order to be able to anchor my corporal body in time and space while my astral body, tethered
to the real, took flight unencumbered by the burden of worldly things. That way would not tire or
“lose my way” amidst myriad material things when outside of myself.
I was in training to master my navigational skills for survivalist purposes while extending my
astral body into, through and beyond the myriad treacherous currents of unexplored space and
time. I picked 1888.
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Chapter 7
1947 Willy’s Jeep CJ-2A

Figure 7.1 A Willys Jeep CJ-2A

My first Jeep? Or is my memory playing tricks on me? I have assumed for the longest time that I
was half-owner of a rugged little 1947 Willy’s Jeep exactly like this one. But my longtime buddy
and fellow Saracen Bob Wood, who I assumed to be the owner of the other half, recently set me
straight about that in this email post:
“Jim: I actually bought the '47 Jeep myself for $700 from an ex Idaho outfitter/guide who had an ad in
the classifieds. The price included an electric winch, valued at $200. I can't recall how I financed it.
$700 was big money back then. I believe I tried to get you to chip in, but your parents nixed that. I
might have gotten a loan with my parents co-signing. When I moved to Mammoth my dad bought
it, against my advice. It was really a wreck.” ~ bob wood, 5/6/15”.

Well, the Jeep it wasn’t a wreck when we two drove it into the desolate Henry Mountains
wilderness and up unto the forested flanks of Mount Ellen in Utah. But we sure banged it up
while bouncing from post to pillar there, both up high and down low, from the lofty peaks to the
isolated sandy basins of the Mountain West, all during that summer of 1962.
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Bob is probably right about ownership bragging rights, in which case I still owe him an unpaid
debt of several hundreds of dollars. And I aim to pay up my half of the jeep, plus interest and an
apology, right after I finish writing this book. Meanwhile Bob, now retired near Denver, still
awaits my check in the mail. Perhaps I will just purchase us both a cold six pack of PBR and
deliver it to him there on his big porch under the stars when that time finally comes around.
Meanwhile, I figunre we will both live longer as long as that debt continues to go unpaid.
~
In my version of the story, we best buddies had agreed to go halves on the jeep so we could
spend the summer of exploring abandoned roads and mines throughout the Far West, and mainly
in and around the confluence of the Green and Colorado River. We might also drive south and
downriver to where the myriad narrow, deep canyons – some still unexplored -- around the
isolate Hite Ferry beneath The Grand Staircase of the Escalante were doomed to be submerged
soon beneath the rapidly rising tide of the Lake Powell Reservoir, behind the new Glen Canyon
Dam. We aimed to explore those canyons before they drowned. The massive dam was still under
construction when we arrived to Hite in 1962, and it would take seventeen years after
construction ceased (1966) for the lake to rise to “full pool,” which was anticipated to occur in
1980. In sum, our jeep adventure would play out over two to three months mainly northwest of
the “four corners” region of the Southwest; that mostly awesome desolation in the vast hinterland
north of grungy Gallup, New Mexico.
I was attending Pierce Agricultural College in those days and at loose ends, having dropped out
of San Fernando Valley State College a year or so previous, mainly for lack of motivation. I was
short on cash and “went to the well” for a quick loan.” This was ordinarily not a problem, as I
always paid back my loans with interest. However, when my Mom got wind of my half-baked
plan to go halves with Bob on jeep for a long trip into the Western wilderness she sent me
straightaway to her pal Pastor Sword for advice.
Mom was a loyal member of his flock. Though born and raised a strict Methodist, she segued
easily into orthodox Lutheranism when she relocated from Ohio to the San Fernando Valley.
Some swear there is a significance difference between the Methodist and Lutheran churches.
“Potaytos/potahtos” is what I say.
So I met with Pastor Sword, and I laid out the plan. During this interview he learned that my
buddy and co-conspirator Bob Wood was a Unitarian. Soon after that the interview ended. Pastor
Sword asked me to wait outside his office while he wrote my Mom a letter. Then he emerged
from his office and handed me an envelope enclosing the letter with instructions to give to my
Mom without reading it myself.
I did that. I tried to do all the right things back in the day when I had not quite “left the nest” and
still trusted people over thirty. My Mom read the letter and that was the last time I saw it. She
spoke in private with my Dad. Later they both took me into the living room and sat me down and
informed me that they would not be lending me the loan I requested from them to enable me to
buy half a Jeep:

.
~
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Pastor Sword “cramped my style” (as we used to say back in the day) on many occasions during
the five years after I hit puberty, when he strived to shape me into a poster child for a proper
Lutheran upbringing. The Jeep incident was one of many examples of exotic opportunities
missed or nearly missed due to his no-doubt well-intentioned meddling into my private life.
For one: Pastor Sword actually forbade me and my neighborhood friend Darlene from going
together to the Reseda Theater to see the movie "Naked Jungle" starring Charlton Heston. We
were both in his Confirmation Class at that time and so he believed that he possessed the powers
of locus parentis over us when it came to matters of right and wrong and was within in his rights
to just boss us around. Sadly, my Mom agreed.
He told us that that the title of the movie was “dirty” and then he showed us a list of movies that
the California Lutheran synod (read “Lutheran Mafia”) had determined were pornographic and
as such recommended by them as “off limits” to Lutheran kids. Indeed, The Naked Jungle was
on that list.

Figure 7.2 Pastor Sword forbade me and my neighbor Darlene from going to see this movie together.

We snuck off to see that movie anyway. Darlene (who at that time had firm breasts the size of
fresh Georgia peaches -- and growing fast) agreed that Pastor Sword was sometimes too much of
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a “party pooper” and this particular forbidden movie couldn’t be all that “dirty” -- because if it
was then the theater would refuse to sell us tickets to see it. We were right! We discovered that
The Naked Jungle was all about ANTS!
Even today, I never see an ant that I do not immediately think of Pastor Sword. Making matters
worse, a colleague in my Geography Department for several years after my arrival looked just
like him (if you added thirty pounds). Worse, one of my favorite bluegrass tunes (“Old Home
Place”) is sung by Russell Moore – who is another dead ringer (if you added fifty pounds) for
Pastor Sword! This parade of Sword clones through my best years cannot be a coincidence, so
running into Swords around every corner must be God’s retribution for my choosing way back
when to become a geographer instead of a Lutheran Pastor.
~
I succeeded to circumvent Pastor Sword’s advice and Bob – with his Dad’s encouragement -managed to buy the Jeep anyway. Bob’s Dad was a quiet man with the ethics of an eagle scout -and he was in fact my first scoutmaster (circa 1953). From my childhood perspective Mr. Wood
seemed a “good provider” and “ideal family man.” He also had a solid work ethic and was
wedded to his impressive engineering career with the Lockheed “Skunk Works.” I assume he
was a key member of a top-secret engineering and design team that created futuristic aircraft
during the Cold War. Ever hear of the “U2” or the “SR-71 Blackbird”? My guess is that Mr.
Wood helped build those babies!

Figure 7.3 Lockheed Aircraft’s iconic “Skunk Works” logo.

The French insist and probably correctly that the American adolescent male obsession with
boobs is crass and uncivilized. That being the case, it is no surprise that silicone breast
enhancements were invented and first popularized in California.
Frank and I and several other Saracens once drove up to San Francisco on a lark one day just to
see Carol “Twin 44s “Doda en chair et en os (“in the buff”) perform the twist, the swim, the
frug, the hitchhike and the watusi atop a grand piano as it slowly descended from the ceiling
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inside the famous Condor Club. Since management scheduled ten shows per night – each with a
different paying crowd – we weren’t in town very long.

Bob and I took some hard driving practice runs in his Jeep in the California desert to build our
confidence in its trustworthiness once we began to roam far from home. Our favorite practice
grounds were amidst the dangerous desert crags and crevices north of Calico, California. The
Hills there were honeycombed with abandoned lead and silver mines. This was hard-rock mining
country and the quest was for silver.
Have you ever held a silver dollar? It just might be that the bullion from which it was made came
from Calico, and from the blood, sweat and tears of the prospectors who flocked there in its
boomtown days lasting from 1881 to about 1900. Old Calico was thirty miles of mineshafts in
layers that were carved out of nearly every mountain surrounding its boomtown saloons and
whorehouses. Miners took out about ten million dollars’ worth of silver during the Calico
heyday.
All considered the attraction of Calico to miners emerged and died during a two-decade-long
bonanza that occurred well over100 years ago. Most of the horizontal mine shafts were
dynamited shut at their entrances during the Great Depression, to prevent poor fools from
becoming buried alive while scavenging their innards. Indeed, many adventure-seekers were
crushed or died thirsty or were snake-bitten within those labyrinthine, multi-tiered abandoned
tunnels.
However, some vertical shafts on the most remote and inaccessible ridges and hilltops behind
Calico remained open in spite of their danger to public health and safety. Government agents
probably saved a lot of dynamite that way, perhaps thinking: Who would or could venture tens of
miles into this flying pan of godforsaken wilderness to stare down upon a vertical shaft full of
void, dust and rattlesnakes? They had a point.
On the other hand, the abandoned mine shafts around Calico ghost town, like the Santa Fe
railroads high trestle near Birmingham High School, were the sort of attractive nuisances that
Phil Nutzhorn, Bob Wood and I could not resist during and immediately after our high school
days. However, it took a hardy 4-wheel drive vehicle to meet the challenges posed by remote,
risky and insane Calico mine-shaft explorations.
~
Came World War Two, the Willys-Overland automobile factory in Toledo, Ohio, began to churn
out Jeeps equipped with winches on their front bumpers. Two decades later Bob bought one of
those so he and I to could reach the “inaccessible” hilltops behind Calico ghost town, and then
descend into the long, black vertical shafts, all dark seemingly bottomless pits. We were
equipped with cheap battery-energized flashlights and motivated by reckless curiosity. And
descend we did! Each of us in turns, down and up a hundred deep shafts in search of mule shoes
and whiskey bottles and many good times. We would slowly navigate the steep hillslopes behind
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Calico across razor-sharp rocks, in hundred-degree heat, day after day, until boredom and thirst
ultimately forced us back to civilization.
~
On one occasion, while dangling deep inside a dark shaft and swinging to and fro, the powerful
beam of my flashlight landed upon a human skeleton wearing Levis and boots sprawled about
ten feet inside the mouth of a horizontal shaft. The head was detached from the spine and had
rolled or been placed upright near the lip of the vertical shaft. He – I guessed it was a “he” – was
staring right at me. How long had he been there? A hundred years? Fifty years? A decade? Was
he a long-gone miner or a gangster conveniently “disappeared” from the sinister streets of Las
Vegas up the highway? These catacomb hills then and now have ten thousand violent stories that
will never be told.
While slowly winching back up to the surface I decided to not mention my macabre discovery to
Bob. Like his Dad, he was a “good scout” and would most likely have felt obligated to report it
to the local Sheriff or to the Highway Patrol and thereby open up a “can of worms.”
Anyway, I can still see that stare from empty eye sockets that met my own eyes down in the
shaft. “Let me be” the skull seemed to say. Or so I rationalized.
Reaching the tops of the ridgelines snaking into the empty hinterlands in back of Old Calico, we
would drive the jeep at a crawl in search of a promising shaft hole. My big fear was collapsing
into a honeycombed mountain of mineshafts under the weight of the jeep. I had nightmares in
those days of a screaming death while tumbling into the mass collapse of a fifty-story abandoned
silver mine while slowly navigating a ridgeline in search of vertical access to worthless booty.
Bob said not to worry, but that gave me cold comfort fifty miles from nowhere rolling over
shaky ground.
On discovering a vertical shaft, we would inch the jeep up to its mouth until the winch attached
to the front bumper extended a wee bit over the hole. Then one or the other of us would slip into
our hand-crafted winch harness, grab the long night watchman’s flashlight and an empty
backpack, then lower away.
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Figure 7.4 An abandoned vertical mine shaft.

The shafts smelled sulfurous -- which one might expect during a descent into Hell. The cable
from the winch played out very slowly during the descent. The flashlight revealed the
surrounding horizontal shafts converging like spokes on the single vertical shaft that formed their
hub.
Down, pause. Down, pause. Down, pause. This was our mode of having a look around while
slowly twirling into the abyss, surrounded by countless, beckoning horizontal tunnels. After
about five or six exploratory stops, the flashlight would begin to dim. Then it was up, up, up, to
the mouth of the shaft, followed by a hand slap once out of the hole, and a sigh of satisfaction,
then a warm beer from the cooler.
So many things could have gone wrong on each descent into the abyss that it boggles the mind
contemplate them. I could have dropped the flashlight, for example. But that would have been an
inconvenience and not a disaster. A disaster would be what might have occurred if I decided to
enter a horizontal shaft and, once swung into its mouth, released myself from the harness to have
a look around. In this scenario, it would be disastrous if I followed the beam of the flashlight to
explore deep into the tunnel, then reversed my direction when the flashlight began to dim to
reach the vertical shaft and find the harness and winch cable -- gone.
This frightening possibility is a narrative that Bob and I never spoke of. I was too superstitious to
speak of the worst -- even though I always expected it.
“Trust in Bob, and he in me.” That was the unspoken code at the core of our longtime working
relationship during our wilderness expeditions.
~
After one hole, it was off along the ridge to locate another, then proceed with more vertical
explorations, and so on throughout the day. Our treasures by late afternoon consisted of mule
shoes, iron spikes, abandoned lanterns, old bottles and other evidence of another time now long
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forgotten. Each one of those items I’m sure had a silent story to tell, a code to be cracked, but
Bob and I were too deaf and dumb to decipher whatever it was. We could only assume that each
little story fit into one big epic unintelligible story of the vanished hard rock mining era of
Calico.
~
On one occasion, while negotiating the ridgetop, we drove into a deep, oval sand pit and before
we could escape or jeep had sunk up to its hubs at its very center, where the heat was most
intense. We were parked in a solar oven. There was no shade and no path of escape, forward or
backward. We were ten miles out Calico, at high noon, low on water, in a blistering heat. We
could have sought shelter from the sun under a canvas tarp we brought along, waited for
sundown, and then attempted to walk out of those mountains at sundown, miserable and forlorn.
We examined our dire situation. There was one rock above us perched on the brim of our sand
trap. It looked to be far, far away. So we played out the winch uphill in the direction of the rock,
hoping we had enough cable to reach the rock and somehow attach it. Closer and closer the hook
on the end of the cable approached the rock. The spinning reel had little cable left when the hook
finally reached the rock, but it . . . was . . . just . . . enough . . . cable . . . to wrap around the rock
once, enabling us to fasten the hook to the cable, thus lassoing the outcrop. Then Bob returned to
the jeep and we winched it slowly out of that pit of doom. That victory over stupidity deserved
another hand slap! Then we drank the last two warm beers and headed back the way we came all
the way to Calico. We gassed up in Yermo along Interstate 14, then rolled south toward
Victorville and thence back to L.A., counting ourselves very lucky at the end of that day.
~
A few months later we drove out of California on Highway 51, through Las Vegas, and headed
due east at Saint George Utah, into the rural Mormon countryside. We proceeded through and
beyond Hurricane, to an odd little town named Hildale, where polygamy was obviously still the
norm.
We arrived there on a Sunday and our Jeep was flying a small Confederate States rebel flag from
our radio antenna. That flag for some reason made us very unpopular with the locals. I wasn’t
aware that the Mormons were pro-Union at the time of the Civil War. Anyway, we were treated
rudely by the local Mormon polygamists and didn’t linger once we obtained gasoline. Instead we
kept rolling into the wilderness, toward the Henry Mountains and remote Mount Ellen, where we
had many adventures.
It seemed like every barranca – and there were thousands of these trailing off between the
foothills of the Henry Mountains and the water table emerging along the upper Colorado River -had abandoned miner shacks in enclaves drilled into their canyon walls. Some of these
troglodyte cabins still had doors on hinges, glass in their small windows, and – inside --iron
stoves, iron bed frames, chairs and an occasional table.
I wrote Bob an email in June of 2005 to and ask him if he remembered our visit to Hildale. Here
is his response:
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“You’ve got some memory. I don’t recall Hildale or the Confederate flag. I do recall the Moab area, which has
since become a mountain biking Mecca (Slick Rock, Elephant Hill with no brakes), and the poison ivy I picked
up at Hole-in-the-Wall (why didn’t you get that?). We got some great tips on byways from old timers, like a log
ghost town and a buffalo herd, and misdirection down a desert canyon with no way out but back up through deep
sand. … The jeep trip was one of my life’s memorable experiences, up to a point where I just don’t remember all
the details. Thinking about Utah and trips we took in the Jawbone Canyon and Calico areas, we’re both lucky
we survived that $700 jeep.”

That last sentence may have been a subtle reminder that I still owed him $350. Or maybe not.
“Paranoia strikes deep. Into your life it will creep.” ~ Buffalo Springfield, 1967.

Co-owner or not, I really enjoyed adventuring into the wilderness time and again in Bob’s ’47
Willys. I was hooked on Jeeps for the rest of my life and my wife and I have owned three Jeep
Wranglers of our own since moving to Toledo: a ’95, a ’98 and a 2011.
Bob Wood’s Jeep was very much like those Toledo-built Jeeps my Dad drove during WW2 in
hot pursuit of the Japanese Army in retreat, and while island-hopping from Espiritu Santo in the
South Pacific to Luzon in the Philippines, further north.

Figure 7.5 My Dad and his Jeep in the South Pacific, 1943.
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Chapter 8
1941 Cadillac Series 61 Standard coupe, 8 cylinders

Figure 8.1 1941 Cadillac Series 61 Standard Coupe.

My 1941 Cadillac (outfitted with the first hydromantic shift ever made) was splendiferous ride
indeed! Phil Nutzhorn and I were killing time one afternoon as was our wont by slowly cruising
the back alleys of old neighborhoods in the vicinity of famous movie lots. As usual, we were
peering over high fences in search of “old gold” and “barn finds” (i.e., classic automobiles long
neglected by their owners). We had earlier bagged a 1931 Ford Model A “Vicky,” and so we
prowled on with confidence and bravado.
And for good reason. This day and we were delighted to discover the mother lode of old
Cadillacs! We peered over a back fence in North Hollywood near Universal Studios and saw
four of these classic upscale GM lovelies huddled together and gathering dust. How could this
be? Hush up, child: One never asks “how” in and around Hollywood; only “how much?”
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One was a 1941 club coupe. It was soon to be mine! There in that storage yard painted bumper to
bumper with a thick coat of high quality Navy flat red primer; the sort that covers the Golden
Gate Bridge in San Francisco. The owner no doubt had hoped to stave off rust until it could be
properly painted for renting out to some movie studio.
Parked next to it and in the shade of some overhanging branches of a massive tree was an
exquisite cream-colored 1939 LaSalle Coupe -- with bird poop all over it. There were also two
other classic Caddies there, but neither Phil nor I had a place to store of them all -- even if we
could afford to buy them – which we could not. We only had our parents’ garages, driveways
and the curbsides in front of their houses to park our vehicles. This was already an issue for us
before we spied this litter of orphan Cadillacs, and so the patience of our parents (and neighbors)
was wearing thin.
Roger Bonz, in particular, was near the end of his rope about my “used car lot” along the curbs
near the end of his driveway. His favorite view of those vast barley fields across Victory
Boulevard, stretching all the way to the Los Angeles River, with the picturesque Santa Fe
railroad trestle rising beyond in all its architectural glory, was already compromised by three of
my vehicles lined up bumper to bumper at the curb in the street. This Caddy would make it four.
So, in anticipation of an even angrier Roger, I sold the Model A Ford and parked the Caddy in its
place.
“How much?” We had tracked down the owner, and so asked him the “Hollywood Question.” It
turned out that he was moving to Alaska on short notice and was in a desperate “selling mood.”
He proposed to sell us all four vehicles for a thousand dollars! We had to turn him down.
We decided to buy a six pack of beer at the liquor store down the street from the storage yard and
further discuss a sale. An hour later the owner finally agreed to sell me the Caddy for $100, and
then Phil bought the LaSalle for $200. We hooked up some fresh batteries and both of these
high-end automobiles from the past fired right up and ran smoothly. We paid the man, collected
the pink slips, and then drove the red Caddy over to my house, turned around and retrieved the
LaSalle, and drove it over to Phil’s house.
I think that this big transaction occurred in the summer of 1960. It was not long after that Phil
landed a high-paying union job at the new GM plant in Panorama City and could afford to buy a
used showroom-ready 1957 Corvette street rod. That Corvette was a real head-turner; painted a
two-tone “clear coat” white a “glitter gold” trim. It packed a 283 cubic-inch fuel-injected
powerhouse with a four-speed stick shift.
Unfortunately, Phil had to sell the LaSalle to make room for the Corvette in his Dad’s driveway.
I thought that a bit of a shame at the time because his LaSalle was indeed a rare bird. I was
especially fond of the LaSalle’s distinctive oval grille. It reminded me a bit of that famous
painting “The Scream” by Edvard Munch:
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Figure 8.2 a) Phil’s 1939 LaSalle grill and 2) a detail from “The Scream” by Edvard Munch, 1993.

Few LaSalle automobiles were left on the American highways in 1960. Most were in museums.
Not all that many were manufactured in the first place; and there were other reasons: For one,
hot-rod enthusiasts coveted their gear ratios of their transmissions which when hooked up to
more modern big-bore engines proved ideal for street racing.
I would soon myself own a 1950 Ford Custom sedan that two hillbillies from Tennessee rebuilt
for their one-way drive to California. For their custom rebuild, they decided to “drop into” the
Ford a 348 powerful Chrysler engine to which they attached a LaSalle transmission.
~
My Cadillac, like most of my vintage cars, rolled on recaps. In a nutshell, “recaps” are recycled
bald tires with new treads glued upon them like hair toupees. While recaps may not often blow
away with every capricious gust of wind, they do come unglued and detached when the tires spin
too fast: usually on a hot day; often on a freeway far from home -- in short, at the most
inconvenient times. The chief virtue of recaps back in the day was that they were inexpensive.
And that may have been their only virtue.
Today in Ohio, California, and in many other states, the maximum highway speed limits have
jumped to 75 mph. – and even 80 mph in some states! You don’t want to be driving on recaps
while traveling that fast. And you don’t want other folks driving on recaps either; for example,
those driving in front of you. Especially eighteen wheelers! Most highways are littered with parts
of recaps shed by eighteen-wheelers. These are widely known as “road gators” because they look
the black backsides of alligators when strewn across the highways.

Figure 8.3 A hefty “road gator” at the roadside; likely a recap from an 18-wheeler.
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Road gators are not just loose rubber, but lethal rubber debris, both heavy and hard, and laced
with deadly strands of steel. If you should have the bad luck to impact with a big one “on the fly”
or at rest upon the pavement at high speed, you will regret it – especially if you happen to be
driving a motorcycle!
I learned early on that the solution to driving on recaps with minimum worry was to always carry
a spare tire in the trunk. Owning so many jalopies during my youth behind their wheels I was
very familiar with bumper jacks and tire irons, and I knew well how to use them from the day I
bought my 1941 Pontiac in 1957 to the time I joined Peace Corps at the age of 28 and sold all my
classic cars in one fell swoop. Miraculously, I never had a flat tire and/or a retread fly off when I
was out on a date. But then again, as a grease monkey and car buff I didn’t choose to date all that
much until I headed off to college.
~
Phil faced a rather unique and remarkable automobile dilemma during the years he was an active
Saracen. His Dad, Leroy, insisted that he only drive Nutzhorn-family-approved Kaiser Fraser
Dragons (KFD) all through high-school years. A Kaiser Fraser Dragon if you have never seen
one -- and scarce few can say they ever had that pleasure -- cannot be judged by any measure to
be a car designed for, or worthy of, a virile young man in high school.
What is a Kaiser Fraser Dragon anyway? Words cannot describe, so here is a photo of one
exactly like Phil’s Dad recommended that he drive back in high school:

Figure 8.4 Not a young man’s car IMHO: a wacky-looking 1953 Kaiser Dragon 4-door sedan with a
vinyl “bamboo” roof.
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Leroy once had three of these KFDs at the same time. He kept one of them primarily for spare
parts, in order to keep the other two running. The two that ran were for Norma Nutzhorn, Phil’s
Mom, and the other for himself – and for Phil once he reached 16 and ready to test-out for his
California driver license.
Phil’s response was to drive those Dragons, and to bring home every barn find he could locate to
clog up Leroy’s driveway. Phil just liked classic cars. Leroy’s other demand of Phil was: “Never
drive any car on recaps -- like your friend Jim.” Leroy must have heard that I was averaging one
flat tire a month in those days. My Pontiac, for example, rolled on four Pep Boys recaps. Luckily
I didn’t drive much on the freeways, and never suffered a tread failure or a flat tire at high speed.
Before Phil acquired his near-new gold and white 1957 Corvette in 1962 his KFD rides were
remarkably uncommon and yet little noticed or valued by car club members anywhere in the
SFV. Pep Boys did not even have parts on stock for Leroy’s Dragons. The Kaiser manufacturing
plant in Willow Run, Michigan had shut down by 1955 and moved down to Argentina where for
some reason there was unmet demand for KFDs.
Even automobile scrap yards had a dearth of Kaiser Dragon parts on hand because apparently 1)
they were too reliable and durable to junk (which proves that Phil’s Dad and the Argentinians
knew a fine automobile when they saw one) and 2) they were systematically culled off
America’s highways during their prime and redirected into early demolition derby arenas where
their renowned durability became the death of them: what little was left of a KDFs after a derby
night was, well, demolished, and the battered remains of a victorious Dragon were not worth
storing anywhere, or salvageable for parts.
Hudson Hornets, by the way, suffered the same fates as KFDs. They were automobiles made so
tough and durable that they, along with the KFDs, became among the most favored gladiators in
the demolition derby arenas of America, circa 1959. If you never experienced a demolition
derby, it is a motorsport and according to the Wikipedia article “the typical demolition derby
event consists of five or more drivers competing by deliberately ramming their vehicles into one
another. The last driver whose vehicle is still operational is awarded the victory.” The aim of a
demolition derby is for the drivers of competing automobiles to destroy each other’s
automobiles. A cash prize was given to the owner-drivers who derby cars survived the longest. It
was a true gladiatorial contest and every victory was a Pyrrhic victory.
For we Saracens, and until we discovered the New Follies Burlesque theater in the heart of LA,
Saturday nights was either for poker, or for attending the demolition derby (with an occasional
poker game following that). We would drive north on Balboa Boulevard till we hit the highway
to Palmdale. Further along the way was the Saugus Speedway. All sorts of motor vehicles raced
there since its inaugural opening in 1939 (excepting for two years during WW2) Demolition
derbies at Saugus were launched in the late 50’s.
Saugus Speedway was shut down after the Northridge earthquake in 1994 because according to
newspaper reports “the grandstands were damaged and required replacement.” Others say that a
residential boom encroaching on the Speedway track created some serious tensions between the
noisy automobile crowds on weekends and those permanent, tax-paying new residents in search
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of a quiet residential retreat. “Noise pollution” became the key political issue to resolve. Not
surprisingly, the Speedway had to shut down. Now the arena is only used for flea markets on
weekends. Ironically, the earthquake-damaged Speedway grandstands proved unexpectedly
sturdy and are still there.

Getting back to Cadillacs, one of my favorite records in 1956 was “Pink Cadillac” by Sammy
Masters (a.k.a. Johnny Todd). It was an early rockabilly (country jazz) hit about a young man of
the Detroit Generation in love with his pink Cadillac. The key lyric that I remember well is: “I’m
a-tellin’ you Jack, I love that pink Cadillac.” The tune also celebrates the classic Cadillac’s
“hydra-matic drive” -- and its top speed of “a hundred and five.”
It was true. Those old Cadillacs may have weighed a ton, but their V8 engines could really move
that ton down the road at a fast clip. In my entire life I have been ticketed by a police officer for
a moving violation but twice. The first time was while I was driving my Cadillac north on White
Oak Boulevard early on a Sunday morning and, thinking I was alone, pressed the pedal to the
metal. But I never reached “a hundred and five.”
Instead, as the needle on the speedometer passed “80” on the dial, out of nowhere came the
sound of a siren. Sure enough, a policeman was hot on my tail. We pulled over and he walked up
to my window and politely said “May I please see your driver license?” I already had it removed
from my wallet and resting on the seat next to me. He looked briefly at the license and then said
“Thank you, David” and walked it back to his car to fill out some paperwork.
I forget what that ticket cost me, but what I do remember is that my encounter with that
policeman was the first time ever that any adult with licensed authority over me, and in the
course of exercising that authority, called me “David.” Suddenly I realized that “David” was
expected to be a law-abiding citizen. This notion of my having to heed public expectations was
something new and troubling: I was a law-breaker; I paid a fine for my transgression; I now had
a record.
As a child known as “Jimmy” I was forgiven for almost transgression. Around puberty I became
“Jim” and still could break rules right and left with impunity. But I learned that day that as a
licensed driver and young adult that “John Law” had begun to govern and keep track of me as
“David James Nemeth, Jr.” It was all very annoying.

I emailed Phil a while back and reminisced a bit about the “good old days.” I shared with him
that I was writing a book about our rides in high school. He mentioned his trials and tribulations
with his Dad’s Kaiser Fraser Dragons; how they were mechanically sound and reliable except for
one flaw – his Dad’s Dragon had some missing teeth on its flywheel. This prevented it from time
to time from responding to its electric starter motor. Whenever that happened the faulty flywheel
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on the Dragon had to be manually adjusted by crawling under the car, rain or shine, and tickling
it with a giant screwdriver. For that sole purpose Phil had kept a huge screwdriver handy under
his driver’s seat. Anyway, he wrote me back:
“I can't believe you remembered that “chick magnet". I remember the one time I took a date in that car
we went to Bobs big boy on Van nuys blvd and low and behold the unthinkable happened, the damn thing
did it to me. (Friday night of course). So with my mega screwdriver I had to crawl under that piece of
shit! Definitely one of my most embarrassing moments ! ............................. I never saw that girl again!
Anyway thanks for remembering. Your friend always....... Phil.”
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Chapter 9
1949 Harley-Davidson “panhead” chopper

Figure 9.1: Brother Nick and I gloried in my Harley chopper (circa 1966). He eventually bought one of
his own.

I bought this classic ride from an original Hell’s Angel for $500. He told me his girlfriend/fiance
refused to marry him unless he gave up “the biker life.” You might say I caught him in a weak
moment because about four months later he dropped by and urged me to let him take it for
another spin “for old time’s sake.”
He seemed really agitated about something and I sensed he would not be taking “No” for an
answer, and this made me uneasy. So I said “Sure” and gave him the key and he kicked her over
and drove off like a bat out of hell. That was one loud motorcycle. I was always careful and
under my Dad’s orders not to rev up the engine until I was down the street and around the corner.
This erstwhile Hell’s Angel was not so polite.
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Roger Bonz, stormed straightaway outside through his front door, cold beer in hand, and glared
at me from his front porch. Meanwhile I watched my bike -- all piss and thunder -- charging off
to the east at high speed until it vanished out of sight. As the roar faded away Roger Bonz rolled
his eyeballs skyward and turned on his heel to walk back inside, then slammed the screen door
behind him.
It occurred to me that I might never see my bike again. My Mom would have jumped with joy
had my fears come true. So time stood still while I waited, while the sun set slowly in the west.
As I waited, I “hoped for the best while expecting the worst.” My wife hates that phrase, while I
still live by it.
I was half-surprised and very pleased when about fifteen minutes later I could see that single
headlight on my chopper bouncing up and down as my Harley bore down on me from the east.
However, instead of turning into the service street parallel to Victory Boulevard where I was
standing the biker dude remained out upon the wide empty asphalt of Victory and came flying by
me at full throttle doing 100 m.p.h. – and yet he did not wave. Roger, meanwhile, had stepped
back out through his screen door to stand on his front porch and watch the drama play out.
The biker nearly broke the sound barrier on his drive-by, or so it seemed. Roger just shook his
head in disbelief and took a long drag on his Chesterfield. “Was my bike gone forever?” I asked
myself as the tail light of my Harley disappeared rapidly into the west, chasing the after sun
(which had already set).
Roger and I waited some more. I saw my Mom peeking through the inside blinds on our big
living room window. Another fifteen passed. Then, in great relief and to my surprise, I saw the
ex-Hell’s Angel driving towards me from the west. This time he was on the service street, and
rolling slowly.
He pulled up and sat in the saddle with the engine on for another good ten seconds. I was
sympathetic; only an authentic one-per-center -- or a vicarious one like me – might know how
hard it is hard to leave your Harley and “the lifestyle” behind in order to turn over a new leaf.
Then he revved up the engine one last time and turned off the key.
Roger walked back inside and again the screen door slammed. Whatever unsettled demon was
inside of this biker dude when he first arrived must have jumped ship during his sentimental ride
culminating in his wild “victory fly-by.” He now looked relieved and at peace -- yet dead tired -like he had just passed a large kidney stone.
My guess at the time was that he might have split up with that girlfriend/fiancé of his who had
broken her promise to marry him, and that had cost him his symbolic manhood and rogue
identity when he woke up to the absurdity a Hell’s Angel without a motorcycle.
I shared my speculation with Roger about an hour later. But what did I know? I did know better
than to ask a troubled biker to share his thoughts with me. He did not ask to buy the bike back
from me as I half expected. Instead, he just drove off and out of my life experience forever.
Meanwhile, Roger did not have an opinion but offered me a cold beer instead.
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The biker did chide me for having painted the bike the color of copper (see Figure 6.1). It was
red when he sold it to me. Like a fool, I had even painted the chrome exhaust tips, and that paint
was in fact while we stood there peeling off those pipes and dropping onto the ground like shed
snakeskin from the all intense engine heat created during his long, high speed memory tour. I
could almost hear him thinking of me “What kind of jerk would think to paint exhaust pipes?
About three years later and hard up for cash I sold it the Harley to a fat man driving a Mercedes
Benz and wearing a suit and tie for $300. That was not the end of my biker days, however, as I
my wife would surprise me with a new one at the turn of the millennium.

Mr. McGuire: I just want to say one word to you. Just one word.
Benjamin: Yes, sir.
Mr. McGuire: Are you listening?
Benjamin: Yes, I am.
Mr. McGuire: Plastics.
Benjamin: Exactly how do you mean? ~ (The Graduate, 1967)

I vividly recall the dashboards and firewalls of every automobile I ever owned. The older makes
and models – all those manufactured during the Great Depression -- had dials and switches made
of hard, black rubber. The AM radio dials in my jalopies got a lot of wear and tear under my
constant searches for my hit parade favorites and so my fingers were always smudged after
working the rubber dials – until the advent of plastic radio dials.
The first plastic dials installed on dashboard radios aged rapidly wherever extreme heat and cold
prevailed. They originated as white, but after a few years turned yellow and brittle whereupon,
under heavy use, they quickly disintegrated between your right thumb and forefinger into crumbs
and dust. Pep Boys used to sell replacement plastic and steel radio dials for vintage autos on
account of the short life spans of the originals.
During and after the Second World War there was a chemical revolution in the manufacturing
industries and quality, durable plastic products began to hit their stride. My neighbor and chief
critic Roger Bonz, who I have mentioned on several occasions already in this book, was a tooland-die maker from the Deep South, east of Texas.
Roger surmised early-on after the War that plastic products were going to be a motor of
economic growth in the future. He relocated from the South to Southern California to be near
booming aerospace industries and “close to the action.” Roger and his wife Bobbie, from
Georgia, moved into the new house adjoining my Dad’s new house on Victory Boulevard, in
1950.
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Within a few years Roger and two other die makers formed a partnership named LBM Plastic
Products. “B” was for Bonz. And “Plastics” was the name of the game if you were a toolmaker,
ambitious and entrepreneurial in postwar Southern California.
Injection molding by 1950 was fast becoming is the most common modern method of
manufacturing plastic parts. The process was and remains ideal for producing high volumes of
the same plastic or nylon object. The first injection-molded plastic products appeared just after
the American Civil War and included buttons, hair combs and pool balls. When LBM Plastic
Products was founded there was a great unmet demand for injection-molded thermoplastic
products, not only from the booming automotive and aerospace industries, but from myriad other
industries including medical, aerospace, toy, plumbing, pet, packaging, construction, fishing,
utensil, educational and consumer products industries, and the military. Everybody it seemed
was investing in and using plastics beginning in the Eisenhower Era and for decades thereafter.
Then, as now, there was a chronic shortage of cheap, reliable labor. Being from the South,
Roger’s perception of employable cheap labor was limited to their being poor whites. Roger and
his partner had borrowed from banks to purchase one, then two, medium-sized injection molding
machines. However, they had “labor market issues” Mainly, they found it hard to keep
employees hired to operate these machines, even when they began to pay the machine tenders a
living wage. What sort of machine could discourage so many workers in need of money? I soon
found out. The thermoplastics injection-molder is veritably The Machine from Hell.
~
I was seventeen in 1959 when Roger asked me to work for him on weekends and holidays
running one or the other of his two injection molding machines. My dad thought it was a fine
idea. Roger would pay me in cash. He asked me to take a tour of “the plant” in North Hollywood
on a Saturday morning and then decide whether or not I wanted to go to work part-time for
LBM. He said it might lead to a prosperous career.
I was used to waking up before dawn because I had managed several paper routes in my younger
days that required my being an early bird, and so getting up with the Amish was no problem for
me. Roger drove me over to the plant early one Saturday morning. Bobby Darin’s blockbuster hit
“Mack the Knife” was playing on the car radio. We drove over in his ride – a new Cadillac.
When we arrived I was surprised to discover that LBM Plastic Products had several other
employees working the early shift on weekends; such was the demand for tiny nylon and plastic
products at that time:

Figure 9.2 “Daddy’s home!”: A frequent nightmare back when I worked for LBM Products.
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~
Darin’s “Mack the Knife” was a highly successful hit parade tune that reached #1 in the USA in
1959. It was also controversial. The BBC once banned the song “because of its lyrics about
knives, dead bodies and blood."
The brief era of the Saracens car club at Birmingham High School happened to coincide with the
"Golden Age" of hand-crafted Italian switchblades. Hotrod gangs, switchblades, youth violence,
sex and high-school delinquency suddenly shaped up in the public eye as a threat to America’s
peace and prosperity enabled by the sacrifices made during WW2 and achieved as the
cornucopia of the Eisenhower presidency.
The "juvenile delinquency" scare of the 1950's was a panic largely created and fanned by a
parade of fear-mongering Hollywood movies. The image common to most of these inflammatory
movies was the iconic Italian stiletto invariably portrayed as the preferred weapon of the juvenile
delinquent. The political response to this perceived threat was swift and long-lasting.
American politicians wanted to appear tough on crime and assured a gullible public that once
switchblades were banned, youth violence in the high schools perpetrated by delinquent students
and their gangs would fade away. So Congress passed the Switchblade Knife Act in 1958. This
rather draconian and reactionary legislation prohibited and persecuted the manufacture, sales and
possession of switchblades nationwide (although allowing state by state variations on these
prohibitions). Granted, the switchblade knife is a dangerous, offensive weapon. The stainless
steel blade edges are deliberately left dull and unsharpened, but the tip is lethal.
The long-lasting impact of America’s anti-switchblade laws is that even today upstanding
American citizens cannot be licensed to carry switchblades -- but can be licensed to own and
carry a machine gun.
While some Birmingham students and some members of car clubs on campus possessed what
would now be considered “vintage” Italian-made switchblades. Few were dumb enough to carry
them around, concealed, on campus. Mine was manufacture in Italy, in the early 1950's, by
“EIG CUTLERY” (according to the maker’s mark stamped onto the base of the blade). Open,
the knife and blade together measure nine inches in length. The handle is capped in dark horn.
Formally, it is called a “picklock Italian stiletto switchblade knife.” The term “picklock” refers to
an outdated design feature in the mechanism of most pre-1960s manufactured Italian
switchblades:
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Figure 9.3 My Italian switchblade . . . identical to one prominently featured in the cult film Showgirls,
1995.

Roger Bonz and my Dad, when new neighbors, early-on began to borrow garden tools from each
other and to exchange other sorts of small favors. Thus they began to bond over the years.
However, when my Dad caught the hypnosis bug and earned his certificate of completion from
the LeCron Hypnosis Institute, and then cured himself of his smoking addiction, my Dad
suggested to Roger that he could likewise help him “kick the habit.” But Roger declined the offer
and kept on smoking his Chesterfields. My Dad concluded that Roger’s addiction was so
powerful that it had overwhelmed his common sense.
I thought otherwise. Roger as a successful businessman on the rise at that time was also on a fast
track to becoming a leader in his Masonic Lodge. I surmised from my casual conversations with
Roger during our commutes to work and back that he was determined to not let my Dad get
inside his head and learn and Masonic secrets. There must be a rule among Masons that they
never submit to hypnosis by non-Masons.
My Dad believed that a person could not be hypnotized unless they wanted to be hypnotized.
What I learned from my long apprenticeship and subsequent studies is that a person who is
willingly hypnotized can nevertheless be “guided” by a hypnotist in the same way that people
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“under the influence” of a charismatic personality can lead people to places they might otherwise
not go. The outcome might be “astray” or “to a better place.” Roger protected his Masonic
secrets from my Dad, but he died of lung cancer when my Dad might have intervened and
prevented it.
~
I was up in my Grandma’s attic during a visit and discovered all sorts of Masonic regalia and
artifacts mixed in with Ku Klux Klan regalia and artifacts. I had a lot of questions that my elder
relatives did not have answers for -- or were unwilling to share with a child.
I did get permission to keep a small, crude glass figurine of a Klansman in robes, but I did not
know its provenance or purpose. The glass was not translucent, but opaque, and its surface was
rough to the touch, like those rounded pieces of broken glass that wash up on Pacific Coast beach
sands.
There were no sharp edges on the figurine. The base of the little Klansman was circular, but the
entire lower half of the statue was deeply indented – intentionally concaved -- reminding me of a
candle-extinguishing device attached to a thin gilded pole that I used to carry about upon the
alter in Pastor Sword’s church when I was his acolyte. Its purpose was to extinguish candles.
What I did learn from the discovery experience was that my great uncle Thiess (my Mother’s
father’s brother) was a 32nd Degree Mason (qua “Master of the Royal Secret”). What troubled me
was the likelihood that he was probably also a Klansman, for it is widely rumored that the
Scottish Rite of Freemasonry hatched and nurtured the 20th-century KKK.
The last time I saw that small glass figurine was around 1977. It was standing on the window sill
above the sink overlooking the side garden of my Parent’s house at the Faria Beach Colony.
I don’t know if Roger ever achieved the top rank in his Masonic Lodge to which he aspired. I
hope so. That appeared to be his passion in life -- and I observed firsthand in the LBM plastics
factory that there is nothing less producing of passion in life than a career in plastics.
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Chapter 10
1958 Chevrolet Corvette

Figure 10.1 My 1958 Chevrolet Corvette. Built for beauty but not for speed.

After four years of driving absurd Kaiser Fraser Dragons, my Saracen buddy Phil Nutzhorn
finessed a job at the booming Chevrolet Parts plant on Van Nuys Boulevard and, with his first
paycheck, he bought a 1957 Corvette with a “283” engine block and a custom paint job. I had
never seen such a beautiful ride.
So of course I had to have a Corvette of my own (see above). I owned if for -- a month! What
happened was I leaped before I looked: the short romance between me and my Corvette ended
when I discovered the outrageously high cost of insurance for a young, single man of no certain
employment to drive this gorgeous glam wagon.

Phil’s Corvette, as fast and beautiful as it was, did have one pesky flaw. The gasoline filler cap
perched high behind the cockpit leaked vapor. The gasoline odor seeping out was not very
noticeable while driving down the highway with the hard top was removed, but with the top
attached the toxic, nauseous fumes collected in the cockpit and constituted health hazard. It was
an expensive repair or he would have taken care of it right away.
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Meanwhile it was a rolling Molotov cocktail waiting to explode. Neither Phil nor I smoked
cigarettes, but driving through or parking in the Big Boy drive-in hamburger place on Van Nuys
Boulevard where a lot of young smokers hung out and tossed live cigarette butts right and left
was dicey. Had Phil blown himself up at the Big Boy he would most certainly achieved instant
martyrdom among San Fernando Valley high school car clubbers.
One night Phil (over Leroy’s objections) loaned me his ride for my first date with one of Rick
Blackburn’s Schlampen. I was really feeling my oats as the night of the big date grew closer.
Anything could have happened that night -- and I was not at all risk-averse at the time.
A few days earlier she – let me call her “Star” (because she was so hot and ready for a casting
couch) -- stepped in front of me provocatively in the main hall between classes. I was on my way
to the campus candy store at the time to satisfy my morning cravings for Sugar Babies and Milk
Duds. Anyway, Star reached out and touched my chest, bringing me to a dramatic halt in front
of the river of students then clogging the hall.
She asked me out-of-the-blue if I would like to drive her to the Van Nuys drive-in theater that
Friday night to see the youthful romantic comedy titled Where the Boys Are. She suggested that
afterwards we might drop by the Bob’s Big Boy drive-in restaurant on Van Nuys Blvd burgers
and shakes. Finally, she said that we could stay out late because her parents were going to be
away for the weekend. Talk about the planets suddenly lining up for me!
~
I have to digress from my story here to remark on the Birmingham High School candy store as it
was in 1957. As noted in an earlier chapter, Birmingham High School was converted from the
vast Birmingham General Hospital to a secondary school educational facility when it became
army surplus in 1953.
As a military hospital Birmingham’s layout and built environment were designed and built to be
free-standing single-story wards and service buildings connected by covered walkways. This
spacious design in 1943 limited potential damage and casualties in the event of an aerial attack
by German or Japanese warplanes. To call the completed facility “spacious” would be a vast
understatement! Also, every pathway internal to the campus was designed to be wheelchair
accessible and impervious to flooding. Bridged concrete ditches were ubiquitous across campus.
Conversion to a public high school campus in 1954 rendered Birmingham into a uniquely open
layout and built environment for grade 7-12 students.
Internal drainage throughout the entire campus, as indicated, was facilitated by deep open
culverts that, in times of flash floods, became raging torrents. All the culverts were bridged with
sturdy footpaths. Several of the paths and culverts internal to the campus converged at a single
service building that was converted during campus renovations to serve as the campus candy
store. Adjacent to the candy store was small faculty/staff parking lot. Adjacent to this parking lot
was a deep culvert.
The operator of the candy store parked her vehicle in a reserved space for her convenience. She
was a bit of a grouch and impatient behind the candy counter and so became the brunt of student
jokes and pranks. For example, the toilet bowl in the ladies restroom next to the candy store – her
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toilet --was blown up regularly by illegal M-80 waterproof firecrackers flushed down into its
plumbing system.

Figure 10.2 Death to flush toilets! Cherry bombs and M-80s took a toll during the 1950’s.

Worse: The candy lady was an automotive consumer innovator in the mid-50’s when she
purchased and parked behind her store in her reserved space one of the pioneering American
compact cars, a Nash Cosmopolitan:

Figure 10.3 The candy lady’s 1957 Nash Metropolitan.

This was a very small automobile. Four high school boys could pick up the entire vehicle and
walk it around for laughs; which is exactly what happened at Birmingham! Once the candy lady
began parking her minicar in her reserved spot between the candy store and the culvert the
challenge to mess with it became irresistible to groups of young studs in car clubs across
campus.
The Senior Lawn was just one hundred yards away, so seniors on the football team began a
short-lived tradition to removing the Nash to their lawn when the candy lady’s back was turned.
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At first the entire student body was a co-conspirator in the prank. Inevitably the school
administration and the police became involved, at which time the carrying off the candy lady’s
car became a criminal offense (grand theft auto) and no longer funny. This is when the prank got
nasty: Unknown parties would simply remove the Nash to the bottom of the adjacent culvert.
This kept up until the candy lady finally traded in the Rambler for a full-sized car.
Meanwhile the toilets adjacent to the candy store continued to suffer intermittent explosions. The
candy lady – already worn down by student pranksters – continued to complain, and then began
to cry in public. She accused us all of being “hoodlums.” Certainly she got deranged. Finally, she
quit, and then there was a lawsuit, and then the candy store shut down.

Figure 10.4 Released first in 1958 as High School Confidential.

High School Confidential was in the first instance a high school car club hot rod movie starring
two George Barris-made custom 1948 Chevys. One critic wrote: “[This was] a typical American
car/teenage movie featuring a rowdy group of high school kids who got their kicks necking at the
drive-in, dragging down Main Street, and playing chicken on the outskirts of town.” Sounds just
like the Birmingham Saracens! Mamie Van Doren (38DD-26-36) co-starred in this movie – and
Frank Eckert most probably saw this movie ten times and now owns the DVD.
~
I forgot to mention one important detail in the planning of my big date with the UberSchlampe.
In general, I would have to swallow a lot of my pride to get the ball rolling. She wanted me to
drive here and there very much in the public eye on a Friday night in my fancy car. The problem
was that I didn’t own a fancy car that appealed to young Birmingham women in search of
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elegance and envious looks about town. I owned “Mr Completely.” Frankly hot chicks that were
total strangers to me – even notorious campus Schlampen would rather be dead than be seen
driving around with Jim Nemeth in his “greaser-looking” Pontiac.
But this clever UberSchlampe had been around the block a few times and so she already knew
that when she propositioned me in the school hallway. The specific detail I have left out of this
anecdote till now is that Star stipulated that our movie date and subsequent parade down Van
Nuys Boulevard to the Big Boy drive-in restaurant would take place in my buddy Phil’s red-hot
Corvette, which was the talk of the school at the time.
Since Star had asked me to take her out – but only if in Phil’s car – that little voice in my head
that is always right (but which I always ignore) -- told me to tell Star “Hell; no way! Why don’t
you just go with Phil?” But my overall plan, which seemed to be part of her plan too, was to get
my hand deep inside her blouse once we arrived at the drive-in -- in which case any vehicle
would do. So I swallowed my pride and betrayed my Pontiac in the hopes of getting laid that
Friday night.

Figure 10.5 “The best laid plans of mice and men …”

~
All things considered, having hatched my plan, Phil’s generosity should have made my day.
Then I would have a great getting-laid story to share at the next Saracen poker party.
However, when I drove Star to the Van Nuys Drive-In and parked the Corvette in the back row –
“Foggy Bottom” we used to call it -- the fumes from the cracked gas cap seeping into the cab had
already overwhelmed her to the point where she had stepped outside the Corvette to stand next to
the door to breathe fresh air. This date was going nowhere. So we left early and headed over to
the Big Boy and ordered burgers and shakes.
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That was a bad idea: Star had no sooner chowed down when she violently puked up the whole
meal all over the passenger side of the cab; on the dashboard, rugs, seat and inner door panel.
Then she stuck her head out the window – right there at the Bob’s Big Boy -- and did it again!
The outside right door of the Corvette was thoroughly splattered. Her pants and sweater, and
even her long raven hair, also got mucked up. By then, everyone at the drive-in was honking and
laughing at our expense. Star got more attention that Friday night than she had bargained for.
Although it was another crowded night at the Big Boy, the parking space out the right side
window was vacated fast and no one had pulled into its place. When Star finally quit retching
and heaving she was all white and wretched-looking and stunk to high heaven. For a while there
I thought I might have to drive her to the nearest the hospital. But the ordered me to take her
home. And when I did, we were still a block away and she seethed “Let me out at the corner!”
And so I did and Star the UberSchlampe fled up the sidewalk and didn’t look back. I did not get
a good-night kiss -- or even a handshake. That night was an all-around disaster -- but I have
experienced worse. To her credit, she never complained throughout her ordeal. Neither Uber nor
Schlampe, this girl showed a lot of class. I thought I might ask her out again, but never did.

Figure 10.6 Stony Point, a Chatsworth landmark in the northwest corner of the SFV.

Several years previous to our Corvette days Phil and I were riding bicycles far to the west of our
neighborhood and discovered Stony Point, located at the gateway to Santa Susana Pass on the
road to Simi Valley. It was an exotic giant pile of boulders, like a giant gym set designed by God
for early teens, and for several years we two could not stay away from it.
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We not only enjoyed climbing this huge rock pile, but also exploring the caves within it. We
played kid games like capture the flag and tag with other kids we encountered there. Figure 10.5
is a vintage post card that reveals Canoga Avenue to the right of the rock pile, trending like an
arrow off into the distance toward the Santa Monica Mountains.
In the mid-afternoon heat of summer, exhausted from our climbing, Phil and I still dripping
sweat would walk a bit down the Avenue and away from the rock pile to a nearby Mom and Pop
store behind a couple of gas pumps. What a relief when we got there! Our hands were hot and
abraded from all the rock climbing. Inside the tiny store we would dip our hands into the ice cold
water of the beverage cooler, taking our time while fishing around for a 16-ounce Royal Crown
Cola bottle (at a quarter each, a big bottle of RC gave us the most bang for a buck).
Another favorite of mine was the bottled Orange Crush sodas. We sipped them down slowly and
enjoyed the refreshing grip of the rippled surface on the OC bottles. These ribbed bottles seemed
designed to retain the cold temperatures of the beverage within. After the soda was gone we
could still roll the empty OC bottles across our foreheads and the back of our necks for ten
minutes in the shade outside till our overheated body temperatures declined.

Figure 10.7 Out at Stony Point, an ice cold Orange Crush in its rippled bottle on a sweltering Saturday
afternoon was Heaven on Earth back in the day.

~
Figure 10.5 also reveals a spot where Canoga Avenue takes a big curve, and then straightens out
again. Beyond the curve lied a straightaway that was once one of the best stretches of pavement
in the West Valley for illegal drag racing.
When Phil went to work in the Chevrolet Parts Warehouse in early 1960 he fell in with a new
group of friends. While most of the Saracens clung together for a few years after graduating from
Birmingham High in 1960, Phil more quickly began to divide his time between Brother Saracens
and his new buddies from the Parts warehouse.
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I must admit I was jealous of his new friends because Phil was increasingly spending time with
them instead of with me. One of his buddies sold me my 1958 Corvette. He also “threw in” a
1950 Ford two door sedan – basically a rattle-trap – but outfitted with a powerful Chrysler
engine mated to a rare La Salle three speed transmission. Although I had to sell the Corvette after
only a month because I could not afford the insurance premium, I kept the rust-bucket Ford hot
rod. Don at Don Smith Chevron, where I worked part time, warned me that my Ford was not just
a rattle-trap. He called it “a death trap.”
~
Getting back to the “hot-rod alley” on Canoga Avenue: One night me, Phil, and another of his
Chevy plant buddies decided to grab several six packs of beer and head over to his apartment to
listen to some of his R&B records. Phil’s friend liked mellow saxophone and was a big fan of Sil
Austin.
I have to interject here that if you were of the Detroit Generation and your Mom and Dad wanted
you to play a musical instrument, odds are that instrument would have been an accordion,
trumpet or a saxophone. Just sayin’.
So we listened to saxophone music till we got bored and then Phil’s friend got a bad idea. He sail
“let’s drive up Canoga Avenue as watch the drag races for a while.” He was very drunk at the
time. We had all come over to his apartment in his souped-up, solid black 1957 Chevy Bel Air
coupe. Hearing his plan, Phil and I were sort of “Hey, well . . . ok . . . ; if that’s what you really
want to do …”. This, when we should have been saying “No way, Jose. You are drunk as a
skunk and we’re not going anywhere.”
Fifteen minutes later were parked off the road on Canoga Avenue waiting for drag racers to
entertain us. It was a beautiful night: moon, stars, a breeze. Several police cars drove by, but no
hot-rodders showed up. Then Phil’s friend –I think his name was John – said “Let’s head up to
those picnic tables the top of the Santa Susana Pass in the roadside rest there and polish off
another six pack!” He had brought one with him on ice in a Styrofoam cooler.
Santa Susana Pass connected the SFV with Simi Valley through a mountainous stretch of serious
switchbacks. It was no place to be drunk and driving on a hot summer night. John began
chanting “chickychickychicky” as Phil and I laid out our objections to the plan. But we were also
drunk and besides, neither of us ever could say “No.”
So we pulled onto Canoga Avenue and headed up towards where Stony Point sat and marked the
entrance to the Santa Susana Pass. But before we got to the big rock pile we had to first negotiate
that last sharp curve along Canoga Avenue. John headed into the curve at a high rate of speed.
His speeding Chevy took the curve too wide and began to drift and slide off the pavement and
into the gravel along the roadside. There John totally lost control of his ride and we plowed into
a telephone pole. That was another near-death experience was lucky to survive during my youth.
I woke up on a hospital stretcher. My folks were on the way to the hospital where the ambulance
had taken me. John and Phil were in separate ambulances. A farmer who lived about a half-mile
from the accident had heard the impact and called the police and he reportedly said “this happens
all the time, so I knew what was up right away.”
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John was in big trouble with the police for driving DUI. Plus, his Chevy was totaled. Phil went
partially through the windshield and still has a long, ugly scar on his forearm to remind him of
his youthful folly. I was in the back seat (though not buckled in) but still got off cheap –
suffering only a concussion. John was hospitalized for about a week. Phil and I were discharged
from the hospital by mid-morning the next day.
I never saw John again. Phil and I continued to share adventures for years after, though at a
diminishing rate. Then Phil joined the Army and was sent to Alaska as a photographer and that
was that; the end of our good times together. He, me, and the all Saracens had gone our separate
ways within a decade of our high school graduation.
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Chapter 11
1955 Chevy Cameo pickup truck

Figure 11.1 1955 Chevy Cameo. “The purtiest pickup truck what God ever created!”

Who would ever think to manufacture a pickup truck with a fiberglass bed? The term “pickup
truck” is synonymous with “utility vehicle.” Yet fiberglass can hardly withstand a heavy blow
without caving in. Fiberglass side panels look good -- but are impractical in the heavy
construction trades.
So what is the market niche for such a “work-shy” utility vehicle? Perhaps a successful
construction boss who considers himself a “gentleman” instead of a “grunt” would purchase such
a vehicle. By the way, the first “gentleman’s pickup truck” advertised as such rolled off Detroit’s
Hudson Company assembly line in 1941:
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Figure 11.2 1941 Hudson shortbed; the first “gentleman’s pickup.”

The ’41 Hudson was a half-ton model in contrast to the company’s three-quarter ton workhorse
pickup. The half-ton was married to a car chassis instead of the usual a rough-riding truck frame,
and it had a short wheelbase enabling only a short-bed storage area; if a wheelbarrow was a tight
fit, the first gentleman’s half-ton made by Hudson proved ideal for hauling groceries home from
the market .
Similarly, my Chevrolet Cameo had limited space and scarce stamina for hauling bricks and
mortar about, and weak suspension for any off the road excursions, but many carpenter and
plumber supervisors and inspectors didn’t mind being seen driving onto a construction site, or
into bowling alley and pool hall parking lots, in a gentleman’s pickup.

At the time I owned my Chevy Cameo, my Aunt Barb (on my Father’s side) and her husband,
my Uncle Pete, annually vacationed in California from their home in Youngstown, Ohio, and
they would stay at my Dad’s house on Victory Boulevard. Every year, during the summer, Pete
would arrive in our driveway driving a brand new automobile that he had purchased specifically
to ensure their mechanically-safe round-trip journey cross-country.
That year Uncle Pete, arrived from Youngstown via Las Vegas driving a 1957 J2 “Golden
Rocket”-powered Oldsmobile. He was beside himself with pride-of-ownership. Who could
blame him? He drove up my Dad’s driveway on Victory Boulevard like General MacArthur
landing at Inchon, and he rolled to a stop and kept revving the engine and just sat there with my
Aunt Barb till we Nemeths -- and the neighbors on both sides -- all came outside to see what had
created a “mighty roar” on an otherwise quiet Sunday afternoon.
When everybody had gathered round his new vehicle (he had stopped by a local car wash on the
way into town) he pulled the hood lever and stepped out dramatically to lift the hood over the
engine. There it was! A shiny J2 factory-installed three carburetor manifold bolted to the engine
block. With the engine in neutral, the block rocked there on its engine mounts straining in vain to
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break free, all the while audibly and impressively sucking air. Seeing and hearing that engine for
the first time was a Detroit Generation magic moment for me, as a young teenager, to behold.
“Step on it Barbara” Pete shouted to his wife, and so Barb, a candidate for “most devoted wife in
the world” in my opinion, slid over from the passenger side across the bench seat to sit behind
the wheel, and then she did just that: “Baroom! Baroom! roared the J2 powerhouse engine. Pete
was grinning ear to ear. Everybody clapped and the children danced around and the wee ones
screeched without knowing exactly why and it was a Disney spectacular!
Then Barb stepped out of the cockpit and all the hugging began. My Uncle Pete -- who had a
pencil mustache and looked a lot like Clark Gable -- began shaking hands with the menfolk.
Meanwhile nobody seemed to be in any rush to turn off that big, loud, throbbing J2 engine. Gas
was only twenty-eight cents a gallon that summer.

Speaking of cheap gas and pickup trucks: Bob Wood and I worked for Flo Clow at her Apple
Knoll dude ranch along Highway 49 at Nipinnawasee (due south of Yosemite as the crow flies)
in the summer of 1964. The price of regular gas for ranch vehicles was discounted at that time to
thirteen cents a gallon.
Bob and I were the chief ranch hands and camp counselors. Although we both wore multiple hats
around the ranch, Bob was the main wrangler and I was the sole lifeguard on duty down at the
small lake in the canyon behind the ranch. Anyway, Bob and I used to occasionally drive the
ranch’s 1951 Chevrolet ¾ ton flatbed truck down to Oakhurst to fill a 55-gallon steel barrel with
gasoline to haul back to the ranch.
When I originally hired on at the ranch, the gasoline barrel was located on a cement slab about
fifty yards from my counselor’s cabin. The summer heat on the ranch sometimes reached 110
degrees in the shade and so, fearing an explosion in the middle of the night I poured another slab
for the barrel at a safer distance from my cabin and thereafter I slept better at night.
Flo also had a 1951 Chevrolet suburban (three rows of seats; the original “SUV”). In this vehicle,
Bob, me, or both of us would drive down into Fresno every other Saturday to pick up or deliver
camp kids to and from the Greyhound Bus station. Most of the camp kids were from Hollywood
Hills families rich enough to fly them directly from L.A. to the Apple Knoll Ranch by private
helicopter. But the ranch didn’t have a helicopter pad.
Anyway, for these rich kids -- all teenagers -- taking the Greyhound bus for the first time in their
live was part of their “slumming it with Aunt Flo” for their summer adventure. Meanwhile, their
parents were glad to be rid of them and they themselves were headed for European vacation
spots like Cannes, Paris, Majorca and the like. If you saw some of these kids in action, you
would know why their parents wanted to get far, far away from them -- and as often as possible.
Many of them were spoiled rotten.
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One day I drove on down to Fresno to fetch a kid from the bus station on a very hot Saturday
morning. Flo told me our “guest” was a boy, thirteen years old. That wasn’t a very detailed
instruction, and I wasn’t sure I would know which boy it would be. But Flo said I would know
him when I saw him. Apparently she knew his family from her earlier days in Hollywood.
When I arrived at the crowded depot, there was only one boy in the bus station crowd that stood
out like a sore thumb. He was dressed entirely in black, hat to boots, and sported a black
neckerchief around his throat. The skinny, sweating kid-in-black looked like a caricature of the
actor Jack Palance, whose Hollywood breakthrough role was playing the role of a ruthless
gunslinger in the film Shane (1953):

Figure 11.3 The cadaverous Jack Palance playing his iconic role as a hired gun in the film Shane (1953).

I met Jack Palance once. If you live within a hundred-mile radius of Hollywood you are bound to
run into wanna-be, up-and-coming, and already-discovered movie stars and other sorts of
celebrities around nearly every corner. They pop up like whack-a-moles when you least expect it,
and in the most unusual places.
Anyway, Phil and I were leaning over a side rail running along the long pier at Paradise Cove
south of Point Dume one lovely summer Sunday evening in the early 60’s, just jawboning and
taking in the sunset. We stopped there out of curiosity on our way back to the Valley after a long
day body surfing a bit up the coast, at Zuma.
Unexpectedly, we had the entire pier to ourselves. Also, the broad expanse of white sandy beach
between the pier and an upscale trailer park nestled in a shady grove beyond was vacated, but for
a few gulls here and there. I figured that the locals were all inside their trailers seated around
their kitchen tables, or had bellied up to the bar at the high-end roadhouse/country club that sat
near the highway. It being a Sunday evening, all the day-trippers that had packed the beach and
pier a few hours earlier had themselves long since headed for home.
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At that time Paradise Cove was not nearly the exclusive strand of private properties it is today.
The beach and pier were still semi-accessible to the public; for example, athletic hoi polloi like
Phil and I chose to park our ride at the edge of the Pacific Coast Highway and hike into the
Cove. The alternative was paying a hefty fee at a tiny booth for the privilege of parking inside
the private grounds.
~
“Hey!” “Hey!” Someone – a man -- was shouting angrily and running towards us across the
beach from the trailer park. “Another rent-a-cop” we were thinking, as developers of exclusive
coastal properties north of Malibu were at that time beginning to hire a lot of private security
police to keep the outsiders on the move.
The advancing runner/shouter drew nearer in the dim post-sundown light. “Hey! Where is she?”
He was lanky and brooding and looked faintly familiar. It was Jack Palance: barefoot, agitated,
and all out-of-breath.
“Where . . . is . . . she?” Phil and I looked at each other, bewildered, and then back at Jack. But
by then he had squinted his eyes and taken a good look at us. “Mistaken identity! Sorry!” he
uttered as he turned on his heel and began to trot away, back across the sands, and toward the
twinkling lights of the trailer park.
“Was that . . .?” asked Phil when Jack was out of hearing range. “It sure was!” I responded. To
which he replied “Wow! Everybody has girl trouble.” And then we vamoosed.

1888
The White Man’s merciless aggressions against Native American tribes were relentless during
the decades immediately following the Civil War as Indian resistance against the rapacious and
deceitful European immigrants seemed to grow more futile day by day. In those desperate times,
several indigenous “End Time” religious movements began to spring that petitioned supernatural
forces to ally themselves with beleaguered Indians in a final battle against the White Man.
Wovoka, a young Paiute shaman participated in a small and secretive “ghost dance” in 1870 that
was organized by an older Paiute shaman. The event took place in the Walker Lake wilderness, in
what is now western Nevada. The initial confidence and zeal of the participating tribes began to
fade when the dramatic events foretold during the optimistic hysteria of that ghost dance failed to
materialize while Indian sufferings at the hands of the White Man intensified.
Though disappointed, Wovoka persevered in his training and gradually matured into a powerful
shaman himself. Late in the year of 1888 he experienced an epiphany after suddenly collapsing
into a coma, or trance, induced by the rapid onset of a white-hot fever of unknown origin. While
unconscious he experienced a vision containing the occult formula for a new ghost dance. The
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following year, during a rare solar eclipse, Wovoka claimed to have received and accepted an
invitation to visit the Spirit World.
His surreal journey to a post-apocalyptic landscape revealed that his dead ancestors were still
alive and well, and he observed that the living warriors of all the then-current Indian nations and
their families were migrating “up into the sky” to reunite. His journey culminated with a vision
of the earth swallowing up all the Whites, leaving only Native Americans. These returned to
Earth to enjoy in perpetuity a shared happiness in a pre-Invasion natural paradise.
~
Coincidentally, 1888 on Earth was a dustbin of other events, some remarkable but mostly
obscure. Those listed below are but a few. They might appear to a lazy mind or a mind that lacks
imagination to be seemingly unrelated.
However, from the mindful perspective of a Jungian synchronicity (celebrating coincidences that
are not) connecting the historical facts in search of meaningful coincidences exercises the mind
in productive ways that benefits the goals of self-hypnosis and astral projection. So here is an
exemplary exercise for the reader to indulge in, if inclined to do so. Keep in mind that their
apparent non-relatedness is an illusion:






During a bout of mental illness, Dutch painter Vincent van Gogh lops off half of his own
left ear;
Born: Austrian-born Erich von Stroheim, eccentric Hollywood noir actor/director (The
Great Flamarion, 1945). Mesmerizing his audiences, he often played sadistic German
misogynists.
Slaves in Brazil are liberated;
Founding date of the Gypsy Lore Society, in England. Captain Sir Francis Richard
Burton, legendary polyglot and geographer/explorer is an original member.

Figure 11.4 Captain Sir Richard Francis Burton, Geographer.
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Glasgow Celtic plays its first game;
National Geographic Society is founded and the first issue of National Geographic
Magazine is published.
Edward Bellamy publishes Looking Backward, a futuristic tale about an American named
Julian West, who falls into a deep, hypnosis-induced sleep and wakes up one hundred and
thirteen years later. While he slept the United States was transformed into a socialist
utopia run by an industrial army. The book is a critique of capitalism.
The “Flammarion engraving” by an unknown artist first appears in a popular book
authored by mystical astronomer Camille Flammarion (1842–1925) titled L'atmosphère:
météorologie populaire. He wrote of the moon as the “first stop on celestial journeys.”

Figure 11.5 The mysterious “Flammarian engraving” is published in 1888.







The Creation of the County of London
So-called “Jack the Ripper” murders commence in the City of London with the discovery
of the mutilated body of prostitute Martha Tabram, and “Jack” is blamed for the crime.
The S.S. City of Chester, destined for Eureka, California, sinks at the entrance to San
Francisco Bay after colliding with an inbound Chinese ocean liner. The wreck remains
exposed and fairly intact directly under the Golden Gate Bridge -- and 200 feet of
treacherous currents.
The mostly forgotten American correspondent of the Gypsy Lore Society (founded
1888), based in England, Irving Henry Brown is born. His life experience reveals the
risks of Gypsy Studies to aspiring scholars and academics who “go native” while
attempting “participant observation.”
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Jim Thorpe, Native-American champion athlete and Olympian is born.
The avant-garde Incoherent Movement in France (Re “Anything goes – unless it is
obscene or serious”) collapses. The promises of irreverent satire, parody, irony, bricolage,
chaos, the surreal, and the carnivalesque in arts and letters are however not extinguished.
Work begins on the elegant Brown Palace Hotel in Denver, Colorado, designed by
architectural genius Frank Edbrooke.
Incorporation of Liberal, Kansas; birthplace of Miss USA (1991) and site of the world’s
largest helium plant. Presidential candidate Trump wins 97% of the 2016 General
Election.
Steve Kaslov, future “King of the Gypsies” in Depression-era New York City, is born.
Robert Moses, controversial city planner of New York City, is born.
Six steam locomotives move the Brighton Beach Hotel in Coney Island 520 feet inland to
save it from ocean storms. Meanwhile Wall Street shuts down for multiple days due to
the bad weather.
Rudyard Kipling publishes The Man Who Would Be King and The Phantom Rickshaw.
Wyatt Earp’s girlfriend Mattie Blaylock dies from opium poisoning and is subsequently
buried in Pinal City, Arizona (now a ghost town).
The town site for Bloomington, California, is surveyed. In 1945 The Pissed Off Bastards
of Bloomington (P.O.B.O.B), a car and motorcycle club, is founded. Within a few years a
splinter group of this club would emerge to become the Hell’s Angels.
McKendree Robbins Long, traveling minister and surreal painter of Biblical scenes
featuring “The Beast” from Book of Revelation, is born.

Figure 11.6 Detail from the Reverend Long’s apocalyptic painting “Deceiver of the Whole World.”
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Chapter 12
1937 Pontiac 26 Deluxe Silver Streak Business Coupe

Figure 12.1 A lovely gift from two my two good friends Bob and Susan Murar.

Figure 12.2 Circa 1969.

Why? They were a generous, creative artistic couple. I didn’t even need another automobile, but
it was a gracious transaction and we called it “collaborative art.” They even wrapped it in a
yellow ribbon! They were on their way to the University of Toronto and had purchased a 1954
Chevrolet panel truck to haul their huge personal library and so had no more use for the classic
Pontiac. I was thrilled to take it off their hands -- and it ran like a top!
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All it needed was a left rear fender, and so one hot Saturday morning I drove up to Fresno (the
world’s largest automobile salvage yard in those days) and walked the long aisles between miles
of old jalopies till I reached the Pontiacs, then the 1937 Pontiacs, then searched among the
coupes and finally chose the best and cheapest left rear fender among several still available there.
The entire experience was like hiking through an elephant burial ground in the noon day sun.
~
I initially met Robert Joseph Murar for the first time when I joined the “graveyard shift” (you
punch in at 7 p.m. and punch out at 3 a.m.) inside one of the mammoth Lockheed Aviation parts
warehouse adjacent to the Burbank Airport, California. Bob and I were called “Warehouse Parts
Runners” and there were six or eight of us on the graveyard shift. I wasn’t sure how exactly
many there were of us because the warehouse was so vast and we were so few.
The only other employees around in our building on the graveyard shift were two security cops”
at the front gate and building entrance, three “Parts Shipping Box Makers” and one introverted
and mean-spirited “Parts Inspector.” Nobody in our warehouse liked the parts inspector. He
owned a VW beetle and he parked in adjacent to the warehouse next to a high chain-link fence.
One night the box makers out of sheer boredom built a big plywood box around the parts
inspector’s VW beetle where he always parked next to the fence. When the parts inspector
clocked out at 3 a.m. he went out to his car -- but couldn’t find it. There was nothing there where
he usually parked but a large shipping crate.
He went over to the security gate and reported to the two Lockheed warehouse policemen there
that his car had been stolen. They called the City of Burbank Police Department and they sent
over two detectives to assess the situation and to file a grant theft auto report. The parts inspector
escorted them to where he usually parked his car and they all agreed that it was missing. Then
one policeman asked the parts inspector, “Did you look inside the box?”
It turned out that nobody at Lockheed must have liked the parts inspector. Everybody in
authority hushed up the incident and secretly laughed up their sleeves. The box makers were not
even reprimanded. And no police report was ever filed. After the dust had cleared the anti-social
parts inspector doubled up on his reclusiveness and withdrew completely into himself and quit
speaking to everyone in the warehouse. His total silence scared everyone, so he was pretty much
left alone after the box incident.
But that was not quite the end of it. The inside of the warehouse had miles of elevated conveyor
belts and most of them converged at the parts inspector station on a high platform in the center of
the warehouse. One night someone placed a big Japanese portable radio on one of the rarely used
conveyor belts and turned the dial to KRLA and cranked the volume up to “loud,” then sent the
radio on an endless conveyor belt journey from one end of the warehouse to the other. This
particular conveyor belt did not circulate through the parts inspector’s station. It took him hours
to determine where all the distracting rock-and-roll music was coming from -- had he was no fan
of Little Richard! Needless to say, this experience did not draw him out of his shell. He did take
a week of sick leave after the incident.
~
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In 1962, if you were a dictator in a two-bit Third World country anywhere around the world and
1) your air force consisted of four World War Two surplus Lockheed P-38 Lightning fighterbombers, and 2) only one was operational while 3) the other three needed parts in order to fly
again, and 4) an insurgent army was forming in the mountains overlooking the capital city, then
5) you would call our warehouse right away and place an urgent order for whatever parts you
needed to get your three grounded fighter-bombers operational again. Then you would bomb and
strafe the shit out of all the villages in the mountains surrounding the capital city, then retire to
your mistress and a fine Cuban cigar. Welcome to the Cold War.
Toward the end of this chain of events I enter the picture while performing my mundane tasks;
for example, by being handed a parts order and number for, say, a “P-38 Lightning cockpit door
insulation strip, rubber. URGENT.” I look at the parts number, consult a paper map of our
warehouse inventory (this was before the digital age), then walk to that location to retrieve the
part ordered. When I located it, I would dust it off and lay it on the nearest idle conveyor belt to
be sent to the parts inspector. I then flipped the “On” switch to the conveyor belt and it would
lurch into action. I would stand there and watch the part disappear into the distance. Task
completed.
That particular aircraft part was destined to eventually wage war from the skies somewhere near
the equator; raining death on rebellious farmers armed with machetes in some faraway jungle.
Enabling two-bit dictatorships to perpetuate atrocities, in a nutshell, is what Lockheed Aviation
was paying me a fair wage for when I worked for them back in the day. It was a mindless job,
and did a lot of walking. I should not carp about this job. Frankly, it was a childhood dream of
mine to someday become a crossing-guard when I grew up. “Crossing Guard” is similar to “Parts
Runner”: repetitive, mindless, and it required a lot of walking – yet it did not pay nearly as well.
Also, crossing guards had to herd kids all day, which was only slightly less stressful than herding
cats. I had no aptitude for that.
~
At the time I went to work for Lockheed I had no intellectual ambitions or proclivities and in fact
had only just abandoned my plan to attempt to earn a university degree in physical education.
Ironically, I was in top physical shape and exercised daily. But I could never comprehend the
intricate rules of team sports and found everything about them trivial, and bereft of profundity.
Perhaps that is when I discovered I was an intellectual and not a bean-counter.
Let me elaborate: It was 1961 and one of the reasons I was altogether disillusioned with college
life is that I had suffered an epiphany. I realized that I was not cut out to be the physical
education major and professional athlete that my Dad and my Uncle Fritz (on my Mom’s side of
the family) hoped I would become. That was my singular college path at the time, which was not
really the path of my own choosing, and I had to abandon that path. It was a traumatic experience
for me.
My Uncle Fritz was a successful gym teacher for a municipal public school system in Florida at
that time and so, as my Mother’s brother, believed it to be sound advice for me to follow in his
footsteps and achieve a life-long career. For my Dad, the motivation to guide me into
professional athletics was more personal: He had himself reluctantly suspended his own dream
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of becoming a professional athlete when WW2 broke out and he felt it to be his patriotic duty to
join the Army. Prior to enlisting in the Army he was an award winning sports hero in high school
(wrestling, football) and then in college (wrestling, football, boxing) and on a fast track success.
So, my Dad gave up a lot in 1941 by volunteering for the Army in the service of his Uncle Sam.
He continued to box in the Army, and was the pride of his company. But his team sports career
generally and rapidly lost momentum during his five years of military service.
My Uncle Pete told me once that when my Dad joined the Army he looked a lot like the
handsome movie idol Buster Crabbe, who during the Great Depression played the athletic roles
of Tarzan, Buck Rogers, and Flash Gordon on the silver screen.

Figure 12.3 My Dad and Buster Crabbe

My Mom must have thought so too when she fell head over heels in love married him in 1941
(thus officially ending The Great Depression) .

Figure 12.4 My Mom.
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Three decades after Dad signed up for the Army is when I volunteered for the Peace Corps. Dad,
along with Roger Bonz and their poker-playing pals of The Greatest Generation, did not consider
my volunteering for the Peace Corps to qualify as a patriotic act. Pacifism they presumed to be a
weakness, and they also assumed that the Vietnam War was no different from WW2. I chose
Peace Corps -- but had I chosen to go mano o mano against Victor Charlie in then I would have
been a patriot from their generation’s macho perspective.
Truth be told I never claimed to be a pacifist and I applied the Peace Corps in 1971 for other
reasons entirely.
~
Now Bob Murar was a pacifist and a bohemian: He was a gentle soul to begin with; an artist and
poet. Pacifism came natural to Bob -- and to Susan; another bohemian and a poetess. So, they
eventually moved to Canada where pacifists from the USA gravitated as the “Second Indochina
War” escalated, and that is when and how I came to inherit their classic1937 Pontiac.
~
Anyway, my Dad and my Uncle Fritz conspired early-on in my life to guide me into boxing, or
into quarterbacking a football team -- or perhaps to become even a baseballer; knocking home
runs out of the park on national television. They were both convinced that Jimmy Nemeth, being
his Father’s son, was predestined to succeed in the sporting life.
My Dad sincerely believed that the strength and stamina to succeed to win championships was in
my Hungarian blood., and that aided by hypnosis I could take some giant steps throughout my
teens to launch me into a career in professional sports.
Roger Bonz also chimed in around the poker table about my future. Although he was secretly
peeved that I did not follow his own sage advice and strive to succeed in the plastics industry, he
also figured that once I became obsessed with team sports I would outgrow my childish
fascination with old automobiles. When that happened he envisioned the he could once more sit
on his front porch with a cold beer in one hand and a Chesterfield in the other, and gaze across
the tall barley fields all the way to the Santa Fe railroad trestle without his view being obstructed
by all my jalopies parked along the curb in front of his house.
My Dad was very proud of his macho Hunky heritage. Indeed, my ancestors on my father’s side
reaching back over many generations were all hearty blacksmiths and steelworkers. Dad was
convinced that some Nemeth from his direct bloodline was destined to make it big in
professional sports. And this is exactly what happened (even though it turned out that I was not
that chosen one).
Instead, my cousin Joe Namath just over the Ohio state line in Pennsylvania was circa 1958
attending Beaver Falls High School and, with his marvelous athletic talents, there beginning to
make a mark for himself and the Hungarian-American Nemeth immigrant steelworker clan. He
was already quarterbacking a state-champion football team and would soon go on to greatness as
an Alabama QB, -- and then take the New York Jets to Super Bowl III in 1968! This was about
the same time that I had decided to become an academic geographer. In sum, the sporting life did
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not work out for me, but Geography has propelled me forward to the point where I am now, fifty
years later, “deep inside the Red Zone.”

If you turned on your car’s AM radio in June of 1961 the odds are you would hear Ray Charles
singing “Hit the Road Jack.” However, few automobiles I owned in early ‘60s had working
radios. Not that it mattered because I was temporarily into motorcycles at the time I met Bob
Murar.
I was living at that time with Mike Pilgreen. We shared a small, quaint farm worker’s cottage
behind a larger house on a property that once was a thriving, commercial orange grove. The
property was located adjacent to, and south of, the Ventura Freeway in Tarzana. The traffic noise
didn’t bother me at all – except for one foggy night when there was a horrendous multivehicle
accident that sent flames high and intense heat in all directions, including the direction of our
cottage. Mike and I had to evacuate the premises for several hours till the fire was extinguished.
What a nightmare!
Anyway, I was already driving my 1951 BSA Silver Star motorcycle to work and back when
Mike and I moved into the cottage, which was conveniently located near to the Los Angeles
Pierce Agricultural College, where I was taking some daytime classes and lifting weights.
I helped Mike get hired in my Lockheed workplace. and on the same graveyard shift. The good
part about that arrangement was that he could drive me to work and back in his car during those
times I was not in the mood to drive the motorcycle, or in rare cases on inclement weather.
Although Mike worked with me, he was not a part of the Lockheed warehouse graveyard shift’s
small band of motorcycle riders, which included Bob Murar. I don’t think Mike ever owned or
rode a motorcycle after he quickly outgrew that first Vespa motor-scooter. It was not part of his
evolving lifestyle.
In contrast, when I first met Bob Murar he was driving a beautiful Triumph chopper. However, I
did not get to know Bob all that well at Lockheed. I did learn that he was of Hungarian descent
just like me, and that his Dad owned a fancy Hungarian restaurant where customers had to wear
ties, and where authentic “Gypsies” played their violins and cimbaloms for customers on
weekends. Frankly, I didn’t know what a Gypsy was at the time.
Bob and I parted company when I quit working for Lockheed and resumed my college education.
A profound Jungian coincidence (meaning “a coincidence that is not”) would reunite Bob Murar
and I five or six years later, at San Fernando Valley State College.

But in 1961 I was rooming and working with Mike. He had no sooner begun collecting his
weekly paychecks from Lockheed when he began to update his resume as a petty impresario. I
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swore to myself based on past experiences to avoid being sucked again into participation in yet
another of Mike’s “easy money” schemes. But this pledge came from a young guy who had still
not learned how to say “No!”.
For example: I was still smarting from Mike’s security cop shenanigans at the RCA plant. His
greedy schemes there got quickly out-of-hand and got us both fired, plus ruined the successful
rent-a-cop business owned by a Mr. Musgrove, the kindly Mormon man who had hired us both
to work for him at the RCA plant.
That RCA facility was very state-of-the-art and hush-hush when it first opened with minimal
fanfare in 1960. It was officially known within the mighty RCA conglomerate as the “West
Coast Electronics Center.” Most of the high-paid and well-educated employees there worked on
missile checkout, radar navigation, electronic countermeasures -- and the Saturn V launch
vehicle!
It was the height of the Cold War and the Cuban Missile Crisis would occur the following year
(1962). Across the street from my Dad’s house was a top-secret missile base. All considered now
in retrospect, I think Mike and I and Mr. Musgrove were way over our heads at the time and
oblivious to the potential of our endangering national security if we made mistakes. It is a
mystery to me why we were considered qualified to guard the place. None of us rent-a-cops at
the RCA plant were certified or licensed or had passed security clearances appropriate for that
responsibility. We didn’t even get to carry lethal weapons, and Mike pestered Mr. Musgrove to
change that rule since nearly everything the plant produced was top secret.
Yes; national security was at stake. But risking that is not why we were all fired. Somebody was
breaking into the ice cream and potato chip vending machines in the RCA plant cafeteria and Mr.
Musgrove’s rent-a-cops were eventually – and probably with cause -- blamed. Also, and perhaps
related: Mike was creating a bit of chaos and lowering morale at the plant by seducing several of
its female employees. So, RCA finally fired the lot of us. I blame Mike for his “excess” in the
line of duty and disregard for the potential consequences of his actions.
Still, I gave Mike the benefit of the doubt when I forgot and forgave his RCA transgressions and
suggested that he join me at Lockheed. I figured that most of his troubles involved women, and
there were no women working the graveyard shift in the Lockheed warehouse. What could go
wrong?
Here’s what: I was lifting weights daytime with a fanatical crew led by a young man named John
Burroughs. His grandfather was the world famous fantasy adventurer writer Edgar Rice
Burroughs and wrote the Tarzan books that inspired the films that made Buster Crabbe famous:
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Figure 12.5 I lifted weights circa 1962 with the grandson of Edgar Rice Burroughs at Pierce Community
College in Tarzana, California.

We muscle-builders led by the zealous Burroughs were a tight crew when at the gym and more
often than not pumped iron five or six hours daily. The gym was a splendid, partly sheltered,
outdoor facility that John himself had designed, built and paid for with what I am guessing was
his grandfather’s inheritance monies, perhaps given as a donation through John’s fraternity to the
college.
The weight yard was located in splendid isolation behind the basketball gym on the Pierce Junior
College campus, where Burroughs was a student, and where some other members of Burroughs’
family members taught classes. We body builders in the Burrough’s cult pushed each other hard,
and I was bench pressing 325 pounds and dead lifting over 500 pounds in those days.
Ralph DeLeon, my ex-diving coach during my Birmingham High School days, was at that time a
new basketball and football coach at Pierce. Some days I would seem him on the other side of
the high chain-link fence always in the same place watching us pump iron. From this position he
would occasionally encourage us on. I would walk over to the fence and shoot the bull with
Coach DeLeon from time to time.
The first time I did that he had not seen me for several years couldn’t get over how buff I had
become. He congratulated me and shook his head with amazement at the degree to which I had
bulked up since my springboard diving days. Indeed, I had become a remarkably strong 185 lb.
young man by 1962.
As for Mike, who was then my roommate and workmate on the graveyard shift at Lockheed, he
once told me that Coach had invited him several times on weekend drives up to Santa Barbara,
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where the two of them would hang around fancy outdoor hotel swimming pools and hit on the
women lounging there.
Ralph was a good looking guy, and in his thirties. Mike, of course, resembled Elvis and was a
sure-fire chick magnet. Mike would do a few tricks off the springboard and then climb out of the
pool where both reckless young maidens and wealthy old widows awaited to compliment him
and whisper who knows what into his ears. If even half of Mike’s story is true, Ralph and Mike
must have made quite a popular pair up in Santa Barbara back in the day.
~
One section of the Lockheed warehouses complex near the Burbank Airport where Mike and I
worked the graveyard shift doubled as a tool-and-die shop and a foundry (meaning a small steel
mill). The idea behind its existence was, I suppose, that any vintage Lockheed airplane parts
made of metal and no longer in stock on our warehouse shelves could be custom manufactured
on site by a crack production team comprised of practical skills, brains and brawn.
Mike had heard during his first month on the job that there was a brawny African-American
working in the furnace area of the shop’s foundry. That piece of knowledge inspired Mike to don
his impresario’s hat once more and hatch a plan to make some money. After work one night he
tried to sell the new plan to me, and I told him straightaway that I was not interested.
I knew Mike far too well to enter into any sort of financial partnership with him. He knew that,
but he was savvy and persistent when it came to his crackpot financial scheming that depended
for success on the abuse of other peoples’ trust and money. And when it came to dragging others
down with him when his plans failed, he was remorseless about abandoning his own interests in
favor of his own. I always figured that he would eventually settle down in life to a very
successful career selling life insurance – and he did!
So what was Mike’s plan on this occasion? A secret arm-wrestling match on Lockheed property
involving lots of underground hype and illegal betting. Mike’s charismatic salesmanship and
shrewd knack as an impresario of unlikely events made him some money before the match even
took place. “Johansson versus Patterson!” he put it in bluntly racist terms. I was Johansson.
It was a despicable race-baiting plan and I wanted nothing to do with it, and I told him so. But
then he admitted me the plan was already in motion, and he shared with me the date and time
that were already written in ink into his “business” calendar.
I found out later that the brawny, Black foundry worker had also told Mike that he wanted no
part of the plan. But Mike’s history of perseverance against any adversity prevailed, and so the
arm wrestling match actually took place as scheduled. No matter who won or lost Mike would
make some money. Most of the bets were placed on Black. But as it turned out, the foundry
worker proved to be a great actor and after some tense see-sawing and a lot of sweat dripping
from both our bodies, he threw the fight and so I won.
Nobody seemed to notice this deception but me. Did also Mike bribe him to lose? I never found
out. A week after the match Mike gave me nearly a hundred dollars as my share of the profits
from the match. I thought at the time that this was a lot of money. I don’t know how much he
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made from the event. He did tell me that I was “a lucky man” to earn that much for a few
minutes of brutishness while he did all the brain work. “Why do you lift weights, anyway?” He
asked me. He also said he bet on me to win. A friend indeed.

Both Bob and Susan Murar were gifted artists. Had they in 1969 been nurturing their artistic
talents amidst kindred spirits in New York’s Greenwitch Village instead of being their own small
apartment islet of talent in isolated Northridge, CA circa 1969, their names might rank up there
with bohemian cult couples like Richard and Mimi Farina.
As it turned out, they split, with Susan destined to become successful mystic sculptor in Canada.
Robert devoted himself to Anthroposophy and a teaching career at a Waldorf (Rudolph Stiener)
School. But at the time they gave me the ‘37 Pontiac, their main shtick was their poetry.
They attended the University of Toronto circa 1969 where Susan edited a poetry book titled
Mimesis. This compendium included a few of my poems together with several of theirs. Bob
designed the cover.

Figure 12.6 Mimesis, a poetry book, edited by Susan Murar and published at the University of Toronto.
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~
I Know!
Brick asphalt cement concrete,
Dressed any way you’re not discrete.
Where can I go that you’re not near.
Where can I walk that you won’t here?
What flower anywhere have you not covered,
Name the beast that has not suffered!
Dare I stray from your chosen ways? I dare one example, pick any day –
Every building, every house, every park you have marked!
What do you do when all is dark?
I know!
You grow!
~ Robert Joseph Murar

~
Nature as Mistress
Friday
we sink into the boughs of a sun-split forest,
feigning metamorphosis.

Monday
we keep to our deadlines,
dry leaves trailing from our pantlegs.
~ David J. Nemeth
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~
Speaking to Stone
As the rain speaks, I speak
unconcerned
but touching the
asphalt of earth
become many families
of concerned

I spoke to them
in your behalf and
now you speak to me
Asphalt in man’s dreams it
became –
speaking to stone
~ Susan Rita Murar

I was certainly very lucky to have been close to Bob and Susan for those few short years.
Frankly, my words fail me; so I cannot do justice to the warmth of our relationship way back
when.
Our intimate relationship, lost now in Time, once brought me to poetic tears:
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Figure 12.7 A page torn from Mimesis.
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Figure 12.8 Me and Bob Murar hanging out in the Murar apartment near campus
(photographed by Susan).
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Chapter 13
1950 Ford Custom Deluxe 2-Door Sedan

Figure 13.1 My ’50 Ford was a hot-rod with a powerful Chrysler 348 hemi-engine under the hood.

My Granddad on my Mom’s side was John Brown. His brother’s name was Fred but everyone
called him “Ferd.” John swore by Buicks (perhaps because he had lived all his life and died just
a stone’s from throw from the Buick agency in Columbiana, Ohio.
Columbia is a lovely small town located in the Appalachian foothills, not far from Youngstown.
I lived there until I was four, in a modest house at 248 Elm Street, where my mother and all of
her brothers were born on the kitchen table.
Between Buicks, John Brown came into the possession of a 1950 Ford just like the one in the
photo above. This Ford belonged to his youngest son John Jr. (“Jack”), who died tragically in his
thirties. After Jack died, John drove the Ford into his garage/barn and padlocked the door behind
him, never to drive -- and perhaps never to look at it -- again. Meanwhile John’s Buicks, owned
in succession, were left outside in the rain.
I acquired and drove a Ford just like Grandpa John’s for a while. I acquired it as a “two-for”
when I bought my 1958 Corvette. While I only owned the Corvette for a month, I owned the
Ford for about a year. My Ford, just like Grandpa John’s locked away in his barn after twenty
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years, was quite a rust-bucket. Its saving grace was that the two-hillbillies who had driven it from
Tennessee to California had converted it in preparation for the trip into quite a speed wagon.
Though risky to drive – it was a kick to drive around town in search of an illegal drag race. We
called such a car (plug-ugly but fast) a “sleeper” back in the day.
Anyway John, my Grandfather, died soon after falling off a ladder. No one entered that barn for
about ten years after his fatal accident until his wife, my Grandma Olive, also passed on.
Grandma Olive was a romantic and apparently a fan of the occult. I say this based on the titles
and contents of some books on shelves in her living room that I browsed through as a child
during visits, and on what I discovered about her side of my family – mainly my great Uncle
Thiess’ Masonic possessions -- stashed up in the attic. I also found some other items up there that
I don’t feel comfortable writing at this time, if ever. Let’s just call them “those skeletons in the
attic.”
After Jack died, then John Sr., then Olive, their surviving children Rachel (my Mom), Aunt
Betty, and Uncle Fred (“Fritz”), held an auction to sell the house on Main Street, Columbiana,
and its contents. It was an “estate sale.” I freed up some time to attend. Travel plans were made.
As the day scheduled for the big auction approached, I drove Ohio my Mom’s new 1964
Plymouth Valiant. My brother Nick accompanied me. The auction was a sad event and a poor
reflection on humankind. Everybody gathered there seemed a stranger badly wanting something
for nothing.
After the estate sale, My Mom was feeling low and exhausted by the experience. I was there to
drive her back to California since she had traveled there alone by airplane to help her siblings
plan the auction. Many decades earlier she had resisted moving to California and my Dad had to
twist her arm to get her to do so: Mom wanted instead to spend all of her life in Columbiana; she
was a small town girl through and through. This time she wanted to leave Columbiana behind
forever. Which she did.
~
My Dad had passed through San Francisco on his way to fight the Japanese and, like so many
other Midwestern soldiers who made it back from the War in the Pacific alive, was seduced by
the beauty of vitality of California and envisioned a successful post-War career there.
He had just wrapped up earning his physical therapy graduate degree at Penn State. He was
excited to settle down on the West Coast, but my Mom was frightened at the prospect of leaving
her parents and siblings behind in the security of her home town --Columbiana -- and moving on
with her life two thousand miles away among the California savages. That is what
Midwesterners thought of California at that time – and perhaps still do!
My Uncle Pete in Youngstown had told me during my visits there all about “Indian Country” and
Custer’s Last Stand and scalping knifes and Las Vegas and such in advance of our journey “Out
West.” His stories scared my Mom to tears but got me all excited to go. Over my Mom’s
objections he bought me my own Daisy Red Ryder Carbine “to protect the family” in case of an
“Indian attack”:
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Figure 13.2 Uncle Pete’s “goodbye gift” to me when my Dad, Mom and I moved to the West Coast in
1948.

My Aunt Barb’s goodbye gift to me was a complete, hat to boots, cowboy costume, and a
sheriff’s badge.
My Dad had taken a first-rate job at the brand new Kabat-Kaiser Permanente Rehabilitation
Center in Vallejo, California, on the shores of San Pablo Bay near San Francisco. He promised
my Mom he was taking her to such a paradise in California that she would soon forget
Columbiana. But Vallejo was no paradise. We discovered instead that Vallejo was the most
notorious fog pocket of the San Francisco Bay Area. The city was founded on a tule marsh
famous for its sulphur and soda deposits and gases. In Vallejo, cold winds bearing fog prevail
nine months of the year, the remainder of the year is the rainy season. Unkind visitors have
complained that the place smells like a cat box left outside on a rainy day. Needless to say my
Mom was not happy. She tried but failed to suppress her tears and took to sobbing a lot -- and
speaking in tongues.
~
Some people go into denial when overwhelmed with stress. Other people take action to calm
down in tense situations. For example, my Dad as an adult discovered the calming effects of
hypnosis and self-hypnosis to achieve peace-of-mind. I followed his example. My Mom in
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contrast spoke in tongues to exorcise chaos in her life. She did this infrequently, but often
enough for me to recognize the same stream of utterances every time it occurred.
Mom may have learned to speak “in tongues” as a child. She was a strict Methodist raised in a
small rural community on the fringes of Appalachia, and so it would not have been impossible
(though it might have been uncommon) for the sort of “fresh wind of the Spirit” associated with
the charismatic speaking in tongues to emerge spontaneously there among individual Methodists
and perhaps among entire Methodist families who, amongst themselves anyway, accepted their
rare “gift of tongues” as healthy, normal behavior.
~
Within a year Dad asked for and was granted a reassignment to the Kabat-Kaiser Rehabilitation
Center on the boardwalk of Santa Monica in sunny Southern California. The Center was located
in the old Edgewater Club facing the boardwalk and the sandy beach.

Figure 13.3 The Santa Monica Kabat-Kaiser Rehabilitation Center where my Dad was a Staff Therapist
in 1949. The rear entrance opened onto a boardwalk, then thirty yards of sand, and finally the Pacific surf.

The first thing Dad did when we arrived by car in Santa Monica is commit a serious traffic
violation. He was so excited to take my Mom and I to see his new place of employment that we
skipped stopping by our new apartment and drove straight down Colorado Boulevard to the
Santa Monica pier and turned left by mistake onto the cement pedestrian boardwalk, thinking it
was a street. Pedestrians and bicyclists quickly set him straight but it was a big embarrassment
for the Nemeth family, and had my Mom talking again talking in tongues.
~
The Olive Brown estate sale and auction was a noteworthy event for that particular region of
Ohio in the Appalachian foothills because Grandma Olive was long rumored to have hoarded
vintage furniture, toys, kitchen equipment, books, post cards, tin foil -- you name it – all due to
her having “gone without” as a young mother with children during the Great Depression, and
then having experienced the hardships of subsequent wartime deprivations.
Grandma Olive didn’t trust banks and in fact one of the items being auctioned off was a huge
vintage vault-like safe. The farmer who made the winning bid for the safe actually brought his
tractor to the auction to retrieve it. We watched him drive away with the safe dangling in front of
the tractor, swinging from chains.
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When the auctioneer got around to opening the garage door where John’s car was parked, his
helpers didn’t look for a key to the fat, old padlock on the door, they simply cut the lock off the
garage door with an industrial-strength pair of bolt cutters. I objected because the padlock itself
seemed to me to be a unique antique, but the auctioneer laughed and said “old padlocks are more
trouble than they’re worth and they are worth a dime a dozen.” What did I know?
When the garage doors parted, the crowd gathered “Oooh’d” and “Ahhh’d” – but only for a split
second – and then the prospectors stampeded inside to stake their claims. The garage had been
converted from an old barn, and the floor of the barn was just pebbles and dirt. When the crowd
came running in, the barn air was instantly brown with the dust of ages.
Every treasure seeker began coughing and hacking as tears rolled down their cheeks. There were
dozens of them in the main garage and in the upstairs attic. Watching it bend and heave from
below, I thought the attic floor might collapse under the weight and movements of the greedy
herd. They kept it up for several hours, filling their bags and baskets with all sorts of recovered
antiques, meanwhile filling their lungs with bad air.
There, in the midst of this chaos sat my Uncle John’s Ford Custom Deluxe 2-Door Sedan
squatting on four flat tires. If that Ford had a heart, it would have been beating rapidly. It had
been sitting alone in the dark for decades, and suddenly the barn door slide to allow a noisy
swarm of humanity to enter. At an advanced age and badly disabled, the old Ford must of
experienced a terrifying transmogrification of its tranquility by the invading hoard. Nobody
cared.
Jack’s Ford was technically -- in the jargon of automobile enthusiasts and collectors born of my
generation -- a “barn find,” excepting that it had pretty much rusted away during all those years
of total neglect. I suppose that the Ford was not totally worthless as there were probably some
rare engine parts and interior gizmos like the radio and such that were salvageable for parts.
Some of the crowd had brought automotive tools and flashlights with them to the auction, and
they were busy scavenging and pillaging under the Ford’s hood and attempting to squeeze
themselves under its rusty floorboards.
Olive’s barn, and the house itself, had large attics and as I earlier experienced they were stuffed
full of surprises and mysteries. In sorting through it all prior to the end of the auction, some folks
ran across what they thought was a human fetus in a jar. This find started a big fight among
outsiders and locals about a possible scandal. Somebody offered a dollar for it, but the auctioneer
said it was not for sale. It just disappeared after that.
All that was left when auction closed were twelve big bundles of real tin foil. Bidders got some
real bargains that weekend. The auctioneer and his team made a bundle of money whereas my
Mother and her siblings made surprisingly little money, considering their efforts. I suggested to
my Mom afterwards that she or her brother or sister should have just opened up an antique store
in town, lived upstairs, and sold everything in her Mom’s house, garage and attic downstairs
piece by piece. There were several hundred vintage post cards, for example, and each one was
probably worth a dollar, minimum. Some may have been priceless. I am sure Mike Pilgreen
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would have made a million dollars (if only for himself) if we had thought to ask him to manage
the action (auction).
There are few family gatherings sadder than an estate sale. If you have seen the 1964 film Zorba
the Greek starring Anthony Quinn, then you know how ugly disposing of the possessions of a
person with property at the end of his or her life can get: Otherwise decent people morph into
remorseless scavengers akin to buzzards and hyenas.
Olive had about ten thousand vintage post cards from around the world. This may have been
because her husband, my Grandpa John, worked in railroad mail cars for most of his life.
Anyway, half were scooped up by the estate sale mob for a dollar a dozen. The other half was
simply stolen as the grounds of the estate were vast and my Mom, her sisters, and family friends
couldn’t keep track of the noisy crowd rushing here and there, from barn to house and from attic
to cellar and back again.
I wanted some of the more curious looking vintage metal tools and metallic gadgets and begged
my Mom to let me grab a few to take back to California. I loved vintage metal gadgets and still
do. I guess I was “steampunk” a long time before the word was invented.
Did I mention costume jewelry? I’d say that Grandma Olive’s estate had more than a hundred
pounds of costume jewelry. Even I have a few ounces of that pile to this day in the form of a
necklace -- and occasionally wear it when I get wild!

Figure 13.4 Grandma Olive’s costume jewelry – on Jeju Island in 1985.
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Chapter 14
1957 Triumph TR3

Figure 14.1 My 1957 Triumph TR3 roadster.

One of my father’s loyal clients, a Mr. Lindsey, gave him the opportunity to purchase this
exquisite English motor car around at a deep discount in 1965. Mr. Lindsey suffered from
cerebral palsy as did many of my Dad’s patients. He was a tall man and his face had a lot of
character, attesting his having enjoyed an active cosmopolitan lifestyle when younger. He wore
ascots and sported sunglasses. He smoked filtered cigarettes inserted into a four-inch cigarette
holder. Roger Bonz thought that was extremely odd and unmanly.
Mr. Lindsey’s pre-retirement career was in the movie industry, perhaps as a stunt man. He was a
longtime member of the American Motorcycle Association (AMA) until he could no longer ride
a motorcycle due to his deteriorating musculature. I know this because when he gave my dad his
Triumph he also gave me a vintage brown leather flight jacket with several AMA membership
pins attached. “Why is Mr. Lindsay such a generous man?” I wondered at the time.
He belonged to a generation of gentleman motorcycle enthusiasts that was a breed apart from the
“outlaw” biker gangs that began to form after the conclusion of WW2, notably in and around
Fontana, CA. The Hell’s Angeles Motorcycle Club was the prime example that Mr. Lindsay said
made the AMA members like him “look bad” back in the day, and it is common knowledge their
notoriety continues to undermine the AMA’s own public image.
~
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The first outlaw bikers included a few feral WW2 veterans, but the core of these so-called “1%”
clubs had their locus in and around Bloomington, California, east of San Bernardino and adjacent
to and encroached upon by the City of Fontana. In particular, a high school car-motorcycle club
that called themselves the Pissed Off Bastards of Bloomington was the locus of the roughnecks
that founded P.O.B.O.B.
The Hell’s Angels club formed in Fontana when the hardest of the P.O.B.O.B roughnecks allied
with members of some other motorcycle club members and proceeded to ignite some widelyreported public riots. They are known as the “Berdoo” chapter because the City San Bernardino
adjacent to Fontana had a much larger population and more name recognition than Fontana
during the 1940’s -- and Bloomington was pretty much a no-place back then, and now.
Members of the Detroit Generation more than the general public well know that the legendary
Route 66 went through Fontana. Also one of the most famous vintage sanctioned drag strips was
once located in Fontana. When it shut down it left a huge void in automobile racing Americana.
This void was filled, and Fontana’s racing legend place-name restored, when the NASCAR Auto
Club Speedway was built there in 2006, on the site of the old Kaiser Steel Mill (which was pretty
much dismantled circa 1995 and sold to China, and then reassembled there).
Year-round racing events at the Speedway and the international crowds they can attract
(“destination tourism”) are the major economic engine of Fontana today. There is also a popular
classic car museum in Fontana, with many automobiles and motorcycles owned by
famous/notorious Hollywood actors, both living and dead (“Fatty” Arbuckle for example). The
Berdoo Hells Angels proudly “fly their colors” at all these events and venues.
Exploding from their obscure Bloomington, California, origins, in no time hundreds of selfascribed “outlaw” motorcycle gang members organized into chartered territorial clubs that were
terrorizing California highways from National City to the heart of the Sacramento Valley. Their
rise of the iconic American “1%” gangs an international pop culture phenomenon, first cemented
in and celebrated by cult songs (like “Black Denim Trousers and Motorcycle Boots” sung by The
Cheers) and cult movies like The Wild One starring youthful Marlon Brando playing “Johnny,”
and Lee Marvin playing “Chino,” in their “baddest” and best remembered high-testosterone roles
as enigmatic, alienated youths:
Girl at the bar: “What are you rebelling against, Johnny?"
Johnny: "Whaddaya got?"

So many hillbillies from Appalachia began to settle in Fontana and elsewhere in Southern
California after WW2 that Fontana’s nickname became “Fotucky” (Fontana + Kentucky). The
combination of stable employment for unschooled, unskilled men with mechanical aptitude at
the local Kaiser steel mill (built in 1942), created an enthusiastic Detroit Generation
demographic at that location characterized by its vibrant local car/motorcycle club culture.
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As a geographer familiar with Southern California Detroit Generation and its car/motorcycle
club history, the Fontana story is fascination study in cultural coincidence that is very personal.
For example, the Kaiser steel mill in Fontana is named after Henry J. Kaiser, American
industrialist and shipbuilding kingpin who made his fortune during WW2 by building ships and
steel mills in support of the war effort, and overlaps in part with my Dad’s life history, as well as
the life history of my Saracen bro Phil Nutzhorn.
Why was the Fontana steel mill built in Fontana in 1942? The need for the steel mill obvious:
The Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor on December 7th, 1941 and sunk or damaged a major portion
of America’s Pacific fleet stationed there. We were suddenly at war in the Pacific and
replacement and additional warships had to be built – and fast! Republic steel had shipyards at
San Pedro, but Kaiser’s major shipyards were up the coast at Richmond (adjacent to Vallejo,
where my Dad was employed circa 1948 by the Kaiser Permanente Rehabilitation Center) and
even further north at Vancouver, WA. Why Kaiser built a steel mill in Fontana is that anyplace
closer to San Pedro and the coast would be vulnerable to a Japanese military attack by air or sea.
After WW2 Henry J. Kaiser began to build automobiles in partnership with a man named Frazer.
In 1947 Kaiser Frazer Motors passenger cars began production in a decommissioned warplane
factory near Detroit. One model, the Henry J. was named after Kaiser, and aimed to create
demand for an economy car in America (competing, for example, with the Nash Metropolitan).
More remarkable, and ironic, is the Kaiser Motors introduction of a high powered roadster in
1954 named the Kaiser Darrin:

Figure 14.2 A 1954 Kaiser Darrin roadster. It looks like a lemon-sucker to me.
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The Darrin was America’s first post-War roadster. Designed and built to compete with the onset
of automobile manufacturing’s “new wave” of contemporary low-slung domestic roadsters
(Chevrolet Corvette, Ford Thunderbird) and foreign-made roadsters (Triumph TRs – like my
TR3, Sunbeam Alpines, MG Roadsters and Midgets, Nash Healys, Austin Healy Sprites,
Mercedes Benzes, Jaguar XKs, Porsche Spyders, Morgan Pluses, Fiat Spiders, Daimler Darts,
Karman Ghias, Alpha Romeos, Datsun Roadsters, . . . and perhaps others, produced from the
50’ through the 60’s).
One irony in this digression is that the Darrin, manufactured by Kaiser, a steel baron, was the
first American fiberglass roadster. Another irony, meaningful only to me, is that my buddy Phil
had to drive his Dad’s Kaiser Dragon all through high school – and hated it, and then after
securing his first real job he bought his snazzy fiberglass 1957 Corvette roadster. My guess is
that Phil didn’t even know at that time that he had an option – a 1954 Kaiser Darrin!

One night in 1958 I was at the Reseda Drive in “Mr Completely” on a double-date with my
friend Phil Nutzhorn. My date was a vivacious young redhead from Alberta, Canada, named
Morgan who lived with Phil’s family during the winters of 1958 through 1960 and attended high
school at Birmingham. This arrangement emerged because her family’s mega-farm in Alberta,
Canada, was snowbound every winter and at age sixteen Morgan was determined not to go stircrazy watching the best years of her life pass her by while snowbound in rural Canada. She said
as much to her parents, who had some historic “secret bond” with Phil’s parents that escaped my
detection. So her parents and Phil’s parents made this convenient (for Maren) arrangement.
Being Phil’s best friend it was inevitable that Morgan and I would get together eventually. This
was, in fact, our first date. Were the planets lining up for me?
Not on this occasion. Instead of me getting lucky with Morgan, Morgan nearly got “Mr
Completely” seriously vandalized and me killed. How? The feature film that particular night was
a well-publicized re-run of two Brando movies, and one of them was The Wild One. It was just
after dusk. I remember whispering into Morgan’s ear something very corny about “that big red
California sundown” having looked just like the color of her hair. The movie had only just
started and Phil and his date were already sprawled across the big back seat of the Pontiac
smooching and whatever. Then, not thirty minutes into the movie about eighty Hell’s Angels
bikers rolled into the theater lot without paying. Management was taken by surprise and totally
unprepared to stop them.
I was parked that night a row or two behind the snack bar. As bad luck would have it, all these
motorcycles rolled to a roaring halt all along the alleyway just behind my Pontiac. The leader of
the pack began walking towards the snack bar with his buddies following behind him. Every one
of them looked tough and knew it. Phil’s date was terrified and he held her tight as I would have
in his place and they scrunched down low and close to the floorboard.
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Meanwhile I was pinned upright behind the steering wheel more or less holding my breath as the
gang began to walk slowly by on the passenger side of my Pontiac. It was a warm evening and
both door windows were rolled down. I had told Morgan to roll up her window several minutes
earlier while the situation was shaping up, but she did not. Apparently she was either mindless or
fearless. Worse, Morgan’s response to this tense situation was to whistle that whistle that rude
guys whistle when a pretty girl walks by. And she could whistle really well, and loudly.
This stopped the Hell’s Angels in their tracks. The leader of the pack, who looked like a Viking
warrior, dramatically reversed direction then strolled over to the open window on the passenger
side, where Morgan was sitting. He then stuck his head into the as far as he could until he was
nose to nose with Morgan, who had nowhere to go, but frankly did not even try.
“Did I hear a whistle?” he growled. Meanwhile the rest of the gang encircled “Mr Completely”
completely and they began to put their greasy hands all over my fresh wax job. A suicidal anger
began to rise within me. “I wanted to shout out ‘Get your greasy hands off my Pontiac!” – but
did not.
Before Morgan could answer his question he jerked his head back out the window and shouted to
his cavalry “Let’s ROCK and ROLL!” whereupon all those greasy hands on my Pontiac began to
push one way and then the other way till the Pontiac was madly rocking side to side on its
moaning coil springs.
We inside – Morgan included -- screamed out in fear that the bikers intended to tip my car on its
side, and then drag all of us out and rape half of us and beat up the other half. Meanwhile the
thugs were all laughing loudly and horns across the movie lot began to honk like crazy,
encouraging the aggressors.
And then we heard police sirens. The rocking and rolling suddenly ceased as the Hell’s Angels
ran to their motorcycles and roared away toward the exits.
I spent most of the next day at the car wash. That was my last date with Morgan. She was a very
dangerous girl.
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Figure 14.3 The end of a TR3 roadster kinda day. Photo taken on campus
at San Fernando Valley State College, circa 1967.

My year or so working the graveyard shift at Lockheed Burbank was fun, but frustrating. I had a
macho motorcycle like I had always wanted, and with my steady paycheck I could now afford to
show a woman a good time. Yet something I felt I needed was missing. I was several years out
of high school and had not yet earned a BA degree. I owed to my Parents and to myself some
proof of solid academic accomplishment. So I set my sights on earning a BA and then a MA
degree.
My first attempt at the BA degree had been a disaster. I entered college straight out of high
school without a clue of what it meant to “earn” a degree. I chose a physical education major at
San Fernando Valley State College and, although I was athletic, I discovered I had no aptitude
for memorizing intricate, insipid and trivial rules of team sports. I could tolerate baseball and
football, but began to nod off when the topic turned to soccer, and I dropped out of the program
on the eve of the cricket exam. In short, what I had learned as a Saracen in high school about
“getting to third base” had no relevance to the SFVSC college degree program in physical
education.
In addition, my mind was undisciplined and my entire being railed against authority and
bureaucracy. Like my Dad, I was pretty much a maverick all my life -- but even he had earned
two college degrees and a Certification in Hypnosis. Also, he rose in rank to Captain in the
regular Army, albeit thanks to a field commission. Yet I never heard my Dad say “Yes Sir!” to
any man. My Dad’s example proved that you could advance your position in life without
compromising your independence and self-reliance.
So in 1964 I re-enrolled at San Fernando Valley State College and this time put my nose to the
academic grindstone as a Political Science major. I chose this major because as a senior in high
school I elected to take an international relations class from a Mr. Cluff, a dedicated and
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personable teacher. My fellow Saracen, Brown Smith, was also in this same class and he was a
“straight-A” student throughout high school and on the college-track.
The Morse brothers, Kenny and Frank, also brother Saracens, were likewise “straight-A”
Birmingham students and college-bound just like Brown, but I never shared a class with them.
This is because we were assigned to separate “tracks” in high school. I was on a “vocational
track.” They were on the “college preparatory track.”
When I entered Birmingham secondary school straight out of Lemay elementary school I had
average grades and took a battery of intelligence and aptitude tests that flagged my temperament
as introverted and perhaps anti-social. Once in high school and based on similar tests and
evaluations, I was officially advised to enter onto a “voc-ed” (vocational education) curriculum
track, and so I did. The advisors told my Mom that my previous grade history and current test
results strongly indicated that I didn’t have the correct attitude or an appropriate aptitude to
succeed on the college-prep curriculum track.
Alas, then, I was not “college material”! Yet even I would have to agree with the assessment of
school advisors at that time. I was immature in many ways, a daydreamer, and marginally
productive in my previous schooling. Specifically, I didn’t apply myself to my studies, and it
was the consensus of my high school advisors probably I would not apply myself throughout my
public high school experience.
That said, it remained that I had every right to try and make the most of my high school
education. And that is why the voc-ed track was established and fully-funded at Birmingham
High; so that kids with a high school degree would have every opportunity to succeed in life in
spite of themselves. So: how best might Jim Nemeth succeed at Birmingham? Through achieving
a diverse, high quality vocational education. It seemed that simple.
My parents must have also agreed with my high school advisors when they formally met
together to map out my curriculum planning. My parents reviewed all the quantitative measures
of my knowledge and psychological state amassed in a folder full of test scores bearing my
name. They agreed with the assessment and promised school officials to encourage me if the
going got rough.
In retrospect, I immensely enjoyed all the voc-ed classes (except for “Electricity” class). And I
was not particularly impressed with those few college-track classes I also enrolled in. But then,
in my senior year, I took Mr. Cluff’s international relations class and that exposure to and
experience with to a dedicated teacher propelled me along a new path in life. It was in his class
during my senior year in high school that I finally began to become a “mindful learner” and
exercise some intellectual muscle. And I gained confidence by successfully competing in that
classroom arena with Brown Smith.
As it turned out, both Brown and I earned “A” grades in Mr. Cluff’s class. I proved something to
myself that final high school semester of 1960 -- but I didn’t apply my mind to intellectual
endeavors full throttle until re-entering college in 1964. Meanwhile Brown graduated highschool on track to become a corporate lawyer. Although I didn’t know it at the time, I was
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beginning to inch my way forward toward earning advanced academic degrees and, in the end,
achieving a satisfying career as an academic Geographer.

But I had to earn my BA degree first and then marshal the gumption to march on from there to
earn my MA degree. Fortunately, a quality college education was remarkably inexpensive in
those days.
By the time I held the keys the pink slip to my road-hugging TR3 roadster I was dressing in suits
and ties for elite seminars in the MA Program in Geography at San Fernando Valley State
College. I carried around large, black, library-bound books, fooling everyone. Beautiful women
with exotic names jockeyed to sit next to me in class and, for unknown reasons, attractive Jewish
girls -- perfect strangers -- began inviting me to their sorority parties. My guess was some sort of
hazing ritual because all the other guys at these parties seemed to be goyim just like me!

Figure 14.4 Dr. Claude Minard’s geomorphology seminar at SFVSC, 1968. My tie is made of burlap. It
was my “Lucky” tie and I even took it with me to Korea when I joined the Peace Corps.

Professors I liked and respected included Drs. Minard (above), Lewthwaite Francis, Harries,
Allen and Meihoefer. Professors I successfully sought to avoid included Drs. Vicero and Calef.
One professor that I disliked but could not successfully avoid was Stan Ross – a quantitative
cultural geographer. My sort of cultural geography was qualitative, not quantitative. He
disparaged my accomplishments as a qualitative cultural geographer, as personified the one dark
cloud to rained on my parade during my last year in graduate school at SFVSC.
I was determined as a qualitative cultural geographer to successfully study ethnic Gypsies
(Romanies) up close and personal “in the field.” Gypsies seemed to thrive everywhere in the
USA, and especially in Los Angeles, but were not a demographic category recognized by the
Federal Census. This was because their economic strategies and stratagems required their
exploitation of non-Gypsy resources to be successful required secrecy. Gypsies thrived in the
informal and underground (“illegal”) economies, I learned.
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My friend Tom, a Gypsy, once told me that non-Gypsies (gaje in his language) were “sheep to
be shorn.” Outsiders with impertinent curiosities were especially unwelcome among Gypsies.
Tom and has family made an exception in my own case, and this is a story for another chapter.
Gypsies successfully flew under the government census radar because the federal government in
the USA is uninformed about them to the extent that they are officially categorized for official
Census purposes as “a homeless people.” Dr. Allen was an ethnic geographer in our Geography
Department and almost exclusively used census data in his researches: Mexicans, Cambodians,
Canadians were all national minorities counted in the US Census.
Since “ethnic Gypsies” were not a Census category circa 1970 it was nearly impossible for Drs.
Allen and Ross, as researchers reliant on “hard data,” to take them seriously – or to even
consider them as “an objective reality.” Their ambivalent/negative attitudes towards the topic of
my thesis project presented a dilemma for me. So I politely kept my distance from both of these
respected tenured professors to avoid potential confrontations over fundamental differences in
our preferred research methodologies. Of the two, only Dr. Ross made a point of actively
discouraging my Gypsy studies.
My peer group in the geography MA Department at SFVSC was diverse and talented.
Clockwise around the table in Figure 14.4 above are: Victoria, me, Jeff, Mike, Scott Williams,
Dr. Claude Minard Jr., Joe Pantuso, Donno1, Donno2, John Kilcoyne, and Dick “Duck” Pond.
Of these, only John and I eventually graduated from PhD programs and we both became
professors of Geography in higher education. John earned his PhD at the University of
Washington and secured a career-long position at Denver Metropolitan College. Victoria married
Jeff and he went on to become a city planner. Mike became a high school principle in the Los
Angeles public school system. Scott and Joe both became economic planners and were employed
for a while the same private international development company, which was headquartered in
downtown Los Angeles.
By some strange coincidence this particular company won a bid to research and write the PreFeasibility Study on Je Ju Tourism Development Plan for the Korean Ministry of Construction in
Korea. I was on Jeju Island with the Peace Corps when this development plan was published in
1974. Joe then moved on to Mexico where he took over a chain of beauty spas and secret
formulas founded by his famous Grandmother, Cora Galanti. He ran this business from Las
Vegas for several decades, and just recently passed away.
Only John Kilcoyne was an automobile aficionado. He owned a 1957 Volvo PV444 that he
swore by. It had 200,000 plus miles on the odometer about the time this group photo in Dr.
Minard’s class was taken. He was a newlywed and his fiancée was a Mexican girl from an
Oxnard family. John commuted between Oxnard and Northridge several times a week. We
worried about him because the long, steep uphill run from the Oxnard Plain through the Santa
Susana Mountains and into the San Fernando Valley was a risky endurance test for any car over
a decade in age.
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John’s Volvo – manufacture in Sweden -- had the sort of stamina that rarely ever rolls off a
Detroit assembly line. At present, the odometers of a few surviving PV444s from the fifties are
documented to have “rolled over 999,999”: Imagine owning an automobile that still runs after
experiencing a million miles on the road!
I credit John for making a practical, reliable automobile purchase. He unsurprisingly was a
rational-instrumental quantitative geographer and so had carefully planned out his purchase of
his Volvo in statistical detail before spending a dime on it. At the time I was not impressed. His
’57 Volvo was oval, and funny-looking and lumpy compared to my sleek ’57 Triumph roadster.
John is probably still driving his Volvo up in Heaven where he now resides (and gasoline is
free). And we know where TR-3s go to pass eternity: They just have to be the Devil’s favorite
ride!

According to the Internet automobiles-for-sale sites my TR3 washed and waxed might sell for
about $30,000 today. This high price is a real tribute to the coach designers who dreamed up this
baby. When new in 1957 it cost only $1500. Everything considered, a TR3 was and remains a
very cheap thrill, I’d say.

Figure 14.5 This restored TR3, quite similar to mine, beat a classic Ferrari in a recent readers’ poll beauty
contest.

I was not at all surprised to read in February of 2008 that a TR3 had won the “Collectible Car of
the Year” contest sponsored by the New York Times. Endeared by its owner as a “frogish little
roadster,” the TR3 beat out a Ferrari in the final round of a competition in which there were 558
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contestants. Times readers voted on photos of these vehicles and 4,500 votes were cast. My guess
is that not many of these readers were familiar with collectible cars and cast their votes based on
emotional responses to the pure aesthetic appeal of these two competing vehicles in the photos.
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Chapter 15
1951 GMC 5-window cab pickup

Figure 15.1 Jimmy buys a “Jimmy”: Unlike my Chevy Cameo, this GMC “Jimmy” pickup was a real
work horse – once I replaced its transmission.

I bought this truck when I thought I might settle down in a rented cottage lost in a bucolic grove
of eucalyptus trees near not far from Pacoima in the Valley. The little house sat in isolation about
50 yards off of Willis Avenue in Panorama City. It had its own long, paved driveway. There was
flora and fauna galore there. Real wildlife shared the property with me: possums, raccoons, and
crows galore. I never saw so many multicolored butterflies in one place in my life! There was an
abandoned barn beyond were the driveway ended, full of abandoned farm equipment, and
beyond that barn was a large pile of old plumbing pipes -- and bicycles; thirty or so.
I shared the house with a good friend who was rarely around and we always had two or three
bottles of Southern Comfort in the small refrigerator and a couple of trays of ice in the tiny
freezer. Some days I would sit in the shade under the eucalyptus trees with a glass full of
Southern Comfort and ice at my side, listening to the crows caw and the bees buzz, and
congratulate myself for recently finishing my MA degree. Kicking back like that out back of the
cottage I would get to thinking how nice it would be to just slip directly into retirement, right
then, rather than work for a living. Rob a bank or something. I was 28 at the time.
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There is something to be said about achieving a simple life and slowing down to smell the roses.
“Why not avoid the sturm und drang of a complicated world?” I had begun to ask myself.
Observing firsthand in college the lifestyle of some hippies, I had to agree with them that Nature
is complex and detailed but by simply embracing its pace and flow and negotiating the detail
while gently moving ahead anybody can at least hope to arrive in the right place at the right time
facing the right direction and doing the right thing instead of turning the road to success into a
chore. However, I didn’t like much of what I saw going down on the “dark side” of the Hippie
Movement at the time, and the drug scene in particular. I wasn’t ready to “turn on, tune in, and
drop out.” I had a better idea.
“Cultivating Luck” is what I called it in 1969. It was something profound I learned from hanging
around Gypsies in El Monte at the time, but also something I picked up from my casual studies
of Oriental folklore and philosophy. For example, I learned that it is folly to try and “help your
rice plants grow” because if you tug on them constantly you will kill them. I also learned that
“the second mouse gets the cheese” and that Ben Franklin might have been wrong about the
virtues of early rising. Finally, I learned from hillbillies that I worked with at Walt and Don
Chevron station that just about anything mechanical that breaks down can be fixed with baling
wire and duct tape. Anyway, that was my laid-back, lazy, mindset when I moved to Panorama
City and I concocted a strategic plan to make ends meet that resulted in my purchase of this
GMC pickup truck.
There was a plethora of good junk on that large piece of rustic property where I lived. The
owner, a widowed recluse, had no interest in viewing much less exploiting all the diverse
abandoned assets in her back yard. I never saw her walking amidst the clutter. That being the
case, I decided to test the waters of the metal scavenging and antique business markets for
myself, having a notion that this might be a way to regularly make enough money to eat, drink,
and pay the rent. But I needed a rugged pickup truck to make it all happen.
I admit that the inspiration for this plan came from a popular new television series that Roger
Bonz had begun to rave about called “Samson and Son.” The star of the program was Redd Foxx
who played the part of a grizzly old salvage yard owner in the Watts neighborhood of South Los
Angeles. Roger had been a long-time fan of Redd Foxx’s raunchy stand-up comedy party records
for years before the television program was launched in January of 1972.
My plan became reality when I discovered my 1951 ¾ ton GMC 5-window cab pickup parked at
the curb in Panorama City on a nearby side street with a “For Sale” sign taped inside the front
window. The wheels were heavy-duty with eight lug-nuts apiece. These wheels had “safety
rims,” which are also called “split rims” -- and also “widowmakers” (because they were so
dangerous for married men to remove safely when it came to fixing a flat tire). Note: If you ever
shoot the bull with a seasoned tire shop employee or rural garage mechanic ask him for some
anecdotes about fixing flat tires with “split rims.” Most such stories are “bloody awful mayhem.”
Anyway the owner of the “Jimmy” (that is what we called GMC pickup trucks back in the day)
said the pickup ran fine except the four-speed manual transmission kept slipping out of third
gear. This was good news and bad news: The good news was that due to the bum transmission he
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sold me the truck dirt cheap. The bad news was that I would have to repair or replace the
transmission. I did so, but the context of that repair story is a story in itself.
So I digress:
~
“In 1905, Manuel de Terra Faria, gazed upon the Channel Islands for the first time and was
reminded of the beaches of his birthplace, the Azores Islands, off the coast of Portugal. His
dream to own that property was realized in 1908 when he purchased the first parcel … .“This
humble homestead would grow to become the multi-hundred acre Faria Coastal Ranch.”
When I first saw this vast piece of prime real estate that the patriarch of the Faria family had
acquired, his offspring were growing colorful flowers on it for commercial sales in flower shops
throughout Southern California, and doing very well. The owner of the deed to the land at that
time was Virginia Baptiste, Manuel’s daughter. She, her husband and children, and several
farmhands and their families, lived and around in a modest, rancheria centrally located in the
midst of the flower fields. Their lifestyle seemed frugal -- even though the oil well leases on their
vast property allowed the Farias to amass millions of dollars on the side with a terrific tax writeoff.
The Faria property ranged from steep coast cliffs and canyons of the Transverse Range, across a
narrow, farmable bajada, across a busy Southern Pacific railroad track, across Highway 101, and
finally terminated in a long stretch of beach, cove and surf culminating at Faria Point (aka Pita
Point). The “point break” at there was a surfer’s wet dream: IMHO there was nothing
comparable between San Diego and Santa Barbara in terms of magnificent isolation and quality
surf than what Faria had to offer a waterman.
The photo below shows the property more recently, when the flower fields had been converted to
orchards. But back when the flowers bloomed, the mountain slopes were a regimented rainbow
well worth a long drive from Los Angeles to behold. And if you drove there and pulled over to
the roadside and stepped out of your vehicle on a clear day, you could turn slowly on your heels
and take in a splendid 270-degree panorama of bronze mountainsides merging into the dark blue
sea to the north, past the rugged profile of isolated Santa Cruz and several other Channel Islands
out to sea and the far horizon, and then uninterrupted blue again till remerging with the bronze
mountain wall once more in the far southerly direction. The view is especially splendid at sunset;
as this photo of the Faria spread, facing south, can only begin to convey.
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Figure 15.2 The Faria Coastal Ranch (“Faria Partnership Preserve”)in 2015.Two hundred plus acres of
gray sage and green orchards. It was recently for sale and the Faria Family set its market value at
$11,000,000. “Underpriced” is my opinion. From ridge crest to tidal pools, the Faria spread IMHO is
priceless.

Portions of Virginia’s diary are online and she reports that, as a child on moonless nights, during
the Prohibition Era, she could stand on her porch facing the sea and there would be red lights ablinking a semaphore from afar. These were the “lets-make-some-money” signals sent from
offshore by ships controlled by whisky-running mobsters. Waiting alongshore near the point
along on the dark coastal roadway adjacent to the surf was a convoy of trucks driven by
teamsters working for the mob. Between the ships and the trucks was a flotilla of small boats
bearing booze being rowed to shore. On such nights, with such vicious thugs about, Virginia was
forbidden to venture from the farmhouse or to the beach.
Since the toe of the fertile bajada farmed by the Farias stabbed into the surf swells where the
cove met the point, wave deflected parallel to the beach there. This protected location offered an
ideal site and situation to build vacation cottages belonging to – initially the Faria family and
their friends, and eventually for dozens of other inland farmers, many from a settlement named
Santa Paula located inland on the lush and bountiful floodplain of the Santa Clara River flowing
leisurely to the sea -- except on those rare occasions when it floods.
When the Santa Clara River floods, driftwood and other debris disgorged from the riven into the
Pacific Ocean near the City of Ventura, and this debris would sometimes wash onto the beach
where those vacation cottages were located at Faria Cove.
Not to exaggerate, but the Santa Clara River could be a death trap for humans and livestock
during unpredictable flood events. Numerous flash floods and one catastrophic dam collapse in
1928 resulted in casualties, and human and animal corpses were carried all the way through the
Oxnard Plain and into the sea at Ventura. An old friend of mine recalls camping at Faria Beach
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during a major rainstorm that inundated the Santa Clara River floodplain inland, sweeping all
manner of inanimate and animate debris downstream to the coast:
Well the Santa Clara River flooded while we were camped there and all these bloated cows were laying
all over the beach with their legs up in the air. The tunnel [under coastal Highway 101] was just past the
campground going north, you had to cross the creek to go down the beach. It stunk. They buried the cows
with bulldozers on the beach.
He adds:
We also saw a narwhal that washed up once. But, the weirdest thing was another little whale looking
thing, with like elephant feet. We just thought this was all normal.
~

But getting back to those Santa Paula farmers: They and the founding Faria family formed a
regional historical bond that permitted the gradual construction of farmer summer cottages on
Faria family coastal property, from Faria Point south into the cove. By the time of the Second
World War these summer shacks were cheek-to-jowl, stretching from Faria point south to where
the surf collided with the coastal highway, there foreclosing any further extending of the long
stretch of low buildings comprising this sun-swept, wave-kissed, isolated residential shantytownby-the-sea.
This coveted residential land was leased by the Faria/Baptiste family to the first temporary
residents, who over time became full-time retired residents of their vacation shacks. They then
began to rebuild their rustic cabins into more substantial residences. The yearly rental prices for
residents began to increase, adding to the income of their landlord, Virginia Baptiste. She lorded
over them in plain sight from her rancheria on the colorful slopes across the 101 highway
running parallel to the rails of the famed Southern Pacific Coastal Daylight route where GS-4
steam locomotives pulled their red-and-orange passenger train along the fabulous and fabled
Southern California coast.
Rules and regulations for renters of Virginia’s seaside residential properties became evermore
strict. Soon Virginia was managing every transfer of property between residents personally. She
relished her role as an estate micromanager and “feudal lord.” She demanded interviews with
and background checks for every pending new tenant. These tenants were no longer family
friends from days of yore. Most were strangers from further inland, far beyond Santa Paula,
some hailing from the San Fernando Valley and a few even from the Los Angeles basin.
Virginia remained a benevolent ruler -- though remained eccentric in her obsession to oversee
and surveil her tenants. They had to watch their “p’s” and “q’s” or receive a dreaded letter of
admonition and warning from the mountainside. I know this because after I first visited and then
moved myself there after Peace Corps service to live with my family I sometimes heard her
tenants whispering behind her back and making jokes at her expense, meanwhile posing
dramatically to look over both shoulders feigning fear of discovery and eviction.
My Dad received one of those letters once over a temporary infraction of Virginia’s number-ofparked-cars-per-property rule. My bad, as I had begun to resume my old habit of hoarding classic
cars. My Mom immediately had a panic attack over the remote possibility of an immediate
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eviction by the landlord. The issue was solved when Hae and I moved into an apartment, and
then a rented house, in Ventura.
There were a thousand such rules Virginia’s lease contract. She owned the land upon which
every house in the Faria Colony sat (except the house of Chester Isgar, house, which is a bit of a
story in itself). Virginia’s tenants therefore religiously minded their “p”s and “q”s for fear of
their being evicted. They knew that Virginia kept a long list of wannabe tenants just waiting for
an eviction who promised Virginia that they would be perfect angels if only granted the
opportunity to reside themselves at her unique Faria Beach Colony.
~
It was the mid-1960s when “Faria Beach” first became a buzz word around my parent’s house on
Victory Boulevard. House prices almost everywhere in Southern California were surprising
cheap in those days. But they would soon begin to rise dramatically, initiating the dramatic
housing boom of the 70s, 80s and 90s, which foreshadowed to the Big Bust of the first decade of
the 21st Century.
But just before all that real estate sturm und drang emerged, my Dad and Mom got very lucky. I
have to piece this story together from memory fragments and a bit of speculation: Dad must have
had an epiphany or a mid-life crisis or something because – out of the blue around 1966 he
suddenly purchased a small vacation trailer. He was self-employed and thanks in no small part to
the birth of Medicare and its first decade of lax oversight, he discovered how to get Uncle Sam
and the U.S. taxpayers to subsidize his mobile therapy business. In short order he had
accumulated a modest nest egg and entered into a phase of conspicuous consumerism. The house
trailer purchase was an early example.
Dad was apparently, confidently, already thinking ahead to his retirement at a fairly young age.
He sold a big, green Jeep Wagoneer that he used to enable family escapes into a desert far to the
east of Los Angeles, near a town on a back road to Los Vegas. A decade previous he had
homesteaded small piece of property overlooking a heavily-guarded government military base
just outside of Twentynine Palms. He had a small, square cabin built there, which was required
by the Homestead Act in order to for him to purchase the worthless federal land beneath it for
$100.
That Wagoneer was a lemon, sad to say. It spent more time under repair at the dealership than it
did in Dad’s driveway. Finally, Dad threw in the towel and Jeep bought it back because it was
apparently unrepairable. I never considered the Wagoneer a “real” Jeep, and so his bad
experience has never kept me from buying a CJ or a Wrangler.
Now, having sold the big Jeep, to what substitute vehicle then does he decide hitch up his house
trailer? This is crazy: He buys a flaming-red 1959 Chevrolet Impala convertible in excellent
condition for a bargain price from one of his patients and he immediately attaches a trailer hitch
to the back. This unusual scenario had all the markings of a midlife crisis.
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Figure 15.3 Dad’s fancy ’59 Chevy Impala. “¡Vamos Amigos!”

No longer enamored with his desert property located to the west of Los Angeles, Dad instead
opted now to venture instead to the west. And so he commenced to tow his new trailer along the
seashore to a location about ten miles north of the City of Ventura, California, where he
unhooked it in at a small private campground named Faria Seaside Park. Few Angelinos had
heard of the place at that time.
He got wind of it himself one weekend when he, my Mom, and our neighbors the Bonzes
(Bobbie and Roger) drove up the coast to picnic and randomly pulled off the road into that same
trailer camp. They discovered a fresh and exciting experience there. Camaraderie among total
strangers camped there abounded! The following weekend they went back to Faria Park to
recapture the magic. This time they spent a Saturday night in a big, square canvas Army Surplus
tent.
They met Chester Isard for the first time then and there. He was a good-natured, curly-haired,
retired surveyor, still middle-aged. Chester was also a gregarious, garrulous, generous rogue and
loved to smoke Camels, swill beer, and act Texan. His wife was – like Roger’s wife -- also
named Bobbie. The Isards had five or six sons and these boys grew up surf rats, dawn to dusk.
Roger and my Dad took to Chester straightaway. For one thing Roger Bonz was a Texan and
Chester worshipped him for that.
Both of their Bobbies were born and raised on the Deep South. My Dad smoked Lucky Strikes,
but was no Texan. Yet he was the next best thing: a WWII be-medaled veteran. Roger and
Chester having no military service records of their own to crow about, envied and respected that.
All of them hated hippies. Incongruously, surfers, to these three, were wild freedom-loving
cowboys lassoing waves. Oh! And Roger smoked Chester-fields!
My Mom and Bobbie Bonz had been neighbors from the get-go when they both moved into
adjacent new houses on Victory Boulevard in 1950. Although my Mom had to share “her”
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Bobbie with this new Bobbie at the beach, she adjusted in order to not rock the boat of my Dad’s
transformation -- triggered by his miraculous sudden rise in income – from a focused, quiet,
workaholic and hypnotist, to a smiling extrovert and a central figure in the exclusive Faria beach
colony.
Chester owned a double-wide trailer set down fairly high above the tide line with an
unobstructed view of the surf upon land that he owned outright, and where he lived year-round,
adjacent to Faria Park. Since Virginia Baptist owned the trailer park, and every piece of leased
beachfront property southward along the Faria Colony to the very last plot? How was it possible
that Chester Isgar -- essentially jobless -- and his beach bum family able to live where they did
rent-free and without having to kowtow to a Faria lease?
Simple: Chester was in the employ of the State of California and tasked with re-surveying some
coastal land when one day, while measuring property lines at Faria Park, when he discovered a
triangular piece of land almost an acre in size that was improperly surveyed. That parcel,
incredibly, had never been deeded to anyone at any time previous to his happenchance discovery.
Jackpot!
Chester straightaway drove to town, secured a lawyer, and then filed a ownership claim to the
previously unaccounted-for parcel. He won his case in short order. The Virginia hit the roof
when she heard about Chester’s good luck, but the Faria family and the State of California could
only blame themselves for not discovering the surveying error before Chester arrived on the
scene.
Chester quit his job, sold off a piece of the parcel to the Baptiste family, and used that money to
purchase the double-wide, and moved into it with his wife and boys to live the “lives of Riley”
happily ever after. Being a “southern Boy” and a good automobile mechanic with a solid local
reputation in that specialization, Chester occasionally indulged in informally soliciting customers
and leisurely repaired their cars behind the doublewide for grocery money. Mostly he fished in
the surf.
When Roger Bonz and my Dad took to towing their trailers to the Faria Park campground, they
began to play poker with Chester and small crew of conservative Faria Colony menfolk. This
bunch seemed to be mainly Dixiecrats in exile. In their company my Dad became an honorary
Redneck.
When Chester fished, Roger and my Dad, their pals from the Faria Colony, and some of the
campground regulars would sit around him on aluminum chairs jawboning while watching the
sun go down every weekend. Then they would all go into Chester’s double-wide and play poker
all through the night. In no time all these retired beach bums grew tight, into a brotherhood by
the sea. Early-on only my Dad and Roger still had employment inland, but my Dad had his
dream to retire early by the beach among family and close friends, and it all came true.
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My readers, having reached this chapter in Rides of Passage, might find it strange that several of
my vehicles, and the red Impala, were given to my Dad free or sold to him very cheaply by a few
of his “favorite” patient/clients. It has crossed my mind as a sort of conspiracy theory that Dad
might have planted “seeds of generosity” in them during their hypnosis sessions with him. Might
not Dad have nurtured these seeds of generosity through repeated hypnotic suggestions until they
bore fruit? Did Dad’s clients gave up these precious cars – the 1941 Pontiac, the 1957 Triumph
roadster, and the red Impala convertible -- to Dad willingly in response to his hypnotic
suggestions meanwhile thinking that it was their own idea to do so? Such is the power of
hypnosis.
Not everyone appreciates that power in the hands of another, and the inherent risk of one’s being
guided down a path by another that they otherwise might not choose to travel. Learning the skills
of self-hypnosis eliminates that risk. Self-hypnosis is the path to self-empowerment. Those who
take up the challenge of learning self-hypnosis and themselves become adept practitioners rarely
boast or proselytize about it. Like magicians, they preserve and protect the secrets of selfhypnosis. I got Lucky: My Dad’s first applications using his scientific hypnosis techniques were
with me as his apprentice and began when he was still being trained in his Beverly Hills
certificate program. He taught me through trial and error what he had learned, and I took that
learning experience two steps further.
Anyway, by the time I became a Saracen my Dad was no longer systematically practicing his
hypnosis techniques on me. I had learned well under his tutelage and was already adept in the
techniques of hypnotizing others, but I was more attracted to advancing my knowledge and skills
in self-hypnosis. My goal was to attempt to use self-hypnosis as a bridge to experimenting with
something new called “astral projection.”
This notion came to me while reading a little-known Jack London novel published in 1915 titled
The Jacket (aka The Star Rover). I began to fantasize that one – myself for example -- might
through practice and experiment, become a successful star rover.

Sections of old Highway 101 still parallel the Santa Fe railroad tracks on the “inland,” as
opposed to “coastal” sections of the vast Faria estate. Joe Faria, Virginia’s husband, was
employed by the oil companies to attend to and protect the active oil wells throughout the Faria
estate, and he would drive portions of old Highway 101 and some other small roads built by the
oil companies in order to do his job. The surface conditions of the abandoned Highway 101
segments of roadway were originally made of cement and, though cracked here and there and
overrun with weeds, were in fair condition.
When Hae and I returned from Korea in December of 1974 at the end of my Peace Corps
experience we lived with my parents in their beach cottage for a while, and Hae first learned to
drive an automobile on those old Highway 101 segments. She and my Mom also used to ride
bicycles there as they were both quite athletic.
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Prior to my Peace Corps service, I was living in Panorama City but would visit my Parents at
their beach cottage in the Faria Colony on occasion. It was during one of those visits that I was
riding a bicycle on Old Highway 101 discerned a long-abandoned 1951 GMC ¾ ton pickup truck
in the tall weeds by the railroad track. It was a wreck.
After I purchased the “Jimmy” with the faulty transmission to help me begin my metal salvaging
and antique venture, it registered on me that there was this thoroughly trashed “Jimmy” just like
it on the edge of the Faria estate. So the next time I visited my Parents at their beach house I
hiked across the railroad tracks to see if the wreck was still there in the weeds. It was. I cleared
away some brush and inspected the undercarriage to see if this abandoned Jimmy still had a
transmission. It did.
I walked back across the tracks I asked Chester (who was surf fishing) to loan me some tools.
My plan was to attempt to single-handedly detach the transmission from the engine and drive
shaft. Chester volunteered to help me do just that and, since I had hitch-hiked from Panorama
City to the beach house, he was kind enough to drive me and the salvaged transmission all the
way back to my rented house where my blue “Jimmy” was parked.
~
On hitchhiking: it was cool to hitchhike in Southern California until Hollywood started making
horror movies about it:

Figure 15.4 Some say that it was Hollywood that killed hitchhiking in the United States. For example,
Rutger Hauer played an unforgettable psycho in The Hitcher (1986). Hey! There is that ubiquitous Italian
switchblade again!

Hitchhiking is in fact an American cultural phenomenon related to automobile lore and dear to
the Detroit Generation life experience. Back in the day you either had a car or you didn’t, and if
and when you didn’t, you hitchhiked. So when I hitchhiked from the San Fernando Valley to the
Faria Beach Colony that day in 1970 it was no big deal. Hitchhikers were everywhere; especially
during the decade following the Woodstock Music Festival.
One Sunday I was standing along Highway 101 in front of the Faria Colony facing south with
my thumb out waiting for a ride back into the San Fernando Valley when a middle-aged couple
driving a weather beaten Cadillac Eldorado with Texas license plates picked me up. They told
me that they were looking for work in Southern California; sleeping in the car till they could find
a place to settle down.
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They must have assumed I was worse off financially than they were. When they dropped me off
at the roadside just outside of Camarillo they insisted over my objections that I take a twentydollar bill that they offered me. It was my experience during my hitchhiking days that this sort of
random act of kindness was common, rather than rare, among those drivers who gave me lifts.
Americans were a great tribe back in the day.
Another reason for their generosity may be that they were superstitious, and superstitious folks
sometime believe that the random act of giving today primes the “Good Luck” pump for
tomorrow. Ethnic Gypsies and a few addicted gamblers I have known are that way: they – at
least the Gypsies -- won’t tip a waitress in a truck stop, but they will readily hand over some cash
to random needy strangers when their own Luck is down, hoping to reverse the trend.
Few apart from affected hitchhikers themselves and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
noticed when Southern California lawmakers began to draw up the first anti-hitchhiking
ordinances right and left in California. Since I was an avid hitchhiker, an optimist and an allaround romantic, I joined a protest organized by the ACLU against a proposed Los Angeles
ordinance banning hitchhiking within the city limits. I believed hitch-hiking was an American
tradition part and parcel of automobile culture and that it was un-American to forbid hitchhiking.
One Saturday I hitchhiked downtown for an organized protest and the young singer/songwriter
Randy Newman at the start of his career was there at the center of the crowd singing freedom
songs, along with other performer/protesters, on the steps of the City Hall.
Although some Hollywood movie-making has ignited and fueled public hysteria against
hitchhiking and hitchhikers (for example, with The Hitch-Hiker [1953] and The Hitcher [1986])
other Hollywood movies have taken a lighter approach to the topic resulting in public acclaim
and/or amusement (for example, It Happened One Night [1936], Pee Wee’s Big Adventure
[1985], Showgirls [1995] and Minions [2015]).
~
The weekend after salvaging the transmission from the wrecked “Jimmy” on the Faria estate I
telephoned some local automobile scrapyards to learn if any of them had a 1951 GMC pickup
with a four-speed transmission on their lots. My convoluted plan was to trade the intact salvaged
transmission in the bed of my pickup for the gears I needed to repair the damaged gears in my
own transmission so it would quit slipping out of third gear.
One scrapyard claimed to have some old GMC trucks and salvageable parts, so I drove over
there and made proposed a trade. The yard supervisor knew a good deal when he saw one. He
had the very gears I needed in a metal bin and had one of his employees switch them for the bad
gears in my own transmission. That took about three hours. At the end of the day, the scrapyard
had a complete working transmission and I finally had the reliable truck I needed to finally go
into the scrap and antique business.
By just one week later I had learned through one disappointing experience after another that I
could not make a living selling metal scrap and antiques in Panorama City, even if I was frugal
with my earnings. I had met some rough competitors already engaged in these same petty
enterprises and I was “the new guy in town” -- and pretty naive. Given my laid-back philosophy
of life at the time, the steep learning curve and the likelihood of attendant dangers seemed a row
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too tough for me to hoe. But just as I reluctantly threw in the towel on these business ventures
another opportunity opened up to make some quick money.
~
I heard through the geography student grapevine that some young degreed geographer returning
from a multi-year Fulbright position at a college in Indonesia was returning to start a full-time
professorship at Long Beach State University. All his possessions acquired during his sojourn in
Indonesia were packed into one sturdy wooden shipping crate about the size of a small garage.
He expected the shipping crate to arrive soon via a trans-Pacific cargo ship. He had himself
already arrived back to the USA by airplane and several weeks in advance of the anticipated
delivery of the shipping crate. He had purchased a house in Long Beach and arranged for the
crate to arrive on his doorstep delivered on a flat-bed truck by a private moving company.
“Would any fellow geographers like to have the empty wooden crate free of charge (except for
transport costs)?” was the essence of the message on a flyer he had sent around to several the
departments of geography in the vicinity of Long Beach. I called this young professor
immediately and alerted him that I was interested in the big wooden box as a “tool shed” and that
I would be happy to take it off his hands and to pay someone to deliver it from his house to my
rented house in Panorama City. He agreed to let me know when the cargo ship was arriving in
the Long Beach harbor and when the box would be delivered to his house to be unloaded, and by
whom. I then telephoned that moving company and arranged to pay them a fair fee to deliver the
wooden crate to my place after the contents were unloaded.
Everything occurred without a hitch: The ship arrived; the moving company sent a team to pick
up the shipping crate in their flat-bed truck; they delivered it to the professor’s house; they
opened one end of the crate and unloaded its contents and moved these into his house. Then they
got back into their truck and drove the empty crate to my place. This all took about a day.
Even though it was empty the wooden crate was very heavy because both the frames and the
plywood walls of the box were manufactured out of Indonesian tropical hardwood. A harbor
crane had lifted and lowered the filled crate carefully from the ship to the flatbed truck. Since the
movers could not lift even the empty box off the flat-bed of their truck at my place, they just
toppled it off into a thick patch of weeks adjacent to the bicycle pile. One of the movers asked
me why the empty crate had to be moved across town intact when the professor could have
simply dismantled it and sold the wood. I hadn’t considered that option, but it made good sense.
So I decided that I didn’t need a tool shed and that I would dismantle the empty crate myself and
sell the wooden pieces to the public.
That is when I discovered that tropical hardwood isn’t called “hard wood” for nothing. I
discovered that 1) it was nearly impossible to hammer a common nail into any part of the crate
frame without bending the nail; and 2) it was outright impossible to hand saw any part of the
crate frame or plywood (IMHO even mighty Arnold Schwarzenegger, given the opportunity,
could not saw that crate by hand!); and 3) it was folly attempt to saw any part of the box with a
standard electric saw: My experience was that tropical hardwood was like wood imported from
the Petrified Forest – as hard as stone; common saw blades designed to cut timber, say pine,
were doomed to fail when they came in contact with my tropical hardwood crate. And my store-
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bought electric saw quickly overheated and then ceased to function when I applied it to
dismembering the crate.
So one morning after breakfast I simply took a sledgehammer to the box and banged it apart.
This racket I created in an otherwise peaceful neighborhood attracted a small crowd. The
mailman, for example, stayed at least a half an hour during his rounds to watch me toil and
sweat. The reclusive widow – my landlady -- even emerged from her dark abode to stare at me
from a distance.
It took me three days to dismantle the crate, leaving me with six large sheets of plywood and all
the framing from the corners and ribs to which the plywood sheets were anchored, and also the
thick runners at the bottom of the crate that comprised the sled that were designed by the box
builders to enable a giant fork lift to potentially move it around – though to my knowledge no
fork lift had ever touched this crate after it left Indonesia. I also had two big steel buckets filled
with giant steel nuts and bolts, thick long nails, and mean-looking staples that I had removed
during my dismantling of the box. Each bucket weighed about fifty pounds.
On the fourth day, a Saturday, I held a barbeque with plenty of beer and invited some close
friends including my buddy Phil. We got to talking late into the night about the member of our
old Haynes Street Gang and what had become of them since the heyday of the gang from about
1954 into1957, when Phil and I drifted away into high school to become Saracens. There was,
besides Phil and me, Phil’s younger brother Doug, and across the street and to the west a bit,
Dennis and Eileen Junker (a brother and sister), and Bonnie (Eileen’s closest friend and Phil’s
neighbor to the west). There was also Polly, who lived directly across the street from Phil.
Further on down the street to the west beyond Bonnie’s house was Noble Whitley.
~
What held the guys in the Haynes Street gang together from its infancy was a common
fascination of some of its core members for lizards and snakes. I was into scouting and so spent a
lot of time camping in the inland California high deserts, where a day didn’t go by without an
encounter with an alligator lizard or a perhaps even a sidewinder. After my Dad built his desert
cabin the Haynes Street gang actually had a base camp for “collection and retrieval” expeditions
into the wild. For gang members “collection and retrieval” meant bringing them (meaning
reptiles of all sizes shapes and colors) back alive to give to Dennis Junker.
To say that Dennis Junker was obsessed with reptiles would be an understatement. Half of the
interior of his house and his entire back yard and garage was a huge complex of terrariums
(enclosed desert dioramas featuring live critters) of various sizes. Some large reptiles (like desert
tortoises) crawled about and dug holes in a beautifully landscaped fenced enclosure that Dennis
and his father built in their back yard. Others – except horned toads -- lived out their captive
lives enclosed in screened-in boxes with glass viewing windows. The horned toads because they
were “cute” and controlled insects, ran wild. Dennis considered this a public service to the
neighborhood (without ever asking his neighbors what they thought about all the cold-blooded
creatures basking in the sun on the cinderblock walls separated all the Haynes Street households.
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Dennis’s Dad was sole head-of-household and he enabled and went far out of his way to
encourage his son’s hobby. His sister Eileen, though not interested in reptiles, was also an
enabler – as was every other member of the Haynes Street Gang. Eileen’s bedroom door and
windows were carefully screened in and sealed off to prevent the unwanted entry of any escaped
reptiles while she slept. The neighbors were not so lucky, but tolerated a constant escaped-reptile
nuisance because Dennis had muscular dystrophy and his hobby kept him happily distracted
from the sad reality of his gradual withering away.
The neighbors were assured by Dennis’ father that Dennis kept no poisonous or otherwise
dangerous reptiles in his large collection. But frankly his Dad didn’t know the difference
between a chuckawala (harmless to humans) and a gila monster (venomous, but not deadly). So
perhaps his Dad was mistaken? This I know: one of Dennis’ sturdiest small terrariums was
labeled “Crotalus scutulatus” (Mojave rattlesnake), but every time I looked into the box it
seemed unoccupied. Sometimes a small lizard in a terrarium was food for a larger reptile that
was lurking behind, within, or under the sand, rocks and cacti put there for aesthetic reasons.
Truth be told, my interest in reptiles was always lukewarm at best. I “collected and retrieved” for
Dennis mainly because he was a member of the street gang by virtue of living on Haynes, and
was thus a close friend and neighbor of Phil and Doug. Also, Dennis’ his younger sister had a
crush on me and it would have created a morale problem within the gang if I was mean to or
ignored her.
Anyway, some of the Haynes Street Gang were very gung-ho about “collection and retrieval.”
The most avid of Dennis’ lizard-loving disciples in the Haynes Street Gang was

Noble Whitney
Noble was a mysterious kid. He apparently lived with his older sister who was a dog trainer, and
their house was overrun with pooches like a kennel. You could smell it from fifty yards, so I
never went near it.
~
“What’s up with Noble these days?” I asked Phil. I had just decided to give up the scrap and
antique business. We were sitting in my back yard under the eucalyptus trees near the dismantled
shipping crate and sipping Southern Comfort on ice. Both of us were feeling mellow, and I
thoroughly enjoyed listening to Phil’s rambling, provocative update about Noble. In fact, his
fascinating story inspired in me the germ of yet another idea to make a little money involving the
pile of hardwood from Indonesia.
Phil responded to my question by saying that he had lost track of Noble’s whereabouts for a few
years, but then just a few days previous Noble had suddenly popped up back on Haynes Street
and the two of them had shared in a long chat. Phil said that Noble was uncharacteristically welldressed, well-spoken and filled with confidence. This was indeed unusual: The “old Noble” had
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been relatively inarticulate, insecure and dressed like a bum (everyone in the Haynes Street Gang
dressed like bums, actually). Phil and I agreed that Noble fit into the Haynes Street Gang as a
talented reptile “collector and retriever” but otherwise seemed a lost cause that would never
amount to much in life.
As one might guess, the big changes in Noble (all for the better) were the result of his having
been an unexpected recipient of a “ton of money” and investing a some of it into rehabilitating
his earlier reputation as an anti-social louche. Now he had some class. “Unbelievable!” I
responded. “What happened?”
Apparently Noble had been driving “west of the Pecos River” in Texas looking for Gila monsters
and met there in a truck stop a kid a few years younger than himself who was also fascinated
with reptiles and whose grandfather owned “thousands of oil wells” throughout Texas and
Oklahoma. The kid was delighted to discover that Noble was thoroughly steeped in knowledge
and experience about lizards and snakes and apparently shared the kid’s own uncommon and
irrational enthusiasm for them. They bonded immediately on account of their shared lunacy.
The kid told Noble that had grown up “a loner” and enjoyed most walking about by himself with
a nylon noose attached to a fishing pole in rural Texas badlands; observing, contemplating and
occasionally collaring desert reptiles with his noose. Noble showed the kid his own custom-made
rod and noose and told the kid how truly great it was to walk the high deserts of the Mojave out
in California similarly on the prowl.
The kid had never been further west than New Mexico and so had endless questions to ask
Noble. In no time they were discussing what two young men like themselves with their “special”
knowledge and attraction to lizards and snakes might have to look forward in life. Then Noble
came up with a “brainstorm”: they would open up a pet store in Reseda, California that
specialized in reptiles!
Noble was living on an allowance at the time provided by his sister, the dog trainer. The kid had
access to a fortune. Neither one had any business sense. Not to worry! They both loved lizards!
In this mindless context Noble convinced the kid that together they could conquer the world (of
commercial reptile sales). Noble offered to provide the “brains” for this unprecedented enterprise
if the kid could tap into his grandfather’s fortune for the “seed money” it would take to set them
both up in business. When Phil told me this part of the story we both collapsed into laughter for a
good five minutes!
“How much money do we need to set up shop?” the kid asked Noble. Then Noble demonstrated
why he was the “brains” behind the plan. He explained to the kid about supply and demand in
the business world: There was no demand in Reseda for the most common sorts of American
lizards and snakes that could be had by anyone willing and able to drive out into the Mojave
Desert and collect and retrieve their own.
He and the kid could only make a profit by supplying exotic lizards and snakes from around the
world to discerning middle and upper class reptile aficionados as their potential customers. The
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rarer the animal the sweeter would be their profit, Noble explained. The store in Reseda would
only be the beginning. He convinced the kid he was a genius by comparing the selling of reptiles
in a specialty pet store to the selling of tropical fish in a specialty pet store. People had already
made millions by selling tropical fish. He and the kid would be the first to make millions by
selling exotic reptiles first in Reseda, then nationwide.
“So where is Noble right now?” I asked Phil. He told me that Noble was in Reseda, in a leased
store near the corner of Reseda Boulevard and Sherman Way, with the kid. They had already
leased a store and were having custom-built terrariums built and installed. Noble and the kid
were sleeping in the store. They had ordered exotic lizards, snakes and a few turtles from around
the world, and these would all be arriving soon.
~
The next morning, I hopped in the “Jimmy” and drove over to pick up Phil at his Dad’s house on
Haynes Street. From there we drove into Reseda to find Noble’s store. “There it is, Phil said, as
we slowly prowled along in front of the parking meters and storefronts along Reseda Boulevard
near the intersection. The store was situated in a prime location for retail sales for downtown
Reseda. “They must have paid a pretty price to lease that store,” I was thinking to myself.
As it turned out, the kid’s family had given them something like a hundred thousand dollars to
set them up in business. In 1969 that was “big money.” I parked the “Jimmy” and Phil pounded
on the front door. When it opened we introduced ourselves to the kid and he let us in. Noble was
seated at his desk in the back of the store where he had built his office. Phil and I sat down and
shot the bull with Noble and the kid for a while about how great a success this reptile shop was
going to be and so on.
Eventually I asked Noble what sort of signage he was going to put on the front of the store. From
where he sat in a black leather executive’s chair he leaned forward and pulled open a desk
drawer on a brand new black walnut desk in front of him and retrieved several clever sketches of
the large neon signs he would be installing soon on the front of the store. One sign was in the
shape of a snake and the other in the shape of a lizard. A third sketch was that of an address sign
in big letters -- “7227”.
“And what sort of sign are you going to put on your rooftop?” I asked Noble. He looked at the
kid briefly and then shrugged his shoulders and replied “We hadn’t thought of that.” That’s when
I suggested “How about a big Tyrannosaurus Rex painting?”
“God! That would be so cool!” said the kid. “Bingo!” I thought to myself; “My little plan is
hatched!” This is what I proceeded to proposed to Noble and the kid: “I will paint a spectacular
T-Rex on a large, single sheet of rare, water-resistant Indonesian plywood and install it on your
pet shop roof for a thousand dollars!”
Noble at first tried to rain on my parade by claiming they could not afford my sign at that price. I
guess he managed the money even though it was not his money to begin with. What a
manipulator! He ranked up there with Mike Pilgreen!
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But then the kid told Noble that if it was a good painting it would be worth every penny of a
thousand dollars. Then Noble suggested that I go ahead and paint the dino and if he and the kid
liked it, he (they) would pay my price. We actually shook hands on the deal.
Frankly, I never thought I would live to see the day that I would be in the employ of Noble
Whitney.
~
I went home with a fire of creativity burning within me. I leaned one of two largest plywood
panels from the dismantled tropical hardwood crate near-vertical against the back side of the
barn in my backyard. That would be my canvas, and local yokels could not see it there and
vandalize it before I could complete it and deliver it in pristine condition to Noble and the kid.
For the next month, daily, I painted what finally turned out to be – and I won’t be falsely modest
here in my estimation -- a masterpiece of a Tyrannosaurus Rex. It was an awesome, spinetingling, fearful sight to behold.
After the paint dried I carefully secured the finished product to the top of my “Jimmy” and, in
the middle of the night to avoid both traffic and police, I delivered it to the “One and Only
Reptile Pet Shoppe.” Yep; that’s what they named it! Noble and the kid loved the painting and
we all took selfies of ourselves standing in front of it with Noble’s new camera. They were only
too happy to pay me on the spot my thousand dollars – in cash! Then I spent the rest of the day
installing my masterpiece on their roof. I wondered if it could withstand a powerful Santa Ana
wind without sailing away and killing a pedestrian? I need not have worried as the unexpected
was about to occur and take all of us by surprise.
The grand opening was just around the corner. The terrariums were all installed and the shelves
were stocked with supplies and the first of the rare reptiles sent to Reseda from the four points of
the compass worldwide had already begun to arrive. As a final creative touch to the live animal
display cases Noble implemented a final original idea. He provided each live animal display
terrarium with a thick bedding of colorful redwood chips instead of common white sand and
stones.
~
The grand opening came and went. The local newspaper had run a story about the innovative
new business venture just opened in the heart of Reseda. Thousands of people visited the store
mainly out of curiosity that opening weekend. Phil and I were sincerely happy for Noble and the
kid.
I celebrated by driving up the coast toward the San Francisco Bay area and camping out here and
there. I was gone for about ten days. When I returned, I drove back into town through Reseda,
thinking to stop by The One and Only Reptile Pet Shoppe. Imagine my surprise to discover it
closed and with an “Out of Business” sign on the front door! I tried to peek in the front windows
but they were all covered from the inside with brown paper.
I looked up Phil and he told me about the Pet Shoppe tragedy that had taken place while I was
off on my camping trip. The exotic, rare reptiles from afar had all arrived and the terrariums
were filled. One morning Noble and the kid, who had now moved into a fancy apartment, opened
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their new store to find all their reptiles either dead or dying inside their terrariums. Apparently
they had all suffocated to death from redwood dust clogging their lungs. Who knew?
Then Noble and the kid had a big fight. The kid went back to Texas in a rented van with my TRex painting and Noble, being penniless again, joined the Marines and was sent to Vietnam.

Figure 15.5 7227 Reseda Boulevard. In 1969 this was the site
of the short-lived One and Only Reptile Pet Shoppe.
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Chapter 16
1956 Triumph TR3

Figure 16.1. Old gold -- and a real head-turner. Note the burlap tie, and my 1937 Pontiac parked just
behind the roadster.

At age twenty-four I began to crave automobile driving experiences that were “closer to the
pavement.” My two TR3 Triumph roadsters took me close enough to touch the painted lines –
with my elbow. I heard somewhere that what define the TR3 as a unique driving experience are
its extremely low-cut padded doors that accentuate the close relationship between the man,
machine, and pavement.

Figure 16.2 Whizzing along the Ventura freeway at 90 m.p.h. you can easily reach down and touch the
painted lane line -- just don’t try it!
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What characterizes an authentic roadster? To me, the defining characteristic is the absence of
exterior door handles.
Manufactured in the UK in 1956, my “golden chariot” was the replacement vehicle that my
insurance company had somehow scrounged up for me in 1970 to meet its contractual
obligations when my green 1957 Triumph disappeared one night while parked out front of my
Dad’s house. The insurance mafia company was obligated to find me “an acceptable vehicle
essentially similar to my loss” that I couldn’t refuse.
I seriously doubted they could find me one as classy as my green machine. In fact, they could
not. Yet they found me a TR3 that actually suited me better. It even had a rare removable steel
hardtop that when attached quickly turned my roadster into a rolling man cave. If my green
roadster was a classy lady, my gold roadster was rollicking good-time gal -- a painted lady and
UberSchlampe on four wheels! After one ride I knew I liked her even better than my stolen green
machine.
Happily, my gold bug proved reliable for those two-plus years I that owned her prior to my
joining the Peace Corps. Right after I acquired her Bob and Susan Murar unexpectedly returned
from Toronto by Greyhound and they desperately needed a car, so I gave them back the 1937
Pontiac that they had given me in the first place. Roger Bonz was pleased to see that one go. I
bought the “Jimmy” truck about that time, but I didn’t trust it on the highways and so used it
mainly for hauling stuff around during short jaunts about town.

In retrospect I’d say that my gold Triumph came with a full tank of “magic” that never needed
refilling. Otherwise how could I have successfully negotiated, much less survived, the
increasingly dissolute and aimless lifestyle that I was traveling during the dangerous couple of
years that I owned it?
For those that have not tasted of both, a TR3 roadster driving experience is a lot like the HarleyDavidson “chopper” driving experience; referred to above as a “close to the pavement
awareness.” Moving fast and precariously close to asphalt makes one aware that the Gates of
Hell are significantly ever-immediate -- only few inches away -- instead at the End-of-the-RoadHell that Alighieri Dante wrote about a long time ago:
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Figure 16.3 “Immortal youth”? The lower your ride, the hotter the pavement gets. James Dean behind
the wheel of his roadster at age 24.

I might well have “pulled a James Dean” on any of those nights from 1969-1972 when I drove
my roadsters and chose to live fast and “close to the pavement,” oblivious to possible
consequences, and relishing every moment. I could have easily on any given Sunday through
Saturday, living so recklessly, squandered my future and killed myself outright – yet I didn’t. My
only explanation for surviving was that my “Gypsy Luck” was with me.
~
As it happened, I acquired my gold Triumph coincidental to wrapping up my MA thesis project
titled “Nomad Gypsies in Los Angeles: Patterns of Livelihood;” so that was in the spring of
1970. At that time, I was spending most of my days and nights with the members of the Thomas
Nicholas family of ethnic Gypsies, who rented a series of houses on Tyler Street and Peck Road
in El Monte, both located off Interstate 10 to the east of Los Angeles.

Figure 16.4 Tom (O Toma le Georgesko, Nicholas familia, Guneshti vitsa, Kalderasha natsia); a
Russuria or “Russian-Greek” Gypsy. His nickname among Gypsies was “Samson” (because he used to
wrestle for money in carnivals). He also used English-language aliases, including Nick Thomas, Victor
Thomas, and others.
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Being best of friends, Tom and I would drink six packs of ice cold PBR in tall cans dusk to dawn
during his frequent house parties -- but he would never let me drive away from a party if I was
drunk. I should mention here that Tom would not mind a bit me calling him a “Gypsy” here in
this book because he called himself and his people (“Gypsies”) any time he was speaking
English.
Tom’s kids in 1970 were aged sixteen, fourteen, thirteen, twelve, eight, five and one. They all
loved my gold roadster and liked to sit in it and wash it and wax it in the evenings while I was
inside the house drinking beer with their Dad. Gold was their favorite color. Also, they and most
all the members of Tom’s extended family (“Nicholas” Romanies of the Rusuria clan) settled in
their El Monte territory assumed for a fact that their distant ancestors originated in the “Golden
Age” of ancient Egypt, and that they were all descended from Pharaohs. They were also
extremely superstitious and usually had mystical/magical interpretations for any unexpected
changes-in-direction in their everyday lives.
For example: Tom believed me to a “Lucky Charm” sent his way bringing “Good Luck” to his
family. So all I had to do to keep them happy was to be around them all the time. Tom believed
that for all of the five years beginning in 1967, when we first met, till November of 1972 when I
flew away to Korea. During that time and out of curiosity, I kept waiting for his Luck to change.
But it never did. Meanwhile, I was struggling mightily with an identity crisis: “being with” the
Gypsies was a far cry from “being” a Gypsy.

Figure 16.5 “Good Luck” times with some of the Nicholas kids: Tina, Nicky, “Blackie,” and Tony.
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In the context of this Nicholas family perception of me as their “Good Luck” charm it was
appropriate that I would happen to be driving a “golden chariot” (my TR3). In that way, as in all
others, I strived to be, or to “perform” around them in ways I construed to be appropriate to their
expectations of in that role. The outcome was that I was treated like “the Golden Child” (if you
happened to see that movie). Tom even stopped playing checkers with me when he sensed that
defeating me might change his Good Luck to Bad Luck.
Predictably, over the years my relationship with the Nicholas family gradually grew too intimate
for me to handle. One day I found myself flying “too close to the sun,” so to speak. Realizing
that I could no longer take the intense heat without doing something crazy, I bailed.

To recap: I began hanging around with Tom Nicholas (a.k.a. Nick Thomas, Victor Thomas,
“Samson” . . .) in 1967. Gradually, over a five-year period, the experience jarred and transformed
me: I came to believe what they believed about me, and why not? Gypsy stories about
themselves are self-aggrandizing and romantic. I became larger than life, and came to believe in
my own mythology. The Nicholas Gypsy life-style seduced me and when given the opportunity,
having jumped onto their hay wagon, I lingered there – perhaps longer than I should have.
It was a fantasy world that I lived in their company: romantic, sensuous and illogical; everything
was open to interpretation and nothing explained. Meaningful coincidences began to appear
everywhere. Life itself was valued less that living Life well. Like them, I began to burn the
Life’s Candle at both ends: without regret; without remorse:

Figure 16.6 Los Angeles Gypsies circa 1985 burning Life’s Candle at both ends. (Photo by Lyn Smith).
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So believe me when I tell you now that some those Kalderasha Ganeshti Gypsies I encountered - certain older women in particular – appeared to have occult knowledge and powers that defied
scientific explanation; but were accepted by their own Gypsy community as real albeit
unexplainable.
I really didn’t know what to think about Gypsy occult practices when I first encountered them in
the late 1960’s. Now I know better, so I advise my students in my university course on
“Geography of Gypsies (Romanies) and Travelers,” and to everyone I meet who asks about the
Gypsy occult to never underestimate Gypsies, their knowledge, or the potency in the applications
of their secretive, mysterious ways.
~
One day Tom and I were driving to Idaho to mend iron and aluminum pots and pans and he
shared with me a “true” story I transcribed and published as “Bat and Ball.” This is a small part
of the story:
“We were alone, or so I believed: the old woman, the bat and me. The poor bat looked miserable, like a
drowned bird. Grandmother pressed the bat hard against the hot, black fender of my father’s new
Chrysler. The little bat steamed and hissed, and began to wiggle its feet. Meanwhile, the old woman
fished around in her skirts with her free hand. She pulled out a six-sided fifty-dollar gold piece and sawed
off the bat’s head.”

Figure 16.7 A 1935 Chrysler Royal right front fender (described above as suitable for a Gypsy bat
sacrifice).
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“Then, she fished around in her skirts some more and this time brought out some paper money. Big bills.
Tens and twenties. She wrapped the corpse with the bills, over and over. Afterwards, and I was a step
behind her all the way, she took a kettle of hot wax off the fire. She dabbed the wax over the money and
the bat, saying, ‘To do this to a bat can bring much luck or much harm,’ and ‘To take a life, you must give
a life.’ She also said the job had to be done ‘just right.’ Then she began to turn the charm over and over
again in her hands, smoothing it.
As she turned and turned the ball in her palms, she spoke other words. These were words I never heard
before or since. It wasn’t your language and it wasn’t our language. They were women’s words. Old, old
words.”
~

About the new Chrysler in Tom’s story: Tom’s extended family of “Russian-Greek” Gypsies
were known among Depression-era police detectives assigned to bunco squads as “Big Car
Gypsies.” This is because they would travel between American’s booming Midwestern industrial
cities and towns in family caravans comprised of Detroit-made behemoths like Chryslers,
Packards, Cadillacs, and the like. These were all packed with kids and with their wide running
boards piled high with suitcases full “of gold” (according to prevailing rumors based on gaje
stereotypes about Gypsies in America).
According to Tom, the location of this incident about his Grandma, the bat he found, and the
handmade supernatural wax ball she created out of its corpse, was in Columbiana County, south
of the City of Youngstown, in Ohio.

My most harrowing brush with the Gypsy occult came in May of 1970. Gypsies of two or three
related clans, men, women and children of all ages, were partying at Tom’s house, as they did on
many occasions in those days.

Figure 16.8 A typical ethnic Gypsy party scene at Tom’s House on Peck Road, El Monte, circa 1970.
Men with men; women with women; children everywhere.
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I was hoping that the festivities would cheer me up after a rough afternoon spent in the office of
with the new Chairman of the Geography Department at San Fernando Valley State College. He
had scheduled a meeting with me to discuss the final status of my MA thesis, titled “Nomad
Gypsies in Los Angeles, Patterns of Livelihood,” which was all but completed. He was also my
recently appointed MA thesis advisor and we were meeting so that he could provide his signature
of approval for the completed thesis project and then assign it an official letter grade. I had no
doubt walking in to the meeting that I had earned an “A” for my efforts.
He – his name was Anlystay Ossray (A.R. from here on out), an Armenian, -- and he had an
entirely different opinion, which he shared with me at great length.
~
I walked out of his office traumatized and drove directly to El Monte, stopping in first at the
Jolly Jug bar on Peck Road for a few drinks. Tom at that time was renting a house nearby at the
corner of Hoyt and Amado. This was the bar where I first met Mrs. Warren, the social services
worker assigned to the Gypsy caseload in El Monte, and who introduced me to one of her clients,
Tom Nicholas. That seemed so long ago. As I sipped my gin and tonics I thought back over the
mostly pleasant history of my thesis project. I had successfully weathered every storm along the
way. And yet I sat there crushed by my meeting on that day with A.R. The longer I sat there the
angrier I became. I should have been celebrating.
I was unprepared for any bad news. I had developed this thesis project over a period of four
years and three members of the Geography faculty agreed during its development that it was
innovative and a worthy academic endeavor.
The Chair of my thesis committee was Karl Francis, a cultural geographer and an expert on
Eskimos. He moved to Alaska in late 1969, and so A.R. took his place, but A.R. knew nothing
about ethnic Gypsies except that there was no demographic data on the nature of their identity,
how many of them existed, and where they were located. Tom had told me that there were fortyfive members of his extended family in El Monte and that the Nicholas family “owned” the city.
That story was good enough for me, but not for Professor A.R.
A.R. told me in his office that day that in his personal opinion my project on Gypsies was
impossible to conduct or to complete without any official statistical data. He told me I could
have made up nearly everything I wrote in my thesis about Nomad Gypsies in Los Angeles. Who
was there to validate my truth claims about the Gypsies in Los Angeles?
Finally, he attached his John Hancock my thesis so that I could graduate with my degree and
assigned me the grade of “B minus” -- as “a favor.” Ouch!
~
I left the Jolly Roger still angry, yet feeling a bit festive -- all thanks to the gin tonics. When I
showed up at the party I tried my best to go with the flow and to forget A.R. But if Gypsies are
anything, they are super-intuitive. So, after a few hours of drinking beer and singing and
shooting the bull, the menfolk (who usually sat together at Gypsy gatherings apart from the
womenfolk) diagnosed that I had some issues and proceeded to coax out of me the entire A.R.
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episode. My telling of the tale had hardly commenced when the womenfolk out of curiosity
began drift within earshot and pay close attention. Soon some of the oldest women among them
began to drift even closer, and to ask questions. Sharing my sad story with them was like some
sort of exorcism and I began to put on my party face and felt my anger slip away.
That was about 3 a.m. in the morning. But I had set something unexpected in motion that was
beyond my apprehension and ability to stop. A dangerous alchemy of alcohol and the occult was
brewing and was beginning to shape the course of unfolding events and -- before I realized it -the situation was entirely out of my hands.
The Gypsy men were full of whisky and beer and the women were full of an unholy concoction
they made out of gin, sugar, Squirt, and ice. I knew things were getting crazy when the old
women quit asking me questions about A.R. and took his fate into the kitchen -- and shut the
door behind them.
Early that morning in a crowded kitchen in El Monte a Gypsy curse was “thrown on” an
unsuspecting healthy stranger named A.R., a gajo that none of them knew personally or cared
anything about. All they needed to know was that this A.J. had insulted Gypsies by denying their
existence and more importantly that he had hurt the feelings of Toma’s Luck-bringer.
So that’s the way it went down; perhaps we had all had too much to drink that night.
~
Apparently once a Gypsy curse is cast, you can’t retrieve, revise or negate it. So I was totally
shocked when, a month later, A.R. suddenly dropped dead on the handball court at the college. I
keep a newspaper report of his mysterious sudden passing taped on the title page of my personal
copy of my thesis because the whole chain of events leading to the death of A.R. still seem so
surreal:

Figure 16.9 From The Valley News and Green Sheet newspaper, 1970.
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Since Gypsies in the USA die of natural causes at the average age of 50, most certainly all those
elderly Gypsy females who “threw the curse” on A.R. are by now as dead as he. And all those
who witnessed the actual “throwing of the curse” in Tom’s kitchen and were old enough to recall
the events in detail have also passed on. I myself saw nothing going on behind those closed
kitchen doors. Since I am no spring chicken, I thought to share the strange, tragic story here, and
have done so to the best of my memory.
Case closed.
~
At the time I was studying, observing, and experiencing those El Monte Gypsy culture traits
sometimes tangential to their occult beliefs and practices, I had my own bevy of pseudoscientific beliefs and experimental practices acquired from my Dad that related to hypnosis to
keep my mind occupied. I was already engaging in my independently studies into self-hypnosis
and contemplating the possibilities and potentials of indulging in astral projection.
I have often wondered: “Was it mere coincidence or some form of determinism that the magic
carpets of my Saracen rides (my “golden chariot” for example) were propelling me down this
particular path in life?” And to what destination?

(Note my Saracens “magic carpet”!)
Whatever. I had by 1970 already created a special “incantation” that proved to be a reliable
technique to help launch me through space and time and into a separate reality: “Happiness” I
would say to myself, and then count backwards from ten to zero: “Happiness: 10, 9, 8 …” These
days I am usually “gone” by the time I hit “seven.” Like I said, the technique works, and it is free
(unlike drugs and booze).

Most of my fellow Saracens took immense pride in their primary identity gear, the official car
club plaque and club sweatshirt:
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Figure 16.10 Saracen gear – plaque and sweatshirt -- displayed by Walt and Frank.

Somewhere between 1960 and my move to the east of the Mississippi in 1989 I became
separated from my own, original Saracen gear –both from my emblazoned aluminum car plaque
and my sweatshirt. Had I not lost track of them they would now be hanging proudly today on
my office wall at my university inside a moisture-proof, temperature-controlled, glass case where
they belong.
The last time I saw my Saracen sweatshirt my sister Patricia was walking in the door and
wearing it. She had cut off its long sleeves at the shoulders and also had lowered its neckline
with a pair of scissors to form a “V” – shape to reveal a lot of cleavage. Lucky for her I had
learned to control of my temper with self-hypnosis: “Happiness: ten, nine, eight …” C’est la vie.
And what became of my Saracen plaque? The last time I saw it was in the Fall of 1972. After I
accepted my invitation to join Peace Corps I had a few, short months left to settle my affairs.
That’s when I sold my gold Triumph and my “Jimmy” pickup, bid farewell to the Gypsies, and
packed my bags. Then, just before heading out to LAX to catch my plane to Korea, I was inside
the garage behind my Parent’s Victory Boulevard home on a hot Sunday afternoon with the
plaque in my hand. “Where is a safe place to hide this thing?” I was wondering.
Two of Chester Issard’s sons that were friends with my three sisters had scheduled to stop by
that day with their pickup truck to take away my BSA motorcycle. It was no longer in running
order and had been gathering dust for several years in my Dad’s garage.
These beach boys, like their Dad, had good mechanic skills and promised to get my BSA running
again and put it to good use. They came in Chester’s pickup truck and handed me fifty dollars for
the motorcycle and then drove away with it. I later heard they had repaired the BSA and
converted it into a competition dragster, and then won a few races with it. Larry Stonebreaker
would have been proud of what his “thumper” had become after so many years.
As I stood there filled with nostalgia while watching Chester’s boys load up and depart with my
BSA, I began to contemplate what to do with my Saracens car club plaque. I couldn’t take it with
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me to Korea. Nor could I leave it lying around inside my Dad’s house where my sister Patricia
might decide to borrow it to go with the Saracen sweatshirt. It had to be safely stowed
somewhere where I could easily retrieve it several years into the future when I returned from my
Peace Corps service, at which time I could install it proudly in another vehicle or display it on a
wall.
I resolved the issue by climbing an old six-foot wooden ladder in order to reach a high ledge
hidden among the rafters, and there (foolishly, it turns out) I “hid” my Saracen plaque. I say
“foolishly” because it never occurred to me at the time that my folks might sell the house and
move away while I was off serving in Peace Corps. But that’s exactly what happened.
So it goes: The residential block where I grew up on Victory Boulevard was anyway in rapid
transition and a downward spiral by 1974, when I returned from Korea. In 1973 my parents had
moved out to live permanently at the Faria Beach Colony. Whoever bought it the Victory
Boulevard house did not live in it themselves. Instead, a string of renters moved in. The entire
neighborhood changed from owners to renters. With that, neighborhood demographics changed
and social conditions in the neighborhood generally deteriorated.
Ten years before my parents had moved out their home on Victory Boulevard the first drug
dealer (marijuana and Quaaludes) had moved into a house at the southeast corner of their block.
My Dad, who was by then twice the age of the dealer, confronted him about the danger he posed
to decent folks one day on the sidewalk in front of Roger’s house. They scuffled on the lawn.
Roger, his wife Bobbi, my Mom, brother, and one or two sisters, had to separate the two of them.
Had they not, my Dad might have killed he dealer. Ironically, Quaaludes are a hypnotic and my
Dad was a practicing hypnotist at that time. However, that irony it was overlooked by everyone
but me.
After that day my Dad was looking to move elsewhere. Our Victory Boulevard home was no
longer the Camelot it once was. The declining neighborhood was a far cry from the happy time
that prevailed up and down the street back when my Dad purchased his house for $12,500 in
1949 to raise a family. I think when he sold it in 1973 the market value was well over a hundred
thousand dollars. Today it is worth over five hundred thousand dollars.

I did a lot of foolish things when I was a child and long before I began to do foolish things as a
young man involving automobiles. I began earning my own money at my Dad’s urging when I
was quite young and still in elementary school.
His own school days for the most part had overlapped with the Great Depression. He never
insisted I bank my earnings but only that I worked to earn my money through gainful
employment. This began about the time I hit puberty.
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My Mom was silent on the matter of me working and going to school at the same time, but did
give me an antique bronze-cast piggy bank in the shape of a little building. On the front of this
little building with a coin slot on top were two words: “Columbiana Bank.” Access to the
contents of that bank required a key to open a little door on the bottom. But she had no key.
My Mom was born and raised in the charming, God-fearing, antique-rich, small town of
Columbiana, Ohio. She took me as a toddler to the historic old Methodist Church there. I
remember she had a driver’s license and was very proud of it. She drove back in forth to her
teaching job at an elementary school in nearby Leetonia, Ohio. When my Dad returned from the
War and we moved to the campus of Pennsylvania State College, she quit driving.
So I worked hard doing kid jobs and by the age of twelve had filled up my bronze bank with
nickels, dimes, quarters, half-dollars. That bank was so old that even silver dollars fit into the
coin slot by design. This giant drop slot enabled me to upend the little bank whenever I needed
cash and easily shake out the dimes.
Being a loner, with only one sibling (Patricia) at that time, I enjoyed having my own room in our
two-bedroom house. However, when Marcia, Kathy and Nick came along my Dad hired a
carpenter to build two upstairs bedrooms. That construction project resulted in a perpetual leaky
roof that the contractor could never seem to fix to my Dad’s satisfaction, leading to a lawsuit.
Meanwhile, my own room was solidly constructed, dry and comfortable all the days I lived on
Victory Boulevard.
My room had a large, unlit, closet and inside there was a bookcase where I kept a flashlight and a
huge “Encyclopedia Britannica Webster’s Dictionary.” The dictionary sat in the dark there next
to a large “Britannica Atlas of the World.” I had several catalog collections of postage stamps
from around the world. I also kept piles of Boy’s Life magazines, Classics Illustrated and
Scrooge McDuck comic books on those shelves, I was well on my way to becoming a
geographer or an anthropologist or a combination of the two (a cultural geographer) even though
I did not realize it at the time, and for a long time to come.

Figure 16.11 My favorite reading materials as a child included Scrooge McDuck “adventure” comics.
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Thus situated and equipped I read a lot at home in my bedroom. Unfortunately, I lacked
motivation to study any sort of schoolwork that fell outside my areas of interest. Math, for
example, bored me to tears. And so, lacking motivation to study and at my Dad’s urging, I spent
my free time outside of school being gainfully employed for small wages.
I recall the time I earned over fifty dollars in one fell swoop. I sold greeting cards from door to
door in and around my neighborhood over a period of a month prior to Christmas. My bronzecast coin bank was full so my Mom suggested that I finally open my own bank account in a real
bank. I had a better idea.
I took all the dollar bills and coins I had accumulated while hiking door-to-door for tens of miles
selling cards and piled it up on the kitchen table in front of my Mom. Then I asked her to
convert the cash into one fifty-dollar bill. She did that the very next day and handed it over to
me. It was a brand new bill. She smiled. I smiled. Then I went to my room and into my closet
and retrieved that huge Britannica dictionary and plopped it down on top of my bed.
I opened the dictionary wide to the letter “F” and found the exact page where the word “fifty”
was printed. There, between the leaves and close to the spine, I inserted my fifty-dollar bill.
Then it suddenly occurred to me that a hypothetical burglar might hypothetically break into my
bedroom and deduce from his or her experience that a naïve young person like me with a brand
new fifty-dollar bill just might think it clever and hide something valuable like that fifty-dollar
bill under the word “fifty.”
So: I decided to use double-reverse psychology on my imaginary thief. I became clever-by-half
and picked instead of “fifty” a secret substitute word. So I slid my new fifty-dollar between the
leaves and against the spine exactly where that word was printed in the dictionary. Ascertaining
the bill was indeed flush to the spine. I then closed the dictionary and returned it to the closet.
For several months following my “deposit” in by secret bank my Mom would occasionally ask
me: “Jimmy, whatever did you do with that new fifty-dollar bill I gave you?” And I would
respond “Don’t worry Mom. It’s safe!”
More time passed. Eventually she quit asking. My Dad meanwhile was too busy making his own
money to bother to care to know what I did with my paltry earnings. He mainly cared that I
remained in active pursuit of my gainfully employed. Who knew when another Great Depression
might come along?
My Dad and Mom and their parents, having experienced deprivations during of the Great
Depression, were both workaholics and frugal to a fault. My Dad was a hard-working man all his
life. Under his guidance while growing up, he emphasized that I would have the same priorities.
A college graduate, he never thought very highly of the necessity of a college education to
succeed in life. He did believe that a solid work ethic, relevant skill sets and experience on the
job – supplemented with hypnosis --was a sure-fire strategic plan and path to success for me.
Dad was satisfied that I kept my own energies productively employed as a youngster when not in
school or my doing homework. My Mom went along with my Dad, but she independently began
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to make plans under the influence of a David Sword, Pastor of Christ the King Church, for me to
become a Lutheran Minister. Sigh.
We did not yet own a television set when I hid my fifty-dollar bill. That purchase was just
around the corner for the growing Nemeth family back in 1954. Our material wealth as a middleclass family was increasing rapidly. All thanks to my hard-working Dad.
One day I suddenly realized that I could use that fifty-dollar bill badly. I’d had a brainstorm. The
year was 1954 and I was twelve. Being almost a teenage meant that I had to think bigger about
the meaning of “gainful employment.” I decided I was going to open my own bicycle shop in our
big garage out back of our house on Victory Boulevard. This was a crazy idea that I was too
young and naïve to think through. My business venture was doomed to fail although I didn’t
realize that at the time.
My Dad might have dreamed of me becoming a wealthy entrepreneur some day and so rather
than discourage me, he encouraged me to follow my dream – but he also said he would not be
investing any of his own money in my bicycle shop enterprise. Bummer. My Mom followed his
wisdom rather than pleading on my behalf for a “loan up front.” I have to agree, looking back,
that they were wise not to encourage me or invest in what seemed to me alone to be a good idea
at the time -- but was actually crackpot and immature.
I was mowing lawns for a small apartment complex down the street and around the corner in
those days and had about twenty dollars in cash and coins on hand that I had earned from that
endeavor. I kept this loot in the back of a desk drawer in my room. I also had my bronze
“Columbiana Bank.” I shared my business plan with Pastor Sword and also told him about my
cash-on-hand and that I was going to bust open my brass bank. He advised me to wait a few
years before going into business, and that my hard-earned money on-hand was “destined for a
higher purpose.”
My Mom agreed with Pastor Sword. My Dad, who was raised Catholic but more committed to
hypnosis than to religion, told me that I could spend my hard-earned money any way I wanted. If
I wanted to own a bicycle shop, so be it: “Where there’s a will there’s a way” my Dad advised. It
was then that I remembered had a fifty-dollar bill stashed away in a very safe place; in my giant
Webster’s Dictionary.
I rushed straightaway into my room and into my closet and retrieved the big dictionary and put it
on top of my bed and opened it to the letter “F” and found the page where the word “fifty” was
printed – and found nothing.
I panicked, but then recalled that I had devised a secret substitute access word for my Webster
Dictionary bank account. That word must be “money” I thought! Then I quickly turned the thin
pages to the “M”s, and to the word “money” – and I found nothing.
Then I looked between the page leaves for: “bank,” “cash,” “loot,” “cheese,” “Dad,” “Mom,”
“Jesus” and so on up to ten possibilities. Then I quit guessing and commenced systematically
turning page by page through the dictionary beginning with the last page and working backwards
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till I might eventually find my fifty-dollar bill. Then, when I was bogged down in the “W”s I got
totally bored and gave up the search. I returned the dictionary to the closet, took the twenty
dollars out of my desk drawer, and the next day went to the nearest bicycle shop and bought a
new bicycle pedal and a new bicycle seat.
The next day – it must have been a Saturday – I spent the entire morning cleaning out the garage.
My Mom was quite pleased. Completing that task, I went to a freshly cleaned back corner inside
the garage and drew with white chalk a perfect box on the garage floor cement. It measured
about six square feet in size. I pounded two large nails into two adjacent vertical wooden beams
located at the back of the box -- at about eye-level -- and I hung the bicycle pedal on one nail and
the bicycle seat one the other nail.
Then I cut up a large cardboard carton to make two signs. I wrote “Sale. New Bicycle Pedal” on
one sign and “Sale. New Bicycle Seat” on the other sign. Then I taped the two signs above the
two items, as appropriate. Then I made another large sign out of cardboard and wrote “Jim’s
Bicycle Shop” on it using a paint brush and some white house paint. I let the paint dry and then
attached this sign to a long, flat stick. I marched the sign out to the front yard and planted it in
firmly into the lawn between the grass and the curb, facing the street. Then I went back to the
garage and sat in a folding chair and waited.
My Mom came out and looked at the sign in front of the house, and then walked into the garage
where I was sitting and stood for a while in front of the “for sale” signs. She took the pedal off its
nail and turned it about in her hands. She did the same with the bicycle seat, all the while
smiling. There were tears in her eyes. She turned and retreated from the garage and through the
screen door and into the laundry room and kitchen. I remained seated there the rest of the day.
Nobody else came around.
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Chapter 17
My two “ride-free” and “Gypsy-free” years with Peace
Corps on Cheju (Jeju) Island, South Korea

Figure 17.1 Cheju (Jeju) Island, South Korea. NASA photo.

My “ride-free” two years in Peace Corps (mostly spent on Cheju [Jeju] Island) were a “free ride
in ‘the piss corps’ at the tax-payers’ expense” Roger Bonz reminded me on more than one
occasion once it was all but decided that I would be joining the Peace Corps instead of the Army
come November, 1972. Such needling made me wince, but Roger was overall a likeable guy and
he was my Dad’s best friend; so I didn’t take offense.
I sold both the gold roadster and the “Jimmy” pickup truck, and my BSA, and totally gave up
driving for two years while on Cheju Island in Korea. After owning and driving sixteen vehicles
over a period of fourteen years since receiving my California driver’s license I was suddenly
“back on my own two feet” and ride-free once I arrived on the island. And I can’t say that I
missed fixing flat tires and changing spark plugs during my Peace Corps Service years. Truth be
told, I was finally outgrowing my jalopy days.
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At age 30 I rather enjoyed the splendid isolation of the slow and simple island existence. If riding
around in public buses was good enough for peasant farmers and fisher folk, it was good enough
for those few Peace Corps Volunteers like me in their midst.
Arriving in Korea in November, 1972, I initially went to mountainous Chunch’on, northeast of
Seoul and near the DMZ where I joined up with my Peace Corps Volunteer training group (aka
“K-25”):

Figure 17.2 K-25 Peace Corps Volunteers and our training staff in Chunch’on, Republic of Korea. I am
front row center.

From Chunch’on, after three months, I moved on to my assigned service site on Cheju Island -where I eventually met my exquisite wife-to-be Hae Sook, a pharmacist, and the best-dressed
woman in Korea:
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Figure 17.3 My future wife Hae Sook, in the Spring of 1974.

“Hello Peace Corps!”  meant “Goodbye Gypsies!”. I published a book last in 2014 titled
Jeju Island Rambling: Self-Exile in Peace Corps, 1973-1974 wherein I share select detail from
my “rambling” experiences on the island. I won’t repeat myself here. Instead, my intention in
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this watershed chapter in this book is to briefly comment on the high price of my “self-exile” on
the island. My two years of “voluntary withdrawal” from the outside world effectively ended my
“being with Gypsies” from that time forward, and also forced me to reshape a future life and a
new identity for myself without them. The transition was not easy, and caused me some severe
emotional and psychological stress at the time. Yet, in retrospect, my decision turned out in the
long run to have been for the best, and for all concerned.
~
My friend Tom died in 1985, at 55 years of age, so he lived almost a decade longer than the
average Gypsy-American. When he and I traveled around west of the Mississippi looking for
work, Tom shared many stories about his growing up Gypsy in the industrial Midwest.
His extended family during the Great Depression and throughout WW2 laid a Gypsy territorial
claim to the City of Hamtramck, a Polish enclave located at the very heart of the City of Detroit.
Hamtramck in those days, as far a Gypsy-Americans perceived it, was Nicholas territory. Later,
Nicholas Gypsy territory would migrate west with the entire Nicholas clan to coincide with the
municipal boundaries of El Monte, California.
The few American scholars who studied Gypsies at that time called Tom’s tribes of Gypsies
“Nomad Coppersmiths.” This is because of the proclivity of traditional Gypsy (Romany) service
nomads like the Nicholas family to specialize in the manufacturing, mending and plating of
copper, bronze, brass, iron and tin artifacts. When in Europe, Tom’s more distant ancestors may
have been bell founders and cannon makers, as well as semi-itinerant musicians and entertainers.
After migrating to the United States circa 1910 they increasingly narrowed the scope and scale
copper manufacture and repair.
Then, with the advent of stainless steel, manufacture and repair of copper cauldrons began to
fade in the United States, Tom’s father and uncles began to specialize in the itinerant hot tinning
of bakery bowls and also the repair of industrial and commercial food processing equipment.

Figure 17.4 Tom’s family circa 1955 with two refurbished sausage troughs and an aluminum stock pot.
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~
Tom grew up in and around Hamtramck soliciting work from bakeries, restaurants, hospitals and
educational institutions. After leaving Hamtramck and moving west to California, Tom
increasingly specialized in the semi-itinerant “wipe tinning” of bakery bowls.

Figure 17.5 Tom’s business card circa 1968.

I have written elsewhere and in great detail about Tom at work, and so will substitute just one
exemplary photo here for those thousands of words scattered elsewhere:

Figure 17.6 Here Tom is applying tin to a small commercial bakery bowl in Twentynine Palms,
California. I was his business partner and chauffer at the time I snapped this photograph, circa 1969.

When Tom was learning the family trade east of the Mississippi and growing up in Hamtramck
he traveled out and about on work expeditions throughout northern Ohio with the menfolk of his
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extended family. Sometimes the entire Nicholas families would take leave of city life and follow
the summer carnival circuit throughout rural Ohio. They considered returning to The Road
occasionally as obligatory, to recharge their Lucky Energies. On the road, they would hook up to
the carnival and street-fair circuits and practice a more varied repertoire of their traditional
family occupations and industries, like hosting midway “mitt joints” (fortune-telling tents) and
other sorts of canopied “games of chance” (like the “ring toss”). Tom’s family also operated
portable photo booths in the carnivals and street fairs.
I once told Tom that according to my Mother’s family lore many Gypsies used to camp out in
my great-uncle Miller’s apple orchards at the time of the annual Columbiana street fair. Tom
replied that his own family members regularly camped out near Columbiana Village in those
same orchards. He elaborated on some of the adventures that he and his kid friends experienced
while exploring beyond the orchards and into the surrounding meadows, woodlots and creeks;
for example:
“We set out together, playing a few kid games along the way. One we played was called lungo stampis. It
was a game like jacks but without a ball. We used pebbles instead. Another game we played was called po
piko. We used a couple of sharp sticks for po piko. Eventually I found myself alone. It was broad daylight
and I wasn’t afraid. I knew where I was. In fact, it was interesting. There was an old covered bridge full
of spiders, and a giant rock in a meadow. And an old oak tree, very large and very strange.”

I keep a post card photo of a covered bridge located fairly close to Columbiana Village that may
be the very bridge Tom describes in this nostalgic anecdote (technically called a memorate by
folklorists):

Figure 17.7 The McClellan Bridge in Columbiana County, built 1879.

This coincidence of Tom’s having grown up in and around my Mother’s home town has long
fascinated me, so I have searched for other sorts of evidence of Nicholas family exploits in
northern Ohio. For example, I have found a few Nicholas family headstones in the Gypsy
sections of Calvary Cemetery in Toledo. Also, I located an old “wanted poster” from Detroit that
mentions of the arrest of a “Dina Nichles” by the Toledo Police Department in 1938, described
as a “gypsy”:
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Figure 17.8 This “wanted poster” associates a member of the Nichles (Nicholas) family with Toledo,
fortune-telling and carnivals in northern Ohio, and implies that their territorial base is in the Detroit
region.

Contemplating the image of nineteen year-old “Dina Nichles” in this wanted poster is timely
reminds me that that while many Americans may think they know what a Gypsy girl looks like
(usually a stereotypical cinema portrayal of colorful, flirtatious tambourine-shaking Esmeralda
in the Hunchback of Notre Dame), the reality is that when Gypsies shop or travel outside their
homes among non-Gypsies they deliberately avoid fitting any “exotic” Gypsy stereotype:
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Figure 17.9 The common non-Gypsy’s stereotype of young Gypsy woman, inspired by cinema.

If you were in an airport passenger van headed for a hotel and some authentic Gypsies were
seated behind you, you would probably not recognize them as Gypsies because they would not
fit your fanciful stereotyped image of a “Gypsy.”

I had not been in Toledo for too many years when I began to form imaginative caricatures of the
city and its citizens. Time passing has only strengthened my conclusion that Toledo is a city
whose citizens have come from near and far -- in order to hide out. The more people I meet in
Toledo, the more my suspicion becomes confirmed.
I’ve done a bit of archival research on the history of Toledo and learned that gangsters from
Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland came to Toledo hide from the police and from other gangsters.
You may have heard or read of “The Purple Gang” (a.k.a. “The Sugar House Gang”)?
Paraphrasing one Internet story: Toledo was infamous (as a mob hideout) because of its
centrality, accessibility and open door policy toward criminals during the height of the railroad
passenger transport era. With so many railroads owned by different companies passing through
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Toledo, criminals on the lam “could easily sneak into the city to hide out. Amidst local residents
lived some of the toughest mobsters in the country.” Current residents tending their backyard
flower gardens still occasionally dig up rusty pistols planted by earlier generations of crooks.
Just so, Toledo seems to have always been a hotbed of ethnic Gypsies and Travelers during the
20th Century. When I arrived in Toledo in 1989, the Vlach Gypsy “Miller” clan (close relatives
of the Nicholas clan) had the city “sewed up,” meaning that Toledo was their territory and if you
were a Gypsy or a Traveler, you had to see the local Miller “Gypsy King” to get his approval for
you to join his local kumpania (company; economic union; association), and to pay your “fair
tax” for the privilege to reside and live within his feudal boundaries and without harassment
from the local police – which would be the situation if you refused or failed to pay your tax to
the Millers.
Before the Millers, there were the Broadways (related to Bucklands, Bryers, Smiths, Smalls,
Coopers, and others). These were Romnichals (English Gypsies) and Toledo was their town long
before the Vlach Millers arrived. There is still a Romnichal fortune-teller on Monroe (a
Buckland) near “The Junction” and the Rally Burger drive-through. Today, scattered real estate
properties in Toledo remain owned by resident ethnic Gypsy and Traveler families and their
survivors.
You couldn’t go to the harness-racing track in North Toledo on race days without seeing Gypsy
and Traveler menfolk amidst the crowds there -- along with Amish menfolk. All of these ethnic
minority peoples have a history associated with horses. Harness racing left town around 2012
when the Hollywood Casino came to town.
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Chapter 18
1962 Plymouth 4-door Sedan

Figure 18.1 The “weed eater.” Nothing special -- and yet “special” is so many ways!

Members of the Detroit Generation called any automobile worth attaching their car club plaque
to or within (usually in the back window) for display purposes their “ride”: Thus “Take a look at
my new ride!” or “Say, that is a mighty-fine ride you have there!” Anything on four wheels that
might embarrass you or your club and was a not worthy vehicle for displaying your club identity
plaque was not a “ride,” but something else: a “junker” or a “beater.” In between “rides” and
“junkers” there used to be a category called “jalopy.” This was a term of endearment for an old
car worth restoring that you drove around, but was still a work-in-progress (meaning that you
planned to invest money and emotion into your future together). You could display your car
club plaque on your jalopy without any shame because everyone knew you “respected it” even
though it was not yet “accomplished enough” to be your official “ride.”
My 1962 Plymouth 4-door sedan was a junker. It could get me from A to B as long as B wasn’t
very far away. I carried my tool box with me at all times when driving this vehicle which I
nicknamed my “weed eater.” Arriving back in the USA after resigning from Peace Corps in
December of 1974, this was my first “family” car even though Bob was not yet born. It was just
me and my wife Hae at that time, and my wife learned to drive in this car with me, or my sister
Patricia, riding shotgun.
Our practice driving place was on the weed-encroached service roads connecting oil well
“pumpjacks” within the boundaries of the Faria family estate. These isolate roads on private
property were bordered by weeds because the only vehicle you might encounter driving on them
on a typical weekday was Joe Faria’s pickup truck making its inspection rounds maintaining the
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estate’s oil well pump jacks. While Hae was learning to drive in our junker Plymouth along these
weed-infested roads, and she often veered too far and often to the right or left while advancing
forward. As a result, the bumpers and tire-wells and the entire undercarriage were festooned with
weeds at the end of each driving lesson; thus the Plymouth’s nickname “weed-eater.”
My parents had initially given us their shiny jet-black 1971 Cadillac Coupe de Ville as a gift, but
it was just too big for Hae to learn to drive in, so we gave it back before we even transferred
ownership. That Cadillac had the cushiest interior I have every encountered in an automobile.

Figure 18.2 Inside my Dad’s 1971 Cadillac Coupe de Ville was the world’s best sound system.

I remember the first time I sat behind the wheel and turned on the radio. It was like sitting in a
concert hall, the sound quality was that good.
~
During the spring and summer following my return from Korea, I used to spend a lot of time
belly boarding the scenic point break in front of my Dad’s beach house at the Faria Colony. The
official name of the place is Pitas Point, named after the Chumash Indian word for “whistles” -and that is what the local surfers call it today -- “Whistles.”
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Figure 18.3 Me and my Dad in front of his house at “Whistles” in 1976
.

I bellyboarded a lot off “Whistles” between 1975 and 1977. Usually I had the waves to myself. I
would float out just beyond the breakers in the swells and contemplate the rugged mountainside
landscape above the Faria Estate. The future of this beautiful stretch of the Southern California
coast was at that time being contested between proponents of environmental protection and real
estate developers. I was taking classes at a local college on the topic of the new California
Environmental Quality Act CEQA) and personally involved in a few local environment issues,
one of which directly impacted on the future of the Faria Estate and that part of the Estate that
included Padre Juan Canyon. So I had a lot to think about between sliding down the face of some
friendly waves at “Whistles.”

Figure 18.4 A friendly wave at “Whistles” (Pitas Point), California.
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Occasionally, on a “big” day at “Whistles” caravans of surf rats would converge to park along
Highway to ride the waves there and I would watch them cavort from my Dad’s patio facing the
breakers. But usually it was just me and perhaps a few of Chester’s sons by ourselves riding
those waves.
One other surfer I began to surmise was a “local regular.” Sometimes we would be bobbing on
the same swell in anticipation of a good wave to ride. Since he rode a custom full-size board and
had only my battered-up belly board, I would let him take the waves that I otherwise would have
taken myself; no loss to me as good waves were aplenty at “Whistles.”
He and I only exchanged polite hellos and exchanged small-talk – “Big day!” “Well done!” And
such -- out there beyond the breakers. I learned that he owned a small blacksmith shop in nearby
Ventura. His wife and my wife had sons about the same age. Their beach house in the Faria
Colony was about four houses north of my Dad’s house, and also faced the surf. Sometime our
wives would chat.
His name was Yvon Chouinard. At that time, he was on his way to becoming a famous
millionaire manufacturer of outdoor sports equipment and clothing. He founded the popular
Patagonia line. Yvon was a rock and ice climber and he invented “clean climbing.” His business
practices are famously environmental-friendly and ethical. These days I teach a “Conservation
and Resources” class wherein I show the class a videotape of Yvon explaining how large
business corporations can combine environmental ethics with the profit motive and succeed.
Being an environmentalist myself, and a proponent of “enlightened underdevelopment,” I
heartily agree with his sentiments and recommended practices. I wish I had taken the time to
know him better.
~
Hae Sook had many good friends back in Korea, and I had met quite a few of them during my
Peace Corps years: Lee Yu Soon (a poetess); Mibo (a talented singer and writer, now married to
a medical doctor), Kim Kwang Ja (a pharmacist), and many more. Also, Hae has been a good
example and influence on her brothers and sisters in many ways. For example, her youngest
brother Kim Seong –su’s daughter Kim Ga-ram became a child actress who appeared in several
popular Korea drama’s including The Good Woman, Zinnia, and The Diamond’s Tear. Among
Hae’s three sisters, two of them hired the same American tutor for a long time when their
children were very young. Also Hae’s youngest sister, Hee-sook, eventually send her two
daughters Hae-yeon and Hae-ju to graduate from the elite New York University.
~
After arriving to America, there was a lot for Hae to learn about adjusting to its lifestyles and
culture. My sister Patricia jumped right in to teach help make Hae feel “right at home” in the
USA. Both Hae and Patricia were adventuress and physically fit.
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Figure 18.5 My sister Patricia; one of Hae Sook’s best friends. Photo by Hae.

Patricia taught Hae everything from identifying different denominations of American bills and
coins, to riding horseback, to driving our red Plymouth “weed-eater.” Hae quickly passed her
automobile driver’s test and even passed the written test for driving a motorcycle! However, she
discovered that even small Sportsters were too heavy for her to handle safely in traffic.
Otherwise she might have evolved into a “biker gal” and we would have eventually purchased
“his” and “her” Harleys. Hae’s penchant for motorcycling originated in Korea, where she grew
up clinging to the back of her father as he drove them here and there on his red runabout.
My Mom also jumped right in to make Hae feel right at home as a member of our close-knit
family. Mom and Hae enjoyed riding bicycles together on abandoned cement stretches of old
Highway 1 located on parallel to the railroad tracks on the Faria Estate. Hae had often bicycled
on Jeju Island with her friend Miss Lee, and those two had more or less pioneered women’s
bicycling as recreation on the island.
Sometimes Hae Sook or my Mom or Patricia would hook up a little red wagon to one of the
bicycles and tow Bob around on Faria Road in back of the beach house. When he wasn’t being
spoiled by all these women he would play with his toys on the sun deck overlooking the Pacific
surf:
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Figure 18.6 Bob playing with toys on the sun deck of my Dad’s house
at the Faria Beach Colony, circa 1977.

My Mom was Hae’s very best friend. She helped Hae maintain her courage and optimism
throughout a difficult pregnancy, and then continued to “give her all and then some” for several
years after Bob was born, as a frequent and reliable babysitter and loving grandmother.
Faria Beach Colony was a bit like Malibu to the extent that the beauty and solitude attracted rock
musicians and Hollywood celebrities. Academy Award-winner Ernest Borgnine (Marty; The
Wild Bunch; Emperor of the North), for example, often walked the sands in front of our beach
house, and occasionally climbed atop our breakwall for a chat; especially when my Mom or
Patty were outside on the patio. My Mom had a tooth-gap just like Earnest. As for Patty, she was
quite attractive and a horsewoman: Ernest repeatedly promised to get Patty a part in a Western
movie, and could very well have done so, but she never followed up on his offers.
Patricia offered to give Hae one of her horses so they could ride together. But Hae was more
interested in motorcycles than in horses at the time.
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Another of Hae’s best friends upon moving to California was Lyn Smith, a talented
photographer. Hae and Lyn met around 1980. Bob was about five years old at the time, and we
had just returned from Jeju Island for the second time after I had completed the field work phase
of my dissertation research there. We had moved into UCLA married student housing in Mar
Vista about five miles south of the UCLA campus. Lyn owned a duplex a stone’s throw south of
the campus in Westwood.

Figure 18.7 Lyn Smith, prize-winning photographer and another of Hae’s “best friends.”

I met Lyn before I married Hae, back when I was living and working with the Tom Nicholas
family of Gypsies and Lyn was photographing the Gypsies of Los Angeles. Lyn Smith was an
old friend and colleague of mine in the Gypsy Lore Society. Her professional photographs taken
of Gypsy-Americans in Los Angeles have by now become quite famous; she has a well-earned
worldwide reputation and her photographs are widespread on the Internet. A few prize-winning
examples are here: http://libraryexhibits.utad.utoledo.edu/DX/lyn_smith.html .
Lyn and Hae hit it off right away. Both were creative, independent thinkers and soon after
meeting her Lyn’s artistic eye behind the lens became at once enchanted with Hae’s exotic
photogenic face.
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Figure 18.8 “Hae 1” (by Lyn Smith), 1982.

When Hae and I moved into UCLA married student housing, Lyn lived in one half of her huge
duplex and rented out the other half. In all the time I knew Lyn she never had a decent tenant.
Invariably they would move in making false claims about their financial stability, then after
paying the first month’s rent would cease paying and live free till evicted. It took about a year
and a hefty lawyer’s fee to evict a deadbeat, non-paying tenant in Los Angeles (now it takes ten
years, I hear). So Lyn was always nearly broke but she had a big heart and took right away to
Hae Sook.
Lyn’s house was but few minute’s distance by automobile. Lyn and Hae would get together as
often as possible at Lyn’s place for photo sessions and light lunches. Two eccentrics: they would
shop together for vegetables, fruit and nuts at the local Westwood market. Both Hae and Lyn
were crazy about mushrooms. Lyn taught Hae at that time by example that it was permissible to
eat grapes from the fruit bins without purchasing them. Perhaps Lyn learned that from the
Gypsies she photographed.
Lyn’s self-description as a photographer of ethnic Gypsies reads in part:
“Many people are afraid of Gypsies, but I, as a child, always wished to be carried off by them to a life of
wandering and adventure. I have never lost this dream, but now it is my camera that takes me wandering.
In my first life I was a dancer, and first began to study film and photography in order to document dance
performances. I also found that Gypsies now settled in cities, such as Los Angeles, where I lived at the
time. Happily, I was accepted by this reclusive group, and was allowed to photograph them at their
functions and in their homes. My photographs of Gypsies have appeared in publications, in the archives
of the Gypsy Lore Society, and in a number of exhibits. I have been invited to include them in the Carlson
Library of the University of Toledo, Ohio, "Gypsies and Travelers" educational website. I held the
position of Advisor/Researcher for the major motion picture, "King of the Gypsies", a Dino De Laurentis
production, 1979. …”

~
Here is one of my favorite Lyn Smith photographs of Los Angeles Gypsies:
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Figure 18.9 Los Angeles Gypsies “Burning Life’s Candle at both ends,” circa 1985. Photographed by
Lyn Smith.

And here is one of my favorite Lyn Smith photographs of Bob’s Mom. You can tell that Hae is a
bohemian and lover of the arts. When she first came to America she became fascinated with the
classic film Wuthering Heights starring Laurence Olivier and Merle Oberon. I am sure that she
has by now over the years watched this romantic drama over a hundred times on videotape and
then DVD.
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Figure 18.10 “Hae 2” (by Lyn Smith), 1982.
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Figure 18.11 Hae and Bob at Whistles, 1977.

Luring Bob out of the tidal pools in front of the Faria Beach House and away from his little
friends (the crabs, starfish, sea anemones and such) back in 1977 was not all that easy. Bob’s
Mom kept eye on Bob but kept her distance from those critters. I believe he is eating one of them
in this photo. To this day he thrives on anchovy pizzas and cracked crabs.
Sometimes all the Nemeths and their friends that were living at or visiting the Faria Colony
beach house would pile into two car or three cars and drive into the City of Ventura to a big
family pizza place they used to have near the center of town. The tables and chairs there were
made of thick, solid hardwood and thickly varnished till you could almost see your reflection in
them. The floor was wall-to-wall wooden planks. They had a movie screen high on one wall (and
big for its day) that played Three Stooges, Laurel and Hardy, and Little Rascal comedies over
and over.
Bob was in a bassinette when we first started going there. We would all sit around at one big
table and chow down on great pizzas. Bob in his basinet would be parked in the middle of the
tabletop facing the screen. He would laugh and laugh, along with everyone else, and especially
his Mom, at all the slapstick and pratfalls.
I named Bob after three friends of mine growing up that all were also named “Bob.” These were:
Bob Wood, Bob Murar and Bob Malone (his high school photo, below):
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Considered as one, these “Three Bobs” IMHO had every positive virtue known to humankind -and none of the vices. Alas, two of them I haven’t spoken with for forty years. So it goes.
“The moving finger writes and having writ moves on …” ~ K. Gibran

I was surprised when my friend Tom Nicholas and his family moved away from his extended
family in El Monte, east of LA, and moved to the City of Ventura in 1978. Tom had run afoul of
his Uncle Savka. The members of their extended family “took sides” against Tom during the
dispute and he elected to take his nuclear family into hiding, choosing Ventura as his “safe
zone.”
Tom found a cozy house to rent fronting Ventura Avenue less than a block away from the
famous Johnny’s Burritos stand. Johnny’s was such a well-known landmark during 1970s that
hungry people would drive all the way west from San Bernardino and south from Santa Barbara
to “pig out” on their chunky beef burritos and “secret” salsa. Hae and I couldn’t get enough of
those burritos, but I am not aware that Tom and his family ever bought a burrito at Johnny’s.
Instead, they cooked their own spicy meats and stews on a grill in their own back yard:
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Figure 18.12 Tom, Lodi and Tony Nicholas, amidst some cooking gear and cold beer, in the back yard of
their Ventura Avenue digs, circa 1976.

Tom had always considered me his “Good Luck Charm” between 1967 and 1972 when we spent
a lot of time working and socializing together. Then I went off to Korea and from 1973 to 1978
and during my absence he experienced a long streak of bad luck, which persisted even after I
returned. But our relationship never returned to anything near its previous intimacy. That was
because my life had taken a dramatic “Korean” turn after my Peace Corps experience and my
marriage to Hae Sook.
I’ll not delve into Tom’s family problems that brought him to -- and then took him away from -his Ventura hideout. Issues that consumed him involved some serious family feuding that I could
not but chose to avoid.
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Chapter 19
1963 Plymouth Valiant 2-door sedan

Figure 19.1 My 1963 Plymouth Valiant with its Bob Nemeth hood ornament at the duck pond adjacent to
Dennis the Menace Park in Monterey, California, 1978.

My Dad purchased this Valiant new for my mother in 1963, and my bother Nick and I drove it to
Columbiana, Ohio, during the summer of that year. It was a stick shift and a basic “stripped
down” model without any cosmetic or convenient extras. It had the standard cigarette lighter but
my Mom had quit smoking by that time. It also had a standard AM radio. There was no air
conditioner. This proved significant when Nick and I were driving east during the sweltering
month of August.
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I was enthusiastic about this trip. It was the first time in my life I had undertaken a road long trip
driving brand new automobile. I anticipated I would encounter zero flat tires or engine
breakdowns, so be able take our sweet time and enjoy the adventure as much as possible.
And it was an adventure: I deliberately charted a route to the Midwest that took Nick and I
through the most remote stretches of highway in California, Nevada, Utah and Colorado. We
slept in drive-in movie theaters whenever possible.
Just entering Nevada, heading east of Walker Lake, we pulled to the roadside to chase lizards.
We had a nylon loop attached to a fishing pole (an old Boy Scout trick). This worked well until
we tried it out on a fat sidewinder. Then it worked too well and then we had to figure out how to
release the poisonous snake safe and sound back into the wild without getting bit.
No sooner had we released the snake and returned to the Valiant when we discovered we could
not drive it out of the soft sand where we had left it parked at the roadside. I immediately
regretted taking that remote highway. We waited there about two hours before the first vehicle
appeared. Lucky for us it was a truck with a camper pulling a boat trailer pulling a motorcycle
trailer. This was highly illegal but there probably wasn’t a policeman within fifty miles
surrounding our predicament. The camper, filled with a happy family of four, stopped to assist us
and after detaching the two trailers they kindly towed us out of our sand trap.
The only other foolish mistake I made on that trip was while speeding along a narrow back road
in the middle of Amish country in western Ohio. I approached a railroad crossing at the top of a
little ridge at high speed and crossing the tracks sent Valiant airborne for about three seconds.
Fortunately the landing was not hard enough to damage the car or result in an accident.
Nevertheless it was a hairy (meaning scary) experience. Nick bumped his head hard on the
ceiling of the Valiant, and I still have nightmares where I dream that the Valiant goes airborne
and lands atop an Amish buggy full of kids.

My Uncle Pete and Aunt Barb, beginning in about 1955 would drive to our Victory Boulevard
house in the San Fernando Valley all the way from Youngstown, Ohio, round trip, every
summer, for his two-week vacation. Pete was a facilities engineer for a steel mill in along the
Mahoning River. His last name was Kantor and he may have been Jewish. Meanwhile Barb, my
Dad’s sister, was 100% Hungarian Catholic -- and a terrific cook.
Although Pete was born into the Silent Generation, his passion for Detroit iron made him in my
opinion an honorary member of my Detroit Generation. Every year like clockwork he would pull
into our driveway in a brand new vehicle; usually a Buick but I recall that in 1957 he pulled into
our driveway at the wheel of a new Oldsmobile Super 88 J2, which came equipped with 3 twobarrel carburetors. This was a rare bird that generated over 300 horsepower and Pete was proud
as peaches over his ride.
He claimed to have been stopped four times for speeding during his westward journey that year
and I don’t doubt one bit that this was true. Pete simply paid his fines at the scene of the crime.
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He seemed to be the nicest guy and a gentleman, and was always generous to me, bearing many
gifts on arrival. It was like Christmas in the heat of summer when Pete and Barb visited.
They had two close friends, Joe Csonka and his wife, who lived in Downey or Compton. They
owned a spacious market specializing in Hungarian sausage. There seemed to be a vital Central
European/Hungarian neighborhood there at the time. They may have owned the entire
commercial/residential building that housed their market. There was a large living room in the
back of the market. Upstairs bedrooms located directly above the market were accessible from
Joe’s living room via an indoor staircase.
When my parents accompanied Pete and Barb to visit the Csonka family in their market, my Dad
would bring home enough “wet” and “dry” kielbasa Hungarian sausages to last a month. The
Csonka’s had a son, who no longer lived at home with them. He played the trumpet growing up,
but lost interest and so Joe gave it to me. But I didn’t want to deform my lip and so never
delivered on my Dad’s promise to Joe that I would learn how to play his son’s trumpet. Then
Joe’s market burned down and we never visited them again.

My mother was born and raised in a small town in the milkshed of Youngstown, Ohio, name of
Columbiana. She met my Dad while attending Youngstown University where he was a “Hunky”
(Hungarian) football hero from the city (of Youngstown) and she, a glamorous pageant queen
“from the sticks” (Columbiana, south of Youngstown, aka “The Biggest Little Town in Ohio”).

Figure 19.2 Steel-town boy (Dad) ….
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… marries small-town gal (Mom).

~
So the Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor and my Dad enlists in the Army and marries my Mom then
ships out to fight the War in The Pacific for four years. I am born in November of 1942. I am
spoiled rotten and time flies. The Japanese surrender. My Dad returns home a decorated hero and
immediately signs up for the GI Bill. It is 1946. We three head over to Pennsylvania State
University and move into newly constructed Veterans student housing there -- essentially an
exclusive trailer park with shared shower and laundry facilities.

Figure 19.3 “Mrs. Nemeth hangs the clothes out to dry.” Veterans student housing at Penn State
University, circa 1947.
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In the photo you can see my Mom hanging up clothes with our GI Bill provided-free
prefabricated housing module in the background. She looks happy. And why not? Her husband is
an ambitious and handsome war hero enrolled in a first-rate physical therapy graduate program.
If Mom had at that time asked any Gypsy fortune-teller about her future, the Gypsy could have
looked into her crystal ball and foretold that in a few years she and Dad would own their own
home in a quiet, sunny neighborhood, with a large garage out back that could keep not one, but
two automobiles and a lawn mower out of the rain. It was 1947 and the “American Dream” on
wheels of the coming Eisenhower administration was already on the near horizon.
And if my Mom paid that same Gypsy fortune-teller another hundred dollars to look even deeper
into her crystal ball, she could have predicted with confidence that with my Dad’s graduation and
certification from Penn State we three would be moving west to California. This prediction
would have really shocked my Mom because, as a small-town girl born and raised in a rural
heartland of the industrial Midwest, a gentle soul who intended to spend her life in quiet,
conservative, surroundings – probably right there in Columbiana among family and friends -- the
notion of a move West would have seemed absurd.
But at least for the time being everything my Mom, my Dad and me had going for us at Penn
State seemed conservative, stable and secure.

Figure 19.4 A copasetic moment at Penn State: “The Nemeths and their dog Taffy settle down for a quiet
evening in the living room of their trailer” (circa 1947).
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Penn State was truly a booming college town, though located in the middle of nowhere. My
Mom nevertheless missed her parents and her small-town Columbiana friends -- and especially
around the winter holiday season. We visited Mom’s home town on school holidays.
My Dad drove some sort of pre-War-manufactured coupe in those days. I think it was a
Chevrolet. I was only a beeno (Gypsy for rug-rat) at the time and so could lay down ear-to-thecarpet in the secure, dark canyon between the front and rear seats listening to the tires singing
upon the cement highways and byways. The rhythm of the pavement cracks, clicking beneath the
undercarriage, invariably put me to sleep.
~
One holiday trip from Penn State to Columbiana and back I vividly recall because Dad’s car
broke down and had to be towed to the nearest mechanic. My Dad, recently returned from the
fighting the War in the Pacific was a warrior and stoic about the situation. In contrast, my Mom
was quite the worrier and stressed out by this unexpected turn of events. Her anxiety may have
heightened my own sensitivity to all that went on for the next twenty-four hours because the
entire episode in detail has stuck fast in my memory after all these year. This is remarkable
because I was so young at the time.
Anyway, it was about sunset when the tow truck hooked us up and pulled us up the highway to a
solitary two-story garage with two gas pumps out front. It was cold. The highway was dusted
with snow, and there was no traffic moving in either direction at the time.
The driver of the tow-truck was also the owner of the gas station, the garage behind the pumps, a
small diner and a market. There was no motel and the family residence of the driver was above
his garage. This entire compound pretty much enclosed the gas pumps within a semi-circle,
protecting them from the elements on three sides but opening onto the highway. His wife and
two daughters – they must have been barely teenagers -- ran the café and pumped gas. He had
two other younger daughters as well. In retrospect all four of these girls seemed twice my age or
over. There were no other men or boys on the premises that I can recall.
The bad news (which turned out to be good news) was that Dad’s car would be garaged for a day
and two nights, and we were invited to sleep with the owner/mechanic’s family. My Mom and
Dad shared one bedroom. I was put down the hall in a large bedroom with several beds and all
four of the daughters. Downstairs there was another bedroom that the owner shared with his
wife.
We took a hot meal in the small diner. My mother had calmed down as she and the owner’s wife
hit it off immediately. My Dad and the owner had some beer and chatted away half the night
about the recent war in the garage anteroom where there was a small kerosene stove and a wide
facing the pumps. I was sent upstairs with the girls who -- having no brother of their own and
after spending most of their monotonous time between riding the rural district bus to and from
school, mainly in each other’s’ company, took right to me like I was a new doll; a boy doll: a
novelty that had arrived into their midst as if Heaven-sent.
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I learned right away that the girls were not raised-religious as they enthusiastically exploited
their rare opportunity to have a “little man” of their own for two nights. All four of them were
quickly into my pajamas and tugging on my penis out of curiosity. I didn’t know what was going
on, but enjoyed all the attention, and especially on the second night, which they figured would be
their last they would see of me.
My Dad’s coupe had a small, oval rear window above the trunk. With the coupe’s engine again
running like new we continued our trip on the second morning after our unplanned arrival. I
remember the entire gas-lot family giving us a robust send-off. After shutting the car doors on
the long goodbyes we rolled over the crunch of the gravel of the station lot and onto the narrow
cement highway, once more heading west. With my knees on the rear seat of the Chevy and my
chest against the back seat cushion I watched that friendly family growing smaller and smaller
through that oval window till they and their little oasis disappeared with the morning sun rising
in the east as a backdrop.
On the trip back from Columbiana a week later, we stopped there to eat at the little diner, but the
entire compound was closed. “On Vacation” said the signs on the café and garage doors. We
were all disappointed. Nobody in the coupe said a word for the next half-hour. Fortunately it had
enough gas to get us to the next station ….

Hae Sook, Bob and I enjoyed the opportunity to live in Monterey, California, for nearly a year
during 1978 and 1979. At that time I was a UCLA PhD student enrolled in the 47-week Intensive
Korean Language Program offered by the Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center
(DLIFLC), Presidio of Monterey.

Figure 19.5 Official seals of 1) the Defense Language Center Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) and 2)
Garrison Command, Presidio of Monterey, California.

The Presidio was at that time (and still is) an active US Army garrison sited on a vast parcel of
Federal Government owned and managed prime real estate overlooking Monterey Bay and the
Pacific Ocean:
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Figure 19.6 DLIFLC Parade Day at the Monterey Presidio. Civilian students and teachers at the rear.

The institute is attended by all four branches of the military service and select individuals
sponsored by their agencies. I was sponsored by UCLA and the rare civilian student accepted
into the DLIFLC without any government agency ties, protocols or security clearances. The
University of California nevertheless had a sponsorship agreement with DLIFLC for select PhD
students in its system that required comprehensive language training in languages not offered in
the UC system.
In 1978 UCLA offered no comprehensive Korean language program for those among its PhD
students planning field work in Korea. The arrangement between UCLA and DLIFLC for which
I qualified was simple: I continue to pay tuition to UCLA but I attend Korean classes by
DLIFLC at the Monterey Presidio. Apparently I was one of very few attending DLEFLC
sponsored by the UC system. It proved awkward to be alone amidst the military and yet not “in”
the military. It reminded me of my “being with the Gypsies” experience without “being a
Gypsy.”
I had six to eight military classmates in my 47-week Korean course: a colonel, a captain, a
sergeant and three privates. Some were rotated in and out of the class during the length of the
course for various reasons. The colonel, for example, was headed for an important assignment at
the American Embassy in Seoul, Korea, but he demonstrated no aptitude for language learning.
The three privates were making him look foolish in class, and so he was re-assigned to another
classroom with own instructor after six weeks.
I had the same family benefits as all the other students in the Presidio. Bob, for example, could
attend the kindergarten on the base for no fee like all the other military kids his age. I had free
access to the on-base recreational center, gym, swimming pool and sauna.
Movies were free, too. Hae Sook and I went to see The Deer Hunter at the Presidio theater one
night and that is when I realized how different it was to have chosen to be a Peace Corps
Volunteer and serve on a peaceful island in Korea than to have chosen to be a soldier or sailor
serving in war-torn Vietnam. The audience in the theater was 99% military and many had served
in Vietnam and were traumatized by the experience. I knew from my times spent naked in the
sauna that some of the Vietnam War veterans on base were horribly battle-scarred. Since war
zone-related PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) was not part of the popular culture
terminology until after 1980 I could only guess that something was amiss with many of the
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veteran combat soldiers I observed close at hand during my fourteen-month DLIFLC experience,
as exemplified during the screening of The Deer Hunter on the base.
All the pent-up emotion from the Vietnam wartime experiences of the theater audience that night
was released. Hardened vets were sobbing in the dark and several dozen who just couldn’t
endure the film’s graphic portrayal of battlefield drama in Vietnam during the War just stumbled
out in the dark before the film ended. Sitting there as pacifist outsider among those who many
served in Vietnam either by choice or by lottery draw, I can’t say I felt guilty for choosing Peace
Corps, but I sure felt terrible for those who did and I was secretly very thankful for their
sacrifices.
While in Monterey we rented a small downstairs apartment just across the street from Dennis
the Menace Park. The playground was unique and famous for its unique furnishings and
equipment. There was a vintage steam locomotive to climb on, as well as caves and swinging
bridges. Both the park and our apartment were located on Pearl Street. Since I was a fan of John
Steinbeck’s books, and one of them was named The Pearl, this year in Monterey was a
significant experience in my scholarly and personal life.
The apartment was newly renovated when we moved in, but the interior walls were thin. Around
the tenth week after we moved in, the apartment behind us was rented by four soldiers from the
Presidio. They were noisy and often drunk and I complained to the management a few times to
no avail. Then one night around 4 A.M. three of them came back to the apartment drunk, and
discovered when they came through the door that the fourth soldier, who had stayed behind in
the apartment, had attempted to commit suicide by opening all the gas jets on the stove and
closing all the windows. The fellow left behind was unconscious. All three of his friends were
yelling and running around like crazy. The police came, and the fire department.
That was a harrowing experience because if the first soldier through the door early that morning
had paused to light a cigarette on entering their apartment, the entire building, or at least our end
of the building, would have been blown to smithereens by a natural gas explosion. I called the
owner of the building who lived down in Beverly Hills the next day. She flew up to Monterey
with her lawyer right away to assess the situation. She evicted the soldiers that night.

My major contact and benefactor at Cheju National University (CNU) during 1980 and 1981 was
the charismatic Professor Choung Chang Cho in the Agricultural Sciences Department. He is
Hae’s proud godfather and at the time of our long visit was on track to becoming a high ranking
university administrator. His guidance and generosity were major factors in promoting the
success of my dissertation research throughout our visit. Dr, Choung was similarly generous and
helpful again in 1984-1985 during my post-PhD return to the island with Hae and Bob. Between
visits, the official English-language spelling of the island became changed from “Cheju” to
“Jeju.”
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Figure 19.7 Professor Choung Chang Cho, Cheju (Jeju) National University.

Professor Choung was remarkably astute, intelligent, and cosmopolitan. He was also tall, softspoken (and yet strong-spoken at the same time), distinguished-looking, had impeccable
leadership skills. He reminded me of Korean version of Julius Caesar. He had studied for several
years at the University of New South Wales Australia toward his PhD degree, and eventually
earned the degree at Seoul National University (the Harvard of Korea). Also, he spoke English
fluently. These were very rare qualities among faculty and administrators at JNU in my
experience during the time I was teacher on campus and both friend to and protégée of Professor
Choung.
At the time I first met Dr. Choung he was a professor in the Agricultural College and wellconnected with government officials involved in the Saemaul Undong (New Village Movement)
on the island. It was their official task to rapidly implement agricultural modernization on the
island. Dr. Choung was trusted by both the mainland agricultural advisors and the indigenous
islanders, and he moderated their constant meetings and negotiations. Representing the
university, Dr. Choung also worked closely with two dedicated British Oversees Agricultural
Advisors in government service on the island, Murray DeNoon and Mike Wilson.
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The rapid pace and dramatic impacts of agricultural modernization and disruptive change on the
traditional agricultural landscape eventually became in my dissertation project at UCLA, so I
was in the right place at the right time during my three separate sojourns on Jeju Island (19731974, 1980-1981, 1984-1985) to be able to offer eye-witness accounts and interpretations of
these changes and the regional and local levels.
During my second visit in particular Professor Choung invited me to observe Saemaul Undong
advisors relentlessly striving to proselytize and entrench “creative destruction” among traditional
farmers during mandatory government-sponsored meetings. These official on-site opportunities
made possible by Professor Choung provided me with many valuable insights and anecdotes
during the shaping of my dissertation proposal.

Figure 19.8 Saemaul Undong brings the machine and rapid modernization to Jeju Island, circa 1979.

In addition to Dr. Choung, another major contributor to my PhD dissertation researches during
my 1980-1981 sojourn to Jeju Island was a remarkable JNU student named Kim Jee-hong. He
was a Jeju Islander and his father was a tradition-minded high school teacher and a published
scholar of Jeju Island history.
Ji-hong sought me out immediately after my arrival to the university 1n 1980 and volunteered to
be my research assistant in exchange for the opportunity to improve his English-language skills.
Jee-hong’s assistance gave me direct unofficial access to the pre-modern mindset traditional
Neo-Confucian farmers and their world-views. The combined influences of Professor Choung
and Kim Ji-hong on my researches during 1980-1981 enabled me to articulate a core concept that
formed the heart and soul of my dissertation -- “enlightened underdevelopment.”
I continue to believe that proselytizing this concept is my continuing original contribution to the
possibility of improving the human condition to counter the modernizing economic growth
ideology that disrupts traditional agricultural productivity globally, despoils the environment,
and invites catastrophic anthropogenic global warming.
Meanwhile, I recommend astral projection as the most promising path of temporary individual
escape from the decadent realism that seems to prevail everywhere in the world today.
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Chapter 20
1966 Buick 2-door Skylark hardtop V6 225 sedan

Figure 20.1 My teal Buick.

Is it possible to own and enjoy a car and yet forget almost everything what you were
experiencing at the time you owned it? This is what happened to me in the case of this snazzy
teal-painted Buick. Perhaps my forgetfulness was due to stress and trauma and things that were
going on in my life at that time that I have suppressed? Anyway, I think I owned this Buick
around 1976 or 1977.
That was about the time that Hae and I lived in the Miramar Apartments below the Father Serra
Cross landmark and overlooking Ventura Avenue and the famous Johnny’s Burrito stand. Bob
was born in the Ventura Hospital at that time. Then we rented a house off Ventura Avenue on El
Medio Street. Our house was disturbingly close to the foot of the massive, towering, unstable
Ventura Canyon wall. I constantly feared the inevitable earthquake that would bury us alive in
the middle of the night.
~
I drafted my first published academic paper while living at the El Medio address. The day I sent
my typed final draft off to the editor of the Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society in England I was
late for work and ran out to my car – this teal Buick – with the manuscript in a manila folder in
my hand. My intention was to mail it from work on their dime. I had stayed up very late the
previous night typing in order to meet the strict deadline the editor had given me for mailing him
my article, and so was discombobulated from lack of sleep when I drove off to work.
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When I arrived at work and opened my car door to get out, I reached to the passenger side of the
bench seat in the Buick to retrieve the manuscript and it wasn’t there. I looked down on the floor
in front of the seat and it wasn’t there either. It wasn’t in the back seat. I panicked! Where could
it be? I was already late for work, but without hesitation I backed out of the workplace parking
lot and sped homeward thinking that I might have left it on my desk inside the house.
When I finally arrived back on El Medio after turning off of Ventura Avenue I saw the manila
folder laying in middle of the street! I stopped the Buick and retrieved it, but it was empty. Then
I looked up El Medio towards my house and could see the white sheets of my manuscript strewn
about the street. Fortunately, there was no wind blowing that morning. I parked the Buick at the
curb and walked down the middle of the street retrieving the pages of my draft manuscript.
When I had walked almost to my house, I had found every one of them. Some had tire tracks
where other cars had run over them, but every typed page was still legible. The title of the
manuscript was “Gypsy Justice in America.” I wondered if temporarily losing it was my bad luck
or the result of a Gypsy curse exacted to punish my “impertinent curiosity” and to prevent my
public dissemination of their tribal secrets.
Whichever, had I not raced from work back to the house I would have never been able to find
some of the pages to my manuscript, much less all of them, and so would have had to retype the
entire manuscript at about twenty pages plus footnotes and missed my hard deadline for mailing
it to the Journal editor. If late, the manuscript would most likely have been rejected outright by
the editor. Instead, I returned to work and inserted the manuscript in an airmail envelope with a
note apologizing for the tire tracks on some of its pages. The envelope arrived in England on the
editor’s desk in time for his scrutiny, approval, typesetting and publication.
Academics never forget their first publication. Mine, just described, was an unforgettable
experience and I learned a lot about getting more organized and to never let a manuscript aimed
for publication get anywhere close to an editor’s “hard deadline” before sending it off.
My retrieved memory of this crisis is so sharp now that my mind’s eye can clearly see the very
instant that I opened my car door and in my haste placed the manila folder on top of the car
instead of within it before driving off. I can see my hand and the folder and the teal color of my
Buick paint job. Driving to work that eventful morning was a hard ride-of-passage life
experience for me.
~
I became employed as an “Occupational Researcher and Planner” working for the Ventura
County Superintendent of Schools while living on El Medio Street. My workplace was in a
remote corner of the Camarillo Airport, off Las Posas Road near to where it intersected with
Pleasant Valley Road. The School District had won a lucrative federal grant for a multi-year
project titled “California Manpower Management Information System” (CMMIS). Here is a
newspaper clip with a photo of our research team:
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Figure 20.2 The CMMIS team; an ethnically diverse crew comprised of an Irishman, a Chinese, a
Hungarian (me) and a Mexican. Photo by Craig Pozzi.

I don’t remember Tom Matthews, but Ron Joyce on the far left in the photo was a charismatic
chick-magnet with an obscure background. He could have made a fortune selling Edsel
automobiles and Brooklyn Bridges. Smooth and mysterious about his origins and living
conditions, Ron could very well have been an Irish Traveler (although this possibility never
crossed my mind at the time) whose family surnames include “Joyce” and some of which are
famous bare-knuckle boxers.
The CMMIS team was comprised of three bosses (John Van Zant ran the show), the research
team (of which I was one), and some support staff. Our office was in a converted military
bungalow and the airport facility was used mainly used by a privately-owned squadron of crop
dusters. In sum, my CMMIS workplace was about as far “from the madding crowd” as could be
found in sparsely-populated Oxnard Plain in those days.
One day I looked out the window above my desk and saw a speck of orange approaching our
CMMIS bungalow from the distance. It was a single pedestrian on a brisk trot towards our
research bungalow. We were five miles from the closest sidewalk and so the trotter must have
been on an important mission to have come this far.
Up close and personal, it was a tall, skinny, bald Hare Krishna initiate, advancing from godknows-where to finally knock on our office door. He/she (I couldn’t tell) was selling candles and
bracelets and religious literature. Our office secretary, a Mexican Catholic, grew fiercely angry
at the sight of him/her and abruptly sent him/her running back the way he/she had come with
his/her orange saffron robes flowing in the breeze, to once again become a speck, then nothing at
all.
~
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One day after work I was leaving the CMMIS office and driving back to our house on El Medio
in the City of Ventura. I was leaving Las Posas Road to enter onto the newly constructed
Ventura Freeway, heading north. Dancing there upon the roadside grass at the edge of the onramp was a barefoot young long-haired woman dressed in a translucent gauze dress trying to
hitch a ride. She was a natural redhead and was so thinly-clad that she might as well have been
nude, for her outfit left nothing to the imagination. I could have been at Woodstock.
There were many cults besides Krishnas and Hippies in that area at that time. Up the Ventura
River just ten miles from my house and was the Ojai Valley. It was one of the most famous artist
communes and meditation retreats in all of the USA.
Just a decade earlier the Charlie Manson’s Cult’s green and white converted school bus was an
occasional sight along the local roadways of the Ventura/Oxnard plain. State Coastal Highway
#1 ran both north and south from the Oxnard plain and spur of it ran into the Simi Valley and
through the Santa Susana Pass to the Manson Cult’s Spahn Ranch hideaway near Chatsworth.
LA has always been a mecca for the troubled and the talented. While no one wants to run into
desperate, dangerous characters like Charles Manson and his bloodthirsty family for free spirits,
anyone living in and around LA can expect to come face to face with both the notorious and the
rich and famous ~ and usually when they least expect it.

The teal Buick may have been owned by my Grandmother Olive Brown’s vehicle when she
passed away in Columbiana, Ohio, where she was a schoolteacher and had lived all her life. My
Mother acquired it at that time, and gave it to me. The Columbiana Browns had always owned
Buicks the oldest and biggest automobile dealership in that small town was the Columbiana
Buick dealership. The provenance of the Buick leads me to ruminate a bit here on my forebears.
As part of my academic research agenda I study Gypsies, so people sometimes ask me if I am a
Gypsy. European scholars assume that I might be because my surname name is “Nemeth” and
thus Hungarian in origin, and not a few Gypsies in Hungary are also named “Nemeth.”
At least on my Mother’s side of the family I can trace no likely ancestral connections with ethnic
Gypsies (Romanies). My Mom’s maiden name is Brown (Rachel Lydia Brown) and her
Mother’s maiden name is Theiss, suggesting mainly German ancestry. Imagine my surprise,
then, to have discovered a vintage photo of my Grandmother Olive (b. 1883) portraying herself
as a Gypsy fortune-teller in what appears to be a school play:
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Figure 20.3 Olive Brown, my Mother’s Mother, performing as a Gypsy woman telling a fortune (postal
card, circa 1910?).

I am less apt to dismiss the question of my possible Gypsy ancestry when I contemplate my
Father’s side of my family. My Father’s Father’s name was Louis Nemeth, and he came to the
USA, and to Youngstown, Ohio, from Hungary. Louis claimed that as a young man he was
trained as a blacksmith while serving in the Hungarian army. In Hungary, Louis resided
somewhere within a Hungarian county near the Czech border named Zemplen Medya.
“Nemeth” means “German” and “stranger” in Hungarian, and history records that in medieval
days “German” artisans like stonemasons, bridge-builders and blacksmiths were enticed to come
and live in Zemplen Mayda surrounded by local Magyars, in towns like Sarospatak and Gonc.
This was a part of a Magyar strategic settlement plan for minorities skilled in weapons
manufacturing. So Louis may have been an ethnic Gypsy, but it is highly unlikely.
Louis married Anna Tasso (or Tesco), an immigrant from Gonc in Hungary. Louis met her in the
USA. They had ten children: Joe, Louis (died at birth); Katheryn; Louis (also died young), Jay,
Ann (who died of lockjaw), Barbara, Louis Karl, Steve and Desu (David James Nemeth, Sr.).
The lesson to be learned here may be that if you are a Nemeth, don’t name your son “Louis.”
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Many of the male Hungarian emigrants to the USA were single men in search of gainful
employment in the steel mills. I don’t think they intended to stay in the United States, but to
return to the motherland with their earnings and marry. Many did. Others, despite their original
intentions, remained to become patriotic American citizens. When World War Two broke out,
many Grandsons of Hungary in the USA proved their loyalty to the USA.
The first two “Nemeth” immigrant generations that comprise my closest kin found steady work
in the furnaces of the booming steel mills along the Mahoning and Beaver Rivers, in cities like
Youngstown (Nemeths) and Beaver Falls (Namaths). They raised their families in the shadows
of the smokestacks, endured the Great Depression, and then fought WW2 as soldiers or as
steelworkers.

Figure 20.4 Newspaper clipping about my Dad’s wartime field promotion to the rank of Captain.
Mention is also made here of the location of his childhood home in Youngstown, Ohio.

I was surprised to discover recently that my Grandfather Nemeth’s house on Rose Street where
my Dad was born and raised is still standing -- but it looks to be in poor repair.
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Figure 20.5 377 Rose Street. My Dad was raised in this house overlooking the huge Youngstown Sheet
and Tube steelworks, where his Dad worked.

My grandparents raised nearly a dozen children in this single-family house in Youngstown’s
“East Side” overlooking the Mahoning River and the vacant lands in its floodplain where the
steel mills lined up for miles belching out tons of smoke daily, and railroad cars loaded with coal
came and went around the clock.
This house, built in 1912, is still occupied and has two bedrooms, one bathroom, a basement, and
an attic, and measures less than 900 square feet. There are only two occupied dwellings left on
Rose Street and they sit on adjacent lots. All the other homes that once sat cheek to jowl up and
down the street have been burned to the ground, scavenged, plowed under, and reverted to nature
over the past four decades. Yet the house at 377 Rose Avenue remains standing (though the roof
looks about ready to collapse). In 2015 according to the tax rolls the land was valued at $720
and the house at $1,360.
I remember running up and down that wheel chair ramp to the front door nearly seventy years
ago. Today, in that neighborhood, a wheelchair ramp only advertised to thugs that the inhabitants
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are too old to struggle if you want to walk in and steal the television and the microwave. This is a
dangerous neighborhood these days: There were about fifty police reports filed between January
and June, 2015, in the vicinity of Grandpa Louis’ old Rose Avenue residence. Crimes reported
include: theft, shots fired, burglary, breaking and entering, intimidation, narcotics, vandalism,
and larceny. Ten arrests were made.
Driving down narrow Rose Street today, one might mistake it for a rural road. But no, a bird’s
eye view of the neighborhood reveals that the house is almost located dead-center in the old
industrial region in Youngstown, where members of Hungarian (“Hunky”) steelworkers could
walk to work. So Rose Street was located at the heart of historic “Hunkytown.” Immigrantgeneration urban-industrial pioneers first built their churches and then flocked around them, and
so it was with Hunkytown: Saint Stephen of Hungary Catholic Church was built and dedicated
1n 1910, just a stone’s throw from my Grandfather’s 377 Rose Avenue address. Another reason
Hungarian (Magyar) immigrants “stuck together” as a community on their mass arrivals in
Youngstown between 1890 and 1920 was that they were a much maligned-minority at that time.
On August 21, 2005, the St. Stephen of Hungary Parish celebrated its 100th Anniversary. Lots
along Rose Street and behind the church were purchased in 1925 to expand its parking lot. Now
there are very few Hungarians left in that old Hunkytown neighborhood and no longer any cars
to park on Sundays in the lot. Youngstown at present has the notorious distinction of being the
most rapidly dying city in America -- and my Dad’s childhood home is still located at its deadcenter.
Around 1947 my Dad drove my Mom and me into Youngstown to visit his parents and a few of
his sisters (Barb, Kitty, JoAnn) at the Rose Street house. His Dad took me for a walk through his
long, narrow, steep backyard garden, under his grape arbors, and down, down, down to Wilson
Avenue on the Mahoning River floodplain. There was a small park there and benches we sat in
the shade and could look across the many railroad tracks at the edge of river, and see the tall
smokestacks of Youngstown Sheet and Tube beyond, belching coal smoke. That is one of the
few memories I have of Louis and may have been the only time that he and I spent alone in each
other’s company.
Louis died in 1959. I remember that because I was alone with my Dad in his car when he told me
the bad news. We were driving east on Victory Boulevard and just passing Birmingham High
School. The event stands out in my memory because it was the only time that I ever saw my Dad
cry.

The Scarlet Fever (scarletina) prior to 1950 was a scourge; a dreaded childhood disease that also
felled many adults. The use of a horse serum and the subsequent invention and widespread use of
antibiotics tamed the disease to where it is today called “strep throat” and treated cheaply and
effectively.
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In Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein, the downward spiral in her story begins when Victor
Frankenstein’s mother dies from The Scarlet Fever, whereupon Victor becomes free to enter the
university and study science. In my own life story, I nearly die from The Scarlet Fever at the age
of eight. I survived a fever of 105! It was during my fevered delirium that I experienced a
passage through a tubular “tunnel of fire” from which I emerged like a cannonball on new
trajectory in life that brought me along a circuitous path to where I am today.
For years following my recovery from scarletina I would occasionally suffer nightmarish bouts
of alienation (feeling tiny and adrift) featuring spinning and falling sensations. My Dad was
alarmed and hypnotized me to make them go away, and by the end of my teens these horrific
lapses from normalcy had entirely disappeared. In retrospect I think I may have fried my brain
during my scarletina episode and survived, yet was “rewired” in some inexplicable way.

I visited Youngstown and stayed at my Uncle Pete’s home for several days shortly after
emerging from my scarletina crisis. Pete and Barb were keeping me on a short leash to prevent a
relapse. Basically I was confined to two rooms and given a big box of comic books from Pete’s
attic collection of horror and science-fantasy. There were many titles but I most enjoyed reading
“Tales from the Crypt,” “Weird Fantasy” and “Weird Science.”
One brilliant and unforgettable tale I read during my brief convalesence in Youngstown has
stuck with me over the years. The title of the story escapes me but the tale still inhabits my
thoughts frequently because it resonates with my strong conservaton ethic and my frustration
with the sort of economic growth idology and scientism that is fast destroying Planet Earth.
A farm boy is brought up in cruel circumstances and then runs away to the big city where he
continues to be abused and bullied by everyone he meets. Even dogs of every size and breed want
to attack him at every opportunity. One night he is walking over a high bridge, contemplating
suicide, and he sees what he believes to be a comet impacting on a small isolated island in the
river. Curious, he climbs down to the riverbank and swims out to the island.
Cold and shivering he walks into the dense tangle of vegetation toward a pulsating glow. He
discovers the source of the glow is a small spaceship and there are several sphere-shaped aliens
hovering in front of it. They have multiple appendages and appear armed. One approaches the
boy and through an orfice speaks to him in English: “Is this your planet?” The boy then begins
to engage this alien, and then continues to do so with his companions, all in friendly
conversation.
The boy does not find these aliens repulsive at all. Perhaps this is because has been repulsed and
mistreated all his life by every human and animal he has ever met. Other aliens emerge from the
space ship to also engage in the conversation. The boy is a big hit among them. And in their
company he is no longer alone, cold and shivering. He is happy. The alien-in-charge asks the
boy if he would like to join them in their space ship and return with them to their planet, where
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he could share in their utopia. Without hesitation he accepts their offer and thanks them
profusely for their kind invitation and he enters with them into their space ship.
Soon they are blasting off and leaving the Earth’s orbit. He can see the Earth through a small
window growing smaller and smaller. He notices a red button next to the window and asks one
of the alien spheres about the purpose of the button. The alien responds that the reason that they
journeyed to Earth was in response to a rumor in their distant galaxy that the human inhabitants
of a planet called Earth located in the Milky Way galaxy were rapidly presenting a danger to
every other living thing in the entire Universe.
That being the alarming rumor, their expeditionary team was sent by their Galactic Parlaiment
to investigate the rumor. If the rumor was true, then their instructions were to summarily
vaporize the Earth and thus rid the universe of the threat posed by the clear and present danger
of those Earthlings called humans. But their team has in fact discovered after encountering and
while interacting with the boy that humans are kind and gentle folk. They conclude from their
pleasant experience that such Earthlings could not possibly manifest any threat to the universe.
The alien sphere further explains to the boy that pushing the red button next to the small window
releases a powerful death ray that would have instantly vaporized the entire Earth and its
inhabitants had they chosen to use it.
The boy pauses to take a long, last, departing look at Planet Earth through the small window –
then he smiles and pushes the button.

After my graduating from UCLA in the Spring of 1984, I immediately returned with Hae and
Bob to Jeju Island and we resided once more the Professor Apartment complex on campus at
Jeju National University, where I was this time employed as a Visiting Associate Professor. We
enjoyed an upstairs apartment. Downstairs lived the large family of the Director of the Jeju
University Cultural Museum, Professor Kim Yeong Don.
Professor Kim was expert in every aspect of indigenous Jeju Island culture, and he seemed to
know every Jeju Island village folk song ever performed in the Jeju language. Professor Kim had
published an erudite book on the topic as well as many other academic books and articles. He
was not only a cultural anthropologist, but also a skilled archeologist. Many of the artifacts in the
University T’amna Cultural Museum were donated directly or indirectly through his efforts and
those of his graduate student assistants at the university.
The distinction between archeological excavation and grave-robbing on Jeju Island seemed fuzzy
to me, and I never made it my business to find out. I am certain, however, that his expeditionary
discoveries unearthed and donated to enhance the collection and reputation of the T’amna
Cultural Museum amounted to a significant public service.
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Professor Kims’s museum team would gather at this apartment and from there frequently range
out and about on the rugged tomb-infested flanks of Halla Mountain to conduct their
archeological expeditions in search of museum-quality artifacts. Soon after the Nemeth family
arrived on Jeju Island Professor Kim’s university student began to fetch Bob to join them in their
weekend forays into the volcanic cones and crevices of the Halla Mountain wilderness. They
would teach him the skills archaeology and he would teach them English.
Early one Saturday morning I got a close glimpse of their major tomb excavation tool when the
crew dropped by to pick up the young American. It was a long, thin, heavy iron rod with a sharp
point. They used it to probe the tombs skillfully by poking deeply into them remotely from
above. If the site “felt” promising they would dig into it with picks and shovels. Dr. Kim did not
often accompany them on these expeditions, but his highly-trained team knew exactly what to
do.

Figure 20.6 On Jeju Island again! Proud Dad and his son “Tomb Raider Bob” in front of a jogachib
(traditional grass-roof house).

I visited Dr. Kim’s dark downstairs apartment whenever invited, and observed that it was a
museum in itself, with many antique objects – mainly small pottery items -- and piles of old
manuscripts. His large desk top was also strewn with artifacts -- and some served as ash trays as
Professor Kim was a heavy smoker. Here and there amidst the ruins were soju (rice wine)
bottles – mostly empty. Professor Kim was a remarkable multi-tasker: He was committed to his
university-related research, teaching and outreach and also to raising a large family. Hae was
good friends with his wife, who was an excellent cook and shared many local recipes for exotic
foods favored by islanders.
One day after a visit Professor Kim gave me a unique, small, glazed antique dish as I was taking
leave; a treasure recently recovered by his team. I have no idea where on the island this charming
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piece of pottery had been buried, for how long, or who it belonged to. The odds that it would
ever see the light of day again once it was buried were so slim. And yet, suddenly, Professor
Kim’s students along with Bob had unearthed it to once again enjoy the light of day. Now it sits
on a low bookcase next to an upstairs window in my home office next to other five or six
differently-shaped and otherwise uniquely crafted antique pottery items given to Hae and me by
her parents
I suppose I could take Professor Kim’s charming excavated pottery gift with me to my own
grave. Now wouldn’t that be ironic!

Figure 20.7 A gift from Dr. Kim, Jeju Island ethnographer and archaeologist.

Colleagues have asked me if I was ever concerned about the health and safety of Bob on Jeju
Island since he was only nine the time of our 1984-1985 sojourn there. Not at all. For one thing,
an athletic American child of nine like Bob in the company of islanders of all ages could not
possibly get lost on an island so small. Anyway Bob knew better than to roam about anywhere
on the island alone amongst strangers.
We no sooner had arrived on the island when we enrolled Bob in and a local rural public school,
which he attended daily except on Sundays. He commuted to school and back by local bus.
Among his rural schoolmates were some that were quite poor and wore sandals instead of shoes
to class during the warm days of spring and summer.
Bob’s classmates immediately took him under their wing, and while Bob straightaway began to
teach them a bit of English, they in return taught him a lot of Korean and even some Jejumal (the
native language of the islanders). Bob’s intensive conversational language-learning Korean
experience at such a young age is one reason he is today nearly as fluent in Korean as a native
speaker. Another reason why Bob’s spoken Korean improved so rapidly as a child is that he
often accompanied his Mom on her many visits (35?) to his Korean grandparents’ house. During
his visits they helped him to improve his Korean language skills. Learning to speak Korean is not
an easy thing; as the saying goes, “It takes a village.”
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As for Bob’s classmates, Bob’s Mom “adopted” them all. Five or six of them would accompany
him home every school day, mid-afternoon, and liked to make them fried rice or fried wontons
accompanied with fresh fruits, and then turn them loose to run about the university campus till
dusk. Then she would walk them to the bus stop and pay for their rides home.
On several occasions Hae Sook invited the entire class to the downtown movie theatre, and then
to a Chinese restaurant for an early dinner of t’angsuyuk (sweet and sour pork) and green
vegetables, or jajangmyon (thick round noodles immersed in a thick bean paste made lumpy with
diced potatoes and pork and covered with sliced green vegetables).
Bob also attended a martial arts school near his elementary school -- but instead of learning
Taekwondo, the “national martial arts tradition of Korea” his dojang specialized instead in
practicing Chinese Kung-fu. There he met a new circle of friends. We spent about two years on
the island during which Bob progressed as an accelerated rate and had advanced to the black belt
rank. However, he did not participate in the ultimate graduation ritual ceremony because it was a
much too cruel and punishing ordeal to put him through.
Mainly, those graduating were instructed to insert metal skewers into the loose skin of their
forearms located near their elbows. The skewers were attached to sturdy, thin strips of leather
that were attached to dangling buckets full of water. Each graduate, while holding two dangling
buckets high above the cement floor, had to march around the inside perimeter of the dojang
(practice floor). When the ceremony was over, those students-still-in-training celebrated the
graduation of their comrades by mopping up the trails of blood left behind from their painful
ordeal.
~
One fine summer day Bob and several of his “roughest” friends decided to play hooky and skip
school. The little gang of fourth graders climbed on a highway bus that took them to a village
beach up the coast and far away from where their schoolhouse was located on the mountainside
in upper Jeju City.
Bob quickly spent all his money on junk food for himself and his friends. In mid-afternoon they
decided to return to the vicinity of their schoolyard. Having no bus money, they invited Bob -the exotic visitor from America – to explain their plight to the (fortunately) good-humored
highway bus driver.
He drove them all back to the city, where they had to then transfer to other country buses, or
walk, to reach the various destinations of their homes in the vicinity of the schoolhouse.

Our return to Jeju Island and to Jeju National University in 1984 was personally expedited by
Professor Choung who due to his winning ways and political savvy had risen rapidly up the JNU
academic ladder to the position of a high-level administrator. He was Dean of Academic Affairs
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and Dean of the Graduate School, meanwhile holding academic rank as Full Professor of
Agricultural Sciences.
As in 1980, when Bob, Hae and I were last on Jeju Island and I was enjoying my first experience
as a Visiting Professor at JNU, Dr. Choung had facilitated the arrangement of all my teaching
duties and also our living arrangements in order to make our complex transition from UCLA to
JNU seamless and without stress. Since I had my 1984-earned PhD in hand this trip, Dr. Choung
saw to it that my academic rank and pay scale at JNU been adjusted upward from “Assistant” to
“Associate” Visiting Professor (VAP).
We lived in a newly constructed block of the JNU Professor Dormitories. He had met us on our
arrival in the lobby of the island’s airport. He drove us from there to the university faculty
dormitories in large, black chauffeured limousine provided to him for his exclusive use by the
Jeju National University. He introduced his ride proudly as “Myca” (my car). Every time he
spoke about it he referred to it the same way – “Myca.” I began to think of him – in an endearing
way -- as “Myca” Choung.
At the Jeju Airport, when we and the other passengers were filing into the arrivals lobby, Dr.
Choung was easy to distinguish among the large crowd gathered there because he was the tallest
person there and so distinguished looking with his thick silver hair. He looked just like a Korean
Julius Caesar. Such a distinguished, successful and popular university leader: Dr. Choung is
every way deserved that chauffeured limousine.
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Figure 20.8 My friend and benefactor “Myca” Choung of JNU.

~
The biggest risk of securing overseas employment of interminable length right after graduating
with a PhD was that, should I ever return to the USA seeking a career position as a tenure-track
professor in an American university, my odds of succeeding to obtain that highly competitive
domestic career track would diminish significantly year by year. With my freshly minted PhD
degree I was not unlike an expensive new automobile whose resale value suddenly depreciates
dramatically once it is no longer “new on the market.” In short: the longer I remained on Jeju
Island, the faster my value on the job market for tenured professors would diminish.
Notwithstanding this risk, our small family ventured to Jeju Island this second time to seek our
fortunes. Hae’s godfather Professor Choung, now a top administrator at the university, again
arranged some nice quarters for us on campus, in some newly constructed faculty apartments.
~
The fengshui site and situation for our apartment was remarkably good. We faced occupied a
theretofore isolated vale with a small farmstead having its own deep walk-down well accessing a
small lava tube with a perpetual spring flowing through it. To the right of the entrance to the
well, at a distance of about ten yards, was a rectangular-shaped roofed enclosure with no
apparent function.
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I asked Professor Choung and a few of the professors residing in the nearby dormitories about it,
but nobody had a clue. Then I asked Professor Kim and he told me that the shed and the well
were associated sacred spaces and the inhabitants of the farmhouse were its caretakers. One day I
asked two of Professor Kim’s students to give me a tour of the well and the shed. First they
walked me down into the well. There were fifteen stone steps leading down into the darkness.
Their flashlights revealed the fractured wall of the lava tube and the perpetual pool of spring
water which they told me was valued by traditional islanders who once came from afar to fill up
their jugs with what they believed to be a sort of “fountain of youth.”
No longer. The sewage from the new apartments constructed uphill from the well had fouled the
groundwater there. The farmhouse had recently been abandoned as the tiny vale – once a
mystical garden paradise – was now inhospitable for farming or human habitation.
Then they walked me over to low rectangular shed and pulled off a corner of the plywood that
served as a roof, revealing the top of a giant, grey, boulder. The students told me that everything
under the plywood roofing was attached to the same boulder. However, it was not a volcanic
boulder, black and with a rough surface, but a smooth boulder that looked to be granite. Perhaps
because it was such an unusual sight in the traditional landscape of the islanders, and also
because of its close proximity to the magic well, that it was preserved by them as a sacred site for
so long.
~
I was also given a swell faculty office near the campus library and cultural museum, where I
would spend a lot of my time writing manuscripts for publication. Hae, Bob and I were invited
on many occasions to join Dr. Choung and his wife Porina (Oh Pyun Joung) at their home
overlooking the Jeju Strait and located directly inland from famous Dragon Head Rock. Hae’s
godparents now lived in an attractive house there.
Porina was a talented art teacher also famous for her superb cooking skills. She cooked up feasts
for all occasions. Her big feasts took weeks of preparation. One memorable feast was her
daughter’s wedding. All the university professors and administrators, and their families, were
invited. This extravaganza required the collaboration of ten or so other wives working under
Porina’s leadership. Preparations began a month ahead of the event. Much food was prepared in
advance and refrigerated or frozen. Porina owned two giant freezers and her assistants owned
many others.
These foods covered all the symbolic colors of the universe, in the festival tradition of old Yidynasty royalty. During the final few days Porina focused on preparing her famous baked breads:
thick, moist and hearty. These festivities lasted an entire week!
Porina met all the guests at the door. She wore specially-made outfits; always purple – her
favorite color. Her lipstick and jewelry were also purple. Hae participated in the advance
preparations as the “official taster,” and had a great time. Hae brought home enough food to last
a week! Also, she paid close attention to learning Porina’s secret recipes on this occasion and
over the years, and she is at present herself a wonderful cook.
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The following photo was snapped at a typical dinner party in Dr. Choung’s meticulously
landscaped front yard:

Figure 20.9 The lanky, handsome, Dr. Choung, Mrs. Choung (“Porina”), and Bob (perched on the “Good
Luck” stone in in their fengshui garden).

Our Jeju Island idyll could not possibly last forever. Although I was a VAP, my contract was
renewed annually. That was disconcerting on deep reflection for a young eager career academic
in higher education, but I avoided reflecting on my situation it deeply to avoid alarming myself
and my family.
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Meanwhile on the island every day was a feast day of spectacular views and exotic experiences.
But when would the wolf come round to our door? Occasionally I would sit at the shore, look
east toward America and ponder where might we be in five years, ten years, and so on? Agewise, I was already pushing forty. What if this godsend of a gig on Jeju Island suddenly expired?
Then what? Every second we stayed on the Blessed Isle was another second delayed in my
search for a more stable career position back in the streets.
Euphoria over my having achieved the PhD faded as the ticking of the clock grew louder. After a
year and several months on the island, I reluctantly began to plan our return stateside. It was a
sad goodbye since Bob, Hae Sook and had been very happy on beautiful Jeju Island. And It was
especially sad to have to say our goodbyes to Professor and Mrs. Choung.

On returning stateside we moved in with my folks temporarily while I regained my academic
bearings and threw myself headlong into a career search. At that time the “old boy” network in
the Geography profession was still well oiled. Thanks to my mentor, Kit Salter, I immediately
garnered a choice interview for a tenure-track position at the University of Oregon in Eugene.
Frankly speaking, I uncharacteristically counted my chickens before they hatched on this
significant occasion. My string of successes since entering UCLA had gone to my head, I guess.
“Kit” had strong connections at University of Oregon and so – thinking “the fix was in” -- I
understandably came into my pending interviews situation with a fat head and dangerously
overconfident.
My interview experience the day after my evening arrival is instructive as a lesson in how fast
high expectations can go south. The plane flight to Eugene was splendid. As arranged, a genial
representative of the Department of Geography at the U or O was waiting for me at the airport.
We had a relaxing dinner as four or five of the faculty of Geography joined us. The dinner party
lasted long into the evening, and a copious alcohol was served. My host dropped me off at the
rustic, roadside motel where I would be staying. So far so good.
The décor of this motel seemed part “roadside Oregon industrial art deco” and part Bates Motel
(from that scary Hitchcock movie). I had yet to enter my room and take a shower. On leaving the
next morning I thought to thank the owner for offering me the unique overnight experience of “a
night in a museum.” Here is what happened in between.
I walked into the motel manager’s office to pick up my key. She appeared through a locked door
to enter behind the front desk, and behind her the television blared. Key in hand, I walked down
to Room 12. I remember chuckling to myself and thinking “Well, at least I didn’t get Room 13!”
The door opened into a spartan bedroom, dimly lit by a desk lamp in anticipation of my arrival.
I tossed my briefcase and small suitcase onto the bed, and headed for the bathroom and that hot
shower. But along the way I saw an unfamiliar small box perched upon the bed stand. I turned on
the bed stand light to get a better look at it:
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Figure 20.10 Inside my motel room in Eugene: A “Magic Fingers” vibrating bed coin-operated control
box.

I reached deep into the front right pocket of my Levis and found a few quarters buried there, and
placed them on the bed stand next to the box. Then I entered the bathroom and took that hot
shower -- but a quick one because I feared Norman Bates might show up and spoil my interview
scheduled for the following morning.
Living on Jeju Island at a time when Westerners were still rare birds meant sleeping on the floor,
usually on a yo (thin mattress) which was heated from below during winter months by heat from
charcoal briquettes or hot water flowing through channels in a cement floor-slab. Sleeping on a
hard, thin yo took some getting used to, but was habituated to it after having spent years on Jeju
over during three previous sojourns overseas. Nevertheless, I always looked forward to sleeping
on high beds and atop soft mattresses when finally returning stateside. So it was on this occasion
also that having recently returned from Jeju only a few weeks previous I was still readjusting to
the joy of a Western-style bed frame and soft mattress style of sleeping.
Inexpensive motels seemed to always have the softest mattresses, and so after my hot shower I
was looking forward to a restful night and to a series of successful interviews scheduled to begin
early the next morn. So I threw back the bedspread and ensconced myself between the white
sheets, naked; as has been my lifelong sleeping habit. My head turned upon two soft pillows to
face the bed stand. I picked up one of the quarters and put it in the slot on the box and turned off
the light, looking forward for the first time in my life to the famed “Magic Fingers” experience.
Heaven on Earth! I fought off sleep intentionally for fifteen minutes so I could drop another
quarter in the box. That is when I discovered that the box was broken! Most appliances that
break bring on inconvenience leading to anger. But this “Relaxation Station” box broke in a most
unusual and convenient way. Instead of giving me 15 minutes of service or none per quarter, the
bed kept on shaking – all night. I slept like a baby! It was the best sleep experience I had every
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enjoyed in my entire life! Unfortunately, I became dysrational over the experience – crazed. Who
might have guessed that a good night’s sleep would ruin rather than enhance a job interview?
Anyway, when my host arrived early in the morning to pick me up, I was waiting on time in
front of the motel manager’s office, deeply filling my lungs with the fresh, pine-scented air of
Oregon. I had just turned in my room key and reported the broken appliance when his car pulled
up. We stopped off for breakfast on the way to the university. I was so busy raving about my
good luck and great sleep that I barely touched my food. My host couldn’t get a word in
edgewise. As a personal friend of Kit Salter he no doubt want to prep me for my interviews and
help ensure I would succeed to win the tenure-track position in his esteemed Department of
Geography to which I aspired and mistakenly believed to be a sure thing.
However, as the day wore on I lost track of my mission and instead took every opportunity to
exuberate about that damned motel bed. I jabbered its merits to the Geography faculty, to the
Arts & Sciences dean, to the seminar audiences I addressed in the afternoon presentation
sessions, to the departmental secretaries, and to the janitor (who by the way was sincerely
interested in my “Magic Fingers” story. By dinnertime I was still jabbering away incoherently
about my good luck and good sleep.
After dinner, which ended rapidly once it began, an assistant professor, new to their program,
was assigned to drive me back to my motel. He hardly said a word to me as he proceeded to
drop me off at in front of the manager’s office. I entered the office and asked for the key to room
12. The motel parking lot was all but unoccupied because the sun had not yet set and tourists
who had reserved rooms to sleep there that night had yet to arrive on the scene.
At first I thought the manager had given me the wrong key because in my eagerness to open the
door and resume my Magic Fingers experience I fumbled the key about in my hand and could
not mate it with the keyhole on the doorknob. I became frustrated and stabbed and stabbed away
at the keyhole till finally it fit, allowing me to turn the knob and enter.
I walked right over to the bed stand and turned on the table light. The coin box was right where I
had left it. So much had happened since them that I could hardly think straight. Being
superstitious, I repeated the previous night’s ritual, pulling quarters out of my blue jeans, laying
them on the table before the magic box, followed by a hot shower and shave.
Emerging from the bath room I plopped down naked between the sheets, turned to my right and
picked up a quarter, dropped it into the slot on top of the box, and extinguished the light. The bed
began to vibrate and so I closed my eyes and prepared to drift off to sleep by reviewing the day’s
events. The details of the day commenced to parade in fits and spurts through my mind’s eye like
an old silent-era newsreel on speed. Reality slowly clawed to the surface and revealed itself stark
naked: Here, there and everywhere throughout the entire day it was evident I had thoroughly
screwed the pooch. Disaster! I dropped off to sleep exhausted, and with my brow quilted.
Indeed. The die had already been cast by my erratic behavior on that day fateful day I
interviewed for a full-time, tenure-track position with the Geography Department at the
University of Oregon. I realized before succumbing to sleep that I had badly crapped out beyond
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redemption. Only a sad, slow denouement of my ultimate rejection on the following day
remained to be played out.
~
It figures that the next morning I got up on the wrong side of the bed – literally: I must have had
a restless time of it because overnight my feet wound up on my pillows and my head rested
dangerously near to the brass piping that rose and fell above the bed frame where it was secured
at the foot of the bed.
Perhaps I had experienced nightmares about the coming day, but I couldn’t remember a thing
since lights out the previous night when my crystal ball had occluded after revealing its bad
news. Since my flight out of Eugene was not scheduled to depart till mid-afternoon, I had to live
the next twelve hours in slow-motion, like a zombie.
What woke me up was a horn honking. Realizing I had overslept I leaped out of bed, put on my
Levis and opened to door to see my pick-up ride, driven again by the Geography Department’s
new assistant professor, waiting right outside. I waved, rushed back in, dressed quickly, packed
my suitcase and headed for the door again. I realized when passing the bed stand to grab my
unused quarters that the bed was not vibrating for free as it did the night before. Management
must have repaired the Magic Fingers box. Fifteen minutes for a quarter. Period. Tonight’s
customers won’t know what they missed.
Having no Magic Bed experience to rave on about during my remaining scheduled interviews
was probably a good thing except, as I soon discovered, the damage had already been done on
the previous day. I was treated like a pariah straight through the day until early afternoon when
finally, mercifully, a drive to the airport capped off a dreadful day. The members of the
Geography Department had cancelled my exit interview entirely. And so, as the appointed time, I
was unceremoniously dropped off at the Eugene airport by a nervous, husky, scared-silent -graduate student. Had the driver been the janitor, we might have had a swell conversation.
In sum: Everyone in the Geography Department at the U. of Oregon, I learned later from Kit, had
concluded from having experienced my raving over nothing that I was crazy, and perhaps
dangerous. All but one of my morning interviews with faculty and students had been cancelled.
Mostly, on my day of departure, I wandered the halls like a zombie leper. No one, in fact, invited
me to join them at lunch. Perhaps, having agreed that they had wasted a lot of money bringing
me up to Eugene from L.A. for interviews, the Chair Geography Department did not want to
throw good money after bad. Luckily I had already in my possession a return trip ticket to Los
Angeles International Airport. Otherwise I might have been hitch-hiking my way back home.

Having blown my tenure track interview at Oregon, and realizing I would never be a “Duck” (the
University of Oregon student and faculty mascot and identity symbol), I began to apply
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elsewhere and meanwhile teach part-time for any college or university in Southern California
that would have me.
I secured teaching gigs at Long Beach State University and Loyola Marymount University, and
at Ventura Community College. Since these jobs were located so far from Oxnard, where my
wife and son were temporarily living, I was sleeping in my car a lot, in parking lots. Luckily,
UCLA Geography saved my dignity and self-esteem a bit by kindly offering me a Visiting
Scholar position with an official identity card and my own key to a small office on their Faculty
Row floor of Bunche Hall facing the familiar tall palms in the atrium. My identity card entitled
me to access the UCLA recreation center and the Research Library. I often slept in that office,
which was illegal, but everyone in UCLA Geography kindly “looked the other way.”
On Friday afternoons I was usually on my way out of L.A. and back to Oxnard. About halfway
between the Camarillo Airport (where ten years earlier I had worked on the CMMIS project) and
my Dad’s Oxnard house there was a roadside stop with a gas station, a greasy spoon, and small
indoor recreational area. This leisure center comprised a refurbished barn full of family arcade
games with a miniature golf surrounding it.
I wasn’t much interested in miniature golf, Whack-a-Mole, roll-for-the-hole, or any of the “kid”
games -- but I took a great liking to pinball. It was a new experience for me, and in no time I was
addicted. Playing pinball cleared my mind and cheered me up after a week of part-time teaching
and driving between classrooms in heavy traffic.
I became habituated to stopping by at this arcade, usually on Friday afternoons, to drop quarters
into one particular arcade game -- their 1984 (thus new) “Space Shuttle” pinball machine
manufactured by Williams Inc.:
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Figure 20.11 I was helplessly hooked on this challenging “Space Shuttle” pinball machine in early 1986.

Was I in a downward spiral? I’ll say: I had a wife and a child and a PhD and a bevy of part-time
teaching jobs, but was sleeping in a college campus faculty office – and sometimes in college
parking lots in my car. Worse; I suddenly found myself addicted to pinball. Some might
conclude my lifestyle and career outlook was borderline pitiful.
Then – a mite overdue -- the Luck Wagon finally rolled around to pick me up again! I hadn’t
seen it for a while, and was beginning to wonder when if ever would ever come around again.
But then, later in the Spring of 1986, all of a sudden two events occurred – one good; on the
heels of one bad – that injected new vigor and vim into my academic trajectory, launching me,
Hae and Bob on a faster track to success and stability.
The bad event following the good event was the Challenger Space Shuttle disaster in January of
1986. In the immediate aftermath of the disaster the arcade I increasingly frequented removed
without warning their “Space Shuttle” pinball machine; the one that I had become addicted to
playing. The amusement center only had this one, and I walked within a few days after the
disaster and it had vanished! The shock of having a pocketful of quarters and nowhere to put
them – no Magic Fingers box; no Space Shuttle pinball machine -- nearly pushed me over the
edge.
But then, just as I was sinking into an unprecedented abysmal funk, I was offered a full-time
Visiting Professorship teaching Geography at Central Michigan University in Michigan.
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Suddenly, unexpectedly, joyfully, I was going to be -- a Chippewa!
A few months later, in our giant Chrysler Newport four-door sedan, we were leaving California
and headed east.
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Chapter 21
1970 Chrysler Newport 4-door sedan

Figure 21.1 Our “Conestoga wagon” from Los Angeles to Mt. Pleasant, Michigan: A 1970 Chrysler
Newport 4-door sedan.

This was my “giant vacuum cleaner purple-people eater.” Every time I stopped at a crosswalk
and pedestrians slowly paraded in front of me, I pretended they were alien invaders sent to make
me late to my destination and then feign a search-in vain-for the “suck-em-up” button on the
Newport’s massive dashboard.
Anyway, this was one yuge automobile. It is said that the word “humongous” was invented in
1970. Is it pure coincidence that 1970 very same year this behemoth rolled off the assembly line
in Detroit? My guess is the “humongous” term was coined by the American public in awe of
what was coming out of Detroit that year branded as a “Chrysler Newport.”
Anyway, this humongous behemoth with its hungry maw came into my possession during a
cascade of Good Luck that came my way like a summer rain in the spring of 1986. This shower
of happiness culminated in that promising full-time job-offer as “Visiting Assistant Professor”
that I received from Central Michigan University. I was elated. The transition and journey east
looked challenging, but for a while I thought “The Three Amigos” would vanish into the heart of
the Mojave Desert far short of their destination.
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If you have ever been through Needles, California, on a Sunday in August, it may have been -- as
it was for us -- the hottest day you will have ever experienced. I turn now to my Google search
engine and type in “Needles, California” to read this comment in disagreement with the Needles
Chamber of Commerce website’s attempt to vaunt the virtues of their town, “located on romantic
Old Route 66”:
“If there is a road to Hell it is I-40 into Needles, California.”
That about sums up my own experience there.
Yet, we “Three Amigos” survived Needles because -- as my wife likes to remind me from time
to time with a smile: “Sometimes Bad turns into Good”:

Figure 21.2 Bob’s Mom, my eccentric wife Hae: Ever the optimist!

~
We arrived in Needles on a Sunday. It was terribly hot. The ominous Dead Mountains
Wilderness of the Mojave Desert loomed to greet us through the Newport’s open windows off to
our left. But we not happy travelers entering Needles at that moment; the air conditioner in our
big Newport was no longer working. All the windows in the Newport were rolled down even
though outside temperatures were well over 100ᵒF. This allowed the superheated air outside to
waft into the passenger compartment where we sweltered. Hae Sook was pouring our drinking
water onto towels to drape over our heads as a temporary respite from the heat.
Worse: The big car’s radiator was also on the verge of overheating. Although our destination
was Central Michigan, staring at that temperature needle in the red zone it seemed to be a million
miles away. We three will never forget Needles and our experience there. Bob and I joke about
it to this day when the topic of hot weather comes up.
Like everyone else driving on Interstate 40 during the summertime, we stopped at the gas station
with the Dairy Queen counter inside. We also needed to pick up a bag of ice for our travel
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cooler. The contents of that Styrofoam cooler turned out to be bright spot in our darkest hours of
desert travel.
Preparing to leave Ventura my Mom and Hae made lots of tasty taquitos and kimbap (Korean
“burritos” stuffed with rice, rice noodles awash in vinegar sauce, and thick strands of soft yellow
radish; all wrapped in thin, black seaweed). The cooler was also full of assorted fruits. Heading
east from Ventura, surrounded by hostile deserts for the first two days, we Three Amigos found
our icebox filled with friendly foods ample, delicious and nourishing -- not to mentiona terrific
morale booster.
There is not much difference between Needles back then and Needles today -- except that
Walmart stores are now encroaching that desert outpost from all quarters of the compass. Today
Needles is located halfway between two Walmart Super Centers, but these is two are both about
a 40-minute drive away; one to the north and one to the south.
Growth indicators for Needles have been pretty much flat for decades. There is a new Red Roof
(aptly named, given the impact of the infernal noonday sun) Inn. Also, a new bus service has
been launched that will offer round-trip public transportation access to small California cities to
the west: Barstow and Victorville. But Needles itself is classified a city, so go figure. Anyway
retirees in Needles finally have regular access to a broader range of medical services than
previously. But why would anyone retire in Needles and visit Barstow for treatment unless they
were suffering from heat stroke?
Needles has also had a radio station since 1948 that today goes by name “KTOX” (probably
because it is half-in-jest “toxic” habitat) and is found at 1340 on the AM radio dial. Anyone
within a radius of ninety miles of Needles can tune in – if they like Fox Radio talk news
programming: mainly guns, cigars, and fear-mongering during the day – and the latest on extraterrestrials at night. The KTOX radio station logo especially fits my bitter memory of Needles:

Figure 21.3 Iconic “Hotter than Hell” Needles is the epicenter of the AM radio signal of KTOX. Love the
icon!

~
The temperature gauge on the Newport was reading red. Out of sheer necessity, then, we pulled
to the side of the road and stopped on the east side of the bridge after crossing the Colorado
River. We were panting from the heat. There was a single forlorn smoke tree next to the
Newport, and the promise of some protection and reprieve from the searing heat of the sun.
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Figure 21.4 A smoke tree.

A smoke tree has thorns doesn’t throw much shade we quickly discovered after throwing down a
blanket and making a vain attempt at a picnic. Worse, mean ants in swarms immediately
emerged out of holes in the ground underneath the smoke tree and rushed onto our picnic blanket
in a full-on attack. Humans arriving out of nowhere were no doubt a novel experience for them,
and our sudden arrival had threatened and alarmed them. These ants were tiny and red and their
bites stung like hell. We retreated back into the sweltering Newport, temporarily defeated in
body and spirit. The ants pursued us and began climbing the tires. I thought of pouring gasoline
beneath the smoke tree.
I knew something about smoke trees, having taken a few UCLA field classes taught by the
eccentric geographer Dr. Richard Logan. He was an expert on Mojave desert-dwelling peoples of
the past and present and their environment. Dr. Logan also knew quite a bit about other deserts
around the world and, in particular, Namibia where he had a daughter living. He had spent a lot
of time in the desert heat. Perhaps too much.
Dr. Logan had terrific anecdotes about flash floods, reptiles, mining, death by dehydration, and
the all aspects of the psychedelic and deadly effects of hallucinogenic alkaloids of the jimson
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weed and the peoples who used it. I recalled details from his lectures while the sweltering
Newport next to the smoke tree; death by dehydration, for example.
It would be an exaggeration to claim that Dr. Logan knew everyone in the isolated and desolated
places that he would share with his students in his field experience classes, but he had been
running those classes in the same places for two decades and he did wave at everybody along the
way. Dr. Logan probably knew every desert tortoise and jackrabbit in the Mojave by name.
I bet we hiked along at least a hundred dry gullies in his field classes. He tried to teach us
everything about them and about the desert that he knew, and I tried hard to internalize his
lessons because you never know when his sort of detailed knowledge might prove useful -- like
in a dissertation proposal defense!
Dr. Logan was one of five prominent UCLA professors, members of my mandatory dissertation
proposal defense, sitting around the big table inside the Geography Department Office in Bunche
Hall on campus. This was a big deal: If I passed this exam, my family and I would be off to Jeju
Island in a matter of months so I could begin to conduct my PhD. dissertation field work in
earnest. If I failed this exam odds are I would be back playing pinball on a different machine
next to the miniature golf course in Camarillo.
In theory the members of a dissertation proposal defense appropriately ask questions closelyrelated to the proposal. In practice they can ask anything they want. I was well prepared and the
defense was sailing along in my favor. Then Dr. Logan asked me: “In the deserts of North
Africa, what do geographers call a ravine, or channel that is dry except in the rainy season?”
This was a rare occasion that my skills in self-hypnosis in preparation for an important exam or
an interview let me down. I just couldn’t remember the correct response (which, in Arabic, is
“wadi”).
Fortunately, my mentor, Professor Kit Salter, was also sitting at the table. He stepped in and
reminded Dr. Logan that there are no wadis on Jeju Island, and so the question was perhaps
irrelevant to my dissertation field site and unfair. Dr. Logan agreed, but he later assigned me an
article he had published about wadis that I should read while I was in Korea. All’s well ends well
– except that ephemeral streams (technically wadis) on Jeju Island are the rule rather than the
exception due to its unique (in Korea) volcanic landscape, which creates desert-like conditions
on the surface even though the island receives frequent, heavy, doses of rainfall during the
typhoon season.
~
When it came to geographical field work at UCLA Kit Salter was no slacker. His specialty was
urban field study and we graduate students working under his supervision and leadership circa
1982 formed a small cult of “Salter-centric” urban field workers. We called ourselves “Children
of the Dawn.”
Saturday mornings at 4 a.m. we would in the UCLA parking nearest to Bunche Hall and head
downtown to prowl the flower market and from there we would break up into small groups of
two or three and venture out to other destinations to pursue our field projects.
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Kit and I usually paired up for “extreme explorations” into abandoned buildings in the heart of
the city. Sometime we would climb to their roofs at sunrise and admire the serenity and chat up
the irony of this vast cosmopolitan metropolis improbably succeeding to grow and thrive in a
remote coastal desert basin facing the sea. Then we would descend to the city streets and hike to
the nearest MacDonald’s and chat some more among the street people who gather there each
morning for their first cups of coffee before heading out to panhandle.
When Kit was up for a “road trip” he would gather up three or four People of the Dawn to join
him. Most often we would venture deep into the deserts and sometimes we would cross the
border into Mexico. In the following photo Our Gang is about to be served lunch in Ensenada, on
our way to La Bufadora “The Snort” (a famous seaside blowhole [marine geyser]):

Figure 21.5 A Kit Salter-led field seminar into Mexico.
From the left: Melinda, Kit, Melani, me and Dorine.

~
As it happens, the Geography PhD. Program at UCLA required every student to conduct a field
research project before initiating their dissertation research. I was assigned to design and
complete a physical geography field project of my own choosing and so I decided to conduct and
empirical study of an exotic, large, isolated sand dune. I had discovered this dune in a gully
(wadi) beneath an earthquake-formed fault escarpment near my Dad’s desert cabin.
It was a perfectly-shaped barchan dune (shaped like a croissant) and when I explored and
described it in person in my research it was devoid of any human imprint. That occasion was
back before small off-the-road vehicles and “dirt-bikes” were being mass produced for popular
recreational purposes in Southern California. Today, these sorts of noisy, destructive all-terrain
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vehicles have combined over recent decades to obliterate the entire dune. All that remains visible
of that vanished dune as photographed by a satellite photo are a plethora of tire tracks. I was one
of a kind, and didn’t even have a name. And now it is gone.

Figure 21.6 The obliterating tire tracks of all-terrain vehicles are all that now remains of a once-pristine
crescent dune that I discovered and surveyed in a Mojave Desert gully near Twenty-Nine Palms for my
UCLA field study project. Yet another desecration by The Machine-let-loose-in-The Garden.

~
Since childhood, beginning with my original arrival to California with my parents, I was a
frequent visitor into the Mohave Desert. For example, I had ventured into the high desert on
many occasions as a Cub Scout, and then as a Boy Scout, and then as a teenager whose parents
owned a cabin near Twenty-nine Palms. Post high-school, Bob Wood and I visited and swam in
the Colorado River above Glen Canyon Dam several times. Once, Mr. Wood -- my old
scoutmaster and Bob’s Dad -- invited us to join him on a week-long exploration of Lake Powell
by pontoon motor-boat:
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Figure 21.7 Adventuring with Bob Wood and his Dad by pontoon boat on the Colorado River north of
Glen Canyon Dam (Lake Powell). I seem to fit right into the rugged landscape. 1966.

~
The dry cool air on a peaceful night on the banks of the Colorado River is magical. But daytime
on the Colorado outside Needles that Sunday as we waited for the Newport’s engine to cool off
until it was safe to drive again was nothing to crow about.
I ran across this old postal card for sale for two bucks on E-bay several years ago that captures
the baked-potato panorama surrounding that thorny, ant-infested smoke tree bush where we
waited, roasting alive there along that ruddy brown river just south of Needles. Obviously other
unsuspecting strangers have also experienced Needles at its worst; for example the “Joe” who
scribbled on this post card while suffering his own moment of despair:
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Figure 21.8 Postal card that accurately describes Needles in the summertime. Ironically “Joe” is driving
Route 66 while “Mr. Schneider” lives on 66 St.

The cantilevered span of this notorious historic bridge is said to be “about 666 feet long.” How
appropriate! “Hell rises within six inches of the surface” raved one Needles year-round resident,
with pride boiling over. “The Beast” is thus close at hand. My family and I vamoosed out of
there as soon as we were able.
If you stay on Highway 40 long enough you can rise in elevation onto the Kaibab Plateau and
stray off the main road long enough to take in The Grand Canyon. That is what we did, arriving
at its south rim at dusk. We parked the Newport at a public viewing platform, expecting a great
view and finding an indescribable, unforgettable, once-in-a-lifetime experience. There I was with
my wife and son contemplating the weathered, craggy, awesome Face of God. I was overcome
with Thankfulness and counted all my Blessings right there on the spot. It was a born-again
moment worth remembering and cherishing for a lifetime.

It was crystal clear to me then how I came to be at this juncture in my life. My mind turned to
my #1 Blessing Hae, and my # 2 Blessing Bob. There they were standing right next to me in the
inspirational twilight of that Grand Canyon panorama. That was a watershed moment in my life:
my reckless independent past suddenly slipped away like a spectacular and unexpected rock fall.
In its place a new future as a responsible family man with promising yet unmet aspirations began
to optimistically shape up. Hae wrote me this sentimental love poem, inspired by our Grand
Canyon experience:
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Figures 21.9 Bob’s Mom was inspired to write this poem during our memorable Grand Canyon visit in
1986. She is such a romantic poet!
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And so we eventually reached the heart of Michigan and safety – but not before the Newport had
broken down a few times. Fortunately, on those stressful occasions, mechanical issues were
minor and repairs were inexpensive. A good thing too, as we were nearly flat broke by then.
Soon I would be earning the first big paycheck of my entire life. I was forty-four years of age
and Hae four years younger, and Bob -- all of eleven.
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Chapter 22
1985 Plymouth Reliant K

Figure 22.1 My most reliable “beater” was actually named a Plymouth “Reliant”!

Hae Sook is fond of saying “Sometimes Bad turns into Good  .” What optimism! Indeed, we
had survived the ordeal (trial by fire) of Needles, and just four years later our small but hardworking family of three had rapidly moved onward and upward. And we rarely have had time to
look back. However, at age 73, I finally have the luxury of being able and willing to do just that,
to revisit my past, ride after ride, in this book.
This particular ride was a “fleet car” auctioned off by Central Michigan University (CMU) after
three years of service: “Three years and out!” (Just like me, as a matter of fact). I had just been
accepted by the University of Toledo after three years of service at CMU and so I sold my
mammoth Chrysler Newport (to a very happy mechanic) and replaced it with this CMU surplus
compact sedan. Anyone who claims that Reliant K-cars were all lemons is wrong. This one was
not a lemon. In contrast, like its name signifies, the K-car proved to be a most “reliant” ride.
I owned my K-car for almost ten years and it ran like a clock throughout, and never even
suffered a flat tire. I almost quit my AAA road-service membership because paying for it
annually without having to use it seemed like a waste of money.
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Bob and I thrived in Mount Pleasant and enjoyed an extremely productive sojourn while working
and living on the campus of Central Michigan University (CMU), located in the middle of
nowhere next to a tiny Native American (Chippewa tribe) reservation. The sports teams there
are still called “The Chippewas” but this harsh vintage logo of Native Americans is no longer
popular:

Figure 22.2 This politically-incorrect logo has been retired, but the old gold and maroon spirit of the
CMU fighting Chips lives on.

Bob has always manifested the fighting “Chippewa spirit” – even long before we arrived there in
1986. He had won his first videotape production award in the third grade: a thirty-minute
production that won four awards is a Los Angeles-wide student competition. He even wrote the
script and scenario! In the fifth grade we arrived in Mt. Pleasant and Bob immediately fell in
with the CMU drama community. He became their mascot after winning the role of Randolph
McAfee in their musical production of Bye, Bye Birdie. The music professor added more songs
for Bob to sing, both as part of the ensemble and including a fantastic solo.
In junior high school Bob studied in both England and Germany for summer. He also, in the
ninth grade, after moving to Toledo, assisted in the production and narrated an eight-minute
promotional video for Bowsher High School. He kept busy from the ninth through twelfth grades
there: He was master of ceremonies for four years straight during their annual foreign language
festivals; he was the featured dancer at nearly every occasion; he earned his second-degree black
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belt in Taekwondo and won a championship in Little Rock, Arkansas. He also had earned a
third-degree black belt in karate by the time he was a high school senior. In his high school
sports career, Bob was a point guard on his basketball team. During his senior year he played at
the positions of pitcher and shortstop on the baseball team.
Bowsher High School had about 1400 students when Bob attended. He was elected Student
Body President and Prom King as a senior. Meanwhile, Hae served the school as the PTA Vice
President. Bob and Hae enjoyed the full support of the remarkable Bowsher Principal Mr. Louis
Woods all during that time. Bob also had some remarkable teachers: Jennifer Rogers (English),
Joseph Hermiller (social studies), Barbara Tucker (German), Keith Lowe (English and baseball
coach), and Marcia Nauts (Latin), and Patricia Thomas (Spanish). Bob took Spanish and German
at the same time, from the 9th through the 12th grade levels. He also took Russian and Italian
language courses at Johns Hopkins for two years.

Figure 22.3 Bob as Student Body President at Bowsher High School.
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He was a National Merit Scholars in his graduating class, and Gary Huang, Eric Snyder, Jerimiah
Majo, David Mease, Eric Porter, and Thad Gerlach also achieved this honor. Such students were
an important part of Bob’s high school life, and they and other top students – Jeremiah Coyle,
Erin Engle, and Thomas Lopez -- all had their parents’ strong support through PTA club
activities spanning many years.
Bob’s freshman year at Johns Hopkins featured a “talent show” competition. This was studentwide and included freshmen through PhD-levels. Bob created a seven-minute video production
and his entry won first place and was purchased by the university. Bob’s freshman class
numbered 850 students. He was one of the top forty applicants eligible to select the biggest
single-occupant dorm rooms available on campus.
After his MA degree he pursued his musical talents for over a five-year span, spending time in
legendary Memphis, Nashville and in Knoxville. He was singing and playing guitar with amateur
groups at every opportunity. By the time another three years had passed Bob was creating his
own lyrics and songs., burning CDs, and producing music videos. He sang and played guitar in
small public venues and expanded his performance repertoire further into standup comedy acts.
After all these many years Bob continues to expand and elaborate his musical creations and stage
performances with original film scripts and audio-visual scenarios. Not only is he a prolific
songwriter and lyricist, but has written an innovative novelette titled Silver Bullets (2006) and a
screen adaptation for it. He has also written short stories. One is titled “She Did Not Belong
Here” (2014) and he has also given it a “Hollywood treatment” in anticipation of disseminating it
to the public through a social media creative arts site.
At present Bob is well-prepared and positioned to become a professional singer, actor and film
director. He now aspires to advantage every opportunity to perform his creative artistic scenarios
on a broader public stage. When the Good Luck Wagon inevitably rolls his way, he will be
ready. He will stun future Academy Awards Ceremony audiences by addressing them in both
English and Korean, and in other languages. His own star on Hollywood’s walk of fame already
seems pre-ordained.

Figure 22.4 “Bob Nemeth” star on Hollywood Walk Fame, installed 2030.
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~
Bob also joined Toastmasters International to fine-tune his group communication skills and keep
on top of his presence “on stage” by attending their frequent meetings and test his constantlyevolving standup comedy act.

Figure 22.5 A multitasker, Bob mixes his Toastmaster presentations with his standup comedy acts.

For the record, I also had a strong work ethic instilled from childhood, and that was mainly due
to my Dad’s influence. I started working for cash even before I was a teenager: I baby-sat and l
mowed lawns mainly. Then beginning in my teen years I launched into my Social Security
experiences earning paychecks for: newspaper delivery (on three different occasions, delivering
three different newspapers); door-to-door sales (Christmas cards); drug store soda-fountain dishwasher; gas station attendant and apprentice mechanic; security cop; traffic counter;
thermoplastic injection-molding machine operator; carpenter; rifle instructor at a YMCA summer
camp; dude ranch camp counselor/dishwasher/certified swimming hole lifeguard; department
store clerk.
Meanwhile, my non-Social Security jobs during that same stretch of my life included: working in
cafeterias for both my high school and college; cutting and selling firewood (with Bob Wood);
hydraulic prospecting for gold (with Phil Nutzhorn); cleaning swimming pools and decks; and -for an exciting few years -- earning cold cash as an itinerant tin-plater apprenticed to Tom
Nicholas, an ethnic Gypsy.
All these jobs were learning experiences, even the most tedious, exhausting and unsatisfying
among them (that would be the “thermoplastic injection molding machine operator” aka “the job
from Hell”). The best job experiences among those listed above were 1) lifeguarding at the
Apple Knoll Ranch and 2) teaching marksmanship for the YMCA. I loved the out-of-doors, and
nothing quite beats getting paid to oversee young co-eds in bikinis at play, day after day, on a
quiet secluded lake among the pines with a sandy beach and a floating barge a few yards
offshore.
~
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But even my security cop gig had its bright side. My boss was a neighbor on Victory Boulevard
who ran his own successful (for a while) rent-a-cope agency. Most of the time I was on a
gatekeeper assignment and manned a guard booth at the entrance to a heavily fenced top-secret
RCA research facility in Panorama City adjacent to some railroad tracks.
My buddy Mike Pilgreen also worked there. However, his notorious sexual escapades at the
workplace eventually got him fired and nearly cost me my own job because I had been the one
who introduced Mike to my neighbor, or boss, and recommended him for the job, and vouched
for Mike’s good character.
Anyway, the security cop job was tedious -- and a bit of a mystery, since I never was told what
secrets I was guarding inside those gates. I would tell executive entering and leaving the plant to
open their briefcases in front of me, but no one told me what to look for inside them!
The bright side of this rent-a-cop job was when my boss would send me “on special assignment”
over to LAX airport to guard the hotel that housed all the Pan Am stewardesses from around the
world sleeping there on layover. I have long planned to write up my learning experiences on-thejob there into an erotic, steamy book that I am sure would sell a million copies and inspire an Rrated Hollywood movie.
~
Looking over my early work experience list again, I must admit that some were short-lived. For
example, I was only a carpenter’s apprentice for one day.
Bob Wood found me this summer job as a non-union apprentice carpenter employed to build
houses and cabins at booming Mammoth Mountain. Although Mammoth was then and is still a
famous ski resort, it is located on the eastern side of the Sierras and the summers are hotter than
hell. Bob, who at that time lived and worked for the Forest Service patrolling and maintaining
high Sierra hiking trails, did not tell me that. Ignorant and naïve I took a Greyhound Bus one way
from Los Angeles up to the town of Bishop, a gateway to Mammoth.
My bus passed the entrance to Death Valley on its way to Bishop, at which point I began to
anticipate that there might be some warm weather at my intended workplace. Bob was waiting
for me in Bishop, having kindly driven down from Mammoth Mountain to pick me up. We
arrived atop the Mountain, in the town of Mammoth. He showed me the empty ski lifts whose
chairs were hanging there on cables and frying in the sun. During the winters, Bob was a ski
patrolman there.
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Figure 22.6 Bob Wood, Mammoth Mountain Ski Patrol, 1965.

Bob drove me to the construction site and I met the boss in his trailer. He was a no-nonsense
show-me-what-you-got-mountain man sort of guy. Bob had recommended me and vouched for
my good character, so my new boss shook my hand and said “You start tomorrow” and I did.
The next day at about noon, my first day on the job, I felt near-dead and sun-stroked and was
already having serious second thoughts about my being a carpenter as a career, or just for that
summer, or even for another day. There I stood sweating on the roof of a house still under
construction, collecting stray nails and fragments of wood, with the noon sun beating down on
me and the unfinished rooftop reflecting the searing heat of the sun back up my pant legs and
into my sweltering crotch, where my balls boiled like three-minute eggs.
At my side was a plastic half-gallon jug of water. I had a bandana tied around my forehead to
keep salty, stinging beads of sweat from streaming into my eye sockets. It was wet with sweat,
and hot, so I removed it and laid it on the rooftop and poured some water from the jug onto it.
Then I re-tied the bandana around my forehead. It felt cool for about three seconds – and then
turned hot again.
In all my life up to that point I had never walked off a job -- but I sure did that day. I was dizzy
with the heat had I stayed on the roof for another five minutes, I’m sure I would have passed and
fallen off. So I weakly climbed down the ladder and staggered downhill off the construction site
to the paved road that led down the mountain to Bishop where I intended to catch a ride back to
LA by hitch-hiking or by bus.
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I’d had my fill of Mammoth Mountain in the heat of summer. I was defeated and in no mood to
apologize to my new boss and my friend Bob before leaving with my tail between my legs
because through their kindness they had in fact conspired to kill me. At least that is what my
delirious mind told me at the time.
So I stumbled on toward Bishop and had not walked even a mile when I paused underneath a tree
attached to an open gate that was the entrance to a YMCA summer camp. It was about noon. My
half-gallon plastic jug of drinking water was nearly empty, and I was hot and getting thirsty. I
decided to enter the gate.
I walked up the narrow gravel road and around the bend to the camp headquarters building, and
when I found it, I climbed the steps to the front porch and walked through the door there
uninvited. Some YMCA administrators where sitting between their desks discussing camp
business. One was the administrator of that particular camp. The other, I soon learned, was the
Los Angeles District YMCA Chief for the Los Angeles Region. The camp administrator broke
off his conversation with the other, who I correctly assumed was his boss. He asked me what I
was looking for. I said “A drink – and a job.” He said “We don’t need anyone here” and then
walked over to a Coke™ machine and dropped in a dime.
“It’s on me” he said, “sit down.” There was a long pause and I looked from one to the other. I
was and standing near the doorwat and was about to say “Thanks!” and “I’d like to fill up my
water jug” but instead I sat down as invited – and proceeded to get real lucky, real fast!
The District Chief asked “Do you have any teaching experience?” I responded with the question
“Classroom?” He responded “Not exactly” and then continued by asking me “Do you like kids?”
I said “Sure,” even though I never thought much about “kids” one way or the other.
“Do you have any experience with firearms?” he continued. I said “Sure” because I owned a .22
caliber rifle and a Daisy Red Ryder BB gun (which was technically a rifle). Plus Bob Wood had
let me shoot his massive Ruger .357 magnum “Man of the West” frontier model pistol several
times. I didn’t know what kids and firearms had in common in that moment, and so waited for
the other shoe to fall.
Then the Chief got to the point: “We need a YMCA rifle instructor down at our Big Bear Lake
Camp. Can you be there to interview with the camp director on Monday?” I said “For sure! – but
I need a lift down to Bishop so I can catch the Greyhound bus.” It happened to be a Friday when
we had this conversation. The District Director seemed pleased. “Let me finish up here then I
will drop you off in Bishop on my way north.”
Lucky me! It was another case of being in the right place at the right time. I had secured a
summer job a far sight better that the one I had just walked off of. Good to his word, we jumped
into his van and an hour later he dropped me off at the Greyhound station in Bishop. From there I
headed south. Once again I passed by the entrance to Death Valley. I forget where I slept that
Friday night, but Saturday morning I was back in L.A. and I had time to drop by a Sears store to
buy a Boy Scout merit badge handbook titled “Marksmanship.”
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Figure 22.7 An official Boy Scout “marksmanship” merit badge. Also useful for inducing a hypnotic
trance in a subject (as an alternative to swinging a ring-on-a-string).

I forget where I slept on Saturday night, but on Sunday morning, early, I was headed by
Greyhound bus for the Big Bear Lake YMCA Camp in the San Bernardino Mountains. The bus
ride was three or four hours, so I had ample time to read the manual cover to cover.
When I arrived the Camp Director was waiting for me. Apparently he was desperate to fill the
position of YMCA Rifle Instructor and I would be an important hire. I interviewed well,
surprising him with how much I knew about target rifles and their safe and proper use. He hired
me on the spot and then gave me a tour of the camp and escorted me to my staff cabin, located at
the fringe of the fragrant pine forest, which would be mine and mine alone.
Then he told me I would have a few days to “rebuild the rifle range” to suit my needs. He had
already showed me the handicraft building and the tool shed where building supplies were
stored. He gave me keys to everything but the kitchen sink. Most important, he had introduced
me to the camp cooks. There were two; both local mountain gals – and single. Let it be said that I
ate like a king all summer.
By the end of the next day the Camp Director and I were already on good terms, so I asked him
if I could send for my little brother Nick to help me with maintenance of the rifle range and join
me in my cabin, which was already equipped with two-tier bunk beds. He agreed without
hesitation. Today, there are litigation concerns of all sorts that would have prevented his granting
me this sort of informal favor. But back in those days there were fewer lawyers looking to profit
off of other people’s troubles and grown men could arrange such things with a handshake and
without fear of lawsuits down the line. Believe me, to grow up in Southern California in the
fifties was heaven on earth. Even God was laid-back and loosey-goosey.
Before hitting the hay on that Lucky Sunday I went to the pay phone in the mess hall and I
telephoned my parents back down in the San Fernando Valley. I asked them to drive up to the
camp the following weekend and to bring Nick up with his suitcase half full, and to pack me two
new pairs of 501s and some T-shirts and underwear for me, plus ten or twelve paperback
Westerns. My Dad, my Mom, and Nick, seemed overjoyed. I hung up the phone and slept well -even though I had left Bob Wood with a lot of explaining to do to his friend, the construction
boss, back up in Mammoth Mountain.
My last thought before falling asleep was to remind myself to figure out a way to get my halfday’s pay as an apprentice carpenter in Mammoth sent to me by mail at my Big Bear YMCA
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address. If I had been Mike Pilgreen I would have just asked and expected Bob Wood to do me
the favor.

When I met my future wife, Bob’s Mom, I was a middle-school teacher with Peace Corps on Jeju
Island in Korea. We married there and then we moved to Southern California. When Bob was born
I was employed in Camarillo as a labor market researcher for the California Manpower
Management Information System (CMMIS).
About a week after Bob was born I returned from my new job to our rented house on El Medio
Street in Ventura Canyon and Hae was crying. I asked why and she said it was because Bob didn’t
have a neck. This was true. As a newborn he had no visible neck. I told her not to worry because
he would grow one later as he became older and taller. And he did.
Another day I came home and Hae asked me “When our son grows up, do you think he will be
proud of you and your job?” I was shocked and I thought it over. She was right; I was not aiming
high enough in my career search. So I quit my CMMIS job a month later and applied as a fulltime student in the UCLA Geography PhD Program, where Kit Salter took me under his wing.
That was in the Spring of 1977.
~
Committing to the UCLA PhD program, eventually earning a PhD, and then striving to
becoming a full-time tenured Geography professor in a prominent public state university of
higher education was no walk in the park for me, Hae and Bob; “The Three Amigos.”
Ultimate success came one step at a time, by overcoming one challenge after another, but never
losing sight of “the prize.” Personally, overcoming these challenges comprised several decades
of my “midlife Rides of Passage” as a breadwinner; roughly between 1977 and 2002 (when I was
promoted to the rank of Full Professor at the University of Toledo.) I have a few photographs
taken during those decades of slow but steady progress to mark incremental victories we enjoyed
along the way. This is one of my favorite photos, taken in 1992:
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Figure 22.8 1992, Bob and me at the Gypsy Lore Society annual conference at Harvard University

“When our son grows up, do you think he will be proud of you and your job?” By 1992 I could
reply to Hae’s question with a confident “Yes!” I still had no lines under my eyes suggest that I
was burning the midnight oil both workdays and weekends in order to publish (although my fear
of perishing if I did not was fading fast and in fact was no longer motivating my academic
writing efforts). It was still “early in the game” but I thoroughly enjoyed my chosen career. The
photo, I think, reveals my own sense of satisfaction and also Bob’s sence of pride as he lifts a
toast to how far and fast “The Three Amigos” had ridden since our blistering desert experience
beneath the smoke tree near back in 1986.
~
I had taken several graduate-level Geography classes in 1968-1969 at UCLA while I was still an
MA student at SFVSC and thoroughly immersed in the study of Gypsy territorial behavior in Los
Angeles. That is when I first met Kit and took one of his classes and he inspired me to perhaps
study with him some day in the PhD Department at UCLA as a Cultural Geographer. That day
would come -- but 1n 1969 it was still far off into the future.
I was drawn to UCLA for several reasons. For one, the University Research Library owned a
complete set of the Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society (1888 to present) and the stacks were
open to the public. And so, I spent a lot of time visiting the URL and going through those
volumes and also reading the many English-language books in the excellent URL DX (“Gypsies
and Travelers”) collection. Also, the world-renown Gypsiologist Walter Fitzwilliam Starkie was
at that time a Distinguished University Professor finishing up his academic career at UCLA.
Although he health was beginning to fail and he was on the verge of retirement I embraced the
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timely opportunity to enroll in his classes and in some Independent Study courses with him,
offered through the Folklore and Mythology Department.
But what I remember most vividly about the year 1969 on the UCLA campus was the Vietnam
War Protests/Black Panther murders/race riots. It was hard to find a quiet place to hit the books
and there was a lot of peer pressure among the students to join the riots. One day I was sitting in
a study hall near the URL – which had been temporarily closed due to the violence – and I
decided to step outside for a break. The hall was empty except for me. Like a fool, I left my
favorite fringed hippie buckskin jacket on the back of my chair and the library book I was
reading on top of the table.
Once outside I found myself swept into the riots, and running from the police who were armed
with long billy clubs and raining blows on my fellow students -- male and female -- who could
not run fast, or fell down, in front of the uniformed brutes as they advanced. Someone threw a
billy club over my head and as I ran by it I picked it up. It was smooth and dark and perhaps
carved from black black oak tree. My first reaction was “Swell souvenir!” But as soon as I
picked it up several other students pushed me down and straight away tore the billy club from
my own grip and tossed it at the advancing wall of police. Then tear gas canisters began to blow
up to the right and to the left of me.
I half-fell down a steep slope and came to rest at the foot of a tall tree. So I climbed the tree and
watched students and police swinging clubs running under me. One policeman stopped under the
tree and looked up at me. “Go home!” he yelled. Then he ran on.
A few minutes later I thought the riots had moved on and so I climbed down from the tree. No
sooner had my feet touched the grass then ten or twenty students reappeared around the corner
running back up the steep hill. I recognized one – John Everitt! A new Geography PhD student
from Canada! He was bleeding and I grabbed his arm and we ran uphill with the police close
upon our heels. John and I succeeded to pull and push each other up the hill amidst the chaos
without further injury. When we reached the top of the hill we became separated, and soon the
riot evaporated and I was alone.
I made my way back to the study hall and discovered that in my absence someone had stolen
both my prized jacked and my library book. I was totally exhausted and angry. I walked to the
edge of campus and was about to walk downhill into the adjoining residential neighborhood to
my ride from its distant parking place when a car full of menacing white thugs in civilian clothes
slowed to a stop next to me and scowled. Off-duty cops? Tight-wing paramilitaries? I thought
they were going to get out and beat me to a pulp, but they didn’t. What a day that was!
I ran across John at a meeting of the Association of American Geographers during the 1980s, and
he mentioned some “fond” memories of the riot, and that was the last I ever saw of him. He was
by then a very successful tenured faculty member in the Geography Department at Brandon
University in Manitoba, Canada.
~
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Two other Canadian exchange students I met at UCLA while pursuing my PhD were Audrey
Kobayashi and John Brohman. Audrey rose to the top among North American Geographers and
recently served as President of the American Association of Geographers.
John was a laid-back, adventurous, and highly-intelligent Marxist Geographer. He was one of
Gary Hale’s most successful PhD student’s at UCLA. John he spent his entire academic research
and teaching career at Simon Fraser University in Canada. Prior to his graduate studies at UCLA,
and as a newlywed, John his young wife Holly hitchhiked around the world. She was employed
by the University of California Press at the time I earned my PhD, and it was my Good Luck that
she shared my new dissertation with her boss, which led to its timely publication by UC Press in
1987, and this is what most likely secured my hire in the Department of Geography on the tenure
track at the University of Toledo as their Asia regional specialist in 1989.
John smoked like a chimney and drank like a fish all his life. He and I, Chris Preston, and some
other UCLA grad students occasionally enjoyed each other’s company while playing a few
hands of poker, listening to “Three Dog Night,” drinking Molson and Labatt’s, and puffing on a
bit of pot. Johnny died in a cabin in the north woods in 2014. He had travelled in 70 countries
over his lifetime, spoke Spanish fluently, and was expert in Latin American studies. What a guy!
~
While working for CMMIS in 1976 I was attending night school at Ventura College and taking a
few environmental planning classes in the evenings. Related to that and in the spirit of the recent
passage of the California Environmental Quality Act (1970) I involved myself in volunteer
environmental advocacy covering three separate local issues. While a member of Peace Corps I
became so overzealous and overconfident in my ability as an individual to “help change the
world” that I got overambitious and ran for a seat on the Ventura City Council. Being more of an
introvert than a politician I failed miserably in the election. I learned that the City of Ventura was
full of redneck residents who hated CEQA and all it stood for.
Unfazed by that experience, I interviewed for an opening with the City of Ventura Police
Department, as a law enforcement officer. My interview went badly. One interview question
caught me unawares. There was a panel of five uniformed police officers. They had already
asked me why I had joined the Peace Corps instead of serving my country by volunteering to
fight in Vietnam. But I was at least prepared for that question.
The question that I was unprepared for and flubbed was: “What if you discovered your wife was
a shoplifter? Would you report her to the police?” I was momentarily stunned into silence, but
knew that I had better answer quickly and decisively. “No!” was my response. That was it. They
invited me to leave and said they would contact me if I made the short list of applicants for the
job opportunity.
I never heard back from them, so in retrospect assumed that “Yes!” was the correct answer. I
guess a policeman, like a soldier, doesn’t get to decide for himself personally the difference
between what’s right and what’s wrong. The law has already decided for everyone that
shoplifting is illegal. A policeman is responsible for enforcing that law. If your wife is a
lawbreaker, you turn her in. It is that simple and straightforward.
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What kind of career is that? “Arresting one’s wife? That was not the career for me. It got me
thinking long and hard. It was a great interview question!
So. If not that one, what was the job for me? All those activities and events in Ventura following
my Peace Corps service were a busy transition period for Hae and I, but now that we had a son
and I was a family man with major responsibilities. I was hard pressed to settle on a career track
suitable for my temperament and one for which I had some aptitude.
When I looked in the mirror I saw mainly anarchist and a liberal with some scholarly chops in
the social sciences. My resume was strong in support of my having a solid work ethic having the
temperament, training and aptitude for being a successful college professor someday if I applied
myself. So I joined the PhD program in Geography at UCLA. That was in 1977. Immediately we
moved to Korea Town in central Los Angeles as our home base while I began my PhD studies at
UCLA.
In sum, getting where I am today didn’t start off in a very coherent way, but once my career goal
began to take shape it was a long haul all made possible thanks to the strong inspiration and
encouragement of Bob’s Mom. To remain disciplined in my studies I also relied on selfhypnosis, and whenever my momentum towards completing my PhD slowed, I recalled a
favorite quotation to keep me going strong:
“If you think you can do it, begin it. Begin and the mind grows heated, begin and the task is
completed.” ~ J.W .v. Goethe

One of my favorite colleagues on the Faculty of Geography at CMU was Bob Aron, an eccentric
physical geographer with a great sense of humor. He published an academic paper once about the
energy efficiency of heating a house with a bathtub full of hot water. There are so many “Bob”s
in this book that I will refer to this one as Bob A.
Bob A. was a UCLA-degreed Geography PhD just like me! What luck! He and I shared an
understanding of West Coast culture. We had both had grown up enjoying the anarchy of the
“dudish and righteous” SoCal lifestyle. However, our academic career tracks necessitated that we
both transplant ourselves in the heart of the Midwest; every day thereafter became a struggle for
both of us at CMU to survive the stagnant ennui of the prevailing anal civilization there.
Bob A.’s wife is Chinese, and mine is Korean. We are both one-child families, so both wives
were “Tiger Moms.” Thus Bob A. and I had a great deal in common and bonded. I even thought
at one point that we would become the best of friends and that our friendship would last forever.
But there evolved a strange dispute between us.
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Bob A. one day shared a deep secret with me. He had invited us Nemeths to join his family in
their home for a holiday meal. I think it was the Fourth of July in 1987. We all had a wonderful
time. While our wives chatted and our children played Bob A. and I ate a ton of meat that he had
thrown onto his barbeque. We also drank lots of cold beer and had lots of laughs.
Later that evening when Hae and I were about to depart, I thanked Bob A. for the delicious meat
fest he had served up: pork ribs and chops, beef steaks and ribs, breaded chicken nuggets, baked
chicken, ham, and several sorts of sausages. I recall even some baked potatoes and corn on the
cob wrapped in foil on top of the grill. It was a carnivores’ delight and may have been the most
satisfying manly, meaty meal that I think I ever consumed – a meatfest even more robust and
unhealthy than those that the Gypsies used to cook up.
Bob A. laughed and then, having had a bit too much to drink perhaps, he inadvertently revealed
his deep secret, and this was the gist of it: “Don’t thank me, Jim. Thank the manager of the meat
department over at the Farmer Jack Market. Every evening at 8:30 he takes all the prepared-fortake-out baked and roasted meats yet unsold, and marks down their price by 70%, and then it’s
‘first come, first served’ to the general public. So you’ll find me there several times a week at
8:30 sharp; what a bargain! We never even got such a deal back in California! Ha, ha, ha …” His
secret was not advice or an invitation. It was braggadocio.
Several days later I ran into Bob A. at the discounted prepared foods meat rack at about 8:32 pm.
He was placing three or four thick, white foil-lined paper bags of hot, aromatic, prepared meats
into his shopping cart. Somewhat shocked to see me, he blurted out “What a bargain!” when our
eyes met. Then, after a long pause, he said “There’s some chicken left -- but I got the last of the
ribs and sausages.”
Our friendship continued to be cordial -- but became strained from that night forward. We began
“accidently” running into each other at Farmer Jack increasingly often. Some evenings at 8:25,
then 8:20, then 8:15. The game was on! Sometimes Bob A. arrived there first; sometimes it was
me -- and sometimes a perfect stranger who had learned of the bargain at the Farmer Jack would
merge out of the blue to beat us both to the discount prepared meats counter.
Soon more and more strangers were showing up. The word was out. In no time, glowering meatlovers in anticipation of the 70%-off bargain were milling around the discount prepared-meats
counter, ready to pounce on the warm, white bags as early as 8 pm. Civility, even strained as it
was, began to evaporated the instant the man-in-the-white-apron came through the swinging
doors with his cart full of marked-down hot, aromatic meats in those foil-lined white bags.
“Form a line!” he began to instruct the waiting, milling crowd. Tension grew higher amidst them
as they jostled into place. Sometimes arguments broke out.
Within a few short weeks Farmer Jack began to change the discount from 70%, to 50%, and then
to 30% without diminishing any apparent customer demand. Indeed, the bargain hunters were
still showing up in large numbers, and acting more and more like Pavlov’s dogs than like rational
folks. Then suddenly, one evening, the pack assembled to find a big sign waiting for them at the
meat counter instead of the usual meat bonanza: “Prepared Meat Discounts Discontinued Until
Further Notice.” The disappointed foodies all blamed each other. Bob A. probably blamed me
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for poisoning the well, and I blame me for telling me where it was located in the first place. It
was, as they say, “the end of an Error.”
Both Bob A. and I eventually left Central Michigan University and Mount Pleasant behind for
good in order to move on to new, more satisfying experiences. We decided that he could have all
the meat west of Mississippi River and I could have all the meat east of the Mississippi River.
Then we shook hands for the last time and parted. Just kidding.
What actually happened was that in the early summer of 1989, after three years employed as a
full-time Visiting Assistant Professor in the Geography Department at CNU, I landed a tenuretrack position as Assistant Professor in the Geography Department at the University of Toledo.
So “The Three Amigos” packed our essentials in the Reliant-K and drove to Toledo to find an
apartment and settle down and finally enjoy the prospect of some long-term economic stability.
Bob Aron stuck around CMU in his tenure track position there into the 1990s and then retired to
California. Last I heard he resides in a retirement community for active seniors just off Interstate
80 and located about halfway between San Francisco and Reno.

Getting to know Toledo from behind the wheel of my Reliant K took me many years. I tried to
learn the city well in quarters of the compass ranging from our house in south Toledo, but well
within the city limits.
On arrival from CMU in the fall of 1989. We initially rented an apartment near Byrnedale Junior
High School where Bob would spend his final year in middle-school. It was a funky school built
half underground. Meanwhile we commenced house-hunting. The house we purchased in 1990
was a just stone’s throw from Bob’s high school, named Bowser. It was the highest-ranked
Toledo public school within the city limits. Location, location, location: The public library was
just around the corner, three food-and-merchandise markets were two blocks away, a post office,
fire station and the University of Toledo Hospital, were located all within a mile radius. Yet our
neighborhood was surprisingly quiet, safe and bucolic. It was known as the “Beverley”
neighborhood and many Toledo professionals – teachers, lawyers, and medical doctors – chose
to live there.
In addition, an Amtrak train station was only a ten-minute drive away from our house and had
free parking. From the station we could take the Amtrak Capital Express both westward to
Chicago and eastward to Washington D.C.
Toledo also had a national airport, and Detroit International Airport was about an hour driving
distance away. Not that access to an airport matters all that much to me these days: about a
decade ago, in a fit of frustration over serial inconveniences and bad service I gave up flying
domestic commercial airplanes. There was also a Greyhound Bus Station near the Amtrak
Station.
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Anyway, the Amtrak has offered an especially convenient and inexpensive alternative over our
years in Toledo. Most important, I dearly love the sound of high-speed trains rolling over their
singing rails and their whistles blowing in the distance during the night. Toledo has been famous
for providing this sort of unique, powerful railroad aesthetic to its residents for well over a
hundred years:

Figure 22.9 Toledo’s bustling rail yards circa 1888. In the background a full moon rises over the
tranquility of the Maumee River at a distance. Watercolor; artist unknown.

As my readers might have guessed by now, I am something of a movie buff. This sometimes gets
me into trouble and makes me my own worst enemy. For example, back in the day I could take a
pretty girl to a drive-in movie and actually want to see the movie -- until I got warmed up, that is.
I seriously jeopardized at least two close friendships by forcing friends to sit through movies
they hated but could not walk out on because they were my guests. My relationship with Bob and
Susan Murar noticeably chilled for a while after I seriously misjudged and underestimated their
sensitivities to several social issues to which I seemed oblivious – predatory sex, alcoholism,
mental illness, violence, and so on.
In their case I had highly recommended they join me one night to enjoy A Fine Madness starring
Sean Connery. I was a James Bond fan and they were not. I admired Bond’s wit and selfconfidence. In the aftermath of their painful experience Bob and Susan would not discuss any of
it with me, but instead wrote in a note of apology that questioned my own sanity and revealed
that the movie had made them “physically ill.” That was in 1966.
You might think I could never alienate my old buddy Bob Wood by a “cinematic assault” but I
did. We were roommates and both attending nearby San Fernando Valley State College. I highly
recommended that he join me one night to see a special screening of the film adaptation Edward
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Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? At that time (also 1966) I was beginning to explore a
circuitous path in life that would eventually lead me to an Ivory Tower career in academia. Bob,
in contrast, had seen enough of academia to know he disliked it, and so was headed up into the
High Sierras to become a ski patrolman at Mammoth Mountain, thus paving his road for an
active, adventurous career with the US Forest Service.
Bob hate the movie. You would have thought I had plunged a knife into his heart. He said it
made him “physically ill.”
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Chapter 23
1995 Jeep Wrangler

Figure 23.1 My new 1995 Jeep Wrangler Sport: alas; fated to eventually succumb to rust.
Photo by Hae Sook.

This is the first automobile that we purchased new, in 1996. Actually, it was a 1995 model with a
few hundred miles on it -- but no previous owner. The salesman cut us a deal I could not refuse.
It certainly looked brand new, and it ran like a top for over a decade until it finally became too
rusty to be trusty.
Rest assured, that this rugged stick-shift Jeep Wrangler was tailor-made for “climb every
mountain” perseverance against adversity I needed at that career building stage of my life. It was
a perfect round-trip ride to my office at the university. She bounded through Ohio winter after
Ohio winter, from pot hole to pot hole, till in the end, after nearly 20 years of faithful service, we
finally had to “put her down.” The last time I saw her was in the Fall of 2011, as she was being
towed away to a Goodwill auction. There she fetched a surprisingly high bid which we deducted
from our income taxes the following year. All told, from start to finish, our 1995 Jeep Wrangler
was a class act and served us very well.
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Not to brag, but the record indicates that I have long been an effective and popular professor here
at the University of Toledo. Over my 27 years employed at UT I have averaged “very good”
reviews from students in my classes.
I don’t think semester-end student reviews of their professors are a bad way to award merit
scores to professors for the purposes of their promotion and such. Perhaps that is because I have
benefited from this evaluation process. Are student evaluations of their professors credible? Do I
believe my student evaluations of my teaching and classes? No – but they please me. I’ve even
been accused of writing some myself! For example: “Unforgettable professor, will change your
life and get you tipsy on margaritas. I believe he may write most of his own reviews” (Rate My
Professor, online, June 2011).
Based on large data sets, higher education administers seem to agree that: 1) Good professors get
good ratings; 2) Bad professors sometimes get bad ratings; 3) Bad professors sometimes get
lucky and get good ratings; and 4) Only rarely do good professors get bad ratings. Sounds
reasonable.
Students over the years have also contributed their evaluations on the controversial Rate My
Professors online site, where they are encouraged to contribute evaluative comments and from
these I have concluded that what I have been doing in the classroom over the past few decades
has been for the most part well-received for diverse reasons; for example:


Wanders the classroom, sometimes speaks in tongues, shares mesmerizing geographical
anecdotes, keeps you awake. Spooky though. Has eyebrows that reach to the floor almost. And
all his fingers are the same length. What's that all about?



Smart guy! He convinced me I am a squirrel! Now I have no life. Nuts ...



Part Plato, part Claudius, part Jesus, part Nietzsche -- all Hotness!



Jesus?; noway. he gave me a C and i didnt diserve it. he didnt have no handmeouts for the days i
missed class. he even wore a bulo tie with skull on it one day. he is the devil and if you say he is
hot and i agree he is too because he came from strate from HELL.



Illustrates geography concepts with cool, surprising examples. Generous with his time with
students who attend the lectures. You can find him in the library or office, which you should stop
by because it is like an eclectic museum.
Even the negative reviews offer insights into the sorts of students taking higher education classes
these days, and their expectation and preferences in the classroom (including their opinions about
what is or is not proper attire for their professors in the classroom).
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Recently, some of my students have contributed evaluations of my classes as images. These
demonstrate creativity and innovation that transcends written evaluation and I especially
appreciate the effort taken to evaluate me and my classes, and the way the images are open to
more critical interpretation than words can convey:

Figure 23.2 Some online Draw Your Professor student evaluations and endorsements of my teaching
effectiveness and impact at the University of Toledo.

If these student evaluations of my classes correctly suggest I am a today successful professor of
college-level geography; believe me, it didn’t begin that way. Thirty years ago I was teaching
part-time geography classes a few nights a week at Long Beach State University and sleeping in
my car in the parking lot after class. I was not enjoying the teaching experience, and was in fact
uncomfortable in front of adult students – but thought they might not notice. As a newbie teacher
and a part-timer I felt so vulnerable and expendable: My successful career track in higher
education in fact would depend on my somehow documenting as soon as possible a solid
reputation as popular classroom teacher.
One night after class on of my older male students stuck around till the classroom was empty and
then asked me “Why are you so afraid to teach?” I was tempted to go on the defensive and reply
in some curt or rude manner, but the student obviously wanted to help me become a better
teacher by offering some constructive feedback.
So I bought him a cup of coffee and discovered he was very perceptive. His critiques were valid
and his advice was splendid. I listened carefully and in the following days, weeks, months and
years have worked hard to become the best teacher I could be. I gained confidence in my ability
to develop own successful teaching style and pioneer my own comfort zone in the classroom. It
took years, but my students have increasingly responded positively to my (admittedly
unconventional) teaching methods; thus the satisfying student evaluations cited above.

Not everything about college teaching is sunshine and lollipops. It was not long after I became a
Full Professor of Geography at the University of Toledo that a high-performing student in one of
my classes approached me in a crowded hallway on campus with a friendly wave -- and two
seconds later got right into my face and shouted “You Fuck!” and then turned and walked away.
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I learned about a week later that he had the “Tourette syndrome” and had to look that one up in
my red Webster’s New International Dictionary:
“… a familial neuropsychiatric disorder of variable expression that is characterized by multiple
recurrent involuntary tics involving body movements (as eye blinks, grimaces, or knee bends)
and vocalizations (as grunts, snorts, or utterance of inappropriate words) …”
Perhaps I’ll never be able to predict what my students will do or will not do, as so just accept that
they act in mysterious ways. Before the Email became commonplace, students who appreciated
my lectures would sometimes write me brief letters saying so. Some were signed, but most were
anonymous. Some came from international students who had returned home. One nice letter
from an anonymous international student who had taken my GEPL 2030 “Cultural Geography”
in the early 1990s told me my lectures on minority cultures and cults were “fascinating and
informative.” He or she asked me if I had ever heard of “The Indian Rope Trick” and enclosed a
photo of a poster announcing the performance of a magician.

Figure 23.3 An anonymous student sent me in the early 1990s a letter containing this photo of a 1920
poster announcing a magician’s act involving “The Great Indian Rope Trick as Performed by the
Hindus.”

When I received that letter I had for some time previous studied “magicians” as a secretive
professional cult that had complex origins in entertainment, religion and medicine, and in those
literatures I had encountered the phrase “Indian Rope Trick” from time to time, but knew almost
nothing in detail about it.
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There was no return address on the letter, so I could not thank the student for thinking fondly of
my teaching and sending me such a provocative photo (in fine condition excepting for a small
tear to its upper right-hand corner). The image certainly roused my curiosity about what I refer
to these days in my GEPL 2030 lectures as “The Spectacle of the Rope in India.”

My red Webster’s dictionary has seen a lot of wear and tear in its day. Though dated, its (word)
powers are tried and true and it rarely fails me in my times of need. It was the portable Peace
Corps book locker I was assigned when I finished training camp and departed for Jeju Island in
early 1973. Once I had settled into a routine on the island I began to write with earnest, both
fiction and non-fiction – and also poetry. This dictionary became an essential part of my
everyday life on the island there. I became addicted to it.
Although it weighed more than a pound, I toted it with me back to the USA when I left the island
a few years later, newly married, to begin my search for a career path. I had a strong feeling back
then that whatever the career I finally settled into I would be writing for pay, and that my
Webster’s would be a part of that new adventure. A sentimental friend, my Webster’s is still with
me now that I am a professional geographer. I keep it as a talisman. It has brought me Good
Luck and is destined to be my companion for life:

Figure 23.4 Both my Red Webster’s Dictionary and my green ’95 Wrangler have both served me well
when I needed them most.
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I am a big fan of a professoriate that teaches in brick-and-mortar classrooms. I have published
critiques for decades about the negative impacts of the “machine in the garden” but have not
published anything about the destructive impacts of advancing education technologies on higher
education learning. Not that it would have done any good. And now it is too late.

Figure 23.5 “And now it is too late.”

My perspective as a higher education classroom teacher for almost thirty years is that the advent
of smart classrooms (white boards, ceiling projectors, clickers, …) was a neoliberal conspiracy to
deploy the digital in order to get rid of tenured professors along with their 20th-century brickand-mortar classrooms, thus rendering the entire Ivory Tower tradition in public higher
education irrelevant to a 21st century student learning experience.
Deploying smart classrooms was simply a path to create a student-learning dependency on smart
phones in their stead. Since this conspiracy of creative destruction as of today has nearly
succeeded, and the detailed history of its success is now well-documented and in fact valorized, I
will not lament or rant about its victory here.
Instead, I will share a story of my own personal attempt to satirize The Machine in front of my
students during the early deployment of smart classrooms on my own campus. I thought that if
just one tenure-track professor while on-the road-to-oblivion told a satirical story that mocked
the success of The Machine Juggernaut that doomed the brick-and-mortar classroom, then a
small victory will have been won.
~
I could be that professor -- and why not? I had spent three decades learning how to turn my
brick-and-mortar classrooms into comfortable, cozy and safe places to practice my own eccentric
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yet effective methods for college teaching. Having accomplished that to my own satisfaction, I
felt qualified to be the one to satirize The Machine that successfully sought and succeeded to
reduce my brick-and-mortar classroom into a smart-phone learning “classroom” that no longer
required my presence for teaching purposes.
Rather than seriously take up class time to rail against the threat of “The Machine” and risk my
students thinking of I might be unhinged and even dangerous, I instead turned my energies to
making a bold, constructive statement by inventing the world’s first Audioscanner™.

Figure 23.6 University Hall, Toledo, birthplace of the Audioscanner™, 1994.

It was in this very building towards middle of my first decade at the University of Toledo, that I
invented and installed not one, but two, Audioscanners. The inspiration came to me on a dark
and stormy night (as depicted in this photo), and after a full day of teaching. I was on the verge
of sleep and reliving the events of a particularly challenging day when many of my students were
either absent or were present but not actively participating in the day’s discussions. I was
blaming both the passivity of my students in class and the poor designs of my assigned teaching
classrooms.
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Don’t get me wrong; I loved teaching – but the two rooms assigned me to for doing so were
proving themselves not conducive to my particular style of successful teaching, which required a
lot of active discussions. These were rooms UH 4440 and UH 4410.
UH 4310 was the worst of the two. It was long and narrow and the last seven rows were elevated
onto a platform. A prevailing fire code limited student seating in this classroom to 110 chairs.
Those seated in the rear of the class faced a whiteboard whose messages were illegible from that
significant distance. Because it served mostly as a geography classroom, it was equipped with an
installation of overlapping hanging wall maps that were all quite large, but none of which could
be read by students sitting beyond the first four rows of chairs.
From my perspective behind the podium, I observed that the narrow width of the room allowed
for fifteen rows of seven chairs. One wall to my left had two doors offering students access the
classroom to and from a wide corridor. The wall to my right had eight tall wide windows with
drapes that faced a dark, grassy courtyard centering on a tall tree, and exotic California redwood,
that reached skyward from four stories below. This classroom was more appropriately shaped to
serve students if converted into a bowling alley.

I will tell the rest of this Audioscanner story in the third person. Imagine up a teacher named
Ichabod Crane (Yes: the same fellow that Hawthorn wrote of in his “Legend of Sleepy Hollow”).
I have invited him into my classroom UH 4410 to give a lecture my class. One of my
Audioscanner prototypes (code name “Black Beauty”) is already installed in the ceiling of this
classroom and the students are familiar with it. However, Ichabod is as yet unaware of its
existence. He has stepped behind the lectern and to face the class and has begun to teach the
class. A few minutes pass . . .
Teacher Ichabod Crane, now in the midst of his lecture, pauses. He is looking up to the ceiling
above the lectern where he stands. He cocks his head to get a better view of an unfamiliar object
there, and then points at it, and looks at me where I am seated in a chair on the sidelines.

Figure 23.7 Professor Nemeth’s “Black Beauty” Audioscanner prototype installed 3/2009, in UH 4410.

Teacher Crane: “Professor Nemeth. I am not familiar with that device. I can’t help but ask you:
what is it?”
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Professor Nemeth: “That is an ‘Audioscanner.’ I made it myself.”
Crane: “Really. What does it do?”
Nemeth: “Please ask my students.”
(Several students raise their hands. Teacher Crane proceeds to point at one student, who
responds, and then at another).
Student One: “It takes attendance.”
Student Two: “It measures our participation in class.”
Crane: “How does it work?” (A third student raises her hand).
Student Three: “It is working right now. As I talk, it recognizes my voice and is measuring how
long I participate in this discussion.” (Another student raises his hand, is recognized by Crane,
and speaks).
Student Four: “It is connected to a computer in another building by that wire.” (He points at a
common, black electrical wire that protrudes awkwardly from the base of the device and
disappears beneath a white ceiling acoustical tile). “The computer took our voice prints the
second day of class. At the end of the semester it provides Dr. Nemeth with a printout of each
student’s total amount of classroom participation, measured in minutes and seconds.”
Crane: “Really. And how does it measure the quality of your participation?”
Nemeth: “Allow me to respond. This is only a prototype device. It can only measure quantity of
participation at this stage of its development. I am still working on the quality-of-participation
aspect of Audioscanner technology.”
Crane: “I suppose you have a grant that pays for your time and effort spent inventing and
installing this device?”
Nemeth: “No. I have invented the Audioscanner technology as service to public higher education
and my university, freely contributed. This is one of two prototypes I still testing. So far they both
seem to function perfectly to promote both student attendance and student participation in class.
This prototype I call ‘Black Beauty.’ The other prototype I call ‘Speed Racer.’ It was until
recently installed high on the wall of my classroom down the hall. Here is a photograph of
“Speed Racer.” Dr. Nemeth hands Mr. Crane a photograph of his “Speed Racer” prototype
where it once was installed above the blackboard in the UH4440 classroom. Mr Crane examines
the photograph and then asks:
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Figure 23.8 Professor Nemeth’s “Speed Racer” Another audioscanner device prototype installed 5/2009
in UH 4440 -- but since stolen.

Crane: “Until Recently?”
Nemeth: “Yes. There was a theft. Campus police is still investigating the crime.”
Crane (still studying the photograph): “What is written on the sign below the words ‘Speed
Racer’?”
Nemeth: “That sign reads:’ Note Audioscanner users. Be sure to depress the reset button before
calibrating!’”
Crane: “It appears to be a complicated device.”
Nemeth: “Not really. The technology is simplicity itself: On the second day of class I activate the
device and depress the reset button. This can be done in a few seconds by accessing the locked
cabinet under this lectern. Calibration of student voice prints takes about half a minute for each
student. I have each student clearly record his or her name and then read aloud a passage from
our “Classroom Contract.” Now, if a student in not a native speaker, has a serious speech
disorder, or has a coughing fit during calibration, I may have them re-read the passage. But that
rarely happens. After the student-voice calibration is complete I need only deactivate the device.
Then, I reactivate it for each subsequent class period. Quite simple, really.”
Crane: “Indeed. Simplicity itself! Congratulations! Your dean and provost must be very proud of
your inventiveness and contribution to the science of classroom productivity and measurable
student assessment. “
Nemeth: “Au contraire, mon frère.” It is not a digital device, so the administration considers the
technology irrelevant. Without a doubt, the minute I die, they will uninstall “Black Beauty.” Or,
the device may simply disappear in the dead of night, much like “Speed Racer” ….
Crane: “Well, at least your students appreciate your efforts.”
All Students (thinking in unison): “We hate it!”
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Teacher Crane then returns to his topic and finishes his lecture. Professor Nemeth stands and
thanks Mr. Crane for his “splendid lecture” and then turns to the class and asks them to direct
questions and comments to the visiting lecturer. Everywhere, hands are raised.

Readers of my Audioscanner story have probably figured out by now that “Black Beauty” and
“Speed Racer” are both “black boxes,” meaning an electronic device whose internal mechanism
ae hidden from the user. Their purported function is, however, entirely logical and feasible
electronic ed tech inventions (at no doubt a high price).
Indeed, the chief virtue of my Audioscanner prototype technology is that its successful operation
is not mechanical, electronic or digital. My Audioscanner is in fact not only low technology but
anti-technology.
My Audioscanner technology story is a satire of machine technology. The Audioscanner is
designed to successfully function as a social psychology and not as an educational technology.
The two prototypes photographed above are in fact not Audioscanners™, but as
“Audioscammers LOL.” I invented the devices to trick my students into attending class and, when
present, participating in my classroom question and answer discussions.
How could a college-level teacher stoop so low as to attempt to deliberately deceive his or her
trusting students? Let me first say that the anti-technology I have invented functions as intended.
Medical doctors offer their patients placebos as part of the healing process and I offered students
in my UH 4410 and UH 4440 classrooms Audioscanners as part of my teaching method. You
may shout “Unfair!” and even “Moral turpitude!”
But I say: “Whatever works!”

One day in 1977, instead of going to work, I drove up to “The City by The Bay” for a change of
pace. I had always been a romantic, and romanticism is what stirs most of my most creative
juices, but working for the CMMIS project on the heels of my Peace Corps experience had
deadened my senses and realized that I had “lost my groove.” Finally, I thought that going on “a
lark” up to San Francisco for a few days might revitalize my creative juices and renew my quest
for a quality, satisfying, and stable career path’
To tell you the truth, I was quite depressed. When I arrived in San Francisco I parked my car
downtown and walked the streets. I passed a Gypsy fortune-tellers ofisa and thought to go in and
see what was up, but the door was locked. The name of the place was “Rose’s Tea Room.” I
went to a MacDonald’s and drank a big cup of coffee while reading the San Francisco Examiner.
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I recalled that this was the very same newspaper that gave Jack London his start as a successful
reporter and writer back in the day. I sat there thinking long and hard about my own future as a
writer, and about work, perseverance, Good Luck, and Gypsy ways of being in the right place at
the right time and mystical stuff like that. The caffeine was doing its work on me and I was
beginning to feel optimistic about life again.
I returned to Rose’s ofisa, but the door was still locked. I don’t know for sure what I was looking
for as I continued walking, but the last thing I did before giving up the search and returning to
SoCal and my family was to walk across “The Bridge” (Golden Gate Bridge). I paused for some
time at the halfway marker. There were a lot of noisy seagulls and the wind was blowing a fog in
from the sea. I looked down and had a morbid thought. It would have been so easy to just jump –
and lots of people had done so since the bridge was completed in 1937.
I had heard there was a 19th century shipwreck just beneath where I stood, under 200 feet of
treacherous currents, that had taken the hopes and dreams of sixteen passengers outbound for
Eureka, CA to the bottom after it collided with a Chinese immigrant-trafficking ship. Bad Luck.
Contemplating that tragedy from a dizzying height, I realized that I had my own hopes and
dreams left to accomplish. My morbid thought evaporated. And so, while standing there at a
critical crossroads, I relocated my bearings and a renewed my moral compass.
On the way back to SoCal I stopped at another MacDonald’s and ate a Big Mac with fries and a
giant vanilla milk shake. While sitting there in the midst of contemplating that day’s experiences
I wrote the following song titled “San Francisco Rose” (which has a prelude intended to be
spoken and not sung, as if it were a toast raised by a barstool drunk in a crowed saloon):
“Here’s to all the pretty ladies in this town.
And here’s to those guys whose ladies let them down.
Here’s to one gal sweet and handsome
Made me want to cry, and then some …
Hope to Hell she sheds a tear on my way down.”
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Figure 23.9 “San Francisco Rose”: A song I wrote and published in 1977. I keep hoping that Willie
Nelson will discover and record it before he kicks the bucket.

~
In storytelling, nearly always there is a stranger that comes to town and he or she is on a search.
The stranger/seeker always brings something and takes something away. In 1977 I drove to San
Francisco in a fit of confusion and depression, seeking clarity. I returned with a song in my head
to publish, and I did. That is how I became a published songwriter.
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Woulda. Coulda. Shoulda.
I have very long arms and toes; not simian, but nevertheless lengthy. That was one reason why
my Dad and my “Uncle Fred” Brown were convinced I would grow up to be a successful prize
fighter. My Dad was on the boxing team in college, so why not me? That could very well have
happened: My Dad’s college coach retired and moved to Southern California and -- without my
Dad’s awareness – had moved into the San Fernando about the same time (1950) that my Dad
bought our house on Victory Boulevard. Dad then rediscovered his old boxing coach and they
met for dinner soon after. They agreed that I should begin taking boxing lessons from him at the
local YMCA and my Dad would pay him by the hour. That was during 1951-1952.
But I was no budding Rocky Marciano. In fact, I bled easily from the nose in those days. No one
had to hit me in the nose to draw blood. I could be doing anything – reading a book, running on
the beach, shopping in the Piggly-Wiggly – or just minding my own business, and suddenly my
nose would begin gushing blood.
Before I started taking boxing lessons a specialist doctor performed a diagnosis said I had a
blood vessel in my nose that needed to be “cauterized,” and so he performed that minor
operation and I quit having bloody noses except when I was punched hard in the nose. So when
my Dad told my Mom I was going into training to become an Olympic boxer someday, Mom
began to worry about that.
In addition to being a “bleeder” I lacked the enthusiasm and diligence and aggressiveness it
would take to turn me into a successful boxer. After a few months taking lessons from my Dad’s
coach at the local YMCA and sparring with other kids my age I decided that I couldn’t aspire
hurt another person just for sport. I chose pacifism, and I made it a guiding principle in my life.
When I informed my Dad and my coach that I was a pacifist, they were perplexed. Neither of
them had ever met one, and suddenly here I was at center stage claiming to be one. Initially my
Dad hinted around out of earshot of my Mom that my Lutheran studies under Pastor Sword
might have sissified me. He scheduled more hypnosis sessions with me improve my motivation
and what he perceived as my lack of manly aggressiveness and self-confidence. I guess I was
lucky: other fathers in other times and places might have taken me to the woodshed for my
shortcomings and pacifist leanings. I got hypnotized.
But then my Mom finally intervened in the boxing issue and let it be known that she was
opposed to me getting knocked around in a boxing ring and bleeding all over the place and that if
Pastor Sword was instructing me be a pacifist then it was o.k. with her because that would fit into
a “Bigger Picture.” She believed that if I stuck with Pastor Sword -- instead of a boxing coach – I
might someday become a Lutheran minister. Hallelujah! So my Dad gave up on the entire boxing
project and that was about the last I saw of his old friend; my “woulda, coulda, shoulda” boxing
coach.
To drive home her argument, my Mom also reminded my Dad about what had happened to her
“Uncle Ferd.”
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~
The man known by everyone on my Mom’s side of the family as “Uncle Ferd” was officially
named “Fred Brown.” He was my Mother’s father’s (John Stewart Brown’s) brother. What I
remember most about him is that he suffered all his adult life from serious “combat fatigue”
(now called “post-traumatic stress disorder” or PTSD) since experiencing a mustard gas attack
during World War One.
After Uncle Ferd’s medical discharge from the Army he was deemed as deeply disturbed (but
not dangerous) and incapable of caring for himself. He was released into the care of his brother
John in Columbiana, Ohio. I mainly remember Uncle Ferd in person while he was living with
John and Olive at their house on 377 Main Street. Uncle Ferd kept himself busy there for many
decades, dawn to dusk, season after season, year after year, tending row upon row of a diversity
of flower and vegetable gardens in the vast back yard behind the main house. He slept in his own
room on the second floor of the house.
What else I knew about “Uncle Ferd” from is from my personal experience during several visits
to Columbiana after our family had moved to California. He used to give me random
promotional toys and other merchandise that my Grandma had collected from the Great
Depression and World War II eras. She had stored these carefully away in attics and basements
all over the household premises well into the 1970s.
Grandma Olive, a hoarder, had stashed everything that she had ever received as free gifts during
early 20th-century advertising promotions – from tin soldiers to hats to harmonicas. She kept this
gallimaufry of unused curiosities, gewgaws and doo-dads in their original boxes and wrappers
inside colorful cookie tins and sturdy, wooden boxes. Uncle Ferd retrieved many of these
mysterious objects from the topmost shelves in the barn attic, and from shelves under benches an
adjacent tool shed that had once been an abattoir during the First World War. I might have learn
more about the origins and uses of these enigmatic items from Uncle Ferd himself, were he
capable of share their stories with me.
Uncle Ferd kept his garden tools in those same places where Grandma Olive had hidden them
away and, being mute, just guessed what might appeal to me. We never spoke, but he was
always smiling. Except when it was raining and he was at a loss for anything to do. During those
times he would just stand by the kitchen window and stare out at his gardens. He was a passive
and peaceable guy.
One story goes that “Uncle Ferd” claimed to be a pacifist when local draft board came after him.
He told them he did not want to go fight the Germans. But they sent him anyway. After he
returned, half-crazed and mute, he practiced pacifism the rest of his life and nobody complained
and everybody liked him. I guess Uncle Ferd was an exemplary pacifist.
Since I am a big fan of the controversial author Jerzy Kosinski, and realize that “Uncle Ferd” in
my experience was a lot like “being with Chance” that simple gardener” in Kosinski’s 1970 book
Being There, I must admit that comparing “Uncle Ferd” and “Chance” reveals an uncanny
resemblance. Here is how Kosinski describes his character Chance:
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“Chance was to work in the garden, where he would care for plants and grasses and trees which
grew there peacefully. He would be as one of them: quiet, openhearted in the sunshine and heavy
when it rained” (p. 8).

Although no longer bound for glory as a pugilist, I entered my teenage years coordinated and
athletic, and my long arms made me graceful in motion. I discovered where my athletic talents
might be focused best in junior high school, about the time my Dad built a large swimming pool
in our back yard. That is when I gravitated first to springboard diving -- and later to the
“swinging rings” as a macho resident gymnastic in the giant adult sandbox at nearby Reseda
Park.
In sum, although I was a loner, a principled non-combatant, and psychologically unsuited to
team and gladiatorial sports (boxing, wrestling), springboard diving and the swinging (“flying”)
rings did appeal to me a lot. I lettered in diving from the 9th through 12th grades in high school.

Figure 23.10 “Stay slim and win!” Good advice from my diving coach Ralph DeLeon when we were
together at Birmingham High School.

Swinging rings, or “flying rings,” were a competition sport in high school during my Saracen
days, but banned around 1960 because the sport was too dangerous. When I lived in Santa
Monica around 1948 the athletes at Old Muscle Beach there adjacent to the pier performed
impressive stunts high above the beach sand on the flying rings. Many of them were actually
stunt men and extras in the Hollywood film industry.

Figure 23.11 The swinging (or “flying”) rings. A high school gymnastic competition event that required
contestants to perform acrobatics while airborne and thirty feet above the gymnasium floor was popular
with crowds during the 1950s, but grew so dangerous that it was banned in the early 1960s.
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Though I never competed in high school on the swinging rings, they became my after-school
obsession and I began spending a lot less time aloft in the diving pool and a lot more time aloft
above the swinging rings sand pit at Reseda Park.
I was usually with Phil and we hung out there with an “extreme sports” crew of muscular feral
lads. None of them were averse to risk. We formed a cult of sun, sand and steel centered on the
single set of swing rings there. I remember one kid named something McEvoy who was very
brave and talented. Instead of risking our necks, we should have all instead been studying for
classes.
The swinging rings stretched my arms another few inches from what I was born with, plus gave
me camera-ready upper body strength. Once Phil and I began our part-time employment at the
Green Thumb Nursery, and were assigned mainly to carrying bags of heavy of manure and
cement about on our shoulders hour upon hour, I became musclebound and my diving skills
notably suffered. The good news was that but I became noticeably rougher, tougher and buffer in
a matter of months.
~
Being strong physically went to my head for a while and I’m ashamed to say I made it a point to
try and look up every kid that had ever bullied me since elementary school to show them I was
“now there to settle scores.” Part of this may have been due to the fact that my Dad and I had
gone ahead and doubled-up on our hypnosis sessions even though I was not headed for a boxing
ring any more. He promised me that my motivation and self-confidence could be improved
dramatically, and it was; perhaps I was becoming over-confident and even arrogant.
That was about the time that my brother Saracen, Frank Morse challenged me to an armwrestling match and beat me soundly. That was a wake-up call that I was getting too cocky for
my own good, so I quit picking strutting around showing off. Frank did me a great favor by
inviting me to eat some humble pie.
Then, a few years later, when I was lifting weights with the John Burroughs crew at Pierce
College, I was bigger and stronger than I had ever been in my entire life, my entrepreneurial
roommate Mike Pilgreen arranged for that arm-wrestling match at the Lockheed warehouse
between me and the foundry worker. He beat me too, so had to I eat even more humble pie. I
should have learned from all those western movies and television shows I watched during the
1950s that “there is always somebody quicker on the draw” or, in my case, somebody stronger,
more mature and a more principled pacifist. Or maybe I just came to like the taste of humble pie?
I was still self-deluding myself that I was a tough guy and not to be messed with when I met Mr.
Patrick O’Reilly, an Irishman and professional blacksmith by trade, who owned and operated a
small smithy shop at the entranceway to Roger Bonz’s the LBM Plastics plant. Patrick was about
fifty and an alcoholic, so he looked older than his age. His wife was named Peg, and she was his
secretary and book keeper. Every time I saw her she had a black eye.
Patrick had a furnace, a water tank, two or three anvils, a workbench with several heavy-duty
vises installed, and a wall full of hanging tools, like 5 lb. hammers and tongs. He spent all day
lifting and pounding and squeezing iron objects like horseshoes, railway equipment, wagon
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wheels and such. He also built and repaired metal objects for the local movie studio. He was
always busy at his anvil and as a consequence his forearms were huge.
I was twenty or so when I shook his Mr. O’Reilly’s hand for the first and last time. I had been
operating that machine-from-Hell (the thermoplastics injection molder) inside Roger Bonz’s
LBM plant on weekends for a long time before I got a chance to meet Patrick formally. Then one
Saturday morning the opportunity finally arose. Roger said “Jim, meet Patrick!” and I leaned
forward to shake his hand. The Irishman was right-handed, like me, so I would be shaking his
“hammer-holding hand” and I anticipated correctly that it would be fat, firm and calloused from
his trade.
Also, I guessed correctly that it was probably free of grime since the hour was early and his
workday had hardly begun. I was about to look down at his hand just to make sure, but then
found I could not because his blue eyes had locked onto my own with a powerful grip of their
own and I could not disengage. I knew in that instant that our imminent handshake was about to
become yet another gladiatorial event for me in my prime.
As we came to close to grips I had much cause to be confident. For example, my palms and
fingers were also calloused from gripping the swinging rings plus lifting barbells and dumbbells
daily. I also had my Dad’s hypnotic confidence-building suggestions working on my behalf.
But in fact my physical strength was inauthentic because it derived from several years of
recreational exercise, and my muscular body was fueled by artificial concoctions of protein
powders, vitamins and fruit juices mixed in a blender. In contrast, Patrick’s O’Reilly’s bulk,
strength and stamina were authentic and derived from his lifetime of genuine hard labor as a
hardened career blacksmith, and whose energies were fueled by beef, potatoes, cabbage -- and
whiskey.
Our palms met, and our two right hands slid into place and immediately became locked into our
fated gripping contest. Unfortunately, my knuckles instantly turned white and were crushed. I
might have well have placed my right hand inside with Patrick’s largest vise on his work bench.
Thankfully, a second later he had released his grip so as to not cause me serious injury beyond
the total annihilation of my pride. Meanwhile is eyes had never left my own, as tears welled up,
and then he smiled. “Hello Jim!”
Again I had eaten that familiar humble pie. Meanwhile Roger stood there with a coprophilous
grin on his face. I could only grouse to myself that this encounter and its outcome had somehow
been a well-played conspiracy against me by the two: they were two middle-age blue-collar
workers who never went to college; Roger probably told Patrick that I was “the ignorant punk
college kid from next door that he had conned into tending his hellacious thermoplastic injector
when no one wanted the job.”
~
I am still a big, strong fellow, but getting older has made me an even better pacifist who no
longer has any desire whatsoever to engage others in feats of strength. I had only just arrived at
that tranquil state of mind when a good-natured dean at my university challenged me to a
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handshake squeeze competition in the middle a campus parking lot. I tried to change the topic
and move on but he was adamant about my taking up his challenge.
He was small in stature, and had the hands of a piano player. I felt I could have crushed his
knuckles as Patrick had so easily crushed mine nearly fifty years previously. Since we were both
in a rush, I accepted his challenge.
We squared off and gripped right hands -- and I chose to lose. He was delighted at the outcome,
and apologized for beating me, and drove off happily. Me? Frankly, I discovered that it felt great
to choose to lose a physical strength contest to another man – even an administrator. It only took
me nearly my entire life to learn that lesson.
I had finally become the genuine pacifist that I had always aspired to be.
~
“Say it again, war, what is it good for?
Absolutely, nothing, listen to me.” ~ Edwin Starr.

Figure 23.12 Protesting the run-up to the Bush Administration’s invasion of Iraq on campus in early
2003 was a lonely business. My own students believed that Pacifism was pointless.
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Chapter 24
1998 Jeep Wrangler

Figure 24.1 Hae Sook’s 1998 Jeep Wrangler. Photo by Hae.

Fengshui, if you have not yet heard of it, is best described as the East Asian art of “adapting the
residences of the living and the dead so as to co-operate and harmonize with the local currents of
the cosmic breath.” I discovered its theories and practices while living on that remote Korean
island named Jeju in the northern reaches of the East China Sea, where it is called “p’ungsu.”
Fengshui is a type of “geomantic art,” the umbrella term for occult sciences that either 1)
uncover hidden knowledge (for example, where is the “right” place – the best cosmic fit --for me
and my family to live) and 2) predict the future. In practice, fengshui surveying attempts to
“coordinate” human residences for specific humans-of-virtue and also their economic enterprises
with hidden fonts of beneficent cosmic breath. Good fortune, variously described, is the expected
outcome: prosperity, posterity, and so on.
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I have studied the art of fengshui for several decades, primarily as a scholar. To believe in
fengshui is to believe that human happiness on earth is shaped by these factors, in this order of
primacy: fate, luck, fengshui, virtue, education. Obviously few people in a modern scientific
society like the United States would agree; probably putting education first, virtue a distant
second, and dispensing altogether with notions like fate, luck, and fengshui have anything to do
with success or failure in life.
In 2007 I was asked to write an illustrated newspaper article about the fengshui qualities of
Toledo. So I performed a survey to diagnose the “happiness” potential of the Toledo site and
situation for its residents and published the results. Like all Toledo residents I want reside where
peace, happiness, and security are most accessible, and to bequeath a long legacy of the same to
my descendants. I believe Fengshui offers a way (a theory and a practice) to achieve these goals.
My original publication has some errors but was not read by many people and so I want to
update and revise it here, for a larger audience.
In simple terms, fengshui recommends that people strive to put themselves in the right place at
the right time, facing the right direction, in order to make the right decisions in life. Is this
possible in Toledo? Are the fengshui conditions for everyone in Toledo, or for some at least, to
prosper by adhering to fengshui theories and principles?
In a word: “no;” not yet. The reason is that – from a fengshui perspective -- Toledo as a city is
where it is for almost of all the wrong reasons. Keep in mind that the sites of East Asia’s ancient
cities of power and grandeur – Bejing, Seoul, Nagoya and so on – were founded at their present
locations due to a plethora of symbolic coincidences that were interpreted by ancient and highly
trained surveyors as representing exquisite natural harmonies resulting in excellent fengshui
conditions. Toledo was, in contrast, founded and nurtured much more recently by rational
thinkers who were all too frequently increasingly alienated from nature and shared a tendency to
easily succumb to greed and avarice, and who disrespected Nature in all its manifestations from
the get-go.
Speaking of Nagoya: Hae spent a month there on a language/culture tour. She likes to travel
alone so she met the other members of the group in Japan. She got a full scholarship to attend.
Before she arrived in Nagoya, Dr. Hara at the University of Toledo offered her an opportunity to
teach his two basic Japanese grammar classes after the tour. But Hae was more interested in Don
Quixote, and so she declined. On the way home she dropped by Kyoto, Tokyo and Korea.
Any fengshui surveyor (“earth doctor”) thoroughly diagnosing the quality of conditions in
Toledo landscape will attempt to factor in all deterministic and influential mystical forces at
global, regional, and local scales. Locally, there is significant reason for concern that Toledo
occupies a bum site.
Heaven’s Breath and the prosperity it promises can never penetrate the mystical boundaries of
the ancient swamp. Real estate boosters, blind optimists and deniers of fengshui principles
notwithstanding, Toledo’s bum site bereft of Heaven’s Breath for eternity precludes any
possibility of any sustained prosperity for Toledo residents. Now, some fengshui experts might
concede that on closer inspection the adverse deterministic, mystical situation governing the
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potential of the Toledo site to nurture prosperity is not completely hopeless for some local
residents should they successfully seek some artificial adjustments or remedies to the bum
Toledo site – at great expense to the local taxpayers.
A story of the lack of Heaven’s Breath locally in Toledo, explained in the context of fengshui
cosmology, can now be told. What humans have had to endure and hope to overcome for the past
20,000 years here, since the retreat of the last glacier, is that persistent, local, deleterious miasma
called “The Great Black Swamp.” Until the past two hundred years, humans – even Native
Americans -- avoided attempting to reside on the hundreds of square miles of mud and water
inside the boundaries of the ancient swamp.
Those suffering pioneer settlers first to settle in the unhealthy Toledo local; a font of mosquitoes
and debilitating disease -- risked lethal intestinal problems day after day and are known to have
spent most of their time in outhouses. Draining the surface waters, and deep drilling for potable
springs, and most recently the advent of bottled water made living in Toledo only bearable
during that short industrial era when manufacturing jobs were plentiful. Residents held their
noses and persevered. But Heaven’s Breath will not abide with prevailing local site conditions in
Toledo that continue to preclude any lasting prosperity. Toledo boosters might venture to claim
that Toledo is not stigmatized by its cosmic site conditions and “superstition be damned” and all
that – but they would only be deluding themselves.
So we note here that Toledo at its inception was actually located on the edge of the worst of the
Black Swamp. There was and perhaps still is, from a fengshui perspective, hope for a better life
here. Remedies are possible, and I will recommend some. However, even with remedies, due to
Toledo’s Black Swamp predicament, the best it can aspire to be from the fengshui perspective
may be as an “Ann Arbor with Bad Breath.”
The North American “dragon” originates with its main conduit for Heaven’s Breath at Great
Denali in Alaska, winding through subterranean tunnels and gyres to the Canadian Shield. It
wends its way South and East through that ancient bedrock, even charging favored paths of
scoured yet potent glacial deposits, and those still preserve a relict potential for posterity. Most
pertinent to this survey are the convergence of moraines at the Irish Hills. From there, in what
the British geomancers’ refer to as a “ley line,” a whisper of Heaven’s Breath courses into the
Toledo region trending along a southeast trajectory, and arriving congruent with Indian Trail in
Ottawa Hills, to arrive at the University of Toledo main campus at the Indian Hills settlement
(where Secor and Bancroft also intersect).
A hidden Dragon Pool of Heaven’s Breath wells up beneath the high clock tower of University
Hall on campus. I’ll comment more about this below. Now much diminished in strength,
Heaven’s Breath reaches weakly into the city proper, against the inertia of the Black Swamp
miasmic abyss, finally to exhaust itself in a potentially powerful terminal node beneath the
historic Church of Saint Patrick in downtown Toledo.
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Figure 24.2 My fengshui map of Toledo’s miasmic site and marginally-propitious situation.

I interpret it as most fortunate for downtown Toledo residents and enterprises in the future that
the steeple for that church has been recently restored. This bodes well and should provide a
source of inspiration to virtuous leadership in Toledo, in support of their increasingly enlightened
decision-making. It is also extremely fortunate that the residential street (Drummond Road) that
terminates at Bancroft Street and point directly at the front door of University Hall is not straight,
which would create what is conceptualized from the fengshui perspective as a “deadly arrow.”
Instead, for unknown reasons, there a very mysterious bend in Drummond approaching the
university that, whatever the inspiration of its origins, now serves to “protect” the interests of
university residents: students, faculty and administrators, from that ominous threat.
As a remedy for increasing and concentrating the force of the flow of Heaven’s Breath into the
UT main campus and into Toledo proper, I recommend constructing an appropriate symbolic
gate at the southeast corner of the intersection of Bancroft and Secor, facing in the direction of
the terminus of Indian Road. This mystical gate would encourage the dragon to surge forward
along its course and perhaps to penetrate further into the downtown area. The university itself is
positioned well at this time to coincide with any city-wide urban revitalization in both spiritual
and secular ways.
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Outlooks for city revitalization under present conditions appear to have the best future potential
in Toledo’s South End. Heaven’s Breath seems most weakened and dispersed in Toledo’s North
End. This bad diagnosis might be remedied by constructing a tall structure, dark and metallic, a
symbolic sculpture representative of a dike, on the premises of the old Collingwood Springs
bottled-water company.
Meanwhile, the residents of East Toledo, east of the Maumee River, from a fengshui perspective
appear to fated to live out their lives in miasmatic abjection forever -- and without any feasible
remedy. The only possible remedy imaginable might be to resurrect an innovative idea once
promoted by local design consultant Lou Ann Mills: she advised the City of Toledo to construct
a connecting pedestrian tunnel between East and West under the Maumee River. This expensive
and irrational longshot might tempt the West Side Toledo fengshui dragon to poke his head into
unfamiliar and hostile territory in the East Side, perhaps bringing some prosperity with it.
These are my most general observations and comments regarding my fengshui diagnosis of
prevailing conditions in Toledo its future potential to improve living conditions for many of its
citizens and to promote their local endeavors. Fengshui surveys should also be conducted to
confirm the appropriateness of Toledo leaders (for example, the mayor, the council members, the
business and educational leaders and so on.) to govern in the best interests of the people.
Fengshui sites at every scale, right down to the householder, cannot be evaluated apart from
evaluations of the appropriateness of their residential worthiness, given prevailing conditions at
their sites of residence and enterprise. This is to further establish if they are the most appropriate
residents to absolutely and relatively benefit from their being in the right place, at the right time,
facing the right conditions, doing the right thing, making the right decisions. For this, their
astrological data is necessary, and an endorsing confirmation of their virtue.
Every fengshui survey concludes with the presentation of a map that celebrates the symbolic
virtues of the site. Each map has a name that begins “Landscape of a ..... “. I identify my survey
map of the Toledo fengshui region as a “Landscape of a Loose-sleeved Dancing Hermit.”
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Figure 24.3 Based on my fengshui diagnosis of Toledo’s site and situation can be tentatively identified as
a “Landscape of a Loose-sleeved Dancing Hermit.”

Also, earth doctors are often asked to provide rankings for the site by their customers, using a
scale of first rank through third rank, and all other possible sites assumed to be inauspicious. “ A
Landscape of a Loose-sleeved Dancing Hermit” is a third-rank site
In conclusion, the fengshui landscape of Toledo is an interesting story with auspicious symmetry
that begins at the regional and local scales in the Irish Hills of Michigan trending southeast,
regenerates on the UT main campus, and peters out at Toledo’s so-called “Irish Hill” upon which
sits the Historic Church of Saint Patrick’s. A few fengshui remedies together with a renewed
appreciation of Nature in all its innate and hidden possibilities might be one way to put at least
some parts of this burg on a faster track toward a prosperous future.

Our house in Toledo has very good fengshui and we “Three Amigos” were able to advantage
these propitious site qualities into creating our Happy Home. Indeed, we deployed diligence and
optimism is pursuit of successful outcomes to good advantage, resulting in 28 years of Good
Luck in all our significant endeavors. Infrequently, the horizon grew dark and ominous for us but
we three have hung together and persevered through these stormy days and against any and all
adversities, and to date we have overcome them all.
Hae Sook drives around Toledo in her classic’98 Jeep Wrangler, full of energy, enthusiasm and
optimism. While I am at work, she writes every day, both prose and poetry. Often we meet and
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chat during the daytime, when she drives her Wrangler up to a coffee shop near the university to
meet me.

Figure 24.4 Hae often meets me in a coffee shop near the university.

This photo was taken shortly after Hae returned from Spain for a month. She had earned a full scholarship
to attend a Spanish Language Camp there. Her grammar is good. Her study tour was a great learning
experience: Hae had always been fascinated by the romantic tales of Don Quixote. Her study tour took
her deep into the historic landscapes of Consuegra (Toledo) and Castile – La Mancha, where Don Quixote
once wandered and cried all night long beneath the walls of its legendary castle, and to where he battled
the giant windmills. This experience inspired her to write many poems.
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Hae believes her ’98 Wrangler is the most beautiful ride in the entire world, and just perfectly
designed for her needs: her favorite color, medium size, large windows all around, reliable, great
for winter driving, and so on. She would own nothing else, in stark contrast to most Korean
women who would never think of buying or driving a Jeep Wrangler, much less be seen riding in
one. They would instead all choose to own and drive their very own Mercedes Benz
automobiles. Call it “conspicuous consumption.”
One of Hae’s Korean girlfriends, Kim Pace, owned a new Mercedes Benz but put a small
scratch in it while backing up. After that, she was frightened to drive it. she offered to trade her
Benz for Hae’s Wrangler, straight up. Hae’s response was “No way! I love my Wrangler!”, and
that was that. I was very proud of Hae. I feel the same way about my Wrangler. I would not trade
it for a Mercedes -- or even a Porsche. Perhaps a new Corvette. But I would have to even think
that over carefully.

There were times when I thought I might leave my academic career to enter into some sort of
adventurous government service.
For example, I sat for the United States Foreign Service Written Exam on four different
occasions, three times in the United States and on once while in South Korea. If you pass this
difficult written exam you may be invited for an oral exam. I was never invited to take the oral
exam, but found the written exam experience very challenging and entertaining. I would
probably take the written exam again, but am now ineligible to join the Foreign Service due to
my age.
Also, during several stages of my adult life I seriously considered entering a government career
in an intelligence agency. Over the years I have applied for positions in the Defense Intelligence
Agency, National Security Agency and the US Army Intelligence Service (as a civilian
employee). The Central Intelligence Agency actually took three “hard looks” at me, and twice
they flew me into Washington D.C. – on their Agency’s dime – to interview me at their wellguarded facility in nearby Langley, VA.
I figured that the CIA or some other spy agency might want to tap into my knowledge,
experience, skills and network of colleagues and contacts on Jeju Island. The Cold War was still
a reality when I first began my applications, and I was at that time perceived by some agencies of
our national government as a valuable potential asset for the promotion and entrenchment of
continued economic growth ideology on Jeju island.
In early 1984, for example, I was invited to lunch by a recruiting team claiming to belong to the
Rand Corporation based in Santa Monica. We discussed the feasibility of implementing a rapid
timetable for the development of a mass tourism infrastructure on the island. They wanted my
advice about geographical and socio-cultural pockets of resistance that might slow down the
Korean Government’s implementation plans, which were already at that time on a fast-track. At
no time did they suggest that I was there for a job interview or a possible hire as a paid
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consultant. Either one of those opportunities might very well have been offered to me … except
….
~
It turned out that I knew quite a bit more about their project in detail than they expected. I had
over the previous decade, in fact, been paying close attention to a formulation of the Korean
Government’s “Pre-Feasibility Study on a Je Ju Tourism Development Plan.” This plan had been
researched and written in consultation with a large Los Angeles-based international economic
development consulting firm where, by chance, several of my personal friends from earlier
college days were employed as international economic development planners to advance this
particular project. My friends and I had discussed some early drafts of the plan. It became
obvious to me that the “pre-feasibility plan” for this major Je Ju Island development project
included no environmental or cultural impacts component.
As an idealist with some diverse volunteer field-based environment protection experience under
my belt, this “Je Ju pre-feasibility plan” seemed hastily cooked up to promote political and
economic growth that deliberately neglected multiple issues of development-related collateral
damage (social-cultural; environmental, ethical) and so was personally repugnant.
I was blunt in my reactions to the plan, and over dessert told my six hosts sitting around the table
inside the restaurant that I wanted to review their project’s current environmental impact report
and discuss it with them in detail. The theretofore warm, relaxed and convivial mood at our table
suddenly chilled. Sensing this sudden sea change I excused myself to visit the rest room,
expecting that my host might want to size up the situation in my absence.
I took my time and when I returned to the table I discovered that five of the team had left,
leaving only the team leader to conclude business with me and pay the check. His perfunctory
farewell comments to me were that I would be receiving their project’s updated environmental
impact report in the mail within the next few days and that would be contacting me to resume our
discussions in their offices at their convenience soon thereafter. I was instructed not to contact
him or his corporate offices.
Unsurprisingly, nothing whatsoever ever arrived in my mailbox. There was no second meeting.
With that botched career opportunity closed out I decided to return to Jeju Island with my family
and arranged without a hitch to teach there as an Assistant Visiting Professor again at Jeju
National University.
~
When we returned to the Island I could clearly observe first-hand that what looked a lot like the
“Jeju Pre-feasibility Plan” was already being implemented -- and taking its toll. The systematic
“creative destruction” of traditional agricultural society and practices outlined in The Plan was
proceeding full-steam ahead.
~
My two meetings with CIA representatives at Agency headquarters in Langley, VA were
exciting and held much promise for me. Both times I met with my potential supervisors in their
offices inside the labyrinthine headquarters building. Looking back, it is clear that although I was
being interviewed both times as an “Analyst” I was thinking “Agent” and had seen too many
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James Bond movies growing up. Both times my romantic self-delusion of a career with the
Agency was discovered during my interviews. One or both included a lie-detector test. Maybe
that was my undoing as I was and am still quite the storyteller.
Somebody behind the scenes wanted me hired on into the Agency very badly. That is the only
reason I can think of that I was brought into Langley for a second hard look. There was a fouryear gap between these interviews so my advocate was persistent. Whoever that person was, I
want to thank them here and now for their confidence in me, and apologize for letting them
down.

Since I have mentioned my years of volunteer environmental activism while residing in Ventura
County after my return from Peace Corps Service, I want to credit my old friend Bob Murar for
contributing his original creative art to accompany several research documents that I massproduced and distributed during public hearings, with positive results.
Here are examples of Bob’s remarkable cover art for my written public protest of a proposed
“Seacliff Amendment to the Open Space Element of the Ventura County General Plan”:

Figure 24.5 Artwork by Bob Murar in support of my written arguments protesting the “Seacliff
Amendment” (1976). The gorilla, of course, represents the mindless brute forces of Development and
Progress and the conspiracy of economic growth ideology.
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Chapter 25
1999 Harley-Davidson XL 1200 Sportster S

Figure 25.1 My new 1999 Harley. Photo by Hae.

My 1999 Harley Sportster S was the notoriously unique “factory hot rod” of the 1200 cc. line.
Hae purchased it for me to celebrate the new millennium and to satisfy an itch I had not
scratched ever since I sold my ’48 Harley pan head chopper four decades previous. The image
here was totally inspired by the 1955 Cheers 45 rpm. rendition of “Black Denim Trousers”
whose brazen lyrics include:
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“He said ‘I’ll go a thousand miles before the sun can rise!’.”
And:
“He had a pretty girlfriend by the name of Mary Lou,
But he treated her just like he treated all the rest.
And everybody pitied her and everybody knew
He loved that doggone motorcycle best.”
That about sums up America’s romantic, resilient stereotype of a Harley “biker dude.” Being an
American born into the Detroit Generation and raised in Southern California, I bought into it
hook, line and sinker. Every time I took it on the road total strangers I passed on the highway
stuck their arms out the windows and gave me a vigorous “thumbs-up.” Few were as blest as I.
“Experimental,” “Unique,” and “Ambitious” were three of the appropriate words that described
my 1999 Harley on that day in May when I rolled it out of the motorcycle shop in Napoleon,
Ohio. It had a distinguishing design, power enhanced engine and tuned exhaust features that set
it far, far apart from the other models in the Harley Sportster line. For example, my Sportster
Sport was outfitted with four spark plugs instead of the usual two. It had piggybacking adjustable
rear shocks and double disc front brakes. The engine had about ten per cent more power than a
standard 1200 Sportster. Both the frame and tank were black and featured more shine per square
inch than a witch’s wand.

Figure 25.2 Conversing with Death in a strange Chicago cemetery; 2003 or thereabouts.
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File this one under Tales from the Crypt:
So I am prowling around Chicago one late afternoon with a friend and we enter into this spooky
little ethnic graveyard. About three hours later with darkness approaching and the sky clouding
over we began to retrace our steps back toward the front gate. Weaving between the tombstones I
suddenly confront this big fellow blocking my path. It seems remarkable that we have
completely overlooked him during our earlier peregrinations into the bowels of that cemetery
searching in earnest for an encounter with something or someone uncanny and cryptic -- just like
him.
How odd to suddenly meet this tall stranger. In truth, we are the strangers, uninvited and walking
disrespectfully upon long undisturbed gravesites -- and taking photographs -- in his cemetery. I
proceed to walk around him several times and to inspect his every detail high and low. Finally, I
come round to face him full on and I lean forward and look up into the cavernous void beneath
his heavy hood. In vain I search there for his visage. Indeed, there is no apparent horizon or
termination to be found within that long, black tunnel where I expected to find his face. The
darkness within instead just goes impossibly on, and on, and on. I regret not having a match or a
flashlight or a long branch to stick into that faceless hole. Finally, I stand on my tiptoes and stick
my arm under his hoody as far as I can reach -- and yet I touch nothing. I do feel a hot breath of
air blowing from within and washing over me. It smells like soiled underwear.
I should mention that we are drinking warm cans of PBR bock beer, and had been since illegally
entering the grounds of this apparently forsaken and forgotten churchyard cemetery. There is
nothing like some rapid swigs of warm lager to grow courage.

wtf?

Reaching into the face of that dark stranger there in that Chicago cemetery and smelling the
stench of its breath reminded me of distant days spent jeep-riding the rugged ridges above Calico
Ghost Town, California with Bob Wood, as he and I winched down into the blackness of those
abandoned vertical mine shafts wherein wafted up hot the smell of Sulphur …
Anyway, boozed up and unafraid, I stand before the tall stranger and ponder the remote
possibility that this just might in fact be the Grim Reaper stalking after me, and on the verge of
striking me down there on the spot. Stranger things have happened to fools searching for
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adventure in the wrong place at the wrong time. That thought is frankly exciting, and to test that
speculation I defiantly stand on my toes and flip Him the bird. Simultaneously my friend snaps
the photo above.
Surprisingly, nothing bad happens. I had thought the earth might part underfoot and swallow me
up whole right there on the spot. But no. There will be no report on page six of tomorrow’s
Chicago Tribune titled “Fool Professor Insults Death and Pays the Ultimate Price.”
So I turn my back on Death and me and my friend proceeded up the path to the small shuttered
church and climb the rusted-shut graveyard gate at its side. It is near dark and beginning to rain.
At the gate I pause and look back. The big fellow is now nowhere in sight. I look at my ruststained palms. They are the color of blood. “Maybe next time” I think out loud, and my friend
responds “Say what?”
I turn on my heel and we head up the street and toward the nearest business district, in search of
the nearest fast food restaurant.

And by the way, whoever claims Death has no appreciation for odd juxtaposition, bricolage,
irony and the absurd probably does not read the daily newspapers.

Ohio man accused of killing wife with banjos
May 23, 1991. By Cox News Service
WEST MILTON, Ohio -- A 63-year-old man bludgeoned his wife to death yesterday morning
with a pair of banjos, deputies said. "I've been an officer for 30 years, and that's the first banjo
killing I've seen," said Miami County Chief Deputy Charles Price. "It's just kind of bizarre."
Edward Benson has been charged with aggravated murder and was being held in the Miami
County Jail in lieu of $50,000 cash bond. Mr. Price said Mr. Benson beat his wife, Katie, with
the musical instruments in their home about 5 a.m.
"She was beaten with a banjo in the head. When it was destroyed, a second banjo was used," Mr.
Price said. "Pretty gruesome."
The woman died en route to Stouder Memorial Hospital in Troy. She suffered massive head
injuries, Mr. Price said.
Authorities aren't sure what led to the beating. Mr. Price said deputies hadn't had any other
domestic violence complaints at the home in recent years.
Deputies were dispatched to the scene at 5:01 a.m. after Mr. Benson phoned 911, saying his wife
was in need of paramedics. Mr. Benson also immediately called an attorney, who arrived at the
scene and advised him not to answer investigators' questions.
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Neighbors said they didn't hear any disturbances from the home yesterday. They were awakened
by deputies.
Ralph Wolfe, whose house is in front of the Bensons', said Mr. Benson had told him he played
the banjo in a bluegrass band.
The Bensons had seven adult children and many grandchildren. They lived alone.
Mr. Benson had medical problems that prevented him from working, deputies and neighbors
said.
~
(Author’s note: Creative writing classes in college often deal with the topics of marriage,
mortality, and music and yet rarely does a student come up with black humor half as good as this
real report that covers all three topics).

I have no banjos hanging on the walls in my house. I don’t need them. My wife came with no
strings attached and sings like a lark. Also she bought me my 1999 Harley Sportster and wrote
me this romantic letter:
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Figure 25.3 Hae Sook’s love letters are “over the top!” Here she calls me her “Gigantic Diamond.”
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The comic book fantasy figures/heros of my childhood transmogrified into flesh-and-blood
historical characters as I grew up and began to read more widely in non-fiction educational
formats. For example, the adventurous Scrooge McDuck, one of my fantasy-adventure heroes
(even though a duck), transmogrified into the flesh-an-blood Sir Captain Sir Richard Francis
Burton (1821-1890), the larger-than-life adventurous geographer that I have admired and envied
all my adult life. He was nick-named “Ruffian Dick” by his classmates before his expulsion from
school.
Burton’s fantastic adventures have earned him over ten solid scholarly biographies, and I have
read all of them. He was not only a professional geographer but he also studied Gypsies
(Romanies), and was a founder of the Gypsy Lore Society (1888). I briefly served as President of
that venerable society (1986-1988) and am proudly aware that I have at least some interests in
common with Burton – Gypsies being just one of them.

Figures 25.4 McDuck …

and Richard “Ruffian Dick” Burton.

Burton was also a shape-shifter, and he maintained an active curiosity about matters both sexual
and occult throughout his life. In some ways my admiration for Burton merges with my
admiration for Jack London; they were both prolific travel-adventure writers and their virtues
and vices in many ways overlap in ways I respect and have sought to emulate during my own
lifetime
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~
Another Burtonesque character from the romantic annals of Gypsy Studies that I as a career
geographer have long admired is Dr. Irving
Henry Brown (1888-1940). Between the World Wars of the first half of the 20th Century he was
American Correspondent to the Gypsy Lore Society (founded 1888) which was at that time
based in England. Dr. Brown was not a geographer but an academic and scholar of Romance
Languages. Unfortunately, Brown was not as capable as Burton, and so he ruined his life while
obsessively chasing Gypsies around the world.
The adventures and misadventures of Brown’s tragi-comic life experiences among Gypsies are in
part captured in his four highly autobiographical books. This modest Irving H. Brown “canon”
begins with Nights and Days on the Gypsy Trail (1922) and is followed in succession by Gypsy
Fires in America (1924), Deep Song (1929), and the most autobiographical yet least known of
all, a novel for young readers titled Romany Road (1932). Essentially these books are “road
stories” (travel adventures) deploying train, steamship, and automobiles, in addition to walking
and even hiring an occasional camel in search of Gypsies. All these modes of transport were his
“magic carpets” in diverse parts of the world in pursuit of Gypsies.
Among Brown’s lesser-known Gypsy-chasing escapades is his journey to seek out young Ouled
Nail dancer-prostitutes in their Algerian coastal brothels. He also journeyed inland from coastal
Algeria to the heart of the Ouled Nail and Amour ranges of the central and eastern Atlas
Mountains, there to experience being among the Ouled Nail nomads in their tribal haunts.

Figure 25.5 Irving Henry Brown among some members of the Ouled Nail tribe
in the Atlas Mountains of Algeria.
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I have studied Dr. Brown’s accomplishments over many decades and am still curious to discover
if he might have speculated somewhere in his writings that Ouled Nail peoples in Algeria were
somehow related to the ethnic Gypsies (Gitanos) of Spain. Perhaps he was in Algeria when the
photo in Figure 25.5 was taken, and hoping to find there some vestigial ethnographic evidence
linking the two ethnic people along historic North African Mediterranean coastal military, trade
and pilgrimage caravan routes So far I have no evidence that Dr. Brown harbored such a
hypothesis.
An engaging travel adventure written by Lawrence Morgan titled Flute of Sand, Experiences
with the Mysterious Ouled Nail (1956) reveals that it is in the Atlas Mountain pasturelands where
most of the traditional Ouled Nail courtesans retired by tribal custom after earning their dowries:
They intend on marrying pastoralist husbands from their own tribe, bearing then children, and
living out hardscrabble, hum-drum adult lives.
~
Dr. Brown is not known to have collected many items during his journeys. No doubt, when with
Gypsies, he travelled lightly. Anything of value that he sent to his wife and children has long
since gone missing due to their correct perception that he “abandoned” them in favor of chasing
after Gypsies on five continents.
About the time Hae purchased my 1999 Harley ride for me I began to correspond with Neil
Brown, grandson of Irving Brown. Neil was curious about his grandfather, who had been
dismissed as a cad (if mentioned at all) by his parents. Neil had run across an academic essay I
had published in 1994 about his grandfather’s tragic life spent seeking spatial and social
proximity to Gypsies and so he searched me out on the Internet and, on discovering my
whereabouts, he contacted me with questions. Our email correspondence has continued
sporadically since then down and to the present.
While I could not but agree that Irving had seriously neglected his wife, son and daughter
throughout his lifetime since his marriage in 1916, his published and unpublished writings reveal
that he most certainly felt remorse. The final book in his canon, Romany Road, was published in
1932. It is a story for children, highly autobiographical, and dedicated “To Billy and Betty,” his
children. At the time he published this book he already knew he was dying of tuberculosis.
I shared my opinions of Irving with Neil: How his grandfather had an incurable obsession with
Gypsies that caused him to make some bad decisions during the time when his first priority
should have been carefully attending to the needs of his young family. These decisions had
personal and professional consequences that Irving came to regret later in life. However, by that
time there was “too much water under the bridge” for Irving to make amends.
Dr. Brown might have hoped Romany Road would earn him redemption – but it did not.
Nevertheless the book is an adventurous yarn intended to be enjoyed by romantic, naïve and
uncritical young readers. Although classified as “fiction” it is “faction” in my opinion and, like
all his books, well-written. Unfortunately Romany Road was a commercial flop and academics
and scholars have ignored, neglected and forgotten its virtues over subsequent generations. Only
a handful of romantic American academics in Gypsy Studies ever express kind thoughts about
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the book and its author. Romany Road is anyway these days difficult to access or obtain as
originally published at any price.
Recently Neil Brown’s “Aunt Betty,” -- Irving’s daughter -- passed away. She had never
forgiven her father during her lifetime for his neglect of her. Surprisingly she did keep one of
Irving’s treasures from his Gypsy travels, a hand-crafted copper date tray, with brass handles.
Neil recently sent it to me and I have photographed it here amidst wildflowers and with copy of
Irving’s 1922 Nights and Days on the Gypsy Trail resting upon its rim:

Figure 25.6 A Gypsy hand-crafted copper date tray (from North Africa?) collected in the field by Dr.
Irving H. Brown and given to me by his grandson, Neil Brown. A copy of Irving’s first book (1922) rests
on the rim.
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The following family from 1946 photo intrigues me. I think I am looking up in expectation of the
“goodbye” kiss which was at that time a morning ritual for our small family. I am obviously
transfixed in anticipation of the moment at the time the shutter clicked.
I see that I was wearing suspenders then as a child, as I now again do after more than six decades
of belts and drawstrings.

Figure 25.7 “So kiss her already!” The Nemeth family at Penn State in 1946.

What is a “close” father and son relationship? In the television series “The Rifleman” (19581963) protagonist Lucas McCain's main aim in life was to make a good home for his son Mark,
and a brighter future for humankind (at least the citizens of North Fork in New Mexico Territory
after the Civil War). My Dad watched that program a lot and my relationship with him was
similar: he was committed to making a good home for our family, and to making the world a
better place through his physical therapy and hypnosis skills.
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Figure 25.8 The McCains (Mark and Lucas), a father-and-son television role model from the 1950s,
reminds me a bit of me and my Dad.

That said, my Dad and I did not indulge in schmaltzy heart-to-heart talks, and perhaps that is due
to him having been away in the Pacific War for the first few years of my life. I did let him get
inside my head to enrich my entire life through his science of hypnosis. His technique was to
erase my mind after every practice session and so any personal, significant communications
between us during our sometimes lengthy sessions together have been lost.
Our hypnosis sessions ate up a lot of my homework hours and that worried my Mom. But my
Dad told her that his “suggestions” to my subconscious mind would have scholarly benefits for
me in the long run. One day he said to me in her presence that I would “go far someday.” I was
very proud. To me, it sounded more like a prophecy than a prediction. My Mom never hounded
me to do my homework after that.
~
At first I thought that these hypnosis sessions were the lesser of two evils (the other evil being
schoolwork). But before very long I actually looked forward to them. Learning the science of
hypnosis had become an apprenticeship for me and helped shape my future. Me and my Dad had
many hundreds of these hypnosis sessions together throughout the first half of my teenage years.
His initial hypnosis sessions with me were highly experimental and he and I suffered through
many disappointments. Dad realized that as a novice practitioner of the science of hypnosis he
was clumsy and inexpert and at first he lacked confidence. Yet he was determined to improve his
skills and I did my best to help him. I was frankly curious to learn what it was that he found so
obsessive and compelling about hypnosis -- and eventually I did.
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Early on, my Dad’s favorite book about hypnosis was by an amateur hypnotist/businessman
named Morey Bernstein and titled The Quest for Bridey Murphy (1956). Bernstein was an
experimenter who focused his researches on “hypnotic regression.” His book was “an account of
how he had repeatedly hypnotized a woman he called Ruth Simmons, taking her farther and
farther back into her childhood until she went “over the hump” as he put it, and emerged on the
other side with a thick Irish brogue describing a presumably previous life in eerie and persuasive
detail.” The book was a best seller.
Once my Dad got serious about his study of hypnosis and how he might apply it to helping his
physical therapy patients with their medical issues, his reading list became more selective and
limited to hypnotists with more scientific authority and validation.
~
What my Dad really liked to read for pleasure was Western novels. He was even more of an
addict of Western fiction than my friend Bob Wood: Louis L’Amour; Max Brand; Elmore
Leonard … my Dad had read them all. Plus, he watched all the popular television Western
weekly shows like Gunsmoke, Have Gun Will Travel, Maverick, and The Rifleman. So he was
delighted to have the opportunity to meet Sam Peckinpah, the notorious Hollywood director of
violent Western movies and television programs -- and I was proud to have indirectly arranged
their meeting.
Their meeting came after, at the urging of Bob Wood, I joined him as camp counselor for
consecutive summers in the employ of Flo Clow, who owned and operated the Apple Knoll
Dude Ranch near Yosemite. Flo’s clientele was mainly composed of the children of wealthy
Hollywood celebrities: well-known Hollywood actors and directors and producers. Many of
these children were spoiled brats and their parents sent them to Flo while they escaped their
parental duties by booking European vacations.
These “children” -- our wards and responsibilities -- ranged in age from twelve to eighteen. Sam
Peckinpah’s nephew, David, was among them and he was around fifteen when I first met him.
No Hollywood brat, David was a rare model of a polite young man, reminiscent of the filial
character “Mark” in The Rifleman.
The cookhouse food at Apple Knoll Ranch was fantastic and fattening. Aiming to keep in shape,
I built an outdoor gym with a high bar next to my cabin on the ranch and David Peckinpah was
an adventurous kid and me to teach him some gymnastics.
I had spread white, fine-grained river sand about a foot deep inside the exercise pit as a
precaution against serious accidents, but when David took a bad fall off the high bar and landed
hard, the sand didn’t soften his fall all that much and so he emerged from the pit with what
appeared to be two very badly sprained wrists. At least that was my diagnosis and based more
wishful thinking than experience with bodily injuries. So I told David to “man up” and to soak
his wrists in ice. I claimed with convictions that if he followed my advice he would fully recover
within a week. A day later his wrists were an ugly blue-green and dramatically ballooned up,
plus he was suffering increased pain. Flo intervened and called his parents.
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This was “my bad”: David had actually broken both wrists and should have had them attended to
immediately after his fall. David’s accident resulted in him wearing twin casts on both arms for
the rest of his summer vacation. Fortunately The Peckinpah family and Flo Clow were close
enough that my bad judgment resulted in no lawsuits; nor did I get fired.
I’m not sure what Sam Peckinpah thought about his newphew David’s injuries, or if he cared
much. I did know that at the time of David’s accident Sam had a nice, vintage house on nearby
Bass Lake. This was his writing workshop where he retreated between movie projects to drink
and create his award-winning screenplays.
I discovered all these Peckinpah men – Sam and his brother and his nephew David – considered
as a family, were themselves a “wild bunch” (which was the name of Sam Peckinpah’s most
famous Western movie). These Peckinpahs were the progeny of pioneering California lumber
barons and gold miners. Sam Peckinpah was himself, both blood and bone, an authentic “rugged
Men of the West” and was highly respected for those qualities in and around the
Coarsegold/Bass Lake region of Central California.
Sam was the first Hollywood screenwriter/director to successfully deploy a “decadent realist”
view of the West onto the silver screen. His screenplays and movies reflected his personal
perception of the West as a violent arena of greed, sex and raw justice. Hollywood colleagues
coined a nickname for Sam Peckinpah – “Bloody Sam.”
~
Captain Nemo meets bloody sam.
Blood is thick and David Peckinpah was cut of the same rough-cut cloth as his Uncle Sam. So
when my Dad and Mom and a few of my sisters drove up to visit me one weekend at the Apple
Knoll Ranch, David (still wearing both casts) learned of my Dad’s affection for Western novels
and television shows, and he kindly invited my Dad down to Bass Lake to have a drink with his
Uncle Sam.
My Dad and Sam enjoyed a long chat in Sam’s library that afternoon. Sam and my Dad moved
from discussing the virtues of the “authentic” Western genre to trading anecdotes related to their
experiences in the Pacific War. Finally, my Dad shared with Sam some of the secrets of
hypnosis.
I learned these details years later, and also that my Dad, after arriving back home on Victory
Boulevard lost no time in inviting Roger Bonz over to share some beers by the pool so that he
could share in detail the story of his long chat with the great Sam Peckinpah, and how that
meeting was all made possible my (Jimmy Nemeth’s) “key contacts with members of the
Hollywood crowd.”
Point goes to Jimmy!
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Chapter 26
2000 Ford Ranger XLT supercab

Figure 26.1 Shooting the Clinch River gap in Tennessee!

Pickup trucks are so flamin’ useful I have owned three already in my lifetime (the 1951 G.M.C.,
the 1955 Chevy Cameo and this 2000 Ford Ranger). If don’t buy another Jeep Wrangler, I will
probably buy another pickup. Looking ahead, a Jeep Wrangler pickup would be the ideal
combination – but Toledo made one yet even though they keep threatening to do so.
My Ford was a wonderful combination of utility and comfort. I had always fantasized about
owning either one of two classics that achieved this combination: the Ford Ranchero (produced
1957 to 1979) and the Chevrolet El Camino (1959 to 1960; 1964-1987). The Ranchero was
classified as a “utility coupe” by its manufacturer; the El Camino as a “coupé utility”: Same,
same. A story goes that the impetus of the “utility coupe” concept that reached final fruition
with the Rancher/El Camino era was a complaint from an Australian farmer’s wife during the
Great Depression that there was no vehicle on the market you could drive to church on Sunday
and transport pigs on Monday.
It turns out that my spartan, squarish 1955 Cameo was an experimental coupé utility model
deliberately prefigured the windswept El Camino line that was launched a few years later. My
Ford Ranger retained the comfort and class of the Rancheros/El Caminos without any
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aerodynamic pretensions. That is to say, it looked practical on the outside yet was “wellappointed” on the inside, and perhaps this was because I owned the top-of-the-line XLT
Supercab option: power everything and a full suite of audio options for its day: AM-FM radio;
cassette tape player, and CD player – and woofers and tweeters up the kazoo! It was the second
best sound-system I ever experienced inside a vehicle. The best was that audio experience
available inside my Dad’s onyx-black 1971 Cadillac Coupe De Ville.
I carried my Harley Sportster in the back of my Ford pickup several times, and its six-foot bed
was perfectly accommodating with its tailgate down. I was fortunate to own both these vehicles
simultaneously. Do you know what heaven is for a macho man born into the Detroit Generation?
Owning a new Ford pickup and a new Harley-Davidson at the same time. So, from a Detroit
Generation perspective I could have died happy say a decade ago.

My Ford pickup I also discovered to be just about right to transport a queen size mattress, which
I did on several occasions as Bob moved up his career ladder, necessitating a change of residence
from time to time. I just filled up the bed of the pickup with whatever needed moving, and
covered the load with a tarp, and secured the tarp on the side-rails of the truck bed with elastic
tie-me-downs. These side rails offered multiple, convenient anchors for elastic cords. They came
with the truck from the factory because the Ford pickup designers anticipated of how much folks
like me would be using them and loving them. We Nemeths took to packing all the small items
being moved into large, colorful – yet inexpensive -- plastic tubs with lids. The tubs fit together
in the bed of my truck like logos. We never lost a mattress to the winds. We did lose a few tub
lids and a lampshade or two over the years.
The enemy of my Ford truck and all the Jeep Wranglers I ever owned is rust. Nothing is sadder
that witnessing one’s beloved vehicle rust away, day by day. But the he most excruciating deathby-rust I have ever witnessed in a vehicle was the ever-so-slow passing of my Dad’s ’71
Cadillac. Such as the high price of his owning a home facing the ocean where the Caddy’s
parking space was open to the elements and a round-the-clock rain of salty sea spray: “Better to
burn out than to rust away” would appear to be a fateful adage that applies to both humankind
and classic automobiles.
~
Bob performed as an amateur entertainer and “on stage” at local coffee houses and such in South
Bend and at a nearby small-town tourist mecca of sorts called Three Oaks. This village is due
east from the harbor site of New Buffalo on the windward southeaster shores of Lake Michigan.
A tiny Native-American reservation with a first class hotel/casino is located just off Route 20,
between New Buffalo and Three Oaks. The Acorn Theater in Three Oaks is built into an old
corset factory there and draws music-loving crowds from Chicago. They schedule a weekly open
mic venue and Bob usually sang original compositions accompanied by his own self on guitar:
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Figure 26.2 Bob Nemeth on guitar singing some of his original songs. He works up a sweat just like
Bruce Springsteen. Here he performs at the Three Oaks Acorn Theater, in Three Oaks Indiana, circa
2008. Photo by Hae.

Bob also liked to perform standup comedy in Three Oaks and other venues in and around South
Bend. He discovered that you have to grow a thick skin to do “stand-up” in a joint that draws
customers from Chicago serves beer. As in all his creative endeavors he savored the challenges.
“What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger” he told me once, as if he had made it up the old saw.
Often he returned from a gig with tragi-comic tales of how an audience beat up on him during his
act. He would share these anecdotes with me in e-mail messages.
The hardest audiences to please in the Midwest were the crowds from Chicago and even from
Detroit who would drive all the way to Three Oaks for open mike nights to drink and carouse.
They expected to be entertained – or else! He described those challenging nights with me in such
graphic detail that I was inspired to write a comic strip.
Unfortunately, I can’t draw very well. Not to worry: I ran into some downloadable software on
the Internet (http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/) that empowered any user to digitally create
canned cartoon characters in black and white -- and even in color -- to accompany their own
original captions and story lines.
This discovery encouraged me to turn Bob’s evenings onstage into a cartoon serial that I named
“Bobby Mia” in honor of his Mom, who was always and evermore encouraging his quests for
celebrity onstage. In sorting through the character image options on the cartoon creation site, I
found an ironic panda bear image to represent Bob, a kitten image to represent Bob’s Mom, and
a professorial crocodile image (thick-skinned, postmodern) to represent me, his Dad:
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Bob

His Mom

His Dad

Figure 26.3 The stars of the “Bobby Mia” comic strip: Bob, His Mom, His Dad.

Here are a few examples of what I came up with initially, when featuring mainly Bob and his
tough audiences at the Three Oaks Acorn Theater:

Bobby Mia 1 ~
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Bobby Mia 2 ~

Bobby Mia 3 ~

Bobby Mia 4 ~

It was inevitable: In no time I was experimenting with the color palette and indulging more in
black humor, parody, satire, irony, bricolage, chaos, the surreal, odd juxtaposition, the
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carnivalesque, the picaresque and every politically incorrect postmodernist storytelling technique
since Nietzsche went mad that I could think of.
Also, I began to take Bob off the stage so he might mingle with the crowd:
Bobby Mia 5 ~

Bobby Mia 6 ~

And this is when I began to bring Bob’s Mom to center stage in the comic strip. “Bobby Mia”
was after all its title. Appropriately, Hae came to play the central role the comic strip’s plot
development that highlighted family inside jokes shared by the three of us. Most of our ongoing
conversations were about “bringing up Bob” both as a student and as rising star in the
performing arts with a great career ahead of him.
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Bobby Mia 7 ~

It was inevitable that my “Mama Mia” storyboard would eventually take an occasional
Nietzschean postmodern plunge into the abysmal netherworld of impertinent exaggeration and
dark humor:
Bobby Mia 8 ~

Eventually Bob’s stand-up comic adventures migrated from the hard-to-please crowds in Three
Oaks scene to the more laid-back coffee shop venues in South Bend, where civility and tolerance
for new talent prevailed. Even giant fart could pass muster as “a work of art” in South Bend.
~
Occasionally, Bob’s Mom and I came to town in the Ford pickup for a visit and in the evenings
we would sometimes join Bob in his open-mike performances. Sometimes even I would try out
my own stand-up comedy routines, or even sing. For example, here Bob and I are front-andcenter in downtown South Bend, at a coffee shop named The Chicory Cafe, on an open mic
night:
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Figure 26.4 Bob performs while his proud Dad (in green) loafs; at The Chicory Café in South Bend.
Photo by Hae.
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Figure 26.5 Bob elects to go to The Johns Hopkins University. First thing he does out of the nest? He
shaves his head. Photo by Hae.

With Bob off to Johns Hopkins and me growing older, his Mom began to seriously micromanage
my diet. Bob would cut his hair and I would cut calories. Over the span of a few years she
divested me entirely of my craving for T-bone steaks and Hungarian sausages. I began to feel
light on my feet: immortal, and capable of flight.
To kill the carnivore in me, she transformed our entire back yard into a vegetable and herb
garden. Along with copious servings of vegetables Hae and I ate more rice, and we ate rice more
often -- accompanied by an occasional exotic seafood item. In truth, it was a long, difficult
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transition for me. I was raised a meat-lover and enjoyed a life-long history of backyard-BBQs in
the company of Boy Scouts, beach bums, tailgaters, Romani Gypsies, and the like. That was then
and this was no: I can laugh at my slow, painful transmogrification from carnivore to herbivore:
Bobby Mia 9 ~

The undercarriage and gas tank began to rust away on my pickup truck to the point where, in
2011, I finally bit the bullet and traded it in for a new Jeep Wrangler. We Nemeths like Jeep
Wranglers a lot, and this new one, our third, was a beauty. But I found my 2000 Ford pickup to
be the most reliable and useful vehicle by far that I ever owned. I drove that pickup truck far and
wide and it carried my family and tons of cargo through thick and thin for nearly a decade.
I think that my next ride will be a combination of best and better in my experience -- a Wrangler
pick-up truck. The rumor is that Jeep (now owned by Italians – “ptooey!”) will begin to
manufacturer them right here in Toledo in 2017.
As it happens, Yesterday, August 14, 2016, here in Toledo, was the BIG PARADE in celebration
of the 75th birthday of the Jeep Wrangler. Bread and circuses! The Nemeth Wranglers may rust
away, but the Spirit of Jeep lives on in Toledo and in our hearts, and Hae Sook and I quite proud
to pay or city taxes – even though the mayor and city council can’t fix the fung-shui.
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Figure 26.6 Bob on his way to JHU. Photo by Hae.
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Chapter 27
2011 Jeep Wrangler Sport

Figure 27.1 My “Inferno Red” 2011 Jeep Wrangler Sport.

On the eleventh day of March in 2011 the Tohoku earthquake occurred without warning off the
northeast coast of Honshu, Japan. A tidal wave swept the coastal seaboard near the epicenter and
destroyed much of the industrial region there including nuclear energy plants that supplied its
energy needs. Three nuclear plants suffered Level 7 melt-downs. In many places the built
environment was reduced to infernal red-hot rubble.
One of the industries directly impacted by the disaster was the sole producer of the paint additive
Xirallic, used to create Jeep Wrangler’s eye-popping “inferno red” paint option. Suddenly,
following the earthquake, “Inferno Red” had notorious new meaning and became rarer than a
hen’s tooth.
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Located in the coastal city of Onahama, this German-owned (Merck) Xirallic-producing plant
suddenly ceased production. Many other automobile models on the global production lines also
used the patented Xerillic paint formula. The world learned a lesson about the fragility of the
global just-in-time delivery automobile production network. The delivery trucks arrived just-intime to the automotive manufacturing plants, but there was no precious Xerillic additive inside
them. What to do? Immediately Merck executives proposed to move Xirallic manufacturing to
Europe or risk facing a multi-million dollar bottleneck in global automotive production for the
summer of 2011.
I drove into the Yark Automotive Chrysler-Jeep dealership lot in my home town of Toledo in the
Spring of 2011 intent on purchasing a new Jeep Wrangler. I was suddenly in the market for a
new car – which had to be another Wrangler -- because I had just discovered a few days previous
that the undercarriage of my trusty 2000 Ford Ranger -- and the gas tank in particular – was
rusting out and in immediate need of monumental repairs to keep my beloved pickup roadworthy
and safe. Trusty rusty: I’ll tell you now and emphatically that if you ever find a car you love,
don’t condemn it to a lifetime in northwest Ohio or you will be forced to watch its slow deathby-rust 24/7/365 till you finally have to put it down.
Anyway, my wife Hae and I looked at all of Yark’s on-hand stock of new Wranglers and did not
see any that fit our high expectations. So we climbed back into the truck, very disappointed, and
were mentally prepared to continue the search for as long as it might take to find the perfect
Jeep. I had started the engine and was about to slip the gearshift into “Drive” when -- coming up
the utility road from the Yark automotive servicing lot -- we saw this eye-popping “Inferno Red”
Jeep Wranger Sport heading in our direction. It was driven by a mechanic who had just finished
the pre-sale inspection of the vehicle, and who was about to park it at the front of the sales lot
with the rest of the new 2011 Wranglers.
“Wow!” I shouted out loud, and turned the key off to the Ford, and leaped out of it in search of a
salesman -- and the rest is history. The exact date of my purchase of this “Inferno Red” Jeep was
March 11, 2011. Astonishingly, I might have closed the deal at the very instant the Tohuko
earthquake shook the very foundations of Honshu, Japan’s biggest island, and moved it 2.3 miles
to the east. Stranger things have happened on this God’s Great Earth.
It took me several months to piece the rest of this tragic and ironic story together: With the total
destruction of the Xirillac production plant in Japan, and the cessation of Xirillac paint
production worldwide for the rest of the 2011 model year, I think that I may have the only
Xirallic-infused “Inferno Red” Jeep Wrangler Sport in the City Toledo, even perhaps in of Ohio
and Michigan put together. Odds are I do not (but I like to think I do).
I do know this: The Yark agency has been suspiciously eager to buy my Wrangler back from me
at near my purchase price for the past three years. Perhaps they might fool others, but they can’t
fool me: I know that they know I am driving a one-of-a-kind Inferno Red Xirillac Wrangler!
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Few would guess that the driver (me) of Toledo’s only 2011 Infernal Red Wrangler speeding
down the Anthony Wayne Trail in Toledo these days is a reluctant vegetarian. Even though I
was raised on beef, pork, potatoes and gravy, Bob’s Mom put me on a semi-strict meatless diet
as a health precaution beginning many years ago.
Before that I would buy a three-pound box of “bacon ends and pieces”a few times a week and
dump a pound a day into a frying pan. Then I would make two or three Wonder Bread bacon
sandwiches and eat them all at one sitting and Bob’s Mom whould hardly blink and eye.
But once I hit seventy years of age, she took it upon herself to strictly manage my diet. So it
goes. Along the reluctant path to my vegetarian lifestyle I learned from Bob’s Mom that a big
portabello mushroom can be fried up to look faintly like, and chew faintly like, a beefsteak. But
it still tastes like a mushroom.
Giving up chicken and turkey was relatively easy as I never considered them to be “real” meat
like beef and pork. I wouldn’t touch lamb unless my Gypsy friends were serving it because it
would be rude to refuse. They would serve only the head of the lamb. To get along with the
locals I also ate dog soup (ptooey!) in Korea, just as a commensal ritual. Truth be told, I was
even served and a toxic pufferfish or two!

Figure 27.2 Wtf! A toxic pufferfish (blowfish). Prepared as a delicacy in Korea and Japan by speciallytrained chefs.

But under ordinary circumstances I am not a fan of fish – except for my wife’s crispy Alaska
salmon fillets, which took some getting used to at first, but which are now welcome fare (along
with my vegetables and delicious thin seaweed). Despite all this meat denial, Hae and I
sometimes split a pepperoni and black olives pizza -- on very special occasions. So, in
conclusion and all considered, I can’t claim to be Vegan by a longshot, but I am resigned to not
eating much meat these days. Bob A. wins!
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In sum: After three years of gradual deprivation I find myself craving barbequed beef and pork
less and less. Frankly, I could easily astral project to a steak and keilbasa barbeque anywhere in
the galaxy and just let my astral body “pig out” if I really wanted to. As for my corporeal body
(the one that loves a good foot tickle) I would rather have it lead a simple, though disciplined
life these days. It knows I am no longer a carnivore. It knows I would no longer kill for a threepound box of bacon ends and pieces. So Thank You Hae for helping me become a vegetarian and
perhaps adding years to my life span!

Figure 27.3 “Aju Kwengjangi Mashisoyo” is Korean for “How tasty indeed!

Here is a surreal and soaring view from my University of Toledo office window captured in the
dead of Winter.
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Figure 27.4 University Hall on the UT main campus, as viewed in the dead of winter from out my office
window.

As I look out, a cold nostalgia sometimes sweeps over me that is the sum of all my regrets over
bad decisions I made in the past. I have learned to creativel cope with cold nostalgia in two ways.
One way to transcend the gloom of regret is to wax poetic in the moment. Here, for example, is a
poem in the face of regret that I wrote in 1968 over my fading relationship with Bob and Susan
Murar:
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Revenge is Theirs
The hoary dew.
The mist hangs o’er the grass.
Rainbows soaring
Heaven-bound
Soar off … return.
Flower beds are the
Paint pots in which they stand.
Did Paris’ tongue split Helen’s lips
One summer’s night?
Better a doubter than a fool
I now remember (though it grows cool)
Those days of warmth not long ago.
Revenge is theirs that bring
The snow.

Another way I cope with cold nostalgia is transcendence through astral projection. I can
deliberately experience myself moving beyond the static reality captured in the photo (Figure
27.4): I can transcend that freezing snow, sculptures frozen in place, the gothic walls and
towering remorse: Projecting myself beyond the punishing view from my window stretches my
astral possibilities of escape to infinity and beyond. Astral projection can be imagined and
modeled with child-like simplicity:
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Figure 27.5 The child-like promise of astral projection. Artist unknown.
In sum: I cannot change the past, but I can write poetry or escape my cold nostalgia any time of
the year via astral projection. As my past grows longer I find myself traveling more often. I can
stand at my window and project myself into infinity and beyond.
~
My colleagues might wonder why I occupy my office constantly and with such intensity. I don’t
tell them so, but my office is my safe and secure astral projection launching pad. The last thing I
would want to experience while attempted astral projecting is an unexpected interruption. To
minimize that threat I lock the door. I also unplug my desk phone. Then I turn off the ceiling
lights and proceed sometimes to my window but more often just sink into my comfortable office
desk chair on four wheels to project.
If I was a professor at some big-time university I might not have this convenient opportunity to
secure the sufficient and necessary solitude I require to successfully astral project on, say,
weekends and holidays. But I am a professor at the University of Toledo, where nobody is
around on weekends and holidays to interrupt my travels. Who needs Amtrak to escape Toledo?
I can also astral project at home while feigning sleep. Sometimes I doze off while attempting to
project. Astral projection indeed is in many ways akin to a dream state, but I can’t steer my
dreams inside my corporeal (material) body as easily as I can steer my astral being (“body”)
outside of it. And these days, after several decades of practice, and apart from the danger of
unexpected interruptions, I feel I am in near total control of my astral body: my office chair is
“my ride”; my four-wheeled vehicle to whisk me away from the cold nostalgia of the past and
the decadent reality of the present.
~
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So let me here recap my learning trajectory beginning in childhood that has culminated in astral
projection as a mature adult: At first hypnosis training under the safe tutelage of my Dad took me
inward as a child. Then, as a youth, I moved beyond my Dad’s influence to begin to master selfhypnosis on my own – but eventually I hit a wall; a thickness that immobilized my inward
progress and impeded any further advancement in that direction. I discovered there was no
ultimate escape of transcendence of reality through hypnosis at all; just the wall at the end of my
inner self. Had I reached there and then “the impossibilities of all my possibilities” for my escape
from the real world?
No. I happened onto a theory that explained for the limits of the possibility of escape through
self-hypnosis. This theory led me to begin my explorations into the limitless possibilities astral
projection. The explanation was implicit in a mathematical model about space contributed by an
17th-century Italian physicist named Evangelista Torricelli (October 15, 1608 – October25,
1647). Torricelli’s model is called “Torricelli’s Trumpet”:

Figure 27.6 Evangelista Torricelli and his “Trumpet” model of space.

The illustration of the mathematical model theorized by Torricelli and named “Torricelli’s
Trumpet” implies that “space is infinite, volume finite.” The increasing density of volume
toward the centering of space suggests an impenetrable cluttering and complicatedness, and thus
in effect “the wall” that impedes the progress of any introspection, meditation, and self-hypnosis
that is “inward seeking.” In contrast, the illustration implies that outward-bound astral
explorations and escapes that leave the corporeal body behind have infinite and expansive
possibilities; thus “to infinity and beyond.” Torricelli’s theory and model have a child-like
simplicity that, on closer inspection and contemplation, reveal a path to unlimited profundity.
Exploring astral projection involved learning how to reverse my disciplined inward trajectory of
self-hypnosis to embark on my disciplined outward trajectory of astral projection. There were
myriad paths to pursue, they all had to begin somewhere, at some specific threshold. My
breakthrough discovery was discovering that threshold of my outward path. “Breakthrough” with
a capital “B” is discovering that threshold of possibility. Departing that threshold via astral
projection is what I introduce in this book as being “Along the Road to Poona.”
~
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The only other way to transcend my corporeal body in order to unchain my astral body would be
to attempt an undisciplined death through suicide, which would set my astral body adrift along
any random path and out-of-my control in space and time. That would seem to be too easy, not to
mention cowardly and irresponsible.
Alternatively, I cannot recommend chemical and technological means of achieving a “separate
reality” in order to escape or transcend the stress, pain and anxiety of being trapped in a
corporeal body in a decadent world. I have learned from the example of Drs. Carlos Castaneda
and Timothy Leary that magic mushrooms and LSD, like hypnosis and meditation, are
undisciplined and introspective dead ends for those unprepared to explore out-of-body
transcendental experiences. How can anyone on drugs explore inward (“trip”) to discover what is
beyond? And why seek to achieve a “separate reality” that arrives at nowhere in particular?
Alternatively, technological fixes for transcending the human condition in the Decadent Reality
of the present day (2016, as I write) include the paths of Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual
Reality (VR). These “advances” are ironic because they further empower The Machine that has
brought the Decadent Reality of Being-in-the-World that has brought humankind to its knees in
the first place.
I would rather empower humankind to transcend Decadent Reality through astral projection
because it rejects and avoids being seduced by technological fixes for “improving the human
condition” like AR and VR and even more advanced and self-deluding digital technologies in the
near future. There will be no humankind in the distant future unless a preservation ideology like
“enlightened underdevelopment” can soon eclipse the destructive “economic growth” ideology
that fuels the runaway train that is Decadent Reality.
But I am mainly writing here to proselytize for an existential road to freedom achievable through
the active practice of astral projection, and not to rant about a passive imprisonment inside “the
wall” of a corporeal body trapped in an unprecedented, epochal, decadent reality.

I dreamed: Last night I dreamed I was driving a jeep into a jungle. I was initially on a brown
saw-grass plain. Ahead at a distance could see lush, green peaks of a tropical montane
wilderness. The road had begun as paved and arrow straight, but soon enough turned into gravel,
gradually deteriorating and poorly maintained before and narrowing into nearly ossified oxcart
ruts. I imagined few outsiders had taken their vehicle this far, at least not very recently.
The saw-grass gave way quickly to foothills and forest. Well into the jungle my narrow path
became a trace, and I prepared my mind for the moment I would have to choose to abandon the
jeep and continue climbing afoot, or turn back the way I came. In my rear view mirror it
appeared that the trail behind had disappeared and become solid jungle in my wake. I continued
to follow a sinuous path that hugged the tortuous terrain into higher and higher elevations. I was
constantly shifting down to second gear, and nearly slowed to a stop on the steeper grades. I
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meanwhile traversed innumerable dark, swift-flowing streams. There were no bridges. Black
water kissed my floorboard and sizzled against the exhaust system. Many times I fear the jeep
would stall there, midstream, during a treacherous portage. My path pioneered its way deeper
and deeper into misty hillsides and vales. I entered the clouds, and visibility was poor.
The jungle continued to thicken. It was perilous going. The path disappeared at the threshold of a
dense bamboo forest. I plowed ahead but had not advanced ten meters when my Jeep ground to a
halt and the engine stalled. I grabbed a machete and hacked my way forward, leaving the Jeep
behind.
I no sooner became dizzy with fatigue and weakened knees, when I fell forward against the
bamboo wall – which suddenly parted. I crawled, recovered my strength, and walked into a
surreal meadow of sorts. Breakthrough!
I had entered into an elephantine Elysium – but it was hardly their burial ground. In contrast,
hundreds of grey pachyderms, young and old, of all sizes, lounged about the meadowland like
Immortals. I continued walking to where the meadow gave way to a forest of giant, towering
trees. More elephants lounged and slept beneath a high canopy of limbs and leaves. Giant tree
trunks were scattered about and some had remarkable girth.
I saw my son Bob. He way laying down among the elephants and was asleep. He was shirtless
and encrusted in mud. I had climbed a tall tree and looking down I could see Bob sleeping next
to an elephant calf. Then a tiger appeared and slowly approached the two. I was concerned and
yelled out “Bob”! “Bob” and the tiger looked up at me. He leaped over Bob and the elephant calf
awoke and began to slowly move its legs.
The tiger bounded to the trunk of a giant tree trunk and scampered up into the leafy canopy and
out of sight. I thought he might be coming to harm me. Simultaneously I was amazed that a tiger
could climb up a tree seemingly without any effort, and with such great speed.
Then I was on the ground amidst the tree trunks and elephants. There was no foliage on the
ground. Natives walked about in the vicinity of their huts. There were tractor noises and
excavations of some sort were underway. I was confused, but a man approached with a big, pale
face and a red pencil mustache. His mustache was midway between his upper lip and his nose,
and the distance between these two was vast and uncanny. But he hurried over to me and shook
my hand and began to complain about economic growth and destruction of the forest and the
harm to indigenous tribal peoples and the evils of a degenerate capitalism. He had a British
accent. He seemed to be an employee of an NGO or some sort, or perhaps a missionary. He
resembled my Uncle Pete a bit.
We walked together across the clearing beneath the canopy for a short while. Native peoples
passed us on the left and right, carrying lumber and baskets. My acquaintance – and apparently
my host – asked me how long I would be there in the jungle camp. I responded “ten days.” He
pointed at the villagers going about their business and said some words in their native language
and laughed. We walked some more.
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Suddenly he paused and stopped walking and gestured with his hand to the right and left. “You
know,” he chuckled, “these people have an expression for all this desecration – “Sip churi yang”
and it means “You are a stork.” I then noticed that I had dropped my black hat. Then I woke up.

Is it not remarkable that both my life experience for seventy-plus years, and now even my
dreams, have been accessed, enhanced and enriched by Jeep Wranglers? It can only be another
meaningful coincidence in my life that my Rides of Passage – twenty-six up to this point -- have
taught me well and brought me eventually to Toledo, home of the Jeep Wrangler manufacturing
plant, where I presently drive the “Infernal Red Wrangler” photographed above.
Which reminds me to mention: While I was in the womb, my Dad was already thousands of
miles away and jockeying some of the first Willys-Overland MB Army “Jeeps” deployed to the
South Pacific for combat duty. These were powered by the infamous Willys “Go Devil” 4cylinder engine. By 1944 Dad was nicknamed by his comrades “Captain Nemo” and enlisted
into the American XIV Corps Military Police. He was the personal bodyguard and jeep driver for
General “Sandy” Patch during the New Caledonia campaign.
While many kids admire their fathers, my Dad as portrayed above during wartime had a profile
straight out of heroic fiction. He was a military policeman and a bodyguard for a famous WW2
general. Not every soldier has the right stuff to become a military police officer for the Army.
Not long ago I was reading author Lee Child’s description of ex-military policeman Jack
Reacher in his book Killing Floor:
“A military policeman deals with military lawbreakers. Those lawbreakers are service guys.
Highly trained in weapons, sabotage, unarmed combat. Rangers, Green Berets, marines. Not just
killers. Trained killers. Extremely well trained, at huge public expense. So the military policeman
is trained even better. Better with weapons. Better unarmed.”
Of course, I immediately thought of my Dad with renewed pride.

Figure 27.7 A U.S. Army XIV Corps patch once worn by ‘Captain Nemo’ (my Dad) circa 1943.
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Figure 27.8 Captain “Nemo” Nemeth, New Caledonia, 1944.

Sometimes I drive my “Inferno Red” Wrangler over to the abandoned, plowed-under, wasteland
site where Willys-Overland once built the antecedents of the now-famous Wrangler “Jeep” brand
manufacturing plant. The demolition team spared one smokestack and the word “Overland” is
painted on its side.

Figure 27.9 Willys-Overland Jeep manufacturing company smokestack Toledo, Ohio.
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Now Jeep is owned by Fiat, an Italian company (ptooey!). Jeep may no longer be Americanowned, but it is still “Made in America!” So it is exciting to anticipate that in 2017 the new
Toledo Jeep production facility will finally be producing a Wrangler pickup truck. If Hae and I
buy one, it will be just the right ride for our grey-haired corporeal bodies to roll into the next
decade.

Figure 27.10 Film noir fashionista, Mrs. David J. Nemeth, Sr.
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RIDES OF
PASSAGE
Part Three
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Chapter 28
Let’s Ride!

Figure 28.1 My home-made astral excursion practice kit; my answer to the question: “Birds fly over the
rainbow, why then, oh why can't I?” (Wizard of Oz, 1939).

Excuse me while I step to the window . . .

Let the journey begin …
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The Road to Poona

“’Poona’ you say! I venture I myself would not be here if I had not been there. I spent an
exciting week in Poona and it seems like a lifetime ago -- although it could have been only
yesterday. Here is some proof positive of my visit there, which took place during the run-up to
the Turn of the Third Millennium. In the Fall of the year of 1996 to be exact.”
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Figure 28.2 “Proof positive that I was in Poona (Pune), and a memento of my remarkable time there.”

~
“Clunk.”
This is the sound made by a huge wooden gear in the cosmic clock collapsing into place. I am
the only one that hears it. How could anyone else on planet Earth be aware of the sound made by
a movement in the cosmic clock that opens a private portal through which by occult means
(astral projection) I alone can venture to roam in peace? They cannot. They are only attuned to
their own wave lengths.
I certainly did not know it at the time, but in retrospect I can measure in my own words the chain
of events as years, months, days, and hours, that proceeded it up to the very second that Space
and Time momentarily froze for me alone, and I was - “Clunk!” – invited on another outbound
journey. For example, I ventured to travel the Road in Poona, at the time of this particular
adventure.

Officially, I arrived there as a result of a bureaucratic error (a “TuttleButtle” if you have seen the
Terry Gillam film Brazil) that assigned me a week-long free vacation crammed with (what
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turned out to be) a magic purse of bizarre encounters. In a nutshell, having arrived there, I fast
found myself ascending by crowded taxi van from the everyday perils of Mumbai along the
notorious Gypsy scrap route along the road to Pune (hereafter Poona), only to soon suffer several
near death experiences after my arrival in that sacred city.
In one of these happenstances, I was nearly crushed to death inside a cavernous great white tent
by devotees of a popular female Baba (unknown, I am certain, to anyone in Toledo) during a
book riot. But then, the very next day, I had an unexpected and indeed magical brush with His
Holiness the Dalai Lama, who proved to me personally that he was an honest man. And amidst it
all there she was, The Lady in Black.
~
It was not an easy decision for me, risking the astral ride to Poona in the hopes of eventually
returning. Children know what adults have long forgotten: while there are many roads to Poona,
only one can bring you back. Astral projection is the ride that makes that one road possible.
I have tried to account for my experience in Poona. When I chose to project myself there in 1996
India already had over a billion people -- and I do not like crowds. I much prefer to travel alone - at least I did before I met The Lady in Black along on the Road to Poona. My journal cover
celebrates a memorable part of her anatomy featuring the tattoo she wore there.
~
The day I arrived in Mumbai by air from Amsterdam, all of India seemed to be waiting for me at
the airport. It was quite a shock as my intention was to become as invisible as cosmic dust; a fly
on the wall -- A witness.

Sometime earlier, mere hours that seemed like days, I was strolling about in a spacious whitewalled corridor in the Amsterdam Airport while waiting to catch my flight to Mumbai
(Bombay). I was scanning the base of those high interior walls inside the departure terminal;
searching for a drinking fountain. I walked what seemed to be miles of corridor while slowly
dying of thirst.
Turns out they didn’t have public drinking fountains in that airport or anywhere in Amsterdam.
That is because of the high salt water table in and around Amsterdam there at the edge of the
North Sea -- or so a gate guard told me: “The water in the Netherlands has been contaminated
since before the Thirty Years War, when patriotic Netherlander's fought to their deaths toe to toe
against the Spaniards, wielding their snickersnees.” I imagined at that moment, on hearing that
quaint term – snickersnees -- for the first time in my life, that Netherlander soldiers had been
reduced to defending themselves with their underwear. This image was not very romantic or
adventurous.
“Snickersnees are what we called our short swords back then” the guard continued. “We won,
by the way, and sent those Spaniards crawling back to the far side of the Pyrenees …”
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In the Amsterdam Airport where there are no drinking fountains you have to buy bottled water
that costs an arm and a leg, or, you can instead dry up like a late autumn leaf and be blown up
and down the corridors, trapped within the currents of Carrier industrial air conditioners, while
you wait endlessly for your boarding call.
I didn't mind the long walk down cavernous corridors in search of free water because I had spent
a good amount of time just prior to that standing with my hands against the wall and my legs
spread while airport security interviewed me:
"Who invited you to India?"
"A rich man I never met who lives in a place called Poona."
"Be more specific!"
"I am the guest of a rich and powerful Indian politician and religious leader named Dr.
Vishwanath Karad. He is a visionary and the sponsor of a week-long 'World Philosophers Meet'
that will commence in two days in Poona. Have you not heard of it? There are hundreds of
important guests invited from all quarters of the compass. I have the invitation in my bag. We
will meet up in Poona, near Mumbai. We will commemorate there the 700th anniversary of
someone named Saint Jnaneshwara. I am an Invited Delegate. Can I sit down now? "
"No. Just show us that invitation;” -- and so we went around and around in the airport security
bay for a good fifteen minutes. The experience was not a complete waste of time because I
would otherwise be waiting outside in the corridor for an airplane call -- and also because it was
during this interrogation that I first heard this unusual English-language term “snickersnee.”
I would soon learn that the Amsterdam International Airport is no different from Mumbai
International Airport in these two respects: 1) neither have public drinking fountains and 2) both
sell bottled water. “When in Mumbai,” I was forewarned by a returning Peace Corps Volunteer I
had met 48 hours earlier at a Starbucks coffee shop at the Washington National Airport in D.C.,
"don't, whatever you do in India, no matter how thirsty you get, ever drink their cheapest bottled
water! It is sold everywhere under the label Child of Ganga!” He was making a joke, apparently,
because “Ganga” means "Ganges" -- as in the Ganges River. “Bottled in Varanansi” is a death
sentence!” he added with a laugh.
Anyone who has paid any attention to the casual burial practices of the Hindus in and around
Varanasi might “get” his joke, but I thought it was insensitive to the home of one of the world’s
great religions.
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Thirsty again, and troubled still mindful of my Starbucks conversation of the previous day, my
mortality was foremost on my mind as my jumbo jet from Amsterdam began its descent into
Mumbai's polluted skies. I was staring at a shrink-wrapped cookie on my tray and thinking
“Airplane food is bland and not very nutritious, but theoretically germ free.”
One has to eat and drink, but outsiders in India are forever in great risk of intestinal discomforts
by doing so: Foreigner digestive tracks don't have the right combination of invisible critters to
fight off the local invaders. Gut-wrenching diarrhea is a bloody battle grounds in the slimy
darkness of one’s bowels where no prisoners are taken. Both these microscopic battlefields and
their unfortunate human hosts are quickly headed, straight off the airplane, to the toilets.
The worst of all the public toilets that I have experienced during my life were in not in India, but
in Tijuana. The best I have experience were in Leiden, Netherlands. These latter were so
entertainingly sanitary that I have kept a photograph of a typical urinal in the men’s rest room in
the National Museum of Ethnography there.

Figure 28.3 Fly “target” etched by the manufacturer into a urinal in a Leiden museum, 1995.

Apparently fly “artwork” in urinals have proliferated around the world during their supposed
first introduction at Schiphol Airport, in Amsterdam over three decades ago. At first the large
fake flies were etched into the porcelain during their manufacture, as in the example above.
Nowadays they are can be purchased as durable decals and attached to any old urinal, or toilet, or
refrigerator, or toaster -- or your colleagues’ coffee cups ….
Fake flies in urinals encountered and photographed these days in airports as diverse as J.F.K. and
Moscow, and even in terminals at (insert gasp of disbelief here) Detroit Metro.
~
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So it was bottled water for me along the Road to Poona ... and God knows what and where I
would find safe food to eat there outside of the U.S. State Department cafeteria -- and I figured
that American male tourists in Poona wouldn’t even get past the gate guards if they sported
tattoos and wore pony tails. I mention this because in 1996 I had hair down to my waist and went
about in public unshaven. I looked “radical” (and thus potentially dangerous) to armed gate
guards in uniform.
Looking like a long-haired radical-with-attitude was enough to trigger an official pat down and
an interview – even back in 1996. So I did not expect to be invited to dinner at the U.S. Embassy
in Poona, even as a Maeer’s MIT Invited Overseas Delegate. Truth be told, however, behind a
microphone I did resemble a pale-skinned long-haired Baba (a Sufi saint), and convinced myself
that I fit right in amongst the gurus and ascetics walking the halls and lawns at the conference I
was attending.

Figure 28.4 Baba Nemeth? I felt that I fit right in at the World Philosophers Meet in Poona, 1996.

Eight hours earlier Amsterdam security officers at Schiphol International, while checking my
documents against their clunky computers, had made it quite clear, though indirectly, that I was
now "on their list" of suspicious participants attending a World Philosophers Meet (WPM) in
Poona. More TuttleButtle.
I don’t exactly what the airport authorities wrote in their black-bound notebooks about me, but
this is what I told them: The Meet -- an unprecedented extravaganza of converging mindful
movers and shakers on sacred space sponsored by a reclusive billionaire who aspired to create
world peace through his bold planning and global gesture of generosity -- would convene in
Poona in just two days. The paths of many prominent Invited Delegates from around the world
would be converging there soon.
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Figure 28.5 Children know what adults have long forgotten: while there are many roads to Poona, only
one can bring you back.

My jumbo jet from Amsterdam began its descent into Mumbai's polluted skies. I unwrapped the
shrink-wrapped cookie with great difficulty, and it being so small, I ate it in one bite. Then I
drank the bottled water, making sure it was not labeled Child of Ganga or bottled in Varanasi.
~
I brought along with me a lurid paperback novel about a fair-skinned Gypsy girl named
“Paprika” written in 1935 by a notorious cigar-smoking Hollywood screenwriter/actor/director
named Eric von Stroheim.

Figure 28.6 Eric von Stroheim: Godfather of decadent realism in Hollywood film making.
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The exact title this 1953 Harlequin Romance edition that had brought with me would be grounds
for a defamation lawsuit were it published today: Paprika; The Revealing Story of a Gypsy
Camp, With Its Wild Orgies, Cruel Laws and Bloody Duels. An elaboration of the title by the
publisher reads:
“She was a wild, untamed creature, entirely at home dancing NAKED for her tribe, or picking
the pocket of some unsuspecting soldier. It was written in the stars, the Paprika, the Gypsy
Queen, would love only one man, and that man she would torture. Men fought to the death to
make her their bride, yet she would have none of them. Everywhere Paprika went she caused
laughter and love, death and bloodshed. For Paprika was so beautiful that all men wanted to
love her, and all women wanted to kill her. Her story reveals the unbelievably cruel world in
which the Gypsies lived. Theirs was a crude life full of hardship, poverty and filth. Yet through it
all, they played their sad, tormented music, or drank the whole night long to the sound of
women's laughter and the tattoo of dancing feet. A man could have many wives. He could kill,
steal, and RAPE. And Paprika, the Blonde Gypsy, ruled them all with her beauty and her intense
passion."

Figure 28.7 Stroheim’s Paprika. Harlequin paperback edition, 1953.
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Stroheim’s fantasy about Gypsies is sleazy. Its appeal to the prurient mind is obvious and
repugnant (yet the book is still in print, and has never been out of print, and first edition signed
copies in hardback sell at present for $2,000). Anyway, I worked and lived with ethnic Gypsies
for years and nobody was dancing naked around the house. Stroheim mostly lies about Gypsies
in this book; but he also – and correctly so in my experience – claims that Gypsies love to party,
and that their parties often last throughout the night and sometimes they continue on for
consecutive days.
The dedication page Paprika reads “To My Mother.” Stroheim’s detractors in Hollywood might
have claimed that he never had a mother. But Stroheim, in spite of all their carping about his
eccentricities and past failures as a director, envisioned that his Paprika book would be adapted
into a blockbuster film starring Jean Harlow, and that he would direct the movie, write the
screenplay, and demand a prominent acting role within it for himself. However, this selfdeluded, far-fetched project never moved forward, as Stroheim’s Hollywood career as a director
was by that time already in eclipse.
Erik von Stroheim may have been a sick puppy but he seems to have been very astute about the
human condition in a world becoming poisoned by its own excesses. To a great extent his
movies were a harsh critique of an apparently inescapable 20th-century downward spiral of
civilization due to greed, modernity and the machine. His most famous film was in fact titled
Greed (1924). That bleak worldview transposed on the silver screen by Stroheim has a name –
decadent realism. Its symptoms emerged during his lifetime, and prevails during my own. Since
discovering Stroheim, decadent realism for me now has a face (Figure 28-5). This visage and
what it represents is what disgusts and terrifies me about the human condition and the world-asgiven. It motivates and propels me to attempt to escape it all through astral projection
~
I grew thirsty. As I put Paprika novel back into my canvas bag, my mind returned to
contemplating Child of Ganga: I thought more about the real Gypsies in my past experience and
their stories of “Mamiori,” a Gypsy term meaning "Little Grandmother." The term also means
cholera. To a large extent the traditional Gypsy lifestyle is associated with their past a riverine
migrants obsessed with avoiding contaminated drinking water. Not only Gypsy folklore but the
religious practices of ethnic Gypsies and their strict taboos that separate the “clean” from the
“dirty” can be related to their past practices of riverside camping:

Figure 28.8 Gypsies as traditional riverine migrants. Detail from “The Gipsies Camp,” a Currier
& Ives lithograph, 1857.
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"Mami" is Romani for grandmother, and the "iori" is a diminutive -- but not because she is
endearing. Just the opposite: you as a Gypsy coddle her because you want her to THINK that she
is dear to you. Actually she scares you to death. If she likes you, in theory, you might live longer.
This is Gypsy typical double-reverse psychology that Gypsies typically deploy against their
enemies.
Stories of Mamiori teach a strict lesson to Gypsies about what to eat and what not to eat, and
how to prepare food and what kinds and when, and especially the importance of keeping your
pots, plates, silverware and drinking cups sparkling clean. If you have ever seen the shiny
crockery on display inside the vurdon (living wagon) of a proper Romany Chal
(Romnichal=English Gypsy), you know what I mean. If Mamiori scares Gypsies really bad, they
will remember her hygiene lessons that much better and longer.
These lessons about food preparation and hygiene were not intended to be written down by
Gypsies, or to be read by Gypsy men, but to be passed down as oral tradition from mothers to
daughters (and to the new daughters-in-law). This is women's knowledge. What is melelo (dirty)
and mahrime (ritually unclean) among Gypsies are significant lessons that Little Grandmother
teaches her Romnies in their kitchens and campgrounds around the world while they are growing
up. Romanies have more than a handful of words for "dirty,” all with subtle differences between
them. You might say that the strictest of the Gypsies are obsessed with "dirt" and how to manage
it in their everyday lives.
I fantasized that I would find Gypsies similarly strict in their food ways while in Mumbai and
Poona to feed me safe foods while I was there. I did not want to suffer bouts of stomach
disorders nor risk meeting deadly Mamiori once my plane touched down.

The young woman who was originally assigned the seat next to me at Schiphol for the flight to
Mumbai was replaced by an elderly man about an hour after takeoff and about ten minutes after I
had begun reading my Paprika book. She no doubt glanced at cover art and deduced that I was
unsavory.
~
I think I may have a bit of the claustrophobia. I always try to arrange for a window seat a few
rows behind the right wing of an airplane when I fly great distances. Then I spend nine-tenths of
the flight looking out the window whether it is clear or cloudy. On this particular flight I was
annoyed to have to feel the hot breath of the old geezer sitting to my left upon my neck.
The stewardess on this very crowded flight had announced via the intercom after takeoff from
Schiphol that if anyone with a window seat felt claustrophobic they should feel free alert her and
request an aisle seat. That sounded absurd to me. How could an aisle seat be preferable to a
window seat?
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I feel the same way about the virtues of astral projection (outward looking) in contrast to
hypnosis and meditation (inward looking) for anyone feeling claustrophobic about the sad state
of human condition actively searching for relief in escape.
We penetrated the pollution bubble of Mumbai at about 10,000 feet, I’m guessing, and as we
descended it became thicker and visibility through my window decreased rapidly. It was about
an hour before dusk. The sky outside was already yellowed, jaundiced, and turning into a dull,
pulpy orange-like decay. Passing through slurry of rusty rain, the dirty saturated sky pelted
bloated drops that streamed across the outside of my window. I could see them also at a distance
sweeping in darker, thicker rivulets across the top of the aluminum wing of my aircraft. We
continued to descend, now plowing through the sticky soot of industrial exfoliation sucked
upwards daily in steamy thermals from their surface origins in the huge, hot metropolis below.
It would soon be my experience to discover that the industrial air of Mumbai has a texture and
smell of its own. My other sensory experiences in other cities include breathing the putrid air in
Tijuana that smells of pissed-out Corona. I have also walked the green-gray streets of Gary,
Indiana, seeped for two centuries in corrosive sulphur gasses blown across the steel mills and
over the city by prevailing onshore off Lake Michigan. Every breath I drew in Gary was
followed by a cough. Both Tijuana and Gary were memorably near-unbearable in the humid heat
of summer. In contrast, Seoul, Korea, also had its own smell in dryness of a crisp, winter day
that, in my experience (aided by my imagination) was a cruel concoction of angry ghosts, of wet
Siberian tigers (now extinct), of kimchi (of course!), and of tear gas ....
The smell of industrial Mumbai air is also unique unto itself. Mumbai is branded by its Chamber
of Commerce as “City of Seven Islands,” “City of Dreams,” “Gateway to India,” “Hollywood of
India.” None of these claims can pass the “nose test,” and while all of these claims may very well
be true, it is also true that Mumbai stinks: It smells of factory toil, hot curry, anything-goes
religion, incense -- and death.
My Mumbai Indian experience on the day of my arrival was not unlike being trapped for a 24
hours inside a cavernous and crowded coffin, buried alive yet still breathing, though painfully, as
through a narrow tube, for I spent that night sleeping in hot hotel suite under a mosquito net
while perched on the ledge of a high veranda, with marvelous view shed were it not for thick
smog that cut visibility to about a thousand yards.
I wondered that night if a blind person might be the best connoisseur of world cities, and
distinguishing among them by taste alone, or smell alone, or by their unique and characteristic
sounds? I’d been told, for example, that Chicago smells like chocolate and Buffalo smells like
toasted oats, yet I’ve been to these cities and both smelled like decadent realism, I could smell
their high crime and unemployment rates and bankruptcy rates. In truth: a blind man could sense
that everything going on in industrial cities around the world smells like sulphur. People who
have never been there yet insist that Hell also smells like sulphur. I’ve yet to hear what Heaven is
supposed to smell like. Rumors are that Heaven smells like: marshmallows, snow, gingerbread,
ozone, Mexican food and Angel farts. Nobody knows. Anyway, for the living stuck between
Heaven and Hell, how to escape the smell of decadent realism during their life time is an
individual issue worth exploring more and more with every passing day.
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I then wondered as the big jet sank deeper and deeper into the sandy skies, and banked to the left
for its final approach into Mumbai International Airport, that, if expert wine tasters ever wanted
to or tried hard enough, if they could expound as eloquently on the subtle characteristics of a bad
wine as accurately as with a good wine?
But these were my idle thoughts invented mainly to kill time. My claustrophobia increased as
altitude decreased and the big sky, dirty but vast, gave way to the clutter of a visible objective
reality concentrated and piled high upon the earth surface – Mumbai.
Unbeknownst to me, the very next day I would be riding on the high-rising road to Poona, and
encountering nomadic Gypsies there along the roadside.
~
I didn't know it at the time, but it would be ten days before I could crawl out of that enormous
industrial bubble of noxious fumes that stretches across Asia all the way and over the Himalayas
from Mumbai and Beijing to finally reach my next breath of fresh air. Space scientists say
poetically that this is huge industrially-generated “pollution sink, --now permanent -- “varnishes
sallow the pure white ice of Everest.” This thick, expansive, impure gaseous mass traps the sun's
energies below and generates enough heat to ensure increased global warming. And I had hoped
to rise above the miseries of heavy industries and pollution of coastal Mumbai by climbing
Western Ghats of India by highway to reach the Deccan Plateau, and Poona, a city of millions
advertised by its Chamber of Commerce as “Queen of the Deccan, The Pensioners' Paradise and
Oxford of the East.”

The highway from Mumbai to Poona is a spiritual climb from sea level to just over the lip of the
Western Ghats to the Deccan Plateau. It is a dangerous road with many switchbacks.
Two hundred years ago a pilgrim heading for the Holy City of Poona could pause for a rest along
the ancestor of this road, which was more of a cart path back then, turn and face to the West, and
gaze upon a magnificent panorama where the narrow coast of India falls steeply away into the
Arabian Sea. Mumbai at the coastline was a sizeable city, even back then, and a major gateway
to the sea lanes of the Western World. British warships on a rare clear day in August would
appear then as tiny shells baking in the great artificial harbor.
And, all the way to the horizon riding upon on a sheet of blue would be the mere specks of
monsoon-sailing dhows, plying their ancient trade routes between Africa and India--six months
out and six months back; routes established long before the British arrived.
Pirates would be out there, too, ranging out and away and back again from the ruthless sultanates
of the Lacadives, and from the Maldives to the southwest. Their palatial hideaways were strewn
across and secreted away amidst the vast expanses of the Arabian Sea and Indian Oceans.
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The best argument that there is no God is a biography I once read of one of the most brutal
Lacadivian pirates in history, who had over 1000 wives and lived on his tiny fortified island to
the ripe old age of 100. He had outlived every virtuous saint and every pope in Christendom. He
and his crews terrorized the coasts of the Arabian Sea and slaughtered thousands of sailors and
merchants. I have forgotten his name as a matter of principle.
Anyway, amidst the dhows the vacationing whales from the cold seas off Antarctica would
occasionally rise up from the hot deep waters of the Arabian Sea to pierce its surface and leap
high toward the moon, only to splash down hard with a tremendous spray, as was characteristic
of their mating dances in those days before the invention of the harpoon canon.
Some Bedu of the East Sahara and the Arabian Peninsula still believe that locust swarms that
occasionally blot out the sun come from the bellies of these whales. Unlike the farmers and the
World Federation of Agriculture, the Bedu welcome the locusts, and both eat them on the fly
and/or grind their bones to make their bread.
This entire storied spectacle with its overwhelming number of possible digressions into exotic
detail was a marvel to be held by centuries of travelers heading east along the rising road to
Poona just ten hours out of Mumbai, just by their pausing to turn on their heels and face back to
the West to contemplate it all.
Today the view to the West is shrouded in that impenetrable caustic mist created for the most
part by the factory and the internal combustion engine. Taxies, buses, dump trucks and private
automobiles belched and rattled and careened around the endless hairpin turns and threatened our
dirty little Poona-bound van as it labored up roadway, higher and higher.

Out the right windows of our van just beyond the pavement were the Gypsies of India,
scavenging amidst the detritus of dead machines that littered the dusty narrow skirt paralleling
the right-hand side of highway; only I seemed interested in them.
The other passengers packed into the van--two European scientists, a rabbi, a woman dressed
entirely in black (who hid her face behind a thin gauze veil) and a Catholic priest--slept or gazed
patiently at their shoes.
I alone stared out the window, fascinated. The Gypsies there were never on the left hand side of
road, I noticed. This according to the driver, who was clearly agitated by my curiosity about
them, was because it is customary on the road to Poona to push all the stalled and smashed
machines, and an occasional dead cow or camel, exclusively to the road apron on the right. So
there, on the right, the battered corpses of industrial manufacture waited for the Gypsies to pick
them apart. And this they apparently did in no time at all, for there were many Gypsies along the
road to Poona as there were many discards to pick apart.
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That day they were all headed downhill — these outcastes collecting castoffs -- toward Mumbai.
No Gypsies were headed uphill. “Peculiar” I said aloud, and then wrote that word down in my
journal, followed by a long dash: “Peculiar -------.”

The driver now pretended to ignore me, though part of his job as commander of the MIT airport
shuttle was to extol the virtues of India and modernization to international visitors to and from
the university that paid his salary. He didn’t like me for two reasons. The second reason was that
he was greatly offended that I persisted to attempt to direct his attention to the Gypsies at the
roadside, who he made clear to me were all “a sty unto his eye.”
Left to my own devices then, I reckoned in my own mind that these teams of Gypsy scavengers
might switch directions on alternate days or something like that. I imagined some as-yet-hidden
profound Order amidst the Chaos out my window. I also wondered if the families of Gypsies
were territorial and fought over the spoils and cast-offs? But, no: they probably had some sort of
arrangement, arrived at long ago, dividing up efficiently their time and space along the road to
Poona, so that they would all be able to always eke out a living among and between themselves
as individuals and groups without ever coming to blows.
The ride was long. I had many thoughts. I wrote large in my notebook after the long dash this
symbol: “?” and drew a circle around it.

I closed my notebook. And made a mental note to myself to try and discover their territorial and
economic arrangements if any, someday soon, when I had the time.
Twenty years later, I have yet to do that.

They were hardly a sty to my own eye, these colorful Gypsies who preoccupied themselves
along the roadside by sorting and stowing the myriad detritus of industrial Indian civilization.
The women, especially, in their bright skirts and brass and silver bangles exploded in colorful
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facets every which way they turned. It was spellbinding to watch them move about. Their dignity
amidst the ruins made Stroheim’s perverse and steamy storybook image of a Gypsy whore
especially irrelevant and forgettable.
These “Banjara” – for I learned that is what their nation is called -- negotiated the grease and the
grime along the roadside intently yet artfully. Their furtive ballet kicked up the yellow dust to
high heaven. Their white teeth flashed upon dark faces. I also learned that some subgroups of the
Banjara were skilled alchemists and their alcoholic concoctions for sale sometimes in the public
markets included fragments of molds, snakes, insects, and scorpions that had made homes,
sought shade or fermented while clinging to the debris at the roadside, and were deliberately
sought out by Banjara “chemists” and formulators of all sorts of nasty potions and cure-alls.
Indeed, some of these slithering and crawling creatures were sacred to them.
And here they were, these Banjara -- just ten feet away.
“Pull over here!” I thought to command our driver, so I could be even closer, and thus enrich my
exploratory experience here, among these Banjara. I longed to hear them speak, to smell them,
and perhaps even touch something that was theirs, and make it mine. Another thought occurred
although, as I began to count the curs among them. I imagined that my stepping out and suffering
a dog bite among a Banjara gang along the road to Poona might also ruin whatever other new
experiences and opportunities that would otherwise await me.

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Gypsy Moth (Lymantria dispar) populations
first sneaked into the United States in 1859. They began to threaten and destroy defenseless
American Elms, entire groves, as well as those that shaded quiet sidewalks on homey streets
named “Elm.” The bugs also terrorized other noble indigenous American trees: magnificent
maples, willows and sturdy oaks, to name a few of its unsuspecting victims. A war ensued. The
public and its government agreed to harness their sciences and technologies to systematically
discover and destroy the enemy intruder. The state of Wisconsin reports on its website: “Gypsy
moths are aptly named because of their tendency to wander, and they will eventually overspread
the entire state.”
~
The Banjara swept over the highway apron, their individuals young and old oblivious to the
traffic, stooping to pick up cigarette butts, empty plastic bottles, and whatever else was tossed
helter-skelter out of open windows suspended on steel chassis propelled by noxious, noisy,
engines cranking spinning drive chains attached to tired rubber tires that rolled right on by.
One billion non-Banjara litterbugs -- with a million or so Banjara to pick up after them. People
inside their motorized vehicles along the road to Poona are familiar strangers to those Banjara
treading the berm outside. The two groups inhabit parallel yet separate worlds. Gypsies and nonGypsies could reach right out and touch each other on a hairpin turn. But spatial proximity
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counts for nothing in socially-stratified India. For all intents and purposes their social worlds do
not overlap. Indians and the Banjara along the road to Poona are distinct peoples inhabiting
opposite ends of the social universe.
~
I rode shotgun in the dirty white van as we zig-zagged all the way from Mumbai up the western
side of the Western Ghats. That was the best vantage point to see everything going on outside the
windows, plus I had a million questions to ask the driver. He was a resident of Poona and called
himself a “chauffeur” who made his living driving this van-for-dignitaries owned by his
employer, Maeer’s MIT (Maharashtra Institute of Technology). He said he had been driving
airport pickup for them for twelve years.
Poona was not only a big religious pilgrimage site in India, but a major university center for the
training of young Indian engineers, many of whom dreamed of the day they would eventually
migrate to the USA and attend “the real MIT.” These students pray a lot for that eventuality.
Some pay fortune-tellers in the public market to confirm in advance that it will be so.
~
As I explained to the officers back in Schiphol Airport, the entire idea behind the World
Philosophers Meet -- scheduled to convene the very next day at the Maeer’s MIT campus-- was
the brainstorm of a wealthy and powerful Indian philanthropist-zealot named Dr. Karad. He
aspired to assemble a critical mass (700+) of deep thinkers “A Parliament of Science, Religion
and Philosophy” from around the world (50 countries) at a propitious place (his own Maeer’s
MIT campus) in Poona in order to plant the seed of a successful formula for World Peace.
Mystics among the invited parliamentarians were well aware that this “propitious place” selected
for the conference venue coincided exactly where cosmic forces were best capable of nurturing
that Dr. Karad’s Seed of Hope in fertile soil converged in the best possible confluence of Space
and Time to realize his lofty dream. Somehow, I ended up on his guest list, and anticipating that
the stars were lining up, I agreed to come along for the ride.
My early publications on occult East Asian theories and practices of propitious places (Chinese
and Korean geomancies: i.e., fengshui; p’ungsu) is the only rational reason I can think of to
explain why I was invited to participant as a Delegate in this unusual “Parliament in Poona.” A
more irrational reason, and the one that I prefer, is that I was just “Lucky”: ¡Un hombre muy
afortunado!
Anyway, the occult science of propitious places in India is called vastu shatra. The ideal
architecture of Dr. Karad’s vision (ideology) – the “mortar and pestle” in place where and by
which Invited Delegates would blend and bond over the period of a week, manifesting an
alchemy capable of creating World Peace – looks like this:
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Figure 28.9 Maeer’s MIT, in Poona. An Architecture of ideology.
This is a cosmic map (and architectural model) of the propitious place -- MIT in Poona -- where
the Parliament of Science, Religion and Philosophy in 1996 convened. If it appears perfect -- in
contrast to chaotic -- that perfection is the aesthetic impact that results from a utopian planning
ideology that attunes itself to Nature’s Own Principles of Self-Organization in Physical Space:
centrality; connectivity; hierarchy; symmetry (proportion); periodicity; similarity at different
scale; completeness. Note the converging paths.
Children know: there are many roads to Poona ....
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Chapter 29
Ride on!

I wrote a crappy haiku celebrating my MIT Parliament invitation:
When the Time came to convene.
I was on Karad’s list as an Invited Delegate.
Had someone made a mistake?
~
My driver during his career with MIT had negotiated the round-trip from Poona to the Mumbai
International Airport on alternate days: drive; rest; drive; rest; drive. Doing so, he had the
opportunity to observe for years, month upon month week after week, and several days per week,
the close-knit members of these very families of Gypsy scavengers that I now observed out my
window, had he paid more attention, he might have seen the same children growing up before his
eyes! Yet it was an opportunity wasted on him, for he claimed to choose to avert his eyes from
them whenever possible, and he didn't want to hear me speak of them anymore and therefore no
longer responded to my endless questions about them. They were, as I surmised before he
retreated into silence, "A sty unto his eye."
It didn't occur to me until years later when I had a good chance to think in depth about "evil eye"
superstitions around the world, and in the context of Gypsy life and lore, that the bus driver’s
reluctance to acknowledge the existence of Banjara by looking their way made more sense to me
in retrospect. If he was superstitious, he might have not gazed in their direction for this reason:
What if they gazed back? Would he have a flat tire? Would his eldest son become ill? The
driver’s lack of interest in the Banjara may have been motivated by fear of them instead of a
hostile racist or caste consciousness. Some people in some cultures around the world grow up
believing that there is no power that is greater for purposes of delivering good and evil than the
power of “the gaze.” Perhaps my driver was one of those?
My field notes remind me that the sun was creating quite a glare upon the van’s dirty windows,
through which I had been watching the Gypsy scavengers at the roadside going on several hours.
It was late afternoon. I had been squinting hard in their direction for some time. “My eyes are
uncommonly tired” I had written; “Have I gazed too long in their direction?” “Have my eyes
been cursed?”
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I turned away and rubbed my eyeballs and then peered back over my left shoulder. I had a broad
view of the interior of the van between the wide seat split between my low backrest and the
driver's backrest, to where my fellow passengers sat silently in one row of three persons, and
then one row beyond consisting of two persons.
A woman in black was seated in the center of those in the row behind me. I thought she might be
asleep, but I couldn't penetrate the thin veil she wore to see if her eyes were dark, and if they
were open or closed. I could barely perceive the movement of her veil responding to the ebb and
flow of her breath. Her nose pushed against the veil slightly, pale against its thin, dark fabric.
Below her nose I could just barely make out the shapes of her lips where they pressed together -but that was made possible only because they had been decorated with a bold, strawberry red lipstick.
For an instant the veil over her face moved with her breath, and in that moment the shape of her
red lips behind her black veil took on the sudden appearance of the belly of a black widow
spider: I was startled as her red lips momentarily pressed against the black veil from within to
form its tell-tale hourglass shape. And once they moved against the veil and her tongue emerged
briefly between them. She must have caught me staring. I had thought she was asleep.
So strange. Why would a woman paint her lips a strawberry red and then hide them behind a
thin, black veil?
There are so many ethnic groups, religious cults and economic classes in India. I wondered what
custom of which group it was, if any, to dress in public as she did. If she were in Chicago, I
would have guessed that she was on her way to a funeral or a witch’s ball.
The Lady in Black, as I will call her henceforth, had spoken but once since our departure from
Mumbai. The driver had driven to the curb in front of a luxury hotel to pick her up, and she had
emerged from the lobby to where the van had rolled to a stop. The hotel doorman opened the
sliding door to let her in.
That was when, on entering our van, that she instructed the driver "I will sit back here" after he
had tried to redirect her to take the “shotgun seat” at his side. With that, she parked herself in the
second row of seats, between a rabbi and the priest.
The primary reason, I think, that the driver disliked me was because I scrambled without his
invitation or permission into the seat next to him after the Lady in Black had declined to sit there.
He had originally assigned me to the rear row of the van, which was designed to accommodate
four passengers of small stature.
I could detect no Indian accent in her English when she spoke. None of the highly distinctive
standard schoolhouse “Colonial King’s English” that everyone else in Mumbai seemed to speak.
Her style of dress below the veil was ... well ... "Victorian gothic" is the best as I can describe it
here: what I imagined Mary Shelley might have worn on that cool and cloudy day on the shores
of Lake Geneva when she penned her first line of her novel Frankenstein.
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This was no local garb she wore but, then again there were so many cultures and cults with their
own peculiar dress codes in Mumbai -- which was the “Hollywood of India” -- and so I was
prepared not to be surprised by any eccentricities that I might encounter.
In my short time in India I had seen thousands of people, but no one dressed quite like her. There
was something "Indian" about her from the little I heard of her spoken English it seemed quite
proficient. She was wealthy, else how could she have been rooming at that luxury hotel. I was
coming to a tentative conclusion that she was exotic and, refocusing my gaze on those red lips,
even erotic -- and perhaps dangerous. These were my thoughts based on first impression, and as I
turned myself to look at her again, there where she sat, perhaps sleeping. I stared some more, and
could only continue to wonder about her.
~
When we were well on our way along the road to Poona I reopened my journal and resumed
writing, first taking a closer inventory of the contents of our van. There was the driver me in the
two front seats. I had the best view of the countryside in the van and was taking full advantage of
my panoramic perspective on the lay of the land.
I wrote that the Lady in Black was in the second row, sitting in the center. The Jewish rabbi, an
Invited Delegate, was to her left and the Catholic priest, another Invited Delegate, was to her
right; odd bookends pressing against the mystery woman between them. The three of them so
oddly juxtaposed seemed a perfect setup for a politically incorrect joke – perhaps to include even
the Gypsies outside. Now all we needed to become even more outrageous was the introduction of
a nun and a duck.
I had the impression that these two religious Delegates to the Parliament were bored and tired
and entirely disinterested in the exotic Indian landscape and its peoples passing by out their
windows. Perhaps these two had been along this road before? I assumed that this was so, for they
had now resigned themselves staring at their shoes. Perhaps they had dozed off?
If so, I could stare at The Lady in Black as long as I liked without any fear of looks of
reprobation from the two. Only the driver knew, or thought he knew, what I was up to and on my
mind, and he no doubt even disliked me even more for that.
Perhaps too, these Delegate-bookends for The Lady were praying, as both had roles as religious
leaders and were therefore especially pious men -- though of different religious persuasions. But
then, looking down myself at their shoes, I discerned something there near their feet that made
my eyes grow larger and made my heart skip a beat!
These two with the downcast eyes under heavy lids were NOT looking at their shoes AT ALL!
They were gazing instead at the left inside ankle of the Woman in Black; gazing just above
where a colorful silk cord encircled her slender ankle, below her left calf.
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And down there near the floorboard of the van I could not but espy as well a bold, vivid tattoo
with which The Lady had adorned herself; one barely visible in that dark, secluded place. Both
the priest and the rabbi might have very with cause deemed this tattoo vulgar. Especially the part
of the tattoo that was a black scorpion, permanently inked so expertly that the image seemed to
float and flinch there while riding upon her skin.
~
Scorpions were once worshiped in both India and Egypt as sex goddesses and also as the
patronesses of magic healers. Near the city of Lucknow located dead-center in the Indian subcontinent is a place named the Hill of the Scorpions with a temple at its summit where women
and children gather for a festival once a year and allow the scorpions to crawl over their bodies.
For some reason these scorpions never sting those who play with them on the hill. The locals
also worship snakes there. The temple is ancient and ornate. An erotic statue of a voluptuous
maiden exhibited there has silk cord encircling her waist and a scorpion carved onto her thigh,
just above the knee:

Figure 29.1 An ancient and erotic sculpture in a temple south of Lucknow.
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~
The Lady’s scorpion tattoo seemed more and more alive the longer I stared at it. Knowing a
thing or two about hypnosis and scorpion worship in ancient Egypt I deduced that the effect of
the erotic tattoo on the male gaze was intentional. The scorpion was as black as her veil:
repulsive; yet seductive.
The other part of her tattoo was more of a mystery: a small, plump, cherry(?) -- round and red -clearly grasped between the pincers of said scorpion and poised to be impaled by its deadly
stinger. The cherry(?) was the very color of her painted lips beneath the veil.
~
Anyway: I imaginatively pegged her as a sinister seductress and occult princess from the start,
and had fantasized from the get-go about her possible motives for joining us along the road to
Poona. For one: Perhaps she was related to the driver? So, if then, then what? Or, had Dr.
Karad’s van deliberately fetched her from that fancy hotel for unknown reasons? Or, perhaps she
was in fact also an Invited Delegate? A cult leader perhaps?
Given my wild imagination I settled on the fanciful notion that the Lady in Black was part of a
Thuggee plot to kill us all, and that our van driver (who I didn’t like anyway) was complicit in
the plot, and that we innocent male delegates in the van would meet others in conspiratorial
cahoots with them just around the next bend in the road.
~
I first learned about the evil practice of Indian Thuggee in 1954, when our new television set
featured a re-run of the 1939 adventure epic Gunga Din starring the tanned and talented Cary
Grant. Grant played the part of a British soldier fighting against an ethnic cult of professional
assassins whose economic niche it was to deceive innocent travelers by clever ruses in order to
gain their confidence, and then to ritually kill them all skillfully at remote roadside rests. After
their homicides these Thugs would steal their victims’ possessions, and then dispose of their
bodies – sometimes by dumping them into wells. More often, however, Thugs had been trained
to bury their victims without a trace: they minimized the detection of any grave sites by
deliberately breaking the bones in their victims’ bodies prior to consigning them beneath the soil.
This sped up the process of decomposition and all but eliminated any tell-tale heaving of the
soils that might revealed their victims’ locations.
Thugs worshipped the goddess Kali so any bloodshed was forbidden during their fatal acts of
treachery. The Thuggee method for ritual murder was to strangle the victims – always men -with colorful silk cords.
The Thugs were a fraternal organization, but they were intimately associated with a Tantric sect
of women whose belief it was that only by a constant indulgence in passion could they purge
themselves of toxic earthly contaminations in order to purify their souls.
The British had tried to eradicate Thugs and Thuggee during their rule, and nearly succeeded.
However, at the time of Indian Independence (1947) members of some criminal tribes in India,
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including the Thugs, were believed to have survived deep underground anticipating the end of
British Rule and the opportunity for a revitalization movement and their resurgence.
My fantastic notion was that we male Invited Delegates in the bus were unwary travelers along
the road to Poona that had been conveniently targeted for slaughter by resurgent tribal Thugs and
their Tantric maidens: In my scenario, we five Delegates in the van were bound for ritual
strangulation and ritual fornication -- perhaps simultaneously. Part of me dreaded what might be
in store just around the next curve. Another part of me was becoming excited and aroused at the
prospect!
~
And so I sat sideways in my seat staring back at the ankle of the Lady in Black, and became –
like the rabbi and the priest – held spellbound in the grip of her tattoo: We were four plump
cherries awaiting … what? And at that very moment The Lady spoke a second time. Her words
were deliciously ominous "Now you will see Poona!"
In truth, I could not wait!

I knew not what to make of those words immediately, but something primitively inviting in the
message made my loins tense up, and so I lifted up my eyes in anticipation to gaze where her
small hands rested temporarily on her lap, in a secluded concave niche between her knees and
navel. And in that same instant one tiny hand rose up to extend its index finger, pointing right on
past me, and up the highway toward the direction of Poona.
Following the direction indicated by her outstretched finger, as if it had expelled an invisible
projectile, I turned my head and eyes quickly away from her to face full forward, staring up the
road and to the East where the horizon was darkest. The ribbon of asphalt there at dusk gradually
rolled beneath us as we breached the brink of the Western Ghat that separated Mumbai and
Poona. Dropping into the high basin there, I could barely begin to see above oncoming
headlights the highest towers and spires of that Holy City of the Saints and Engineers – Poona -now sprawled out before us, religious spires and commercial towers poking skyward, but all
waist deep in small sea of smog. Even so, I could make out a few stars or perhaps orbiting
communications satellites winking in the night sky.
"Over there!" the driver suddenly blurted out, breaking a long silence, “is the Palace of His
Holiness, The Aga Khan!”
With these words I shifted my full attention from The Tattooed Lady to the palace lights in the
distance. Yet, having done so, I began to feel a strange, annoying sensation in the back of my
head, as if The Lady’s gaze from behind was drilling two holes there in order to invade my
consciousness. My memory involuntarily stirred: She began to feed me in seemingly random
factoids; dots in search of connections:
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palace …
Aga Khan …
wife …
Rita …
Rudyard Kipling …
1888!

Assuming The Lady was indeed inside my head, infiltrating, prowling, and perhaps seeking to
guide my innermost thoughts, where was she taking me with these particular messages? Then
“1888” entered my mind. Bingo!
Rita Hayworth was a famous American actress once declared by Hollywood pundits as "The
Love Goddess." She was once famously courted the notorious global Playboy, Prince Aly Aga
Khan, the son of the Third Aga Khan, who built this very Palace here in Poona … 1888!
“Now you will see Poona!” came the voice.
Something was astir. I had a bug in my brain; a scorpion. These factoids were things about
Poona that I never knew or had long forgotten. Were they being transplanted (“inspired?”) into
my brain somehow by that Lady sitting behind me?
Happiness! 10 ,9, 8 … The paths and planets were converging for me. I was convinced. To what
end? I had no clue.
~
Our destination was finally upon us. The dim lights of Poona loomed ahead. Gravity helped
speed our van down the eastern slope of the Ghats. The highway grew from two lanes into four
and the we began to encounter heavy traffic converging towards the murky city below. I was
elated! That is when I felt a tap on my left shoulder, and turned.

“In India," the Peace Corps volunteer who had served India had recalled from his own
experience, "the holier the city, the more it smells of death." I thought that news was very
profound at the time. I even wrote it down on napkin. But that was back in a spic-and-span
Starbucks in Washington, D.C., and was what seemed to be a very long time ago.
What I myself discovered during my first few mornings of taking deep breaths in Poona -- where
homeless people died every day and night upon the sidewalks, and carts hauled their corpses
unceremoniously away for disposal as soon as possible -- was that death did not smell like a
battlefield in the tropics three days after the big fight. Death in Poona smelled more like damp
perfumed smoke.
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The smell reminded me of from a time out of my past when we boys as Scouts pitched our
canvas tents on sand along the remote seashores of the Olympia Peninsula in the State of
Washington. There we roasted frankfurters and sweet marshmallows at sunset while sitting on
logs around blazing fire pits. That smell of sweet, seared, salted flesh emanating from our
campfires was unique. And has stuck with me as a subconscious olfactory memory through the
years. Smelling Poona triggered that memory.
Visually, walking the streets in crowded downtown Poona, India, was a nothing like sitting by
the campfire amidst the driftwood-strewn remote sands of coastal Washington and facing into
the stunning sunsets along the Olympic Peninsula. How could these two distant places possibly
smell the same? Donno; but to me they did.
Our coastal campfires back in the day lit up those misty nights for miles around. Passers-by
travelling the remote coastal highway after dusk might marvel at them from a great distance and
perhaps envy us campers our adventurous spirits and splendid isolation. But there were few night
time vehicles on the quiet coastal highway way back then.
This left the only other witnesses of our existence on Earth, revealed by our driftwood bonfires,
the members of the crews standing watch on off shore fishing boats, and those big bats venturing
out from their caves in the inland forest flitting overhead and feasting on moths, and the harbor
seals, and shiny sea otters riding breakers under the moonlight, and possibly any stupid clams
rising to the surface between the tides who were no longer buried yet still blind.
~
Meanwhile back in the MIT van somebody had farted. In was inevitable. It smelled like curry. I
looked at the driver and he looked away from me and out his window.

"Have you met the Princess Yasmin" The Lady asked me.
I had turned about, twisting to my left, in response to her insistent tap upon my shoulder. And I
had fully expected that it was either the priest or the rabbi that had silently summoned my
attention.
But no, the voice that accompanied the taps was that of the mysterious Lady. She was sitting
now on the edge of her seat and leaning forward towards me. The Lady seemed to be coming
more and more animated, or perhaps agitated, as we closed in on our destination. I was more
than slightly surprised, curious and even pleased that she chose to focus her attention on me.
Everyone else in the van was awake and alert now; listening, anticipating.
I had hardly noticed that gentle tap that followed the voice in the first place, for her finger had
first fallen on me like a single raindrop. Then more raindrops followed, and fell with more vigor.
On turning, I initially searched for her eyes, to fix on with my own, but they were still lost
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behind the veil. So, I found instead the slight trace of her red lips stirring and parting and
spouting words. I stared right where the belly of the spider moved once again with each new
breath against the veil. Dr. Logan had taught me during our desert excursions back at UCLA that
scorpions were a type of spider. Imagine that!
This invitation emerged from those dark depths riding on her voice: “Would you like to see a
photograph of the Princess?” followed by the tantalizing "She is very beautiful!”
I am a big fan of Dada, the surreal, Situationists, postmodern odd juxtaposition, and plain old
fantasizing. In the van, for example, while contemplating the Lady in Black, I had recklessly
indulged in all their deliciously abstract and loosely-related bouquet of freewheeling ideas. As it
turned out, there was to be no Thuggee slaughter or ritual fornication for me to experience along
the road to Poona. That opportunity had now passed. Yet now, facing the Lady in Black as close
quarters, I was again thinking rowdy thoughts and on feeling perched on the verge of something
entirely new and absurd. While she breathed on me and having just offered up a gift, I relished
the promising moment for as long as I could.
I considered my present condition and new prospects for adventure: Here I was only 20 hours out
of Amsterdam and 1) rolling into a strange dark place called "Poona" 2) facing at intimate
proximity a mysterious tattooed Lady in Black, 3) against a backdrop of a rabbi, 4) a Catholic
priest, 5) two scientists -- or so they had claimed to be so back in Mumbai, 6) and a disturbed
Indian chauffeur, driving a dirty white van with magnetic sign attached to the passengers' sliding
door that read "MIT DELEGATES". Anything could happen within the next few seconds,
minutes, hours and days. “The moving finger writes …”.
Speaking of MIT Delegates, I was indeed one of those. I would have pinched myself but a
potentially dangerous Scorpion Lady already had me in her grip, so I had my hands full wrestling
with her obscure yet immediate threat. Me, an Invited Delegate? A guy who had never rented
much less worn a tux in his entire life? LOL! This road to Poona, all things considered, was
already promising to become the experience of my lifetime. Had I not just spent hours observing
and contemplating while closed at hand entire families of Indian Gypsies scavenging at the
roadside? And now, coming into view, was the illuminated red rooftop of the Poona Palace of
the Aga Khan! I could make out its uppermost parts, their red roofs rising above the inversion
layer marked by the bilious plain of the Poona Basin’s pollution table. In more ways than one I
could see my immediate future beginning to take shape.
Which brings me to elaborate on what I knew at the time to be a Rita Hayworth connection to the
Palace of the Aga Khan in Poona. Rita: she was the tempestuous "Love Goddess" of the movie
magazines during the decade just preceding the Eisenhower presidency. He fame can hardly be
forgotten by any member of the “Detroit Generation”: Rita Hayworth (her pre-fame name was
Margarita Cansino) had not only married the playboy son of the Aga Khan, her intoxicating
beauty is what inspired the naming of that powerful alcoholic drink christened “the margarita"!
Some scholars today say that Rita Hayworth was a Gitana, an ethnic Gypsy, and descended from
a famous family of Gitano singers and dancers in Spain. She reached the peak of her fame
around the climax and immediate aftermath of the Second World War. A national magazine
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promoting her famous Gilda movie (1946) featured Rita’s photograph affixed to an atomic bomb
just like the dropped on Hiroshima the previous year. So Rita more than other beautiful women
during her era had timed it right to be called “Hollywood bombshell.”
~
The Lady in Black sitting behind me in the MIT van now wanted urgently to share something
very personal with me about Rita’s daughter, the Princess Yasmin; to the extent that she had
actually reached out and touched me, a total stranger! Both my mind and my heart were racing. I
was preparing myself for any eventuality, but what happened next was truly surprising.

Would I like to see a photograph of the princess?
I glanced down at The Lady's ankle again, searching carefully for an appropriate response, but
was immediately bewitched and rendered silent once my eyes again encountered her
mesmerizing tattoo. The Scorpion Tease meanwhile poised herself in anticipation of my
response by leaning even further toward me. I knew that her eyes behind the veil were locked on
mine and daring me to speak out when she knew that could not. Adding to my confusion, her
scent was now upon me and she smelled just like a Christmas candy cane. Had she downed a
breath mint when I wasn’t looking?
If I could only have looked into her eyes, instead of where I assumed they might be beneath the
veil, then perhaps I could have both assessed her beauty -- and moved on to attempt to read her
intentions and perhaps catch a glimpse into her soul. I might have been able to control the entire
unraveling of that ball of yarn in Poona had the Lady in Black, as I suddenly realized, not been
one step ahead of me.
My Father had trained me well as to the importance of making eye contact with The Other while
attempting to successfully deploy the hypnotic occult arts in order to gain access to and cement
control over their internal self-defenses. It was in the context of that knowledge that suddenly the
purpose of her veil made sense. We were playing a cat-and-mouse game with a significant
outcome at stake -- and she was winning the game. Witch versus Warlock! I realized clearly at
that point that the Lady was also an occultist just like me, and that she engaged me as soon as she
had become aware of the fact, and was now aiming and determined to outwit me.
So I responded then by replying to her question by directing my answer to where I thought her
eyes behind the veil must have been at that moment. I figured that her obscured gaze was locked
onto my own eyes and emanated from somewhere between the hint of her red lips and her brow:
“Hell yes!” I blurted out.
She flinched, obviously startled by my emphatic, bold reply, and she withdrew her face from
mine. While I awaited her next move, the Silent Lady paused. One never knows what waits
beneath a mask and when that mask might drop to reveal something worth waiting for.
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Suddenly she gathered up her purse. It was solid black of course. Her slender thumb and
forefinger pinched together atop the purse, while proceeding to pry apart an elaborately carved
ivory latch centrally located there. This was no small drama unfolding in front of me, as the lips
of her purse slowly clicked agape – at which point she paused, shuddered and uttered a single
“Oh!” -- to reveal an interior lining of cream-colored silk. The twinned halves of the linings of
the purse then began to part slowly, deliberately, and grew painfully slow for me to behold. My
testicles began to ache. I am a man who in normal circumstances prides himself on his patience.
Instead my head pounded with built-up anticipation seeking relief. She had regained her control
over me.
I sought to distract myself with trivialities hoping to loosen her grip on my defenses: “My, my!”
I marveled to myself. “This looks to be a very old purse, an antique, but well-preserved.”
Meanwhile, The Lady’s hand was momentarily hovering over the gaping mouth of the opened
purse. Her hesitation told me that she must have grasped that her poser advantage over me was
again slipping away. Finally, the long nails of her thumb and index fingers dropped into the
abyss and delved deeply there to retrieve the gift she had promised me.
"Now you will see the Princess!" she announced! She had apparently determined her next move.
What now, I wondered?
~
Have you ever been stung by a scorpion? I have; in the middle of the Mojave Desert. I was on a
field trip with Dr. Logan and other UCLA geography students. We were near the Sheep Hole
Mountains, near Amboy, and hoofing it across some small sand dunes adjacent to and downwind
from a nameless dry lake bed. We were learning about pickle weed and saltbush. It was too hot
for gloves and I reached under a clump of saltbush barehanded where a scorpion happened to be
was hiding. The critter stung me on the back of my right index finger. It hurt. Dr. Logan told me
to “get over it” and to be more cautious in the future. Meanwhile, my finger swelled into a polish
sausage. The swelling ceased after three or four days, and the pain lasted about a week.

The Lady slowly withdrew from her purse a 4-inch by 5-inch black and white photograph;
seemingly new, but with a nasty tear in its upper right-hand corner. She held the photo delicately
between the pads of her thumb and forefinger. Her nails were painted with some sort of red
translucent sparkle. Back in my high school car club days we used to call that color “candy apple
red.”
She then moved to hand it over to me. This nearly caused a terrible accident, for the driver, who
was apparently overcome by his own curiosity, quickly and carelessly turned his head to glance
down to his left, where my hand was reaching out to receive the photo from The Lady and--at
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that very moment--our van suddenly swerved sharply into the traffic lane of oncoming
headlights.
Alarmed, the two scientists, the rabbi and the priest, simultaneously shouted out to the driver in
three different languages. But their words had hardly passed their lips by the time the driver had
already recovered full control of his vehicle, and was in fact nervously smiling his reassurance to
his passengers into the rear view mirror.
So, by some miracle, having finally arrived into the outskirts of Poona, and thus shaken awaken,
we in the van were suddenly reminded of our mortality and amazed that we were not quite dead
yet. The priest made the sign of the cross.
During the driver’s madcap recovery maneuver The Lady's hand with the photograph protruding
forward and then whipped wildly from left to right and back again as she fought with the other
hand to maintain control over her center of gravity. She was valiant in her determination to
protect her precious photograph from any crushing encounter, apparently at the risk of sacrificing
her own life. Yet despite her efforts to maintain place, poise and dignity The Lady suddenly
slipped anchor and pitched hard once, twice, three times, between the rabbi and the priest. Their
hands were immediately all over her.
At the very end of her long moment of distress, she chose to steady herself by finding my own
right hand with her left, where I managed a death grip the back of my own seat cushion, as she
squeezed hard. Was this yet another test of strength? Will I have to eat more “humble pie”? The
Lady in Black had the grip of a spider monkey and on the back of my hand lingered three round,
blue bruises from her fingertips for days thereafter.
Amazingly the photo of The Princess still secured between her thumb and forefinger survived
that chaotic close encounter undamaged. “That seemed a minor miracle!” I wrote down in my
journal later that evening, in my hotel room.
Her hand thus momentarily rested on my own, and was only ten inches from my face. I saw then
clearly that these were like the unwrinkled hands of a jewelry store mannequin; designed
explicitly for displaying finger rings set with precious stones. That is when I also discovered that
The Lady perfumed her wrist. The scent was indeed peppermint, with an unmistakable hint of
peanut butter. I actually had to suppress a fugitive desire to draw her wrist closer so my lips and
extend my tongue to taste of it.
What cooled my impulse was that beyond the source of this sweet smell I saw there in the web of
soft flesh between thumb and index finger, the unmistakable stamp of a burn scar; both the
remainder and a reminder of some unfortunate encounter in the past with what could only have
been the hot tip of a cigarette.
Although The Lady had intentionally paved over her blemish with some sort of cosmetic cream,
hoping to conceal it, the telltale circle was not completely obscured from my view at such close
quarters. I had seen others like it in cheap bars and tea houses further east in Asia than Poona --
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in rough places like the port of Mokpo, ancient gateway the Southwestern Korean archipelago
into the Yellow Sea.
Such pale circles on brown skins were the familiar maker's marks of sadistic drunken sailors and
sick sex tourists, who discovered halfway around the world in Asia, and far away from whatever
rock it was that they crawled out from under, a perfect canvas to foul with their cruel branding
rituals -- “Kilroy was here.” Most bar girls were too cautious and swift to fall easy victims to
that sort of client abuse, but there were always some caught unawares while serving drinks to
depraved cigarette fiends in public places. Prostitutes locked in rooms with such lunatics found it
more difficult to escape the specter of unwanted, undeserved, branding.

"The Princess!" The Lady announced dramatically, as she passed me her precious photo.
And with those two words The Tattooed Lady then undertook, in a very deliberate manner yet
ever so delicately, to finally transfer the photograph to me. She had ensured that the image of
The Princess Yasmin faced toward me during its slow transit. Sitting there, patiently and
passively waiting the transaction --all anticipation -- I felt bolted to the floor like an ATM
machine.
From what I could see, I was about to receive a glossy black and white print of a beautiful young
face framed in a marvelous tumble of her perfectly teased tresses. This photo en-route between
us of the Princess indeed looked brand new as it approached; as new as if it had been developed
in a miniaturized chemical laboratory entirely hidden away within The Lady’s purse. Meanwhile
the van driver, returning to his reckless ways, was again craning his neck downward to take a
peek. Horns began to honk.
Finally, to ensure the delivery and save my neck, I reached out abruptly to meet the photo halfway, my thumb and forefinger already spread inches apart in anticipation of the transfer.
Although desperately impatient on the inside, I tried to put on a convincing external show of
poise and civility for every attentive passenger in the bus. American men were already
stereotyped as primitive yahoos throughout Asia, and I didn’t want to validate the stereotype by
appearing rude to a Lady in public. I’m sure all the Delegates in the van were wondering if the
clumsy American might drop, crease, scratch or somehow otherwise despoil the shining,
immaculate photo of local royalty with the coarse fingertips of his outstretched hand.
But the exchange again unexpectedly bogged down as the giving hand of The Lady in Black
suddenly stopped moving forward. She began to slowly withdraw the photo in order to gaze at it
herself in nodding approval. Simultaneously she launched into a longwinded digression about the
photo: “The Princess Yasmin is, of course, not so very young today as she seems to appear in
this splendid photograph, yet she remains just as beautiful and generous and beloved as ever …”
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“Just give me the damn photograph!” was my ungrateful thought as I reached out the rest of the
way, masking my impatience with a smile and an enthusiastic “Thank you!” With that, I simply
and abruptly took it from her. Americans are uncivilized.
I turned away from her in case she raised an objection, and so once again faced forward in the
van. In doing so I briefly pausing to glare at the driver. who had resumed gripping the steering
wheel with authority, with his back straight, apparently resigned to now responsibly negotiate the
traffic milling about in the crowded roadway before us.

Then I looked down at the photo of the Princess where I held it suspended halfway between my
chin and my lap, her face facing my own. She was indeed an amazing beauty:

Figure 29.2 The photo of the lovely Princess Yasmin Aga Khan given to me by the tattooed Lady in
Black.

The facial features of the Princess Yasmin were those of a Gitana gracing the cover of a glossy,
elite fashion magazine; beauty not merely captured, but exaggerated, with high and haughty
cheekbones, and wide lips slightly parted and a long row perfect pearly teeth gleaming moviestar white.
Princess Yasmin’s husband’s father’s mother was an Italian ballerina in the Casino at Monte
Carlo before his father, the Third Aga Khan, discovered her and made her also his wife. What
genes this Princess has! Gorgeous genes, as the photo revealed! But alas, what dangerous genes!
So dangerous that I must remind myself to go back and delete a few of the preceding paragraphs
when my journal entry for today is completed. For it might be unsafe not to do so.
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Why? Because the Khans of Poona and their Princes and Princesses have the wealth and power
to squash any cockroach-of-a-disrespectful Yankee the likes of me in a quarter-of-a-second if
they had only half-a-reason -- much less a darn good reason; for example, like fantasizing about
a Royal Princess.
They would not do it – the squashing -- themselves, of course.
Royalty. wherever it prevails worldwide, still has minions and satraps for that sort of stuff.
Indian Royalty in-person would be playing baccarat on the Riviera while neo-Thugs in their
employ would at their bidding be playing whack-a-mole with my head in an alley somewhere
down by the docks in Mumbai.
Or maybe right attempt it right here in Poona! Perhaps even before my ten days were up!
The walls have ears and I fear even my thoughts could be read by occult adepts in such a place,
with so many mystics and fakirs and Gypsies about. Of a billion Indians, how many could read
my mind? Many; I have no doubt! This Lady in Black for one!
So here is a speculative worst-case scenario straight from my journal: “My head will be squashed
like a melon tossed from a vendor’s cart, right here, in some twisted alley in Poona [and] My
killers would be career professionals—Assassins, with a capital ‘A’!”
Here is why: Assassins are real, and rumors are that they have in the past subordinated
themselves to the Khans and do their bidding as an Act of Faith. “Assassins” is supposedly an
English-language word for members of a ninja-like hashshashin sect (and if you say this word
quickly, does it not sound like “Assassin”?).
~
In historical context: The Aga Khans are a Muslim sub-culture with some remarkable
unforgettable attributes. A global Ismaili “community” scattered throughout twenty countries of
Asia and Africa. The Aga Khans are Ismaili religious leaders who are the direct descendants of
Mohamed Himself through the line of Fatima.
By the way, I have met or heard of Gypsy women named “Fatima” in North America. The
Princess Yasmin Aga Khan is not named “Fatima,” but she may be of Gypsy descent through her
mother Rita Hayworth. All this is according to the scholar-Gypsy Dr. Ian Hancock at the
University of Texas. Dr. Hancock is an expert on Romanies (Gypsies/Gitanos) not to mention a
personal friend of the Dalai Lama.
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Figure 29.3 Dr. Ian Hancock, renown scholar-Gypsy and soul-mate of the Dalai Lama.

I would probably be meeting the Dalai Lama myself in a few days, as he was also an Invited
Delegate and a Very Distinguished Speaker at the Maeer’s MIT Meet, where our van was
presently headed. But I am in danger of losing my train of thought.
Suffice it to say: a lot of Gypsies I know and have heard of believe that their ancestors were from
Egypt originally, and it is these among these families and those among them that are fortunetelling specialists that women named “Fatima” are most common . . .
“Happiness: 10, 9, 8, …”.
I invoke this fillip here to help me control my wandering mind, and so I can continue to focus on
the remarkable events that I after arriving in Poona in November of 1996.
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Chapter 30
Assassins!

This chapter, and all the preceding chapters, are fanciful and fatuous, and should not be taken to
be factual, or faction, but fiction: pastiche; bricolage; intertextual referencing run amok;
experimental. Whatever. Astral projection, for example, is not a valuable learning experience,
fun, or even possible. The very thought of it is dangerous. And if any character introduced in this
book resembles a real person, living or dead, take my word for it: the resemblance is purely
coincidental and utterly insignificant.
~
The Aga Khans have palaces not only in Poona but in tens of other cities around the earth. The
Aga Khans are especially big shots in Eastern Africa.
Each male Aga Khan is required for good reason to be “big” --meaning “heavy” -- in the prime
his life (even though when young they are all trim playboy Princes). Heavy and round is good for
Aga Khans; a physical characteristic that indicates wisdom and of leadership ability. By strange
coincidence, male Gypsy leaders in the United States are usually bound by tradition to be big and
round, too, and for the same reasons. I have sometimes watched Rom Gypsy mothers in the USA
sitting on red and purple couches conversing with other women and girls, meanwhile massaging
the heads of their infant babes to make them perfectly round; preparing them for leadership.
Anyway, when the typical Aga Khan moves from one palace to another -- often to celebrate his
birthday -- the Ishmailis including the hashashins hosting the event get out their scales and
weigh their leader when he arrives, sometimes by his private jet, sometimes by luxurious yacht.
And why would they do this?
It is customary.
It is customary for the Faithful locals to match the weight of the current Aga Khan when he
arrives with precious metals and jewels, pound per pound (or kilogram per kilogram in the metric
zones around the world). For example: in Poona, the Aga Khan gets his weight in silver; in
Nairobi he gets his weight in gold; in Dar-al-Salaam he gets it in diamonds, and in Cairo they
match him pound for pound with platinum. Nobody cheats for fear that they may have to answer
to the hashashins.
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If you can believe this: The Aga Khan then takes the piles of silver, gold, diamonds and platinum
and distributes them around the world to the poorer among his faithful followers -- as charity. I
am extremely impressed by even the idea of such grandeur and spectacle, and can hardly
comprehend the reality and significance of it all.
Let’s just say that everybody else around the globe—Christians, Jews, whatever, seem to
mechanically write out personal checks made payable to their religious leaders, and then assume
they have thereby paid their way to heaven after playing their eighteenth hole. How
unimaginative when compared to the convoluted storybook Aga Khan Way of improving the
human condition!

Some of my “hidden agendas” for experiencing Poona in 1996 included gaining access to the
halls of the Palace of these storied Aga Khans. My main agenda, however, was to wander into
the vast public market of Poona to satisfy my curiosity and bear witness the authenticity of the
fabled, notorious, controversial and venerated (by some) “Indian Rope Trick.”
Aficionados of the occult arts like me are open to believing that “The Indian Spectacle of the
Rope” “is no “trick” at all. Instead, it is a remarkable paranormal event that must be experienced
in person through the act of personal pilgrimage and then, even if the experience cannot be
explained, it is anyway open to articulation through interpretation. This was my quest; to
experience “The Spectacle of the Rope” for myself -- and then interpret and write about my
experience. I planned to someday write an auto-ethnography that featured this experience-of-alifetime.
So, as intellectually appealing as Dr. Karad’s Parliament at his MIT was to me when I received
his invitation in the mail, in truth my invitation as an Invited Overseas Delegate was only a good
excuse for me to experience first-hand in India what I preferred to call “The Spectacle of the
Rope.” However, attending the MIT Parliament and witnessing “The Spectacle of the Rope” in
India might prove to be overlapping experiences to the extent that some of the Indian fakirs and
gurus among those Delegates at the Meet might be able to help me in my quest by giving me
advice, insights and more about “The Rope.”
I was in fact on the verge of asking the Lady in Black, who I had just revealed herself to me in
the van to be a gifted “person of power” about it ...
[Journal note to myself: I have a fugitive anecdote that I intended to insert here – something
stored in my memory as profoundly insightful -- but I seem to have misplaced it. Yet it seemed so
important! How could I forget it? Perhaps the Lady in Black has snatched it from me? If so, I
hope it she will return to me before I compile my final draft].
~
Had I not received that anonymous student’s photograph in the mail the back in the early 1990s;
the one with the image of a 1920 poster featuring a stage performance of “The Indian Rope
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Trick” by the magician Hertz, then I would never have become curious about the possibility of
such a thing. And now that I am in India and perhaps on the verge of witnessing it myself! How
strange, this world of meaningful coincidences we all inhabit but are inept to explain.
~
It was now near dark outside the van, and the thick crowds on the poorly lit urban streets were
multiplying and amassing ever-increasingly around us as every instant passed. We pushed ahead
in our dirty white van, and the sound of our horn honking only temporarily parted the masses of
pedestrian India that swarmed ahead of us. The driver was now proceeding very carefully, as if
distracted from duty. His neck craned as he scanned the scene beyond the windshield from left to
right and back again. He applied the automatic window-washer again and again. And to we
progressed slowly through the crowds in our van, like a harmless plankton-eating whale shark
that plows through huge schools of tuna in search one, special plankton.
Nearly everyone right, left, forward and behind our van seemed to be wearing white, which I
heard was proper attire for the bereaved and especially widows. The most colorful dressers in
India seemed to be the Gypsies. But then, as I was filing away these observations in my journal,
we nearly ran down a person wearing black – totally ninja -- who was in the middle of the street
as we approached an intersection. Lucky for him – for I assumed it was a man -- that our vehicle
was moving at a snail’s pace.
That stranger then stopped in his tracks and turned toward our van.
The Lady in Black suddenly shouted out “Move on!” to the driver, but the intersection was
overwhelmed with pedestrian and motorbike traffic and we were forced to entirely stop and wait.
The stranger came closer.
The driver blew his horn three times.
Out in the street the pedestrian approached the van’s passenger side and reached for the door
handle.
“Move on!” “Please! Please!” The Lady shouted again. With that, the van lurched forward again
causing the aggressive dark stranger outside to temporarily lose his footing, and also his grip on
the door handle. Back on his feet, he trotted after our van.
“Please!” squealed The Lady; quite alarmed, now. Whoever it was outside had caught up with us
again, and stood my window peering in. It was a man! His face, inches from my own, was black
as coal, and he had a long mustache. His brow was furrowed and his eyelids mere slits. His nose
flared. He was breathing hard and looked angry and desperate.
The photo of the Princess meanwhile rested, face down, on my lap and between my elbows. My
arms were tense and rigid. My palms faced down, one upon each thigh. My eyes were tracking
the movements of the searching eyes of the man outside. Suddenly his eyes found and fell upon
The Lady in Black, seated behind me, who was barely visible in the darkness inside the van
where she had sunk about as far as she could into her seat between the priest and the rabbi. They
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peered down at her and at each other and at the dark face peering through the window of the
sliding door, and at the lock that prevented his attempted entry into our van.
I was tense and shifted my weight right and left on the bench seat. Meanwhile I was squeezing
both of my thighs quite hard. I was alert and prepared for action, but yet was attentive to not
damage the photo during my restless bout of anxiety. Alas, and suddenly, the photo was gone. It
had apparently dropped to the floor near my feet and was no longer secure in my lap. Before I
could twist myself into position to look down into the darkness and retrieve it, our van had come
to a complete stop once more. Meanwhile the stranger’s hand had again found the outside handle
to the side door of the van, and he was tugging on it violently.
Might this then be an Assassin? And who was he after?

Just minutes earlier I was gently holding in my hand the glossy photo of the Princess Yasmin,
which was on loan to me from the Tattooed Lady in Black in the seat behind me, and whose
breath I could feel on the back of my neck, and wondering if Rita Hayworth knew what she was
getting into when she married Aly Aga Khan, whose father was the hereditary boss of the
Islamic Ishmaili's hashashin (Assassin) secret society. Now it seemed I was facing one through
my thin, glass window. Would I be on the receiving end of a bullet in the face? Probably not.
The prey of real Assassins suffered more exotic deaths, with the emphasis on suffered.
Pundits have reported over the decades that the preferred ritual way Assassins killed their
enemies in the service of the Aga Khans for over 49 generations was to – wait for it:
bury …
them …
alive …
upside …
down!
I wonder if they might also do that to me once they found out I had touched, then lost, the photo
of the Princess Yasmin? Worse, perhaps, should they discovered my elaborate notes on
hashashin cult secrets to be found in the pages of my field journal?
Or would they just slowly, methodically crush my skull, as I earlier speculated they might do –
even though their killer-cult had a ritual aversion to promoting bloodshed in the performance of
their duties.
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She, Rita Hayworth, the Hollywood actress, probably thought she was at the top of her game
while pursuing her relationship with the Prince Aga Khan the playboy. Isn’t that what
Hollywood actresses do? Seek fame, notoriety and wealth? History reveals however that once
Rita actually married the Aga Khan she became relegated to being a blip-on-the-edge-of-theradar-screen operated by the powerful and secretive Islamic sect she married into. Most
Americans did not even know what an Ishmaelite was at the time of their marriage. Most remain
clueless to this day.
The possibility that Rita was a Romani adds some irony to this bizarre marriage to the extent that
The Aga Khans are Ishmaelite, or Ismaili, and the speculation the Romanies might be
“descended from the Ishmaelite” is one of the more exotic yet possible origin stories told about
their mysterious race by those who have studied them ...
What goes around comes around, I guess.
And though it is all very confusing, the Ismaili had early direct connections with Cairo in
Ancient Egypt, which they maintain to this day. For example, Cairo in Egypt is where the
Assassins go through a lot of their secret training (The “Nine Circles of Initiation” and more).
Have I revealed too much? [I must remind myself to edit this incendiary detail out of my autoethnography before publication].
I wonder if Rita ever discovered that her husband was sent to live for several years in Cairo as a
youngster -- just past puberty -- to go through intensive training in the Ishmaili’s’ Mysteries,
which included both sexual training by the Great Madams of Cairo (who have apparently taught
the Aga Khans for centuries how to discipline the mind over matter during intimate encounters).
Maybe this is more than my readers want to know? Maybe not. Perhaps it relates to the Lady in
Black? Maybe not.
Anyway, wherever the Aly Aga Khan was when growing up, we may assume he was guarded,
protected and educated by hashashin men – and women. I should add here, because it is widely
rumored, that while the use of hashish and hypnosis in conjunction with leadership skills is
rumored to be have been part of this training, it has never been proved. Why? Because
impertinent curious outsiders trying to penetrate the secrets of the hashashin Mysteries over the
centuries have just about all end up buried alive in holes.
Upside down.
Dr. Irving Henry Brown, researching Gypsies in North Africa, in a café on the “Old Mountain”
overlooking Tangier, wrote this about his own hashish experience:
The third stage is called the kief. A coolness and a delicious languor steal over the limbs.
Reclining and closing the eyes one still retains consciousness, but his thoughts wander in an
immense reverie. His body ceases to exist; he has become a pure spirit … his feelings are
increased a hundredfold. He is borne aloft by the winged horse, Alborak, to glorious realms of
the dark-haired maidens of incredible beauty … [and] When the effects have disappeared …
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Brown goes on to describe how the hashish experience effects mock space and time and implies
how at the kief level the experience erases any memory of the roads traveled under its influence.
How convenient for anyone who might not otherwise be saddled with guilt.
~
The Victorian poet-adventurer Richard Burton was perhaps One Western explorer with
“impertinent curiosity” about the Ishmaili secrets that escaped the Khan’s hashashin. His draft
manuscript on his extensive and intimate experiences, detailing his training among the
hashashimites and the Madams of Cairo were, unfortunately, burned by his wife, Isabel, upon Sir
Richard’s death.
We can only imagine what really went on, or how and why he survived to write about it. Maybe
Isabel was in fact an agent for the Aga Khans?

In India, where Gypsies since ancient times have been employed as tattooists, the tattoo of a
scorpion is not uncommon. Given the large size of the human population on the subcontinent,
and the abject poverty of the vast majority, it makes sense to have scorpions who – if folklorists
are correct -- are said to function to protect the poor from vermin.
Obviously the image of a scorpion is not a mark worn by the higher castes. And the image is
always found on or beneath the calf where slum vermin dwell. This is, except among prostitutes
who -- unlike most Indians who must hustle on their feet dawn to dusk to survive--spend much
of their time in small, dark rooms in the supine position. In this social environment amidst
squalor the scorpion tattoo can be found on the female human body in other locations; the
shoulder, the nape of the neck, and elsewhere as you might imagine.
The cherry, in stark contrast, is a tattoo motif absolutely unknown in India—though, as
coincidence would have it, was very popular among the prostitutes in Le Havre and other
Atlantic and Baltic ports from Lisbon to Leningrad during late Victorian times.a
Which brings me back to contemplating the Lady in Black, whose oddly juxtaposed tattoo of a
coal black scorpion clutching a bright red cherry adorned the inside of her left ankle. Did she hail
from Le Havre? That enigmatic image, juxtaposing the sweet with the distasteful, had spellbound
the rabbi, the Catholic priest, me, and perhaps our driver for hours while she slept (or did she?)
during the last legs of our long climb from Mumbai to Poona.
~
Anyway, she remained inside my head for days after our van arrived in Poona. I had come a long
way and over five decades on my way to encounter her, and having done so, it had been four
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days since I had last laid eyes on her. And yet her mysteries were still gnawing away at me inside
my head as I went about my business as a MIT Parliamentarian.

A lot had happened since we had parted ways on the night of our arrival by van to Poona:
The dark, mustached man who had hounded our van through central Poona turned out to be her
husband, and she was his runaway bride. Their wedding had been arranged by their parents and
the newlyweds were still adjusting to each other.
At least this is what he told the policeman who had flagged down our van in route to Maeer’s
MIT, and who had to physically extract her from the van against her will.
The Lady in Black had then emerged from the van after a struggle and crying but spoke not one
word to the policemen in protest against the behavior or any convoluted claims being made there
by her husband. He reported that he had only recently discovered that she was deranged and that
she lived under the false impression that she was a Bollywood actress whose career was built
around portraying the Princess Yasmin. She even carried around a photo of the Princess in her
purse. They had fought over that photo and when he tried to take it from her, a corner was ripped
off. This small damage had so enraged her that she immediately ran off, again, to Poona.
Her dark veil and patrician mannerisms were part of a costumed performance she had concocted
to hide her real identity from strangers during her getaway. So: after all was said and done The
Lady in Black was simply a self-deluding housewife and her antics were hard for her new
husband to abide, what with her always running off to Poona to flee her imprisonment inside
their connubial apartment in Mumbai.
Her husband in front of us all threatened to handcuff her to their new industrial washing machine
on their return to Mumbai. Her claimed he had chased our MIT van all the way from there to
Poona, and had finally caught up with us where we were now gathered on this very street
surrounded by a curious crowd.
So it seemed that almost everything had I assumed about The Lady in Black after she had
entered the van from in front of that luxury hotel was a concoction created by my testosterone
and imagination working overtime. To top it off, with her veil removed it was clear his wife was
no adult “lady” but instead, a teenager – and not from Le Havre.
After the husband had concluded his report to the satisfaction of the policeman, the policeman
officially turned possession of the runaway back over to her husband, whereupon they proceeded
to walk away. We five Delegates and our chauffeur stood outside the sliding side door of our van
and watched them depart.
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The husband had a firm grasp on his young wife’s upper arm as he roughly pushed her away
from us and into the Poona night. Every one of us but our chauffeur bid a quick adieu to her
backside as she vanished into the pedestrian crowd.
~
Since it was getting late, our driver opted to take us to our pre-arranged lodgings in Poona rather
than drive us to Maeer’s MIT to pick up our official Invited Delegates’ elaborate badges and
welcome packets. We could each do that for ourselves the next day; the first official day of the
Meet. Transportation from our dispersed lodging places to the Meet had already been arranged
As I stepped back into the van and before sitting down I scanned the floor where I expected the
photo of the Princess Yasmin must have fallen, but it was not there. In the aftermath of the
detailed story told to the policeman by the husband of the Lady in Black, a story that had popped
the balloon of my romantic fantasies, part of me no longer even cared about the whereabouts of
condition of that photograph anymore.
My hotel, as it turned out, was but a block away. Arriving there in front of my rather fancy
accommodation, I thanked the driver and bid adieu to my fellow Delegates and turned to face the
chaotic nightlife of a bustling Indian city entirely on my own.
I briefly stood there on the sidewalk and appraised the scene, leading with my nose; there were
so many rich, unusual smells to sort out: Curry and jackfruit and incense, for example, that set
Poona apart from Mokpo, Detroit and Tijuana, among other memorable cities, visited in my past
experience. With suitcase in hand, I took a deep breath and then climbed the wide steps toward
the hotel’s glass lobby doors through which, still at a distance, I could well make out an
impressive chandelier dangling low, brightly reflecting on its thousands of crystal facets the
royal colors of red, white and gold.
In just fifteen steps I had moved from the intimate enclosure of the departed van and waded
through a narrow river of humanity, then walked up some white marble hotel steps where a
costumed doorman now held open a fancy door that invited me into a quiet, cozy auberge. The
décor there featured a bit of 18th-century British colonial grandeur. I paused to get my bearings.
I was sleepier more than hungry, and so rather than immediately sit down and order dinner I
continued walking on thick carpet till I reached the hotel desk, signed in (a tedious process), and
finally picked up my keys and took the elevator to my room.
Frankly, my motel room in Eugene during the failed interview was better appointed. The hotel
bed was remarkably narrow and comically short. There was no Magic Fingers box on the
nightstand, and probably no book of Mormon in the nightstand drawer. I didn’t know for sure
because the drawer was jammed shut.
As I removed my clothes I found a small, square piece of fancy cardboard, about the size of a
business card, in my shirt pocket. One side of the card was black and the other white. There was
nothing written upon either, no logo, nothing. I was too tired to search my memory for how it got
there.
~
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That night I dreamed “Scorpions” and relived some of my high school car club days.

Figure 30.1 “Scorpions” car club plaques back in the day. Were they ghosts in a phantasmal
dreamscape I had wandered into by mistake or coincidence?

And now, already seven days later, and fast becoming accustomed to my new surroundings, I
was in search of the biggest outdoor market I could find; this, in hopes of fulfilling the hidden
agenda among my list of things to do in Poona – finding an authentic fakir or guru with – even
among fakirs and gurus – an especially exotic specialization; for it was my mindset today to feast
my eyes on the “miracle” of the Indian Rope Trick.
Perhaps you have heard of The Miraculous Indian Rope Trick? The Unbelievable Indian Rope
Trick? The Preposterous Indian Rope Trick? The Impossible Indian Rope Trick? It has been
called all of these things. Curiosity-seekers from around the world who have in the past travelled
to India. A few of them have claimed to have witnessed the rope trick performed there “before
their very eyes!” and always in expansive outdoor settings: temple gates, public markets and
such. However, their claims were invariably made in newspapers and travel journals and have
always been debunked by scholars and scientific skeptics as fraudulent.
Few, if any, Americans these days are even interested in the possibility that the Indian rope trick
yet exists and remains accessible. Witnessing the rope trick today is a bigger geographical
challenge than it ever was. Assuming it existed and still exists, it was no doubt practiced much
more often in the past than in the present. Anyone who goes looking to experience it – me, for
example -- must first find it. And then, having found it, that person may have to have to request
permission and perhaps pay to witness the “event.” That permission and payment would have to
circumvent the government, whose representatives adamantly deny that the “Spectacle of the
Rope” even exists, or ever did. Why would they deny it? There are many reasons. For one,
several accounts of the event – let’s just call it what it is; a “cultish ritual” -- involve the sacrifice
of a child, always a boy.
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Would a secretive cult responsible for preserving the practice of the ancient Indian Ritual of the
Rope and pledged to protect the “purity” of the tradition from outside contamination permit an
American to witness its performance? I had my doubts.
The “Mystery of the Rope” is not an educational side-show or a political football like the popular
touring mandala-making-monks from Tibet. Many university campuses have hosted their
“spectacle,” where of seven Tibetan monks who have journeyed out of South Asia to tour the
college circuit from Sorbonne, to Oxford, to Cambridge, to Harvard, to Yale, perhaps then to
Princeton, and then on to Stanford, supported in each case by a stipend spread over sixteen
weeks, to patiently pour forth day-after-day in small quantities an accumulation of colored grains
of sand to form over time a spectacular ten-foot–in-diameter Mandala that is immediately
destroyed in climactic a public ceremony completion. Now that’s educational entertainment!
In contrast, The Spectacle of the Rope, or “Rope Trick” as it is commonly vulgarized by its
detractors as if it was a tent act on a carnival midway, is assumed to once have been an authentic,
local, occult tradition in parts of India where it still may exist. Moreover, prior to Modernity, the
Ritual of the Rope was apparently a more widespread and popular folkway, with instances
recorded in China as well. This indicates origins in a common worldview about relations
between Heaven, Earth and Humankind; part of core shared human perception that centered on a
mythical Mount Meru, a peak so high it reached the Milky Way, thus forming a conduit for a
profound cosmic intercourse between Heaven and Earth, with humanity somewhere in-between.
The Maeer’s MIT campus is constructed on and thus “empowered by” this ideal cosmic
architecture.
My working assumption in Poona in 1996 was that observing the Spectacle of the Rope, should I
be Lucky enough to do so, would be a rare privilege and so I looked forward with adventure in
mind to interacting with fakirs and their cultish protégées (perhaps Thugs and dacoits) and
whomever had pledged themselves to carrying down the traditions of the ceremony through the
centuries. These cultists and their militias I imagined might be somehow historically connected
to the Romanies in the West, and especially with those in the USA like Tom Nicholas and his
family, whose extended family members included some older women who indulged in occult
practices; for example, throwing curses with dramatic results.
The American Heritage Dictionary writes that a “fakir” is “a Muslim or Hindu mendicant monk
who is regarded as a holy man.” Those who speculate that Indian fakirs are the wellspring of
Gypsies in the West argue mainly their correspondences in lifestyles, for example as itinerant
magicians and wonder-workers -- but also as predatory Thug-like dacoits; some ethnic, some
not.
It is in relation to their corresponding “wonder-workings” that I fixed all of my efforts for this
one day in Poona in search of the Spectacle of the Rope. Others had tried: There are accounts of
entrepreneurial fakirs in India who have failed to perform the Mysteries of the Rope in front of
entrepreneurial skeptics and scientists gathered to observe the spectacle and report and/or record
their observations and experiences.
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Their expectations of failure were consistently rewarded in these instances. Why? Perhaps
because of what scientists call “confirmation bias”: Both adepts (aka fakirs, gurus, magicians)
practicing rites, rituals, and tricks as paranormal events and skeptics in search of exposing their
fraudulent truth claims fall victim to “a fallacy of selective thinking” that can control their hearts
and minds. They “see” what they want to see, or they fail to see what they believe is impossible.
of as “believers.” There is also the possibility that elaborate ruses are occasionally staged by the
fakirs and deliberately fail in order to perpetuate the belief among skeptics that the Ritual of the
Rope is a fraud rather than reality.
"The greatest trick the Devil ever pulled was convincing the world he didn't exist." – The Usual Suspect,

1995.
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Chapter 31
At the End of My Rope

(Those five pages of my field journal are still missing at this point. This is the last chapter and so
… I will still try to reconstruct the missing pages from memory -- but so far my memory,
heretofore excellent, fails me. If my father were still alive perhaps he could easily help me
retrieve the details through hypnosis. But now I am near convinced that the Lady in Black might
have erased or stolen some of my key memories along the road to Poona? What if she was not in
fact a runaway? Did the Lady mesmerize me with her scorpion tattoo in the van in order to steal
key elements of my memory and flee the scene in an elaborate ruse featuring a fake chauffeur
and an invented husband? Is that what the red cherry is all about? Wizards at war, gaining
control over me, and her theft of my thoughts? It’s in confusing times like these that I sure miss
my Dad … ‘Happiness, 10, 9, 8 …’.”
The Philosopher’s Meet had reached the climax of its distinguished speaker agenda. The Dalai
Lama was scheduled to be addressing the audience in the early afternoon. I anticipated that by
sitting as close as possible to the raised platform at the front of the big tent as possible, I might
not miss a word of his presentation.
My own presentation several days earlier on campus was in a fancy meeting room of modest size
attached to a reception hall at the top of marble steps leading into the engineering school. In
contrast, the grander presentation venue provided for the more prominent speakers -- the gurus
and holy men and women accompanied by many attendants, disciples and followers -- including
and especially the Dalai Lama, was in a great tent temporarily constructed at the center of the
MIT campus. Inside, this tent these speakers, both men and women, sat before microphones,
standing or sitting atop a broad, low platform facing a canopied arena equipped with large,
portable amplifiers and a thousand or more folding chairs.
Of course, among the nearly 300 Invited Delegates roaming the halls and grounds of Maeer’s
MIT every day during the Meet were those four who had accompanied me in the van from
Mumbai to Poona nearly a week previous, on the day following my arrival to India. I was able to
briefly chat with only one of these four during the busy days during the week scheduled for the
Parliament, and that was the rabbi. He told me his experience in Poona and at during the Meet
was generally positive -- but had begun with a terrible experience on the night that our van had
arrived. His wallet had been stolen.
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He discovered it missing after the van had dropped him off at the home of the prominent Jewish
family in Poona that had volunteered to host him for a week as an important Invited Delegate to
the Maeer’s MIT Meet. Apparently Poona has been a safe zone for Jews in India for centuries.
He told me that an impressive Jewish synagogue built nearly 150 years ago– now a landmark
building – was in Poona. It was the largest Jewish synagogue in Asia outside of Israel.
Anyway, as he unpacked his suitcase in preparation to join his hosts for dinner, it was then he
discovered his wallet had gone missing. He had secured it on the button-down inside pocket of
his suit coat on the day we traveled from Mumbai to Poona.
Needless to say, his first night in Poona was a nightmare. He could not sleep through his stress.
The next morning, first thing, he and the Maeer’s MIT campus police located and inspected the
van -- to no avail. The chauffer of that van was also interviewed at length later that morning. The
search was to no avail. The rabbi’s wallet had seemingly vanished into thin air.
That’s when suspicion began to fall on the other passengers in the van. We were all scheduled
for a police interview although we didn’t know it. At the top of the interview list was The Lady
in Black, who had sat next to the rabbi. She was already determined to be the most likely
suspect when the investigation took an unexpected turn that validated that suspicion: The
Catholic priest Delegate in our van reported that his wallet had also gone missing; apparently lost
or stolen on the first night of his arrival to Poona. He also was seated next to the Lady.
Police in Mumbai were immediately alerted. They discovered that the address of the Lady’s
apartment in Mumbai, given to the policeman who had stopped the van to retrieve the runaway
bride, was bogus. Also, that particular policeman, and his incident report, could not be located.
These events and their implications made my head spin.
~
My encounter with the Dalai Lama turned out to far exceed my high expectations. It wasn’t so
much what he said that day, but what he did that amounted to an and unexpected and surreal
experience for me. His Holiness entered the great tent and was greeted with a thunderous
applause. He slowly approached the speaking platform walking from the back of the tent to the
front via the aisle to my left. I was seated in the first row of chairs among other Invited Overseas
Delegates, and near the center.
He stepped up to the platform and took a seat behind a wide table next to the presentation
podium. After some lengthy introductions, he stood at the podium himself and began to speak
……
~
I forgot to mention that the previous day there had been a book riot at the Meet. A female guru’s
generosity triggered a stampede from her followers at the rear of the great tent to the platform
where she was standing, having just finished her speech. On a table next to her was a large
cardboard box containing copies of her latest book, which her attendants had only moments
earlier delivered onstage. She had just held one book up high so the entire audience could see it,
and announced its publication date was coordinated with her conference presentation date, and
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that she had brought fifty specially printed and numbered first editions to give away free to
members of the audience, first come, first served – at which point she quickly departed the stage.
And for a good reason as I soon discovered.
I was seated in the third row from the front facing the speaker’s platform in the special section of
folding chairs reserved for “Invited Overseas Delegates.” The guru walked briskly off the stage
and out of the tent through a canvas seam that parted directly behind the platform to facilitate her
exit. Meanwhile the noisy surge of the crowd from the back to the front of the great tent pushed
me forward, and onto and over collapsing chairs upon the stage. Onstage there was already a
mob surrounding the cardboard box, and a sea of raised hands grasped for free copies of the
guru’s book held in the hands of her desperate attendants, who were trying to keep from tripping
and falling beneath the crushing crowd and onto the plywood platform amidst collapsed table,
chairs, microphones and electric cords.
I was at the vortex of this melee but had thus far escaped injury. Glancing backward over my
shoulder just as I was being shoved off the back of the platform and out of via that convenient
seam in the tent I could see chaos unfolding behind me. Those who were not so lucky as I were
tripping and falling and cursing and screaming. Where I had been standing safely only seconds
before, others had collapsed like tenpins to become bloodied and broken by the scrambling feet
of the trampling herd. I was horrified by it all even though relieved to have emerged unscathed
from the dangerous interior of the tent and arrived to the relative safety of the lawn outside.
What was most peculiar was that I had emerged clutching one of the guru’s prized free books in
my right hand.
~
I spent a sleepless night in my hotel room reliving the riot and thanking my lucky stars for my
safe escape. Eventually I opened a bottle of beer and leafed through the guru’s “holy” book that
had hours earlier ignited so much pain and suffering. Not written in English, the contents were
gibberish to me. The illustrations were crappy. And there were no maps. Could it be that the
terrifying book riot was much ado about nothing?
The next morning when I left my room to return to the final day of the week-long Philosophers
Meet, I took the guru’s book with me, intending to give it away like the proverbial “monkey’s
paw” to the first person I met when I arrived back on the MIT campus. However, the male
elevator operator recognized the book author’s name on the book cover, and he was apparently a
very big fan of that particular guru. In fact, he made such a scene about the significance of the
book that by the time the elevator reached the hotel lobby and its doors parted, I just handed it
over to him on my way out. He was ecstatic. I was rid of the unlucky book. All’s well ends well.
My mind at that point was anyway preoccupied with contemplating the agenda scheduled for the
great tent for that final day of the Philosophers Meet. The Dalai Lama would be speaking at midday. I wanted to be sure to get a front row seat.
~
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If you have never seen the Dalai Lama in person, you might be as impressed as I was that day by
the size of his head. It is huge in proportion to his body. Perhaps that accounts for his superior
wisdom, real or perceived. It was shaped like a jackfruit.
Security on the MIT campus was heavier than on any previous day, no doubt because of the
prominence of His Holiness, the scheduled Key Speaker -- but also to prevent another book riot.
The Meet coincided with the publishing of the Dalai Lama’s autobiography titled Freedom in
Exile (1996). His presentation had concluded and as he was just sitting down at the table next to
the podium amidst some confusion on stage to prepare to sign copies of Freedom and other
books he had written for members of the audience. A bit of confusion persisted on stage. It was
apparent to me, sitting there in the front row just a few yards away, that the Dalai Lama had
brought no pen with him.
I immediately stood and leaned forward over the front of the platform to offer him my own ballpoint pen. One of his assistants or bodyguards there took it from me and handed it to His
Holiness, who looked it over carefully. It was a ten cent Paper~Mate™ “Write Brothers’ pen,
and manufactured in the U.S.A. Whereupon he looked kindly upon me and then sat down to
begin autographing audience copies of his books. This continued for perhaps ten minutes, at
which point his MIT hosts including Dr. Karad arrived onstage to escort him out of the great tent
and to a series of closing ceremonies that would conclude both the day’s activities and the
Philosophers Meet.
After he had signed the book in hand and was standing to leave, he looked down from the
platform, again kindly, to where I was seated. He handed my pen to his attendant, who promptly
returned it to me where I stood at the edge of the platform. By then the Dalai Lama and his party
had departed the great tent via that seam behind the platform.

Figure 31.1 The Dalai Lama (3rd from left) and Dr. Karad (at right) amidst dignitaries during closing
ceremonies at the World Philosophers Meet, Poona, 1996.
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~
The story of my encounter with the Dalai Lama doesn’t end there. It continues in a most bizarre
fashion after I return from the Philosophers Meet to Toledo. As I unload all my conference notes
and materials from my book bag onto my desktop in my office, the very last item I retrieve is the
pen that I had loaned to the Dalai Lama and which he kindly had returned to me [A lesson
learned: If you can’t trust the Dalai Lama who can you trust?]
The entire next week I was playing catch-up at my university and overwhelmed with busy work.
I had many documents to sign. There were several pens available on my desk, but as it happened
I was using primarily the pen I used in Poona. Granted; it was just a dime store Paper-Mate™
pen, but it wrote well and I expected it to dry up soon as is the case with all dime store pens. I
used it daily for several more weeks and day after day it wrote on and on like the energizer
bunny. What a Lucky guy I was, to own a cheap pen with such stamina!
Several months later the pen still wrote on, and moreover it wrote as well as when it was new!
Why did this pen not run dry? Curious, I began to deliberately use this pen exclusively from that
day forward, just to test its against-all-odds longevity. A year passed; then two. The pen wrote
on. It was like a magic purse: it gave and it gave and there was no end to its giving.
It was a magic pen. I began to discuss its magic with my colleagues at work, and I brought the
topic up in my classes. I wanted to share the good news: This cheap ball point pen (I held it up in
front of my classes) had been held by the Dalai Lama for only ten minutes, and for several years
thereafter, despite constant use, it never ran dry of ink. I didn’t pass the pen around in class for
fear that someone might steal it.
But no one – no colleagues, no students – agreed with me that I was a Lucky guy. Instead they
all began to think that I was losing my mind. This possibility gave me some pause, so I decided
to put the pen in a sandwich bag and put the sandwich bag in a manila folder labeled “magic
pen.” Then I put the folder in a file drawer and there it has remained going on twenty years.
From where I sit right now I can reach over to a tall, steel file cabinet adjacent to my desk and
pull open the second drawer from the bottom and retrieve my “magic pen” file folder. But I do
not.
I continue to resist the temptation to open that file drawer and to remove the plastic bag from the
folder, and remove my magic pen from the plastic bag and in order to test it. No: What I plan to
do is to wait until I retire and clean out my office. At that time, I will retrieve the pen and write
“Welcome to Poona!” on a clean sheet of paper and then tape this message to the outside of my
office door when I close it for the last time behind me.
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Have you heard this one?
Holmes and Watson went camping in Sherwood Forest. It was a clear and peaceful day. They built
a fire, Gypsy-style, and Holmes detailed the origin of the snottum while the pot suspending from it
proceeded to boil.

Figure 31.2 A snottum dangles a stockpot over a campfire. Gypsies of the New Forest rural region in
England crafted them from iron. They could be used to bore holes for tent pegs and as defensive weapons
against packs of wild animals and human hostiles.

The stars were bright and the half-moon rising when they retreated into their tent.
Dawn was still hours off when Holmes suddenly shook Watson awake.
“Wake up, Watson! Look up at the stars and tell me quickly. What do you see?”
Immediately alert, Watson peered around himself then skyward.
“I see,” he began, “stars – a multitude of stars there, and … “he paused briefly, then continued:
“they are surrounded I assume, by more multitudes of planets; many much like ours: green and
lush, with deep forests much like the one we now inhabit … and … one possibly teeming with a
form of humanity, just as we are … don’t you agree?”
Holmes laughed out loud!
“Watson, you damned fool! Somebody stole our tent!”
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The traditional Indian rope “trick” has often been reported yet has never been known to have
been visually recorded and authenticated by any sort of modern technological device. All eyewitness accounts are anecdotal, either told orally or written down. All of these accounts have
been reported after-the-fact by those who have claimed to have been fortunate enough observe
the trick firsthand. So how do we know it is a trick?
As my journal reports, I am presently in Poona moving about along the fringes of a huge,
crowded outdoor marketplace, expecting to experience “the real thing” sometime around dusk.
The elevator operator back at the hotel had confided this information to me the morning after I
had encountered the Dalai Lama, for he felt he owed me a great favor in exchange for the book
gift. So, purely on a whim, I asked him to divulge to me -- if he knew -- the secret of where and
when I might observe “the Spectacle of the Rope.” I had thought that locating a performance of
the Ritual of the Rope would be a difficult task, but in a convoluted way my discovering the
location seemed predestined.
So I am now adrift in this surging public marketplace because I had done for him what he
himself called “the greatest of favors” and so he had asked me – begged me in fact -- “What
great favor can I do for you in return?” So I told him about this marvelous and magical event I
had heard about and wanted to see while in India. It was said to be a trick kept secret from
Europeans.
Although the elevator operator claimed he didn’t himself believe in the Spectacle of the Rope he
acknowledged that it existed, then revealed to me a place in Poona might I could go to observe
and experience it for myself. I believe him without a doubt. The planets were sill lining up for
me! Events were not unfolding far beyond my knowledge and control. I decided to simply go
with the flow. “You must be very careful!” were the last words he said to me before the elevator
doors closed. I thought I would never see him again.
~
Poona is only medium-sized Indian city, yet it seemed to me in 1996 to be like a human ant farm
inside a great maze. I suppose all Indian cities -- and probably all Asian cities -- would seem to
be at first overpopulated and maze-like to a perfect stranger, and although I was far from
“perfect” on that last day in Poona, I most certainly was a “stranger.”
Many amazing cities in the industrialized world can be cosmopolitan and yet do not have much
of a storied past; New York for example. In Asia, many cities do have long roots leading into the
distant past. Poona is one of these.
In Poona, wandering down any one side street can become a spiraling, spell-binding journey into
the yesteryear. For a foreigner and a stranger on an occult quest like me such a journey can lead
to romance or end up as a rat trap. What would it become for me today? I had already been
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waylaid by a unique Lady in Black -- who turned out to be a common runaway wife. I think she
was.
I knew I was approaching the market center because all my senses told me so: my nose could
smell it coming, my eyes could see the colors multiply with each step, my ears could hear the
vendors’ cries rising in their strange, self-orchestrated cacophony above the traffic noises. And
the press of so many bodies passing by told me by touch alone that I was trapped in an aorta
pulsing with life and being pulled into the Great Heart of one of the oldest shared human
experiences on Earth – The Spectacle of the Rope!
I felt myself being sucked now by my impertinent curiosity to the black hole of space/time
convergence where the performance, the Ritual of the Rope, would take place. An immobilized
crowd thickened ahead and had its back to me. They were chanting in rhythm, which was no
doubt part of a frenetic prelude to an expected, climactic phenomenon about to occur in front of
them -- but which yet remained hidden from my own view.
This must be the place! I had finally arrived: unexpected, uninvited and a stranger from abroad,
and perhaps about now and finally to witness Spectacle of the Rope for myself. But I was
terribly anxious that I had arrived too late to be able to work myself to the front of the dense,
encircling crowd still blocking my view!
~
“Away!” came suddenly a shrill shout, accompanied by the rude and painful blow of a crude
baton hard upon my chest. During my eight days in Poona I had never once been intentionally
touched by a local resident much less physicall assaulted like this in a public place.
“You cannot be here!” my aggressor continued: “Go away! Go back to your hotel!”
He was a small, thin, dark man, in a ragged costume that was a caricature of the official uniforms
worn by members of police force in Poona. I had seen many of the authentic uniforms during the
past week, and only yesterday in the great tent. And here standing between me and the object of
my attention and desire was this self-deluded crazed man who was accosting me as would an
angry policeman just short of my goal.
What was he doing carrying a cudgel about and striking strangers in the center of the public
market? What was his authority to stand in my way?
“You will never leave Poona alive!” he shouted at me, as he lifted his cudgel to strike me again.
His face was yellow, his eyes were red and bulging, and his hair was long and matted. With that
the clear sky erupted in a deafening, bewildering thunderclap!
And then, suddenly, the lunatic was swept away by a coddling crowd of hooded vendors that just
happened to be passing by. My last glimpse of him revealed that he was being borne aloft by his
compatriots, and fast fading away into the distance, with one hand held high still clutching his
cudgel, and his red eyes boring into me.
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Another guru! Where were the real police? This madman had intimidated and actually struck
hard with his cudgel a perfect stranger before being swiftly yet ceremoniously removed, excused,
forgiven and apparently even respected for his bad behavior. Or was this all part of the Ritual of
the Rope; a prelude of sorts?
It seemed like everyone in the market crowd had been engaged in some sort of secret conspiracy
against me as I arrived closer and closer to succeeding in my quest to experience the Ritual of the
Rope. Then came the thunderclap from nowhere. And in that instant the madman who attacked
me was gone – vanished -- and everyone in the marketplace had resumed their positions, as if
nothing of consequence had occurred!
So, now in the sudden absence of resistance, I continued to gravitate toward my goal. The crowd
before me, still chanting, had turned passive toward my presence -- and even invitingly began to
beckon me toward the center of the circle. Slowly the minions of the Ritual of the Rope parted
before me to the right and to the left as I advanced to the front of those zealots who formed the
innermost center of their sacred ritual site.
I must have passed a penultimate test of some kind and been judged worthy again to ride the
cosmic rails to their fated destination. The yellow-faced madman in blue was like the Lady in
Black and not unlike the airport police at Schiphol in Amsterdam. All were gatekeepers. The
cudgel to my chest! All part of the show! My ticket had been stamped!
Astral projection is a pilgrimage of witnessing at the Threshold of the Ultimate Ride of Passage.
Its experience is a quest towards convergence. The quest follows a path through of concentric
circles linked by meaningful coincidences, where each circle leading to another reveals its own
heavily guarded secret gate. Clunk. The turnstile is unlocked. You may pass now.
My chest was in pain, and my hand was upon it where the mark of the dirty cudgel remained, in
dark, grimy contrast to the white shirt I wore. My hand remained there as I stood motionless in
the street, catching my breath and recovering my composure as the pain gradually receded. I felt
then something small and square inside my shirt pocket.
~
I remove it. It is the black and white card that had mysteriously appeared there on evening I
checked into my hotel. It was damaged by the cudgel blow to my chest. Now there was a visible
crease across the center of the card. I brought the card closer to my nose. It was a perfume card
and the scent hidden inside the card was now released by the cultist’s violent blow to my chest
above my heart. It smells of the wrist of the Lady in Black. Peppermint and peanut butter. She
must have placed it in my shirt pocket as she drew close to me while being forcible extricated in
tears from the Maeer’s MIT van but that policeman who released her into the custody of her
abusive husband.
Yes! My ticket to ride had been stamped! My knees feel weak. I return the perfume card to
where she had placed it, near to my heart. I no longer can think straight. I am becoming dizzy
from the scent of the perfume and the noisy confusion of the marketplace and heat of the day,
and the lingering pain of the breathtaking blow of the Ticketmaster’s Cudgel.
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It is at that moment that I break through the inner circle of the crowd surrounding the spot, the
site, reserved for the Ritual of the Rope. Having reached my destination, I am now stopped in my
tracks by something large and sticky that has attached itself to the sole of my left shoe. I am
stuck right where I stand and am surrounded by a cistern of staring eyes. If these are then
witnesses to the performance, what is to be my role in it?
I spy some familiar faces: my interrogator at Schiphol, the van chauffeur, the policeman at the
scene, the guru who incited the book riot, the hotel elevator operator, the husband of the Lady in
Black … This is their cult come to witness yet again another performance of the Spectacle of the
Rope. And so I am stuck standing – held hostage by my desire – upon my own Mount Meru,
where the myriad paths along the Road to Poona finally converge. I am the event! The sacrificial
boy! My Ticket to Ride is stamped. The Lady now awaits me.
I grow more faint and begin to swoon. Pastor Sword? Roger Bonz? Uncle Ferd? Tom the Gypsy?
All the scenes through the windshields and rear view mirrors of all the rides I have owned and
driven in an instant flash through my fast-fading consciousness.
Meanwhile the end of a thick rope has suddenly dropped out of the sky above my head and hangs
there waiting to deliver me from Poona to The Lady. The kief of her perfume entirely envelopes
me. Since I can move neither right and with the crowd at my back, with all my remaining
strength I fall forward to grip the rope tightly with my hands. As the rope begins to tow me aloft
I wrap my legs around it, leaving my left shoe behind me. I cling and I climb and I spin.
The sounds of the crowd shouting hurrahs grow faint and then silent below me. The clouds
above are parting.
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